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FOREWORD

This report contains information originating in four studies initiated in 1958 by the Division
of Reactor Development, U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, to assess the feasibility of power
generation through the use of certain types of nuclear reactors. On the back of this page are
listed the original reports of these studies, which were published in July 1959; the list below
includes additional studies and supplements to the original study reports. All the reports are
available from the Office of Technical Services, Department of Commerce, Washington 25,
D. C., at the prices indicated.

TID-8500 BOILING WATER REACTOR STUDY, Ebasco Services Incorporated and General
Electric Company.

Part 1 (Supplement)-Refinements of 306 MW Power Reactor Conceptual Design
(previously available as IDO-24030, Appendix 1), price $0.50.

Part 2 (Supplement)-Separate Studies (previously available as IDO-24030 Sepa-
rate Studies 1R through 6R), price $1.00.

Part 4- 100 MW Boiling Water Reactor Conceptual Design (pre-
viously available as IDO-24032), price $1.00.

TID-8501 ORGANIC COOLED REACTOR STUDY, Bechtel Corporation and Atomics Interna-
tional.

Part 2 (Supplement)-300 MW Power Plant Conceptual Design, Supplementary
Studies (previously available as BCPI-1 Phase I Report,
Supplement No. 2), price $2.75.

TID-8502 ADVANCED PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR STUDY, Stone and Webster
Engineering Corporation and Combustion Engineering, Inc.

Part 1 (Supplement)-Phase II-A Report (previously available as SW-1, Phase
II-A Report, and SW-1, Phase II-A Report, Addendum 1),
price $2.50.

TID-8503 HEAVY WATER MODERATED POWER REACTOR PLANT, Sargent & Lundy,
Engineers, and Nuclear Development Corporation of America.

Part 3- Design Study (previously available as SL-1653, Part 3),
price $4.50.

Part 4- Design Study (previously available as SL-1661, Summary,
Parts 1-3), price $1.00.
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PREFACE

This report is one of a series covering a design study of heavy water
moderated power reactor plants which is being performed by Sargent & Lundy

with Nuclear Development Corporation of America as Nuclear Subcontractor.

This work is being performed for the Savannah River Operations Office of

the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission under Contract No. AT (38-1)193, which
was awarded to Sargent & Lundy on November 6, 1958.

The overall study has two objectives; Selection and recommendation of a

conceptual design of a heavy water moderated power reactor plant providing

optimum economics with slight fuel enrichment, but capable of operating with

natural uranium fuel, and preparation of preliminary design and cost estimates

of a prototype power reactor plant of the minimum size necessary to demonstrate

the recommended concept. Each design is based on currently available tech-

nology and that development which can be undertaken concurrently with plant

design and construction. The design is based on a prototype operating date of

mid-1963.

The project has been divided into three parts: Part 1 consisted of an
evaluation of various heavy water moderated power reactor plant concepts

resulting in the selection of the most promising plant concept and size, and

determination of the prototype design criteria. In part 2, preliminary design
of the prototype plant was undertaken and further details of the recommended

full-scale concept were studied. Concurrent with the prototype design, the
full-scale concept was modified to incorporate certain features which were

found to be desirable as the prototype progressed.

Part 3 of the project was authorized under Modification No. 1 to Contract

No. AT (38-1)193, on March 6, 1959, During this part'of the study, two
programs were conducted simultaneously; the first consisted of detailed

investigations of basic parameters and systems of both the full-scale and

prototype plants; the second included the preparation of preliminary designs

and specifications for those development and test programs which should be

initiated no later than the date of authorization of the prototype plant design

and construction program.

The results of Part 1 of this study are described in report SL-1565,

Design Study, Heavy Water Moderated Power Reactor Plants, Volumes I. II and III,
dated January 28, 1959.

Details of the prototype design and a preliminary safety report are
incorporated in the Part 2 report SL-1581, Volumes I, II and III, dated February

28, 1959. The design modifications of the full-scale concept are covered in

Addendum No. 1 to SL-1565, dated March 20, 1959.

This report presents the results of the studies conducted during Part 3 of
the project.

During a portion of these studies, five European representatives were active
participants and brought to the project the view points of several European
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groups with active interests in heavy water power reactors. These repre-
sentatives were:

Euratom - Pierre Marien, Roger Naudet

OEEC - Richard Ferrarini, Harrold Lange

Sweden - Gunnar Andersson

Several of the investigations covered in this report reflect significant
contributions by the group.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The series of studies preceding this report. consisted of two parts. Part 1

was concerned with the selection, recommendation and conceptual design of

a full-scale, heavy water moderated, natural uranium fueled power reactor

plant offering the greatest promise of producing low-cost power in the near

future. Part 2 consisted of the preliminary design of a prototype plant of

the minimum size necessary to demonstrate this concept and the delineation of

a design and development program. A principal requirement on which both
designs were based was the use of currently available technology and that

development which could be undertaken and completed concurrent with plant
design and construction~ The scope of the development program was limited

to that work which could be accomplished in conjunction with a prototype
plant design and construction schedule based on an operating date of mid-

1963.

In completing the design studies, the time available for investigations

leading to the selection of basic design parameters was limited. As a result,
it was necessary to assign values to certain parameters on the basis of

conservative engineering judgment in order to complete the study in accordance
with the schedule.

Further, in delineating the design development program, it became evident

that the time required for development and tests of certain components was
such that, it would be necessary to initiate development concurrent with

authorization of design and construction of the prototype plant. In order to

accomplish this, it would be necessary to prepare test specifications and the

preliminary design of test facilities in advance of the date of authorization.

Therefore, upon completion of the design studies, the Savannah River
Operations Office of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission authorized Sargent &

Lundy, with NDA as nuclear subcontractor, to undertake Part 3 of the project

within a scope of work in two major areas as follows:

1. Investigation of basic parameters and systems upon which the plant

designs were based ro insure maximum utilization of currently available

information.
2. Preparation of preliminary designs and specifications for those

developmental programs which should be undertaken immediately upon

receipt of a decision to proceed with design and construction of the

prototype plant.

In the formulation of the first part of the above program, emphasis was

placed on those areas that were considered most likely to provide a maximum

return for the effort expended. Thus, the studies consisted of an evaluation
and refinement of the following:

1. Reactor control methods

2. Reactivity calculations

3. Coolant heat transfer and flow
4. Fuel element designs

5. Investigations of equipment and systems for minimum leakage
6. Materials corrosion and erosion

7. 200 MWe plant design
8. 70 MWe Plant design
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The second part of this program included, in addition to preparation of

preliminary designs and specifications for the development program, provisions
for a thorough investigation of current technology related to heavy water
moderated power reactors in general and to those components which are unique

for the recommended design. The purpose of this investigation was to assure
that the work proposed in the development program would not duplicate existing
programs as well as to determine the availability of equipment and facilities
which could be used to supplement the required development effort.

The developmental areas included in Part 3 of the study were as follows:

1. Reactivity tests

2. Reactor joints and closures
3. Fuel irradiation tests

4. Zircaloy-2 materials tests

5. Turbine shaft seals

2



2.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In undertaking the studies of basic design parameters and systems of full-
scale and prototype plants, and the further delineation of the development
program requirements, the general objective was to assure maximum utiliza-

tion of currently available information in the design of the components
and systems of the plants.

While each part of the study was evaluated in terms of its effect on the
plant design, as well as other factors related to performance character-

istics, construction and operating costs and the construction schedule,

it is a general conclusion of this part of the study that no major changes

are required in the design of either the prototype plant or the full-scale

plant on the basis of the parameters studied. To this extent, the present

studies have provided confirmation of the major decisions affecting plant
designs which were made during Parts 1 and 2 of the study.

2.1 STUDIES RELATED TO PLANT PARAMETERS AND SYSTEMS

Reactivity Predictions

There are several methods for the prediction of reactivity in natural

uranium, heavy water moderated reactors. Application of each of these

methods results in a somewhat different optimum design configuration for

a power reactor of this type. It is significant that very little experi-

mental verification is available for an important range of large fuel

clump sizes and lattice spacings for such reactors. Only after an extensive

program of critical measurements, will it be possible to choose, with

confidence, the proper design, In the meantime, the reactor design work
in this program has been based on extrapolations of Atomic Energy of Canada,

Ltd. critical experiment data.

Comparison of French and Swedish calculation methods with a number of

critical measurements has been made. This comparison shows that these
methods are generally in good agreement with experiment over the range

of applicability. The D2O reactors of this design study have combinations
of fuel cross-sectional area per cell and lattice spacings which fall
outside the range covered by existing experiment. Therefore, no firm

conclusion on the applicability of these prediction methods in the

extrapolated region can be reached at this time.

Use of the French method of predicting reactivity for the boiling Da0
pressure tube reactor indicates that the optimum lattice configuration

would be a 31-rod cluster of 1/2 in. diameter rods but the exact lattice

pitch has not been determined. This calculated optimum requires somewhat
more D2 0 in the core when compared with the 37-rod cluster on an 11.1 in.

lattice spacing used in the present design.

In an attempt to develop a sound basis for extrapolation and prediction of
lattice properties, a prediction method starting from basic principles

would be of considerable value and such a method is presently under develop-
ment. The method has been applied to single rod lattices with encouraging

results. In general, koo has been within 1 to 2% and buckling within 10%

of the experimental values. However, work is required before this method

can be considered fully developed and evaluated.
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Fuel Bu rnu

Fuel burnup attainable through proper fuel scheduling in the D2 0 natural

uranium reactor has been calculated using the best data currently available.

The results indicate a slightly higher burnup than the 7500 MWD/Metric ton
burnup reported previously for the 200 MWe plant using a 4-zone outward

radial shift with axial inversion refueling program.

Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow

Flow stability in the boiling D2 0, pressure tube reactor has been examined

and it. is concluded that, with steam exit flow qualities as high as 30%,

the system is stable as designed.

The ratio of minimumburnout heat flux to maximum fuel element heat flux

is predicted as follows:

Reactor Steam Quality,% Burnout Flux Ratio

Prototype 14 3,2
200 MWe 14 2.4
200 MWe 30 1.24

An analysis of the recirculation system cost variations indicate that

increasing reactor exit steam quality from 14% to 30% decreases power cost

by about 0.,1 mills/kwh for the full scale plant. It is concluded that

this small economic incentive does not presently justify the reduction in
burnout flux ratio that would be required if the steam quality were raised

about 14%.

Reactor Control

Nine possible control schemes were tabulated and reviewed according to

desirability for further investigation. Two schemes were investigated in

some detail: moderator level and soluable poison.

In the case of the full scale plant, moderator level variation alone is not

strong enough for complete reactor control, the upper reflector amounting

to only 0.1%AK and a three foot drop amounting to 1%tAK. This is due,

primarily, to the size of the reactor, which makes the entire reflector

worth only 0,8% AK. In the case of the prototype reactor, moderator level

variation would have a stronger effect, but since the control scheme must

be applicable to the full scale plant, the magnitude of this effect was not

determined.

Poison solute control shows some promise and might be used for shim control.
The time delay associated with introduction and circulation of the poison
indicates that this scheme would not be satisfactory for regulation and safety

control; Also, the dumping of a poisoned moderator for scram should be
investigated for transient effects. Nineteen of the thirty-eight control

rods might be eliminated by use of poison solute, but the economic aspects

of this have not been investigated.

The conclusion derived from this work is that a combination of two or more
moderator control schemes may be satisfactory for complete reactor control,

but this has not yet been shown in this program.
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Fuel Element

The design of the oxide rod fuel element has been re-examined. It is

concluded that the power output from the rod had been estimated conserva-
tively in the earlier design work For future designs, a somewhat higher

power output can probably be utilized. The fission gas release is indicated as
lower than previously anticipated and the adequacy of the 0.025 in. clad

thickness at the expected burnup is confirmed.

New fuel element end fittings have been designed with increased free flow

area. This reduces the pressure drop across the fuel element of the

prototype to 10 psi from the previous value of 18.5 psi. At the same time,

the axial gap between adjacent fuel elements has been reduced.

Manufacturer's estimates are being obtained for the cost of the oxide rod

fuel elements employed, The values used in previous power cost estimates

for fabrication of the fuel elements fall within the range of estimates

received to date.

A quotation has been received for supplying reactor grade oxide at $30.50

per kg. of contained uranium as compared with a cost of $40.50 per kg.

used in earlier estimates,

Minimization of D2 0 Leakage

Methods of sealing the turbine shaft, pump shafts and valve stems against

D2 0 leakage have been reviewed in detail with the objective of obtaining a

system with a minimum unrecovered leakage rate and minimum cost.

The results of this investigation confirm those of earlier studies conducted
in Parts 1 and 2 in which D2 0 leakage rates are estimated to average about

16 lbs/day for the full scale plant and 12 lbs/day for the prototype.

These rates correspond to approximately 1% per year of the total plant
D;0 inventory. Earlier work, upon which the plant cost estimates were

based, incorporated an additional 1% per year of D2 0 loss to account for

inadvertant losses. Therefore, the total estimated D2 0 loss rate remains
at 2% per year for both plants. It is the consensus of the manufacturers

contacted that a leakage rate of 2 lbs. per day can be guaranteed for the
200 MWe turbine, using a combination of steam and dry air seals.

Mechanical type seals are recommended for all pumps in the D2 0 systems,
based on their satisfactory service with low leakage rates. A sealing

makeup water injection system is recommended for the pumps in the reactor

circulating water system, All seals would be piped to a liquid recovery
system where the seal drains are collected for return to the coolant

system. Canned type pumps have been considered, but their high cost,
combined with the low leakage rates attainable with mechanical seals and

the provisions for recovering seal leakage, makes them unattractive for

this application.

Leakage from valves can be satisfactorily controlled by a combination of

seal-welded bonnets and either double gland stem packing with lantern
gland leakoff taps for isolating valves or bellows or diaphragm seals for

control valves: Drains from lantern glands of large valves are to be

piped to a drain recovery system:
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Only a limited number of tests have been performed by valve manufacturers

to determine leakage rates of various valve and stem seal designs. The

manufacturers have interpreted these tests as inconclusive, however, the

estimated average rate of 0.1 lb. per day per valve throughout the plant

is in sufficient agreement with test results to provide a reasonable basis

for estimating leakage recovery system requirements.

A test program is required to determine the leakage characteristics of the

various joints and closures in the reactor complex. This information is

required for an evaluation of the joint design as well as for sizing the

ventilating system for the reactor cavity and the upper and lower header

rooms.

The rate of formation of nitric acid in the air of the reactor enclosure is

expected to be negligible. This is the result of a combination of low dew

point in the ventilating air and high surface temperatures throughout the

enclosure, thus preventing condensation which is essential to nitric acid

formation from NO2 .

Materials Corrosion and Erosion

An extensive investigation was made of corrosion and erosion experience with

high velocity H2 0, and where possible D2 0, systems under operating conditions

comparable to those of the prototype and full-scale plants. The investigation

centered around three major categories, the aluminum moderator system and

condenser tubes, the turbine, and the carbon and stainless steel primary

system.

In general, the results of the studies indicated that no change be made in

the plant materials of construction insofar as corrosion and erosion are

concerned. The plant materials are presented in detail in section 3.7 of

this report and differ only in heat treatment requirements from those

presented in reports SL-1565 and SL-1581., Based on the existing plant

purification systems design, it is expected that the original specification

of 1 ppm total dissolved solids in the primary system can be met.

Because of the relatively strong influence of 02 content on corrosion rates

in general, an evaluation of 02 concentrations in the primary system was

made. It was found that, although O2 is introduced into the system by both

radiolytic dissociation of the coolant and normal air inleakage, the result-

ant equilibrium of dissolved 02 in the feed water is expected to be 0.018

ppm, which is well below troublesome levels,

2.2 DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Reactivity Experimental Program

An extensive experimental program concerning the reactivity of natural

uranium D2 0 lattices is required. The proposed program consists of both

small scale and full-scale critical experiments.

The small scale experiments would be performed in a facility which uses a

small test section driven by enriched fuel elements. These experiments

would yield fairly accurate values of k00 and would be used to obtain

screening data and to expand about points fixed by full-scale critical

experiments. The unit would be similar to the Hanford Physical Constants

Test Reactor (PCTR), but would have to be capable of handling larger lattice
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spacings. Since no suitable unit is now in existence, a preliminary design

of such an apparatus has been made and is included in this report.

The full-scale criticals would be complete critical experiments. The

Process Development Pile (PDP) at the Savannah River Laboratory is the only

existing U. S. facility of this type and could be used in this program if
its schedule will permit,

Pressure Tube Closure and Joints Tests

A review of current experimental programs did not reveal sources of closure

and joint design data for the specific conditions of the D2 0 reactor. How-

ever, work is being conducted at a number of installations which indicates

the more likely designs for investigation. The recommended tests are

discussed in Section 4.2.

Irradiation Tests

One of the conclusions of the Part 2 report was that fuel irradiation tests

would be necessary to prove out the fuel element design. At that time, the

type of tests required was unknown,but there was the possibility that an

extensive in-pile loop program might be necessary.

The investigations conducted in this phase of the program indicate that the

required fuel element irradiation program can be much less costly and should

consist of:

1. Small fuel sample irradiation in capsules.

2. Fuel Assembly proof test in VBWR or EBWR.

3. Full-length fuel element test in the HWCTR when it becomes available.

The third item of the recommended program may not fit the schedule as well

as it is desired, but would serve as a final proof of the fuel element

design. The HWCTR would be able to test a full length (but not full

diameter) prototype element, possibly with boiling DO coolant.

Zirconium Materials Testing

A fairly extensive literature search, summarized in Section 4.4, revealed

that erosion, corrosion, creep and stress rupture data for zirconium, under

the specific combination of design conditions required for the boiling

D2 0 pressure tube reactor, does not exist. Therefore, a test program has

been outlined to provide the required data. Since the test conditions are

long term in nature, work should be started early in the program.

Turbine Shaft Seals

The prototype and full scale turbines can be furnished with sealing systems

designed for 2 lbs, per day maximum leakage by design modifications of

present seals or by adaptations of seal systems presently used on other

boiling water reactor turbines. A seal development and test program would

be undertaken in conjunction with the design and manufacture of the turbine.
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3.0 STUDIES RELATING TO PLANT DESIGN

In order to complete the part 1 and 2 design studies in accordance with the
schedule, it was necessary to assign values to certain parameters on the basis
of conservation engineering judgment.

The studies reported in this section have been conducted for the purpose of

placing the plant design on a more definitive basis.

3.1 REACTIVITY CALCULATIONS

A number of methods have been developed for the prediction of reactivity of
heavy water moderated, natural uranium reactors. All these methods are based
largely on empirical correlation with experimental results. Over the range
of available experiment their agreement with physical measurements is generally
quite good. Unfortunately, the areas of major interest for D2 0 moderated power
reactors lie generally in a region of larger fuel clump sizes and lattice
spacings than have been covered by reliable experiments. Therefore, the
available reactivity prediction methods may be applied only with uncertainty.

Reactivity predictions in the design work in the earlier portions of this
program were based on extrapolations of Canadian critical measurements. This
method was used consistently in the early part of the program although it was
recognized that other methods would give somewhat different results and would
require somewhat different optimizations of the reactor design. In part 3
of the program, other methods were reviewed and the effects of these methods on
reactor optimization were assessed. This section summarizes the current status
of these studies.

The most important parameters which define the reactor experiments are fuel
area per cluster and lattice spacing. The range of variables already covered
by experiment and the values needed for the boiling D20 reactor are shown
graphically in Fig. 3.1-1.

To overcome the problems associated with the extrapolation of experimental
data a two-pronged approach has been adopted - (a) development of improved
prediction methods, and (b) suitable extension of reliable experimental
measurements over the range of interest. The status of the work to date is
reported in this section as well as in Section 4.1, and Appendices 5.1 and
5.2.

3.1.1 Calculation Methods

The main effort in the program has been directed toward increasing the
reliability of the calculational procedures for D2 0 lattices. This task was
greatly facilitated by improved methods supplied by R. Naudet of France and
G. Andersson of Sweden, both of whom worked at NDA during a major portion
of the D20 study.

The French and Swedish methods presented herein are only two of the several
ways to calculate reactivity in heavy water moderated, natural uranium reactors.

When applied to the design of a reactor, each would result in a somewhat
different configuration in order to operate at an optimum point. These

different designs result in different economic performance. The French and
Swedish methods are in excellent agreement with some precise experiments
(see below).
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With the exclusion of two NDA -PDP oxide lattices, and perhaps some early

experiments at Savannah River and Hanford, Table 3.1-1 contains a complete

listing of oxide and metal rod cluster experiments which have been reported

in the literature.

French Methods

The French approach (4 to the calculation of D2 0 lattices relies heavily

upon results of experimentation in the French Critical Facility, Aquilon, In
Aquilon, material bucklings of about 100 different lattices, including various

geometries for both uranium metal and oxide, have been measured with precision.

Experimentally deduced formulas, which comprise the heart of the French method,

have been given enough flexibility to get a good correlation with all of the

experimental results.

To calculate a material buckling from the French formulations, use is made of

the two group, four factor equation:

Ef p i= (1+BmL2)(l-Bi T)

The fast effect, E , used in this method follows the definition proposed by

Spinrad.(6) It is computed using two energy groups: (a) above the fission

threshold, and (b) from the upper threshold of the U2 r esonance domain to

the fission threshold. When used with fuel clusters, the method assumes
homogenization within a rubber-band area, and applies corrections to account

for inhomogeneity.

The disadvantage factors (flux ratios) used to calculate the thermal
utilization, i, are based upon a combination of diffusion theory and a modified

P-3 approximation to the one velocity transport equation for estimating the
flux shape in the various cell components. No correction is made for the

presence of void channels between the cooland and moderator. The disadvantage

factor for a single rod, and the flux rise in the neighborhood of a strong

absorver are obtained using the theory of Amouyal and Benoist.() When used
with fuel clusters, an homogenized area somewhat different from that for E is

employed.

The resonance escape probability, p, is determined by the standard
formulation with the addition of a nonuniform slowing down correction

(Critoph's formulation (8) with a Gaussian distribution to determine the fast
flux shape), and a Doppler broadening correction (dependent upon the flux

square weighted mean fuel temperature), The effective resonance integral
for the method is calculated from empirical formulas deduced from French

experiments. The constants in these formulas depend solely upon the type of

fuel, while the effective surface is calculated in a manner similar to that

used by AECL.

An n common to all lattices was experimentally determined, and it is consistent
with the effective resonance integral (and hence p), Neither 1 nor p are
necessarily in conformity with the definitions of the four factor theory; their

product however, when multiplied by Ef,will yield the proper ku,.

The diffusion area, L2 , is determined from a weighted mean-free-path obtained
by considering everything in all but the moderator and fuel as void, and a
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weighted mean absorption cross section which includes all cell components.

The slowing down area, T, considers two groups of neutrons: (a) those
which enter the moderator without suffering an inelastic collision, in the

fuel, and (b) those which enter the moderator after an inelastic collision.

The first group has a for pure moderator of 120 cm , and the second has a

T of 72 cm2 . Both L2 and Tare supplied with appropriate Behrens'
corrections to account for streaming in voids.

Fission product poisoning (Xe and Sm)is assumed to affect only the

thermal utilization. The effect of fission product poisoning is flux square
weighted over the reactor.

Swedish Methods

(1 )
The Swedish method follows the classicial Fermi picture of the neutron

cycle, which is expected to be a valid picture for D2 0-moderated reactors.

The method solves the critical equation:
-B 2 T

EfprI= e (1+L2) .

The definition and computation of the fast fission factor, E, is quite

similar to that indicated above for the French methods.

The thermal utilization, f, is estimated from volume and flux weighted cross

sections. The average flux in a single fuel rod is estimated by an S-4
approximation to the one-velocity transport equation. The fluxes in the

other cell materials are related to that in the fuel. The relative flux
in the moderator is computed according to a method by Carlvik and Pershagen. 1

Treatment of the flux in void channels between the fuel and the moderator is

made using Newmarch's approximation.(12 )

The treatment of the resonance escape probability, p, is similar to that

developed by Critoph, which accounts for spatial variation of the slowing-

down density over a lattice cell. The value of the resonance integral is

evaluated according to the empirical correlation of Hellstrand. (13 )

Correction terms are applied to account for the coupling effect of adjacent
lattices and for Doppler broadening. The rubber-band surface is used in

defining the effective surface of the fuel for resonance neutrons.

The value of- is computed directly from Westcott's cross section data at
a neutron temperature equal to the moderator temperature.

The thermal diffusion area is calculated using the same cross section

treatment used in calculating f. The neutron age is calculated assuming

that elastic scattering in materials other than D2 0 occurs with negligible

energy loss. A correction is applied for inelastic scattering in the fuel.

Behrens' formula is used in both cases to correct for void spaces.

Fission product poisoning is handled in a manner identical to that of the

French methods.

Application of French and Swedish Methods

The French and Swedish methods have been coded for the Detatron (NDA code
names FRELAC and SCOL, respectively). To check the validity of the methods,
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runs were made on the following experimental lattices for the purpose of
comparing experimental and calculated 4 values:

French (Aquilon) -oxide and metal rod clusters,

Canadian (ZEEP) -oxide and metal rod clusters,

U.S. (Savannah River) -oxide and metal rod clusters,

U.S. (Hanford PCTR) -oxide rod clusters,

Swedish (ZEBRA) -oxide and metal rod clusters,

The results of this work are presented below.

It should be noted that only one or two of the D20 boiling tube reactors used
in the survey (see below) has a combination of fuel cross-sectional area per

cell and lattice spacing which may be found in the experimental range of

these variables; some unproven degree of extrapolation is still inherent
when the French or Swedish methods are applied to most of the design studied

in this program.

After the validity of the French method (FRELAC) within the experimental

range was assured, runs were made on the full-scale boiling D2 0 reactor at

three different cluster sizes and various lattice pitches.

Comparison of FRELAC and SCOL Results with Experiment

Table 3.1-I presents experimental, FRELAC, and SCOL values, for material
bucklings and km,. The table also contains geometric and other pertinent data.

French Experiment

For both oxide and metal clusters, agreement between FRELAC, SCOL, and
experimental B~ values is excellent, as is the agreement with reported k,
values. This is as it should be for FRELAC, since these experimental data
are the basis for the FRELAC formulas. In the case of SCOL the results are
quite encouraging since excellent agreement is achieved with precise

experiments.

Canadian Experiments

FRELAC and SCOL agreement with Canadian oxide lattice measurements of Bm is

good, and as indicated in Table 3.1-I, agreement with reported ko values at
E (resonance energy) = 100 ev. is excellent. However, the Canadians found
that k o values at ER = 25 ev. yielded calculated Bm values (using AECL

methods) closer to the experimental results than did calculated ko, values at
100 ev.

Both FRELAC and SCOL yield B ,and k,2 values for the metal fueled lattices
which are significantly lower than reported values. However, agreement

between FRELAC and SCOL calculations is very good.

Savannah River Experiments

FRELAC agreement with Savannah River oxide and metal cluster experiments is,
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2
poor. For the oxide clusters without process tubes, about half the Bm

values fall within the large experimental range ( 0.3 which is three times
larger than the French limits). Agreement with the lattices with process

tubes is even worse.

FRELAC results on Savannah River metal clusters are lower than the

experimental results in every case. It is hard to make any general

statement here, but it appears that FRELAC agreement with experiment

improves first with larger center-to-center rod spacings, and second with

larger fuel area per cluster.

Hanford Experiments

Hanford has run a 19-rod oxide cluster at two different pitches. This

cluster was not a true hexagonal, in that the inner 7 rods where surrounded

by a circle of 12 rods instead of a hexagon composed of 12 rods. The FRELAC

result agrees well with the reported k., at both lattice spacings.

Swedish Experiments

The reported Swedish values of Bm for two oxide and two metal fueled lattices

are from the results of exponential experiments. The FRELAC values of

are low, with very few falling within the range of experimental error.

NDA-PDP Experiments

The FRELAC values of B and k ce are, in every instance, higher than those that

have been reported. Hwever, proper interpretation of these experiments is

extremely difficult.

The FRELAC results compared well with the Savannah River calculations

(using SRL methods) of and k., as well as the factors which go to make

up these two quantities.

Full-Scale Boiling Da0Pressure Tube Reactor.

FRELAC runs were made on 19, 31, and 37 rod clusters at various lattice

pitches as applied to the full-scale plant. For all of these clusters the

rods were 0.5 in. in diameter. The fuel inventory was kept the same as in

the original design (Report SL-1565, Addendum 1), and all three clusters

had the same ratio of coolant to fuel in the cell. In this manner reactor

cores composed of the different lattices lend themselves to direct

comparison at any D2 0/U02 volume ratio.

No cost estimates have been determined in this study, but as can be obtained

from Fig. 3.1-3, a plot of core life vs (D20/U02)V, the same burnup as in the

design discussed in SL-1565 Addendum 1 can be obtained from a 31 rod cluster

with a D20/U volume ratio of about 18.

It would be expected that the optimum economic design using FRELAC would not

be far from this point.
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3.1.2 Basic Physics Studies*

Reactivity calculations based on measured cross sections have not correctly

predicted the reactivity of critical assemblies. This has been particularly
true of heterogeneous lattice reactors.

The most widely used procedure for such reactors has been the four-factor
formula. However, in order to obtain results that are in agreement with

experiment it has been necessary to incorporate correction factors. In early

calculations it was customary to use artificial values of rj, the neutron
regeneration factor. Later, it was recognized that the more likely place for

error in the calculations was in the resonance escape probability, p. Then,

various schemes were used to allow calculations of p to agree with measured
bucklings.

During previous attempts to calculate the reactivity of heterogeneous D2 0-

moderated lattices, it was found that the most likely source of the difficulty

in calculating resonance escape probability was the assumption of a dE/E
spectrum at the surface of the fuel cluster in the resonance energy range. It
was decided to attempt to calculate k o of a cell by using multigroup

diffusion theory.

A difficulty encountered in multigroup calculations of this type arises from

the energy and spatial self-shielding of the neutron flux in the resonances
in o . Dresner( and others, notably Adler, Hinman and Nordheim( ) cal-

culated the resonance integral for large lumps of uranium, but the problem
of the surface absorption still remained. A method of calculating group

absorption cross sections for uranium rods has been developed and is given

in Section 5.1 of the appendix. Good agreement with Hellstrand's
measurements has been obtained.

A multigroup code, STAR was used in making the calculations. This code has
provisions for 10 energy groups and yields values of koo directly. Values of

the four factors (defined in a slightly different manner than usual) and of
L2 and tmay also be determined from the results. The methods of making these

calculations are presented in Section 5.1. The material buckling 4, of the
lattice may then be determined from the relation

kcoo =(l+Laim) (1+Tfm)

The results of the calculation of the buckling of several single rod lattices

are presented in Section 5.1. The following remarks are appropriate:

1. The agreement between the calculated values and the experimental data
obtained at North American Aviation and Chalk River is quite good.

The 10% error in the buckling in the one case is equivalent to less
than 2% error in k .o- In general, the agreement between calculation
and experiment is better for the larger lattice pitches.

2. The multigroup calculation shows that the spectrum at the rod surface is
not dE/E. The departure from this behavior is more pronounced as the
lattice pitch is increased. This means that calculation methods for p

*The work covered in this section was supported jointly by this program and

the SDR Program,

Contract AT(30-3)-256.
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which assume a dE/E spectrum at the rod surface are in error for

large pitches.

3. Contrary to the usual calculations for the fast fission factor,E , the
multigroup calculation gives values which are dependent on lattice

pitch. The variation is due chiefly to the inclusion of epithermal

fissions in U2 3 5  in E, but is not completely compensated for when these

epithermal fissions are removed. It is thought that the remaining small

variation may be due to diffusion theory overestimates of the rod-rod

interactions.

4. Values of the age, T, vary in a different manner with lattice spacing

than is usually assumed. That is, the usual recipes have the age de-

creasing as the lattice pitch increases, while the multigroup results
show that the age increases. In the limit of infinite lattice pitch,

both give the age as that of pure moderator. The difference in behavior
is believed to be due to the inclusion of absorption in fuel during
slowing down, while the usual prescriptions neglect this absorption.

The two-group diffusion equations require that this absorption be included.
Further work is required to understand this problem.

5. Two experiments have been performed to measure koo of single rod
lattices in the PCTR at Hanford. (3) These lattices had graphite as the
moderator. Multigroup calculations on these lattices gave koo values
which are 1 to 2% higher than those measured. This is due mostly to

the diffusion theory overestimates of the thermal utilization (a very
small effect in D2 0-moderated single rod lattices). P-3 calculations

of these thermal utilizations should be performed.

6. The values of koo calculated by the multigroup theory are somewhat
lower (1 to 4%) than those calculated at other places. (4j5) Similarly,
the multigroup values ofT and L2 are lower than in other calculations.

7. So far no calculations have been made on clustered lattices. In order
to calculate these lattices it is necessary to investigate homogenization
procedures. Further pursuit of these studies is warranted.

8. In summary, the multigroup method gives very good agreement with
measured bucklings on single-rod lattices. There are some differences
in details between this method and standard methods. These differences
should be investigated more fully. In addition, the multigroup method
should be extended to cover clustered-rod lattices.

Heterogeneity Effects

The usual relation between keff and buckling for a multiplying medium is

given by

keff = k e1B __________

1 +LB (1+zB2 )(1+ L2 B2 )

This relation was derived for (and is exact for) a homogeneous multiplying
medium when Tand L2 are properly defined. A question exists as to the applica-
bility of this relation for heterogeneous lattices. Accordingly, an investigation
of the effect of taking into account explicitly the heterogeneities of the
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lattice was undertaken. A description of this work, along with results to

date, is given in Section 5.2 of the appendix.

Briefly, the results do not show a great difference 1 ;een the major

bucklings calculated by the homogeneous method and by the heterogeneous method.

The agreement is not sufficiently accurate for minor buckling aid since this

is used in calculating control rod worth, reflector effects, etc.,

determination of method validity is quite important. However, the calcu-

lations to date have only been made to a fairly low order of approximation

in that the flux everywhere in a lattice cell is assumed to be specified in

terms of the flux at only four points on the boundary.

3.1.3 References for Section 3.1

1. L. Dresner, Nuc. Sci. and Eng., 1:68 (1956).

2. F. Adler, G. Hinman, L. W. Nordheim, GA 322 (1958)

3. D. Donohue et al., Nuc. Sci. and Eng., 4:297 (1958).

4. Geneva Paper 336 (French)

5. Geneva Paper 212 (Canadian)

6. Spinrad, Nuc. Sci. and Eng. 1:455 (1956).

7. Amouyal and Benoist, J. Nuc. Energy, 6:79, (1957).

8. Critoph, CRRP-655

9. Behren, Proc. of the Royal Soc., 52:607, (1949).

10. Geneva Paper 151 (Swedish)

11. Carlvik and Pershagen, AEF-69.

12. Newmarch, J. of Nuc. Energy, 2,52, (1955).

13. Hellstrand, J. of App. Phys., 28, No.12, (1957).
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Table 3.1-I - D2 0 Lattice Experiments

Clad Clad Exper. FRELAC SCOL Other
Code Fuel Rod Center-Center Rod Thickness Process Additional Bm

2 
x 10 Bm

2 
x 104 Bm

2 
x 10' Bm2 x 10

or Other Element Pitch Pitch, ! DO No. of Rods Radius, Rod Sacing, Radius, and Material, Tube Tube Reported FRELAC SCOL

Experiment Designation Type Type cm or N yV per Cluster cm cm cm cm Description Description D0 Purity = 99.8% French Cac. k k, k.

I. French (Aquilon) (OS-19) oxide rods square 19.0 9.6
Ref.: A/Conf 15/ p = 9.42 21.0 11.9
P/336 23.0 14.6

25.0 17.5

(OC-19-2) oxide rods square 17.0 9.6
p = 9.52 19.0 12.4

21.0 15.5
23.0 18.9
25.0 22.4
27.0 26.6

(OC-19-4 19.0 12.4
21.0 15.5
23.0 18.9
25.0 24.4

(G-0) metal rods square 15.0 13.5
p = 18.9 17.0 17.7

19.0 22.5
21.0 27.7
23.0 33.5
25.0 39.8

(G-2) 15.0 13.5
17.0 17.7
19.0 22.5
21.0 27.7
23.0 33.5
25.0 39.8

(G-5) 15.0 13.5
17.0 17.7
19.0 22.5
21.0 27.7
23.0 33.5
25.0 39.8

(OS-13) oxide rods square 17.0
p=9.42 19.0

21.0
23.0

(OC-13-2) oxide rods square 17.0
p = 9.52 19.0

21.0
23.0

(OC-13-4) oxide rods square 17.0
p=9.5

2  
19.0
21.0
23.0

19
19
19
19

19
19
19
19
19
19

19
19
19
19

7
7
7
7
7
7

7
7
7
7
7
7

7
7
7
7
7
7

13

13
13
13

13
13
13
13

13
13
13
13

0.78
0.78
0.78
0.78

0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66

0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66

0.825
0.825
0.825
0.825
0.825
0.825

0.825
0.825
0.825
0.825
0.825
0.825

0.825
0.825
0.825
0.825
0.825
0.825
0.78
0.78
0.78
0.78

0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66

0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66

1.85 0.86 0.08 Al
1.85 0.86 0.08 Al
1.85 0.86 0.08 Al
1.85 0.86 0.08 Al

1.80 0.800 0.10 Al
1.80 0.10 Al
1.80 0.10 Al
1.80 0.10 Al
1.80 0.10 Al
1.80 0.10 Al

2.0 0.800 0.10 Al
2.0 0.10 Al
2.0 0.10 Al
2.0 0.10 Al

1.90 0.950 0.10 Al
1.90 0.950 0.10 Al
1.90 0.950 0.10 Al
1.90 0.950 0.10 Al
1.90 0.950 0.10 Al
1.90 0.950 0.10 Al

2.10 0.950 0.10 Al
2.10 0.950 0.10 Al
2.10 0.950 0.10 Al
2.10 0.950 0.10 Al
2.10 0.950 0.10 Al
2.10 0.950 0.10 Al

2.40 0.950 0.10 Al
2.40 0.950 0.10 Al
2.40 0.950 0.10 Al
2.40 0.950 0.10 Al
2.40 0.950 0.10 Al
2.40 0.950 0.10 Al
1.85 0.86 0.08 Al
1.85 0.86 0.08 Al
1.85 0.86 0.08 Al

1.85 0.86 0.08 Al

1.80 0.80 0.10 Al
1.80 0.80 0.10 Al
1.80 0.80 0.10 Al
1.80 0.80 0.10 Al

1.80 0.80 0.10 Al
1.80 0.80 0.10 Al
1.80 0.80 0.10 Al
1.80 0.80 0.10 Al

4.65
5.28 * 0.1 5.31
5.38 * 0.1 5.46
5.16 * 0.1 5.31

4.12
4.87 * 0.1 4.91
5.04 0.1 5.11
4.95 * 0.1 4.99

4.68
4.29

4.68 * 0.1 4.76
5.04

4.93 * 0.1 4.96
4.69

6.34 0.1 6.43
7.26 * 0.1 7.21
7.33 0.1 7.24
6.93 0.1 6.89

6.36
5.70 * 0.1 5.76

6.19 * 0.1 6.07
7.00

7.24 0.1 7.20
6.91 * 0.1 6.83

6.34
5.77

6.05 * 0.1 5.64
6.88 * 0.1 6.75
7.17 * 0.1 6.99
6.89 0.1 6.78
6.36 0.1 6.34
5.77 * 0.1 5.80

5.22
5.64

5.44t 0.1 5.59
5.11*0.1 5.29

5.22
5.10*0.1 5.22
4.98*0.1 4.94
4.45*0.1 4.53

5.14
5.05*0.1 5.19

4.94
4.46*0.1 4.55

4.47 4.61
5.10 5.29
5.17 5.45
4.95 5.19

4.03 4.02
4.91 4.84
5.08 5.06
4.88 4.95
4.52 4.59
4.10 4.19

4.73 4.67
4.97 4.97
4.83 4.92
4.51 4.58

6.39 6.44
7.11 7.25
7.18 7.28
6.80 6.94
6.23 6.42
5.60 5.76

6.07 6.12
6.92 7.07
7.08 7.20
6.77 6.91
6.23 6.43
5.62 5.79

5.65 5.76
6.68 6.88
6.98 7.13
6.73 6.92
6.24 6.48
5.66 5.87

5.15
5.59
5.55
5.26

5.11
5.14
4.87
4.48

5.02
5.10
4.86
4.49

1.111 1.112 1.108
1.141 1.141 1.137
1.162 1.161 1.156
1.171 1.175 1.167

1.097 1.098 1.096
1.129 1.129 1.131
1.150 1.150 1.152
1.165 1.164 1.165
1.171 1.173 1.173
1.174 1.178 1.176

1.122 1.122 1.123
1.144 1.145 1.145
1.160 1.159 1.159
1.166 1.169 1.167

1.137 1.136 1.137
1.173 1.172 1.174
1.197 1.196 1.201
1.213 1.211 1.218
1.223 1.221 1.229
1.226 1.227 1.234

1.128 1.126 1.128
1.166 1.164 1.166
1.191 1.189 1.194
1.207 1.205 1.212
1.218 1.216 1.223
1.222 1.222 1.229

1.118 1.115 1.117
1.157 1.154 1.156
1.184 1.180 1.185
1.202 1.198 1.205
1.213 1.209 1.216
1.218 1.216 1.223
1.127 1.128
1.155 1.156
1.173 1.174
1.185 1.185

1.141 1.142
1.160 1.161
1.172 1.173
1.180 1.180

1.136 1.138
1.156 1.158
1.169 1.170
1.177 1.178



Table 3.1-I - D20 Lattice Experiments

Clad Clad Eper. FRELAC SCOL Other
Code Fuel Rod Center-Center Rod Thickness Process Additional Bn

2 
x 10' Bin x 10' Bi X 10' Bn

2 X 10'
or Other Element Pitch Pitch, DO No. of Rods Radius, Rod Spacng, Radius, and Material, Tube Tube Reported FRELAC SCOL

Experiment Designation Type Type cm U or U0 2) V per Cluster cm cm cm cm Description Description D20 Purity = 99.60 Canadian Cac. k* k k.

II. Canadian (ZEEP) [NDP 1(1)] oxide rods hex. 19.05 10.6
Ref.: AECL-622 p = 9.53 21.59 14.0
ER = 25 ev 24.13 17.9

26.67 22.1
30.48 29.4

ER = 25 ev [NDP 1(1)] metal rods hex. 22.0 14.4
p = 18.9 25.4 20.2

29.2 27.3

19
19
19
19
19

19
19
19

0.6615 1.791 0.7945 0.102 Al
0.6615 1.791 0.7945 0.102 Al
0.6615 1.791 0.7945 0.102 Al
0.6615 1.791 0.7945 0.102 Al
0.6615 1.791 0.7945 0.102 Al

0.655 1.791 0.7945 0.102 Al
0.655 1.791 0.7945 0.102 Al
0.655 1.791 0.7945 0.102 Al

4.21 0.03 4.41 4.30
.04 t 0.03 4.94 4.861.00 0.3 4.86 4.72

. 0.03 4.51 4.29
3.74 0.12 3.80 3.51

D20 Purity = 99.68

6.21 * 0.08 5.29 5.46
.5 * 0.07 5.81 5.79
5.66 0.09 5.39 5.20

4.26
5.07
5.06
4.71
3.92

5.78
6.22
5.70

1.106 1.105 1.105
1.143 1.134 1.136
1.163 1.152 1.152
1.174 1.161 1.159

1.166 1.159

1.135 1.123 1.128
1.172 1.159 1.161
1.191 1.179 1.177

* For the oxide rods, FRELAC and SCOL k, agreement with the reported Canadian k~ at ER = 100 ev is better than the agreement presented (25 ev):

Pitch Canadian k~ (100 ev) FRELAC k~ SCOL k.

19.05 1.101 1.105 1.105
21.59 1.134 1.134 1.136
24.13 1.152 1.152 1.152
26.67 1.160 1.161 1.159
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Table 3.1-I - D2 0 Lattice Experiments

Clad Clad
Code Fuel Rod Center-Center Rod Thickness Process Additional Eldper. FRELAC SCOL

or Other Element Pitch Pitch, DO No. of Rods Radius, Rod Sacing, Radius, and Material, Tube Tube Bm
2 

x 104 Bmt x 10' Bm x 104 Other Reported FRELAC SCOL
Experiment Designation Type Type cm or UO y per Cluster cm cm cm cm Description Description D0 Purity = 99.75 Bm x 10 k k k

I Savannah River OD-19-1 oxide rods hex. 17.78 18.6
(PDP) p = 10 23.52 33.8
Ref.: DP-265

OD-37-1 17.78 8.7
23.52 16.5
27.18 22.6

OD-61-1 27.18 13.0

OD-19-2 17.78 18.6
23.52 33.9

OD-37-2 17.78 8.7
23.52 16.5
27.18 22.6

OD-19-3 23.52 33.8
27.18 46.0

OD-37-3 23.52 16.5
27.18 22.6

OD-19-4 23.52 27.4
27.18 38.8

OD-37-4 23.52 13.7
27.18 20.0

Ref.: DP-285 MD-7-1 bare metal hex. 17.78 29.8
rodsp = 19.30 35.1
18.9 23.62 53.0

27.18 71.1

WD-19-1 17.78 10.4
19.30 12.2
21.08 14.9
23.62 18.9
27.18 25.5

MD-7-2 17.78 29.8
19.30 35.1
23.62 53.0
27.18 71.1

MD-19-2 17.78 10.4
19.30 12.2
21.08 14.9
23.62 18.9
27.18 25.5

MD-7-3 17.78 15.2
19.30 17.9
23.62 27.4
27.68 36.8

MD-7-4 17.78 15.2
19.30 17.9
23.60 27.4
27.17 36.8

19
19

37
37
37

67

19
19

37
37
37

19
19

37
37

19
19

37
37

7
7
7
7

19
19
19
19
19

7
7

19
19

19
19
19

7
7

7
77

7

7

7

0.470
0.470

0.470
0.470
0.470

0.470

0.470
0.470

0.470
0.470
0.470

0.470
0.470

0.470
0.470

0.470
0.470

0.470
0.470

0.635
0.635
0.635
0.635
0.635
0.635
0.635
0.635
0.635

0.635
0.635
0.635
0.635
0.635
0.635
0.635
0.635
0.635

0.8125
0.8125
0.8125
0.8125

0.8125
0.8125
0.8125
0.8125

1.605 0.635 0.124 Al
1.605 0.635 0.124 Al

1.605
1.605
1.605

1.605

2.019
2.019

2.019
2.019
2.019

1.605
1.605

1.605
1.605

1.605
1.605

1.605
1.605

1.654
1.654
1.654
1.654

1.654
1.654
1.654
1.654
1.654

2.54
2.54
2.54
2.54

2.54
2.54
2.54
2.54
2.54

2.164
2.164
2.164
2.164

3.015
3.015
3.015
3.015

0.635 0.124 Al
0.635 0.124Al
0.635 0.124 Al

0.635 0.124 Al

0.635 0.124 Al
0.635 0.124 Al

0.635 0.124 Al
0.635 0.124 Al
0.635 0.124 Al

0.635 0.124 Al Al - 6.065 cm
0.635 0.124 Al ID, 6.195

0.635 0.124 Al cm OD, D20

0.635 0.124 Al Al - 6.065 cm

0.635 0.124 Al ID, 6.195 cm
0.635 0.124 Al OD, He inside
0.635 0.124 Al
0.635 0.124 Al

bare rods
bare rods
bare rods
bare rods

bare rods
bare rods
bare rods
bare rods
bare rods

bare rods
bare rods
bare rods
bare rods
bare rods
bare rods
bare rods
bare rods
bare rods

bare rods
bare rods
bare rods
bare rods

bare rods
bare rods
bare rods
bare rods

4.49 * 0.3 4.26
4.27 * 0.3 3.71

0.81 * 0.3 1.25
4.09 * 0.3 3.88
4.19 t 0.3 3.86

3.26 * 0.3 3.21

4.09 * 0.3 4.12
4.16 * 0.3 3.75

-0.87 * 0.3 0.58
3.57 0.3 3.74
3.98 * 0.3 3.87

3.20 t 0.3 2.33
2.67 * 0.3 1.92

3.35 * 0.3 2.81

3.40 + 0.3 3.03

2.43 +0.3 2.35

2.40 t 0.3 2.18

2.75 * 0.3 2.19
3.30 f 0.3 2.83

7.92 * 0.25 7.48
7.38 0.25 7.10
6.25 * 0.25 5.70
5.14 * 0.25 4.59

4.29 t 0.25 3.67
5.79 * 0.25 5.14
6.28 0.25 6.10

7.05 } 0.25 6.54
6.68 * 0.25 6.23

7.78 * 0.25 7.45
7.36 0.25 7.20
6.52 * 0.25 5.99
5.36 0.25 4.91
1.33 0.25 1.31
3.66 * 0.25 3.48
4.78 0.25 5.04
6.25 * 0.25 6.10
6.54 0.25 6.29

7.20 * 0.25 7.09
7.46 * 0.25 7.41
7.35 * 0.25 6.94
6.37 t 0.25 5.99

6.60 10.25 6.44
7.17 *0.25 7.03
7.29 1 0.25 7.01
6.43 * 0.25 6.20

1.124 1.118
1.170 1.147

1.017 1.027
1.114 1.109
1.140 1.131

1.085 1.085

1.110 1.110
1.150 1.143

0.983 1.072
1.093 1.099
1.125 1.123

1.095
1.097

1.082
1.104

1.095
1.106

1.066
1.098

1.228 1.208
1.230 1.219
1.272 1.233
1.267 1.233

1.084 1.071
1.114 1.106
1.147 1.139
1.191 1.171
1.220 1.197

1.211 1.191
1.215 1.204
1.253 1.223
1.256 1.226
1.023 1.024
1.058 1.065
1.096 1.102
1.145 1.139
1.182 1.171

1.172 1.156
1.188 1.178
1.243 1.216
1.257 1.228

1.099 1.133
1.127 1.157
1.202 1.200
1.228 1.216



Table 3.1-I - D2 0 Lattice Experiments

Clad Clad Eper. FRELAC SCOL
Code Fuel Rod Center-Center Rod Thcness Process Additional 1 Bm x 10

for Other Element litch Pitch, D0i No. of Rods Radius, Rod Spacing, Radius, and Material, Tube Tube Other Reported FREAC SCOL
Experiment Designation Type Type cm U or UO V per Cluster cm cm cm cm Description Description DaO Purity = 99.75 Bm x 10 k i,, i k,,

V. Hanford (PCTh)
f = 0.897 (exp)

= 0.893 (FRELAC)
(SCOL)

f = 0.892 (exp)
= 0.890 (FRELAC)
= (SCOL)

oxide rods hex. 17.78 9.38 19* 0.640 1.61 0.716 0.0762 Al - 4.125 cm Al - 4.760 cm
p = 10.1 17.78 9.36 19 0.640 1.61 0.716 0.0762 ID, 4.450 cm ID, 5.080 cn

OD, DO OD, D20
inside inside

20.32 12.91 19* 0.640 1.61 0.716 0.0762 Al - 4.125 cm Al - 4.760 cm
20.32 12.91 19 0.640 1.61 0.716 0.0762 ID, 4.450 cm ID, 5.080 cm

OD, D0 OD, D=O
inside inside

0.11

1.64
1.41

1.005 1.003
-- 0.996

1.048 1.045
-- 1.039

Nonhexagonal array.

Clad Clad

Code Fuel Rod Center-Center Rod Thickness Process Additional Exper. FRELAC SCOL

or Other Element Pitch Pitch, DO No. of Rods Radius, Rod Sacing, Radius, and Material, Tube Tube Bm' x 10 Bm
2 

x 10 Bm x 10 Other Reported FRELAC SCOL
Experiment Designation Type Type cm or UOz) V per Cluster cm cm cm cm Description Description DO Purity = 99.65 Bm x 10' k k,, k.

V. Swedish 0 Sw 7-1 oxide rods hex. 12.0 7.93
(ZEBRA) p = 9.42 14.0 11.30
Ref.: 15/P/160 16.0 15.20

18.0 19.60
20.0 24.50
22.0 29.90
24.0 35.90
26.0 42.40
28.0 49.40
30.0 56.90

0 Sw 19-1 20.0 8.17
22.0 10.20
24.0 12.40
26.0 14.70
28.0 17.30

M Sw 7-1 metal rods hex. 12.0 13.00
p = 18.6 14.0 18.30

16.0 24.30
18.0 31.20

M Sw 7-2 14.0 18.20
16.0 24.30
18.0 31.10

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

19
19
19
19
19

7
7
7
7

7
7
7

0.78
0.78
0.78
0.78
0.78
0.78
0.78
0.78
0.78
0.78

0.78
0.78
0.78
0.78
0.78

0.675
0.675
0.675
0.675

0.675
0.675
0.675

2.375
2.375
2.375
2.375
2.375
2.375
2.375
2.375
2.375
2.375

1.85
1.85
1.85
1.85
1.85

1.85
1.85
1.85
1.85

1.85
1.85
1.85

0.86 0.08 Al 7.4 cm OD
0.86 0.08 Al 0.1 cm thick
0.86 0.08 Al Al
0.86 0.08 Al
0.86 0.08 Al
0.86 0.08 Al
0.86 0.08 Al
0.86 0.08 Al
0.86 0.08 Al
0.8.6 0.08 Al

0.86 0.08 Al 10 cm OD
0.86 0.08 Al 0.18 cm thick
0.86 0.08 Al Al
0.86 0.08 Al
0.86 0.08 Al

0.71 0.075 Al 5.8 cm OD
0.71 0.075 Al 0.1 cm thick
0.71 0.075 Al Al
0.71 0.075 Al

0.71 0.075 Al 6.5 cm OD
0.71 0.075 Al 0.1 cm thick
0.71 0.075 Al Al

2.38 * 0.2 2.29
4.47 0.2 4.28
5.20 0.2 4.92
5.25 * 0.2 4.91
4.96 * 0.2 4.59
4.43 * 0.2 4.16
4.00 *0.2 3.70
3.53 t 0.2 3.24
3.00* 0.2 2.81
2.57 * 0.2 2.41

3.95 t 0.2 3.22
4.60 * 0.2 4.08
4.88 t 0.2 4.41
4.90 * 0.2 4.41
4.64 t 0.2 4.23

D2O Purity = 99.70

3.60 *t0.2 3.81
6.13 * 0.2 5.84
7.09 * 0.2 6.44
6.98 * 0.2 6.35

5.46 0.2 6.12
6.39 * 0.2 5.60
6.41 * 0.2 6.20

1.048
1.075
1.130
1.148
1.158
1.163
1.164
1.162
1.158
1.151

1.075
1.104
1.124
1.138
1.146

1.073
1.125
1.157
1.178

1.174
1.122
1.154

+

m



Table 3.1-I - D20 Lattice Experiments

Clad Clad Process Additional Exper. FRELAC SCOL
Code Fuel Rod Center-Center Rod Thickness Tube Tube Bm

2 
x 104 Bm' x 104 Bm' x 10'

or Other Element Pitch Pitch, DO No. of Rods Radius, Rod Spacing, Radius, and Material, Description, Description, Other Reported FRELAC SCOL
Experiment Designation Type Type cm U or UO0)V per Cluster cm cm cm cm (3 Al)* 3S Al DO Purity = 99.66 Bm' X 10 k,, k, k,

VI. NDA (PDP) ON-19-1 oxide rods hex. 15.5 12.45 19 0.470 1.398 0.635 0.122 Al 8.65 cm OD 0.26 + 0.50 0.88 1.01 1.033
Ref.: EDAE 2186 p = 10 0.127 cm - 0.25
Na mockup 17.8 17.45 19 0.470 1.398 0.635 0.122 Al thick 1.38 + 0.50 1.80 1.06 1.069

-0.25
19.2 21.09 19 0.470 1.398 0.635 0.122 Al 1.37 + 0.50 2.07 1.06 1.080

- 0.25

ON-37-1 21.1 12.54 37 0.470 1.398 0.635 0.122 Al 10.17 cm OD 1.28 + 0.50 2.15 1.04 1.070
0.127 cm - 0.25

23.6 19.54 37 0.470 1.398 0.635 0.122 Al thick 2.06 + 0.50 2.75 1.08 1.10
- 0.25

27.2 14.64 37 0.470 1.398 0.635 0.122 Al 2.16 + 0.50 2.91 1.09 1.12
- 0.25

23.6 23.18 37 0.470 1.398 0.635 0.122 Al 12.7 x 0.132 0.93 + 0.50 1.23 1.03 1.09
- 0.25

MN-19-1 metal rods hex. 30.7 16.09 19 0.635 1.398 no cladding 8.75 x 0.127 4.68 + 0.50 6.09 1.19 1.25
p = 18.7 - 0.25

33.3 19.00 19 0.635 1.398 no cladding 8.75 x 0.127 4.12 , 0.50 5.30 1.18 1.25
- 0.25

39.6 23.00 19 0.635 1.398 no cladding 8.75 x 0.127 3.47 0.50 4.43 1.18 1.24
- 0.25

303 18 91 19 0 35 1 398 no cladding 8 75 x 0 127 1017 x 0127 3.92 + 0.50 4.81 1.16 1.23

MN-19-2 41.4 15.73

47.0 20.45

55.6 29.09

47.0 20.00

" Ea = 0.017 (other aluminum cross section same as 29).

19 0.875 1.398

19 0.875 1.398

19 0.875 1.398

19 0.875 1.398

19 0.875 1.398

- 0.25%
no cladding 10.17 x 0.127 3.77 - 0.50 3.99

- 0.25
no cladding 10.17 x 0.127 2.95 + 0.50 2.92

- 0.25
no cladding 10.17 x 0.127 1.67 + 0.50 1.77

- 0.25
no cladding 10.17 x 0.127 12.7 x 0.132 3.07 + 0.50 2.72

- 0.25

1.20 1.24

1.18 1.21

1.14 1.17

1.18 1.20

0
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3.2 FUEL BURNUP INVESTIGATION

The purpose of this study is to determine the refueling scheme to be used on the

prototype reactor through an analysis of the refueling schemes that could be

adopted for the 200 MWe boiling D2 0, pressure tube, direct cycle reactor

presented in Report SL-1565.. Schemes which were considered include the following:

batch; stationary fuel multizone; outward radial shift; outward radial shift with

optional axial inversion; and inward radial shift.

The results presented here are an improvement over the preliminary results

presented in Report SL-1565, Addendum 1, in the following areas:

1. The nuclear characteristics of the "Revised" reactor (Table 3.7-I of
Report SL-1565, Add.l) were used in this study. keff for the "Revised"
reactor is given as 1.032, whereas the preliminary results were based

on a keff of 1.024~

2. In this study, calculations of the isotopic concentration changes and

reactivity changes with burnup were made for the 200 MWe reactor. In

the preliminary study, published results applicable to typical large

D20 moderated reactors were used.

3. In this study, calculations of the burnup attainable with the various

refueling schemes were made for the 200 MWe reactor. The unperturbed

chopped Jo and chopped cosine flux distributions applicable to the

200 MWe reactor were used. In the preliminary study, the burnup

results presented in Fig. 3.2-8 were estimates based on calculations

made for other reactors. Flux distribution for a bare reactor rather

than a reflected reactor were used for expediency.

4. An inward radial shift refueling scheme was considered. This scheme
was not treated in the preliminary study.

5. U02 costs were calculated on two bases:

a). Leasing U02 from the AEC

b). Purchase of U02 from private suppliers.

The preliminary study calculated U02 costs on the first basis only.

6. Out-of-pile fuel costs were optimized for this study, whereas in the

preliminary study, the reprocessing costs were assumed to be inde-

pendent of the refueling scheme.

7. The ground rules for the preliminary study specified 5 days as the
scheduled annual down time allowed to stay within an 807. load factor.

For this study, the comparable figure used was 340 hours (14 days).

Several of the above refinements proved to have offsetting effects on the total

energy cost associated with the refueling schemes. The recommended scheme from

the preliminary study was a 4-zone outward radial shift with optional axial
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inversion for which an energy cost of 11.7 mills/kwh was quoted. The scheme

determined to be most economical in this study uses a 10-zone outward radial

shift with optional axial inversion for which an energy cost of 10.64 mills/

kwh is calculated.,

The following sections discuss the methods used in calculating physics and

cost data for each refueling scheme.

3.2.1 Method of Calculating Burnup and Isotopic Concentration Changes in

the Fuel

As a reactor is operated, its reactivity changes for several reasons includ-
ing the following:

1. The fissionable materials present in the original loading are

consumed.

2. If fertile materials such as U238are present, new fissionable

materials are produced, which are then burned.

3. Fission products build up in the reactor and, being poisons,
decrease the reactivity..

A code (LOTTERY-E) written for the Datatron digital computer was used to

solve the equations governing the change in isotopic concentrations of

the fuel when exposed to a neutron flux. The isotopic concentrations of

U 2e, U236, 239, Pu 40, Pu 4 1 and Pu4 were calculated as functions of
integrated flux-time. For operation at a constant flux this would be

equivalent to calculating isotopic concentrations as a function of real
time. However, even if the reactor were operated at constant power, the

flux level would change since the concentration of fissionable isotopic

material changes with time. To put the results in their most useful

form, the integrated flux-time was converted to burnup in megawatt-days

per original ton of uranium. In performing this conversion fissions

from U23, Pu ,39 and Pu241were included.

In solving the equations for the isotopic concentrations, the decay of U2 3 6

and buildup of U237 were neglected, the two decays from U2 3 9 to Pt?3 9 were
assumed to be instantaneous, and the plutonium chain was terminated with

the Pu 2 4 2 isotope, The variation of the isotopic composition of the fuel
vs. irradiation in MWD/metric ton of original uranium for the U236, 2Pu39

Pu 2 4 0 , and Pu2 4 1 isotopes is plotted in Fig. 3.2-1.

The effect of isotopic concentration changes and the buildup of fission

products on the reactivity was also calculated using the LOTTERY-E code.

The change in ko, was calculated by assuming that the fast effect, E,
and the resonance escape probability, p, are not affected by the fuel

composition changes. These assumptions should be good for a reactor fueled
with natural uranium in which the concentration of U2 3 8 does not change

appreciably. Thus. the change in k. was calculated by considering only

the changes in the thermal reproduction factor, l , and the thermal utiliza-

tion f. The change in kOD was taken to be equal to the change in keff, i.e.,

the effect of the fuel composition changes on leakage was neglected. This

assumption is valid for large reactors in which leakage is small. The curve

of local reactivity change vs. local exposure is shown in Fig. 3.2-2. This

curve represents the burnup attainable with a given excess reactivity for a
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full core batch refueling scheme if the reactor had a flat flux distribution

in both the radial and axial directions.

The results of the LOTTERY-E calculations of reactivity and isotopic concen-
tration changes were compared with similar results predicted by North

American Aviation(') and French (2) methods. It was decided to base this
study on the LOTTERY-E results for the following reasons:

1. More recent values of crc3s-sections and other nuclear constants
were used in the LOTTERY-? calculation. The cross-sections were

evaluated at the neutron emperature predicted for the 200 MWe

reactor.

2. The reactor constants such as 1l, g, p, f and the initial conver-

sion ratio predicted for the 200 MWe reactor were used in the

LOTTERY-E calculation.

3. The LOTTERY-E calculation incorporates more recent information on
fission product buildup. (3)

The flux distribution for a homogeneous reactor (or a large heterogeneous
reactor made up of uniform repeating lattice cells) will follow a cosine
distribution in the axial direction and a zero order Bessel function, J,

distribution in the radial direction if the reactor were critical without
the introduction of local absorbers such as control rods. The cosine and
J0 flux distribution would also apply to a critical reactor in which the
excess reactivity was held down by a uniformly distributed poison. For

reactors surrounded by a 1-ft. thick D$0 reflector, the axial and radial
flux can be considered to fall to zero at the outer edge of the reflector

so that the unperturbed flux distribution across the active core will be

a chopped cosine in the axial direction and a chopped Jo in the radial
direction.

For this study it was deceided to base all calculations on the unperturbed

flu-x distributions. Values of local reactivity vs. local exposure taken
from Fig. 3.2-2 were used to construct a curve of axial average reactivity

vs. axial average exposure which could be applied to any complete fuel
channel or radial region in the reactor. For a given average axial irra-
diation at each point along the vertical axis is known from the axial flux
distribution. The corresponding local reactivity change is obtained from
Fig. 3.2-2. The local reactivity changes have been weighted by the
appropriate statistical weight (in this case by the flux squared) and

integrated over the active core height to give the axial average reactiv-
ity. The curve obtained is shown in Fig. 3.2-3. This curve represents
the burnup attainable with a given excess reactivity for a full core

batch refueling scheme if the reactor had a flat flux distribution in the
radial direction.

Similarly, by appropriately averaging the values obtained from Fig. 3.2-3
over the assumed chopped Jo radial distribution, a curve of reactor

average reactivity vs. reactor average exposure was prepared (Fig. 3.2-4.

This curve can be used to predict the burnup attainable with a given

excess reactivity for a full core batch refueling scheme, assuming no
flux flattening.
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A full-core batch refueling scheme results in a relatively high ratio of

maximum to average burnup in the discharged fuel, since the fuel in the outer

channels and the fuel at the ends of each channel have been only slightly

burned. Since the burnup of the fuel is higher in the center of the core

than at the outside, there is a substantial variation in the thermal neutron

flux distribution from the beginning to the end of a cycle. The flux shift

would cause undesirable variation in the relative power production in indi-

vidual fuel elements.

To increase the average exposure time of the fuel in the reactor, calculations

were performed for the refueling shcemes for which preliminary results were

presented in Report SL-1565, Addendum 1.

Stationary Fuel, Multizone Refueling

The reactor is divided into concentric cylindrical zones each containing equal

portions of the total fuel loading.. The reactor is allowed to operate until

its excess reactivity falls to zero, at which point, the fuel in the zone with
the greatest average burnup is replaced with fresh fuel. The reactor is re-

started and allowed to run until its reactivity again falls to zero. At each

refueling the region with the greatest average burnup is refueled with fresh

fuel. After each zone has been refueled several times a regular pattern will

be established. The average burnup in the discharged fuel is higher with this

scheme than with the batch scheme and the shift of the thermal neutron flux
will be less.

Outward Radial Shift

For this scheme the reactor is divided into equivolume concentric radial

regions. When the reactivity falls to zero, fuel is discharged from the outer

zone, fuel from each zone is moved to the next outward radial zone, and the

central zone is refueled with fresh fuel After a number of refueling steps,

an equilibrium condition is reached in which the burnup of the discharged fuel

and the excess reactivity after refueling are constant. In the equilibrium

cycle the burnup received by the fuel in a particular radial zone is constant

for that zone.

The equilibrium refueling cycle results in higher average burnups and less
variation in the thermal neutron flux distribution that either batch refueling

or stationary fuel, multizone refueling. However, the maximum to average ratio

of the unperturbed flux will be greater for this scheme than for the first two

schemes considered.

Outward Radial Shift With Optional Axial Inversion

This scheme is similar to the outward radial shift scheme except that in addi-

tion to moving the fuel outward, it is axially inverted if the inversion, in

each case, gives an increase in reactivity. This scheme assumes that each fuel

position contains an even number of axial sections and that inversion consists

of moving the upper half of the element to the bottom half of the reactor and

vice versa. For the 200 MWe reactor, divided into equivolume radial zones

numbered from the center outward, the following pattern will hold for any
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scheme up to 10 zones:

Zone Position of Element With Respect

to Position in Zone 1

I Normal

2 Inverted

3 Inverted

4 Normal

5 Inverted

6 Normal

7 Normal

8 Inverted

9 Inverted

10 Normal

This refueling scheme results in higher average burnup and a smaller variation

in the thermal neutron flux during a fuel cycle than the other schemes consid-

ered.

Inward Radial Shift

Inward radial shift was not considered in the previous report. It is similar
to the outward radial shift scheme except that fuel is discharged at the

center, the remaining fuel is moved inward, and fresh fuel is added to the

outer zone. Although the average burnup of the discharged fuel is lower than

for the other schemes considered, this scheme has the advantage of providing

a lower maximum to average ratio of the unperturbed flux and requires a smaller

reactivity change to be controlled per cycle.

For the refueling schemes other than batch, the results of the local reactivity

vs. local exposure curve, Fig. 3.2-2, were used to perform the calculations on
the equilibrium fuel cycle. Burnup was taken to be proportional to the inte-
grated flux of a given or section of an element. Knowing the burnup at all

points in the reactor, the local reactivity was obtained from Fig. 3.2-2. The

reactor average reactivity was obtained by flux-squared weighting of the local

reactivity values.

3.2.2 Cost Estimating Methods

For the purposes of this study it was convenient to consider the problem of

estimating the effect that different refueling schemes would have on power

cost in three parts:

1. Assumptions to be used in estimating costs,
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2. Plant load factor consideration,

3. Out-of-pile cost factors.

Assumptions to be Used in Estimating Costs

The best refueling scheme will be that which minimizes the overall power cost
which consists of a fixed capital cost and a yearly operating cost. Capital
costs were investigated only where special equipment might be required. This

equipment was not included in the capital cost estimate presented in Report

SL-1565, Addendum 1. Examples of such equipment would be extra storage facil-
ities required for out-of-pile cooling of spent fuel elements (in order to

provide sufficient holdup so that fuel reprocessing costs could be minimized)
and a refueling machine that would have the capacity to handle fuel from two

lattice positions instead of the present design capable of handling fuel from

only one lattice position. A carrying charge of 14% per year, consistent
with previous estimates, has been assumed for such amortized property.

The second contribution to the overall power cost is the yearly operating
cost.. This cost, in turn., is composed of a charge associated with normal
operating and maintenance requirements for the plant and a fuel cost. The

former cost component has been assumed constant since some of the charges

associated with normal plant operating and maintenance functions are incurred

by a staff of personnel employed the year round. It is anticipated that the
size of this staff will not vary appreciably with the refueling schemes under
consideration. A break-down of this charge is presented in Report SL-1565,

Addendum 1.

The fuel cost, is determined by estimating procedures which are more uncertain
than the previous cost items. Part of the uncertainty stems from the fact

that the fuel fabrication cost which can contribute upwards of 75% of the
total fuel cost is not accurately known. The fuel cost estimate presented in
Report SL-1565, Volume III is based on the leasing of natural uranium from
the AEC and the sale of depleted uranium and plutonium to the AEC using prices

established by the AEC. The current policy regarding procurement of natural

uranium indicates that purchases can be made on the open market at a price,
which in the case of U02 ais less than the AEC price.

Fuel inventory charges, when dealing through AEC channels, have been taken at
4% per year of the base value of the fuel which has been established as
$40.50/kg U in USAEC release dated November 17, 1956. This charge is applied
to the fuel. inventory during fabrication, in-pile, fresh and spent fuel
storage, shipping, and reprocessing periods.

Inventory charges for fuel purchased on the open market have been treated as
a nonamortized property item, to be charged at a rate of 12% per year as

non-nuclear materials and fabrication costs. An estimate from a Canadian

supplier indicates that the cost of U02 may be $30.50/kg of uranium.

The nonamortized property charges were computed assuming a capital write-off
period equal to the core life. Actually the write-off period will be some-
what longer since credits for fissionable materials in the spent fuel are
received some time after the fuel is discharged from the core. It was found,
however, that the error introduced in assuming a core life write-off period

is small enough to be neglected.
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Credit for the fissionable materials in spent fuel is taken at $12/g Pu, as

quoted in USAEC release No. 920, dated November 17, 1956. The buy-back
price for depleted uranium (less than 0.72% U2 3 5 )is taken from the schedule
presented in USAEC release A-158, dated June 27, 1958. Credit for depleted
uranium was not taken when fuel is purchased from other than AEC sources.

The Pu buy-back price, however, is assumed to apply regardless of the
initial source of the UO2 .

Conversion costs for plutonium nitrate to a form acceptable to the AEC is
taken at $1.50/g Pu. Where applicable, uranium nitrate conversion costs

are taken at $5.60/kg U.

Fuel reprocessing charges are based on a $15,300/day cost of operating a
multipurpose chemical reprocessing plant as described in AEC releases dated

March 7-12, 1957. The cost of disposing of wastes from this plant is
assumed to be included in the reprocessing charge.

Shipping charges for fresh and spent fuel element are taken at $2/kg U and

$3/kg U, respectively. The latter cost includes a charge for the use of
special shipping-cask rail cars which are assumed to be available.

3.2.3 Plant Load Factor Considerations

The plant load factor used to determine overall power costs was taken as
0.8 for all base-case calculations. This load factor is derived from an

assumed operating schedule as presented below:

Hours/Yr. %, Load Production

4500 100 4500

2190 75 1645

1730 50 865

340 0 0

8760 80 7010

3.2.4 Out-of-Pile Cost Factors

The out-of-pile fuel cost has been taken to include spent fuel inventory,
reprocessing, shipping and storage charges. A discussion, together with

the results of this study, will be presented first for the case where

fuel charges are governed by AEC regulations, and second, where fuel can

be bought outright from private suppliers.

The assumptions used in calculating out-of-pile fuel costs have been given
in Section 3.2.2. The only cost not included there is the extra charge
for spent fuel storage facilities which are in excess of those already

provided. This extra charge is based on an assumed additional cost of

$150,000 for a storage pool which is twice the size of the present one.

A 14% capital charge was applied. Also, a minimum cooling time for fuel
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in storage has been taken to be 100 days,

Fig. 3.2-5 shows the amount of spent fuel to be held up in cooling (prior
to reprocessing) in order to minimize the out-of-pile fuel costs. Assuming

an average fuel burnup and a refueling batch size, total out-of-pile fuel
costs can be obtained as a function of the number of reactor cores held up.
For purposes of illustration, only the results for 5,000 and 10,000 MWD/
Metric ton burnup are shown. Refueling batch size has little effect on the
total cost. This arises from the fact that the major contribution to the

total cost is from reprocessing charges (see Fig. 3.2-7), the latter being

a function of hold-up and not of refueling batch size. However, refueling

batch size does influence inventory, and this accounts for its slight effect

on the total cost. Small refueling batches (10%7 of core loading) which are
not accumulated or held-up, but which are fed to the reprocessing plant in a

somewhat continuous cycle (shipping one or two of these 107% core loadings to
reprocessing) produce costs which can be 50% higher than the cost for a cycle
in which there are larger hold-ups (say 10 or 15 of these 107% core loadings).

This effect stems from the fact. that reprocessing small batches involves a
relatively long down-time in the reprocessing plant. This time, paid for at

$15,300/dav, is less significant when larger batches are used.

Fig. 3.2-6, which is obtained from Fig. 3.2-5 shows the number of reactor
cores which should be held up to insure minimum out-of-pile costs. It

should be noted that when half the core is refueled at a time, the number

of reactor cores held-up must be an integral multiple of the refueling

batch size.

Fig, 3,2-7 gives a breakdown of the out-of-pile fuel costs. These costs are

based on hold-ups given in Fig. 3.2-6 and therefore represent minimum costs.

The effect of plant load factor on the total out-of-pile cost can be seen

from these curves. The load factor affects only the inventory and storage

charges and since these charges represent small contributions to the total

cost., the total cost is rather insensitive to load factor.

For the case in which fuel is bought from private suppliers, the regulations
regarding fuel inventory charges no longer apply. The only parameters now
affecting hold-up time are reprocessing charges and extra storage costs.

Results obtained indicate that for fuel burnups up to 12,000 MWD/Metric ton

a nominal hold-up of two reactor cores is required and for burnups greater

than 12,000 MWD/Metric ton a hold-up of one reactor core is necessary. The

necessity for smaller holdups at high burnups is due to the fact that at high

burnups the amount of fuel handled per year is relatively small. The yearly

savings in reprocessing cost resulting from larger holdups will therefore

become less significant when compared to extra storage costs.

3.2.5 Results

Table 3.2-1 presents a summary of the overall power cost associated with each
refueling scheme For purposes of comparison results are also presented from

the preliminary estimate as reported in S.L-1565, Addendum 1. It should be

noted that costs are presented for two different cases. In one case the fuel

cost is based on leasing UO2 from the AEC and employing essentially the same

assumptions as used in the preliminary cost estimate reported in Report

SL-1565, Volume III with the exception of the inclusion of additional capital

charges. variable reprocessing costs, and minimum out-of-pile fuel inventory
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charges. In the second case costs are presented based on purchase of U02

from a private supplier. The assumptions used here are those described
in Section 3.2.2 of this report. The fabrication cost taken in both
cases is $64.05/kg U. This cost, which was used in SL-1565, Volume III,
has been supported by a mnaufacturer's quotation.

The variation of burnup as a function of the number of regions is shown
in Fig. 3.2-8. These curves plot the ratio of the burnup attainable with
a given refueling scheme to the burnup for batch refueling. The reactor
characteristics were taken to be those presented in Table 3.7-I of Report
SL-1565, Addendum 1, for the "Revised" reactor where the excess reactivity
available for burnup is shown as 3.2%. Since the curves of reactivity vs.
burnup (Figs. 3.2-2, 3.2-3, and 3.2-4) include the effect of samarium
buildup, the reactivity worth of equilibrium samarium (0.6%) was added to
the available excess reactivity. Thus, the burnup for a batch refueling
scheme was read from Fig. 3.2-4 at 3.8% excess reactivity, giving a burn-
up of 3000 MWD/Metric ton. Burnup for the other refueling schemes
considered can be obtained by reference to Fig. 3.2-8.
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Table 3.2-1 - Summary of Power Costs for Various
Refueling Schemes

Overall Power Cost.
mils/kwh Data from SL-1565, Addendum 1.

Type of Refueling
Burnup.

Zones MWD/Metric ton

3,000Batch

Stationary Zone 2 4,150
4 5,550
5 6,000
6 6,200
8 6,750

10 7,100

Inward Radial Shift 2 4,150
4 5,400
5 5,700
6 5,950
8 6,450

10 6,950

Outward Radial Shift 2 5,100
4 7.400
5 7,950
6 8,400
8 9,100

10 9,650

Outward Radial Shift with 2 5,500
Optional Axial Inversion 4 8,100

5 8,850
6 9,300
8 10,200

10 10,800

* Based on lease of U0 2 from AEC.
**Based on purchase of U0 2 from private supplier.

AEC*

14.91

13 31
12, 13
11 89
11.76
11.56
11.44

13.31
12:22
12.06
11.92
11.71
1149

12.43
11.33
11.15
11.06
10.91
10.82

12.17
11.13
10.96
10.87
10.73
10.64

Private, 22.2**

14,24

12. 72
11.72
11.52
11.41
11.24
11.13

12.72
11.72
11.66
11.54
11.34
11.18

11.96
11.05
10.92
10.83
10.70
10.62

11.75
10.89
10.75
10.68
10.55
10.48

Burnup,
MWD/Metric ton

3, 200

3,840

5,300

6, 300

4, 870

7,600

8, 600

5, 200

8, 300

9,700

Overall Power Cost,
mi11/kwh

14.6

13.5

12.1

11,6

12.4

11.0

10.9

12.1

10.8

10.6



3.2.6 Conclusions

Table 3.2-I shows that for the refueling schemes studied and with the assumed

ground rules, the lowest fuel costs are obtained with the 10 zone outward

radial shift with optional axial inversion scheme. The calculated burnup for
this scheme is 10,800 MWD/Metric ton and the energy cost 10.6 mills/kwh. The

refueling down-time calculated for this scheme is 294 hours per year. Under
the ground rules for this study, schemes with refueling down-times less than

340 hours per year were considered to be equivalent from a load factor stand-

point.

Calculations of the effect of the refueling schemes on flux patterns were

not made. However, the outward radial shift with optional inversion scheme
in which the average burnup of an element increases radially outward will
produce a higher maximum to average ratio of the unperturbed flux than the

other schemes considered. This effect would require a reduction in reactor
power unless some flux flattening were provided through insertion of control
rods. Since flux flattening requires an expenditure of excess reactivity,

less reactivity would be available for burnup. The fuel costs for an out-
ward radial shift with optional inversion scheme would, therefore, be some-

what higher if flux flattening were provided.

The inward radial shift scheme, in which the average burnup of an element
increases from the outside of the core radially inward, would result in a
lower maximum to average ratio of the unperturbed flux than the other
schemes considered. This would allow the reactor to be operated at a
somewhat higher power. Employing optimal axial inversion with this scheme
would increase the burnup above the values shown in Table 3.2-I. It is
possible that a detailed analysis of all the factors influencing the choice
could lead to the selection of a 10 zone inward radial shift with optional
inversion. However, such a choice would in no way affect the design of the
refueling equipment, the amount of fuel to be handled per shutdown, or fuel

storage space required.

3.2.7 References for Section 3.2

1. TID-10066 - "Long Term Irradiation of Nuclear Fuels" - E.R. Cohen

and R.H. Sehnert - 1954.

2. Service de Physique Mathematique No. 191 - "Tables pour les Calculs
d'Evolution de la RMactivit6" - M. Trocheris and P. Bacher, Nov. 1956.

3. Deutsch, R.W. - "Fission Product Buildup in Enriched Thermal Reactors."
Nucleonics, Sept. 1956.
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3.3 COOLANT HEAT TRANSFER AND FLUID FLOW

Several specific topics related to heat transfer and fluid flow problems
connected with the design of the prototype reactor were studied. In addition,
the performance of the full-scale reactor was recalculated at two different
design flow qualities.

The results of this study are discussed in detail in Section 5.4 of this

report. The following sections present a brief summary of the work and the
important conclusions pertinent to the design of the prototype and full-scale

reactors.

3.3.1 Flow Stability

The lattice positions of the reactors comprise a parallel flow system in

which the D20 coolant is fed from a common header into the various lattice

positions. Downstream of the core, the two-phase mixtures emanating from

the lattice positions are eventually collected in a common header and piped to

the steam drum. Since many lattice positions operate in parallel, small per-

turbations in any single channel have only a negligible effect on the overall
pressure drop between the headers. Under these circumstances it is possible

for the non-adiabatic two-phase flow in a single channel to be "unstable" in

the sense that an infinitesimal disturbance would cause the flow to rapidly

depart from the design point. A small decrease in flow, for example, would
be rapidly magnified, and the concomitant increase in quality could lead
to burnout in the affected channel. This behavior is associated with the
large changes of density that can occur, in a two-phase flow with heat

addition.

In the design of a reactor, the operating conditions must be far removed
from any region of instability. The present study established a specific

criterion for stability and an application of this criterion indicated
that neither the prototype nor full-scale reactor exhibited any tendency
toward instability at design conditions. Relatively large perturbations
in power were found to be safely accommodated.

With an increase in design quality from 14% to 30%, the full-scale reactor
remained fully stable.

3.3.2 Burnout

It is well known in boiling heat transfer that any transition from nucleate

to film boiling is characterized by a definite increase in the resistance

to heat transfer. For a given power, therefore, surface temperatures in

film boiling can be relatively high and could cause the heating surface
to melt or "burnout." Such conditions must be avoided in the design of a

reactor.

In a continuous transition from a nucleate boiling mechanism to partial

film boiling, the point of departure from pure nucleate boiling is defined
as the"burnout heat flux." Inasmuch as nucleate boiling is stable, operation

at heat fluxes below the burnout flux will insure the maintenance of nucleate

boiling.

Predictions have been made of burnout conditions for the prototype and full

scale units, the latter at both 14% and 30% exit steam quality.
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The results are summarized below:

Reactor

Prototype

Full-scale

Full-scale

Maximum Heat

Flux
Btu/hr-ft 2

240,000
290,000
290,000

Design

Quality, %

14
14
30

Ratio of Smallest Burn-
out Flux to Peak Flux
For Unflattened Core

3.2
2.4
1.24

It appears, that for operation at 14% quality the
scale units have satisfactorily low heat fluxes.
margin is probably too small for use. From these
an appreciable increase of flow quality above 14%
at this time.

prototype and full

At 30% quality the
data it appears that

should not be undertaken

A reasonable margin of safety must be provided to account for uncertain-
ties in reactor power, in flow rate, in local heat flux, and in the deter-
mination of the burnout flux itself. Accordingly, it is convenient to
use two quantities when discussing factors of safety. One is designated
the "flux ratio" and the other "burnout safety factor."

The surface heat flux and burnout flux each vary with axial position in
a particular lattice. The flux ratio is here defined as the minimum
value of the ratio of burnout flux to operating flux, each measured at
the same axial position. This safety factor is a measure of the protection
from local flux peaking, hot spots and from errors in determining the
burnout flux.

The burnout safety factor, however, is defined for a single lattice
position as the ratio of the total power at burnout to the total power
under normal operation. The burnout safety factor provides a reasure of
the relative safety from burnout occasioned by perturbations it total power
of the lattice position. During the perturbation in power, the pressure
drop across the affected lattice position is assumed to remain constant
since the bulk conditions of the reactor are relatively unchanEed.

Calculations of both burnout safety factor and flux ratio were made for
the prototype and full-scale reactors for a particular flow distribution.

On the basis of these calculations it was possible to estimate the burn-
out safety factor and flux ratio for the reactors under the optimum conditions
of flow distribution. The results for the central core locaticns are
summarized below:

Reactor
Prototype

Full-scale
Full-scale

Maximum Heat Design
Flux, Btu/hr-ft$ Quality,% Flux Ratio

240,000 14 3.2
290,000 14 2.4
290,000 30 1.24

Estimated
Burnout

SafE ty Factor
1.85
1.54
1.14
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3.3.3 Flow Distribution

For any given flow distribution of coolant to the individual lattice positions
of the reactor, any flattening of the power distribution tends to increase
the quality in the outer lattice positions and decrease it at the center.
This redistribution of quality, in turn, affects the relative flow resistances
of the lattice positions, and the original flow distribution tends to steepen.

Inasmuch as the burnout safety factor is entirely dependent upon power,
quality, and flow rate, due care must be given to the choice of an initial
flow distribution in order to optimize the burnout safety factor over the
life of the core. Failure to do this unnecessarily compromises the burnout
safety factor.

It was found in this study that the lowest burnout safety factor can occur
in the outer lattice positions of the core if the flow is distributed with
the beginning-of-life power distribution, as was assumed in the original

performance calculations. The beginning-of-life power distribution was
taken as a zero-order Bessel function, and the initial quality was uniform

over the exit of the entire core at a value of 14%. A redistribution of
power leading to equal power in every lattice position resulted in a increase
in quality to a value of 27.4% at the core periphery. For the centermost
lattice positions the quality decreased to 7%. An analysis was then made of
the effect of a flow distribution selected to minimize exit flow quality over
the life of the reactor. It was found that the maximum quality under these
circumstances could be limited to about 16%, a considerable improvement over
the previous case. The effect on burnout safety factor was not calculated,

but the results can be inferred.

Variation in power distribution was not found to affect the flow distribution
materially. A.change in power distribution from a zero-order Bessel function
to a flat distribution led to an increase in flow of about 14% in the center-
most lattice positions of the prototype. At the periphery, the decrease in

flow was about half as much.

The effect of power redistribution on pressure drop was found to be small.

3.3,4 Recirculation System Economics

In order to evaluate the economic incentives for operating with higher core
exit steam quality, the effects of various steam qualities on the operating
and investment costs of the reactor circulating system were analyzed in detail
for both the full-scale plant and the prototype plant. Included in this
analysis was a study of the effect of net positive suction head (NPSH) on
pump costs, piping costs, and D2 0 inventory. The results of this study are
summarized below.

Full Scale Concept

The design of the circulating system for the full-scale plant presented in
report SL-1565 Addendum 1, was based on 14% steam quality at the core exit.
For a full load steam flow of 3,270,000 lbs/hr, a circulation flow rate of
20,090,000 lbs/hr was required. This was accomplished by using four 12,000
gpm pumps with an NPSH of approximately 39 ft. The piping system consisted
of 22 in. suction line and a 14 in. discharge line for each pump. These
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sizes were based on a suction velocity of 10 fps and a discharge velocity of
28 fps.

Figure 3.3.-1 shows the circulation flow rate as a function of core exit steam

quality for full load steam flow to the turbine. Included on this figure are
suction and discharge sizes, also plotted as a function of steam quality, and
based on the maximum velocities indicated above.

Because the rate of flow of circulating water decreases with increasing

steam quality, piping, pump and D2 0 inventory costs and the cost of pumping
power decrease as steam quality increases. The variation in these quantities
with steam quality is shown in Figure 3.3-2, where the ordinate is plotted
in terms of annual cost.

An important variable in determining costs is the net positive suction
head available for the pump. This parameter effects the firs: cost of the
pump significantly, particularly in the larger sizes associated with low
steam quality, as is indicated in Figure 3.4-2. For a given 1rolumetric
flow rate, decreasing NPSH requires a larger casing and impe:.ler and a lower
speed motor, both of which tend to increase the cost of the pump. The vari-

ation in pump cost with NPSH decreases as the pump flow rate decreases, as

may be seen in Figure 3.3-2, where the curves approach equal values for steam
qualities in excess of 20%.

The most significant variable affecting overall cost is the heavy water inven-

tory. This cost decreases with increasing steam quality, as ;een in Figure
3.3-2, as a result of decreased pipe size for a given water velocity. The
heavy water inventory also decreases with decreasing NPSH. TiZis variation

is caused by the difference in suction and discharge pipe sizes and length
requirements. As NPSH decreases, the length of suction piping at a given
size decreases, resulting in a net decrease in heavy water holdup in the
piping system.

Pumping power has been evaluated as a function of steam quality on the

basis of a previously determined fuel cost of 2.45 mills/kwh for the full-
scale plant and the variation is shown in Figure 3.3-2 in terns of annual

power cost. The cost of pumping power has been determined on the basis of
a constant system pressure drop of 86 psi, including 50 psi through the
reactor and steam drums and 36 psi through the external circulating piping

and control valve.

Total annual costs are shown in Figure 3.3-3 as a function of NPSH. As in-
dicated on this curve with 12,000 gpm pumps, corresponding to 14% steam

quality, a minimum annual cost occurs at an NPSH of about 35 ft. to 40 ft.
No minima occur at lower flow rates, however the curves indicate an increase
in total annual cost as pump NPSH increases. This is because the D20 in-

ventory becomes the dominant variable in determining total ccst at the

lower flow rates.

All cost increments are combined to show total annual cost of the recir-

culation system as a function of steam quality in Figure 3.3-4. As indi-
cated here, the annual cost at 30% quality is less than half of that at

14% quality. The difference in cost amounts to approximately $125,000

per year which, on the basis of 80% load factor, is equivaler.t to .08 mills/
kwh.
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Prototype

Similar cost studies were performed for the prototype plant. The cost

curves are shown in Figure 3.3-5 through 3.3-8. As in the full-scale plant,

the major cost item is the heavy water inventory in the piping system, the

annual cost of which is approximately twice that of the pumps required for
14% steam quality. The effect of pump NPSH on the annual costs is similar
to that of the full-scale plant; however, no minimum exists at any NPSH because

the pumps have significantly lower ratings at all steam qualities than do those

of the full-scale plant. Figure 3.3-8 indicates that total cost decreases with
increasing steam quality and decreasing pump NPSH.

Conclusions

It is apparent that, from the standpoint of costs associated with the reactor
circulation system, there is a continued incentive to operate at higher core

exit steam qualities. However, as concluded elsewhere in this section from

the standpoint of reactor performance, operation at qualities significantly

above 14% cannot be justified at this time. In view of this, the location

of the reactor circulation pumps remains unchanged for both the prototype

and full-scale plants.
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3.4 REACTOR CONTROL

At the conclusion of the preliminary design study of the 200 MWe boiling D2 O-
pressure tube reactor described in Report SL-1565, it appeared that substantial

cost reductions might be achieved if it were possible to control this reactor

without control rods. The savings would result from the reduction of the height

of the containment building, which would be possible if there were no control

rods, and from the elimination of a relatively large number of expensive control

rods and drives from the list of reactor components. A survey of schemes, not
dependent upon control rods was, therefore, undertaken as part of the present

design effort.

Accordingly, a list of tenable control schemes was prepared. These schemes are:

1. moderator level alteration,

2. radial-reflector level alteration,

3. local level alteration,

4. introduction of a foreign phase,

5. introduction of a poison solute,

6. addition of light water,

7. moderator-temperature control,

8. addition of an insoluble poison,

9. local boiling of the moderator.

Each of these schemes was reviewed from the standpoint of present and potential

ability to satisfy specific reactor control requirements.

The results of this study are reported below. None of the schemes, by itself,

can satisfy all of the control requirements of this reactor. For this reason,
within the limits of the information developed during the Part 3 study, the

purpose of the present effort is the recommendation of a combination of control

schemes that may be more efficient and more economic than one solely dependent

upon the use of control rods.

3.4.1 Control Requirements

The reactor control system must be capable of accommodating both long and
short term changes in reactivity, and of shutting down the reactor quickly

when the need for this arises. The amount and rate of reactivity change

under each of these circumstances define the reactor control requirements for
shim regulation, and safety. Each of the control schemes above was evaluated

from the standpoint of its ability to satisfy these requirements plus the
dynamic requirements. The dynamic control requirements of this reactor, for

flux shaping, for overcoming xenon oscillations, etc., have not been studied.

The control schemes have, however, been evaluated in the light of what these

requirements may be.
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Shim Requirements

Coarse or long-term changes in reactivity result from burnup of fuel

(including build-up of plutonium), from build-up of fission products, par-

ticularly xenon and samarium, and from changes in temperature and in void

fraction from datum to operating levels when the reactor is started up.
Somewhat more rapid changes occur when the reactor is scrammed and xenon

builds up.

The shim requirements for burnup presented here are obtained from Fig.

3.4-1, a plot of average reactivity vs. average burnup for a batch refueling

scheme. It is seen that:

Shim requirement for plutonium build-up = +0.009 Ak/k

Shim requirement for overall burnup = -0.038 Ak/k

The increase in reactivity occurs over a period of about a month and so

reactivity must be counteracted at a rate of about 0.00024 Ak/k per day to

accommodate plutonium build-up, and added at a rate of about .0002 Ak/k per

day thereafter to compensate for burnup.

The shim requirements for build-up of xenon and samarium are about 0.035

Ak/k. This requirement is reached after 40 hr. of operation at full power.

If. then, the reactor were scrammed, xenon will continue to build up as a

result of radioactive decay of I a.Peak concentrations will be attained
in 10 hr. and equilibrium levels reached once again after a total elapsed

time of about 35 hr. The shim requirement at peak xenon levels would be

0.087 Ak/k. The maximum allowable down time for overriding xenon occurs at

the beginning of life when the reactor is clean, and is about 3.5 hr. This

time becomes shorter as fuel burns out. For practical purposes, each scram

is roughly equivalent to a shutdown period of 1.5 to 2 days to allow xenon

decay.

The fuel, coolant, and moderator temperature coefficients are:

Fuel temperature coefficient, 1 dk = -0.0555 x 10-4/F

k dt

Coolant void coefficient, positive (value unknown)

Moderator temperature coefficient, 1 dk -1 x 10'4/ F
k dt

Finally, keff (cold, clean) = 1.071 and

keff (hot, clean) = 1..064

When the reactor is started up, the overall shim requirement will be about

0.007 Ak/k to accommodate what are largely fuel and moderator temperature
changes. These will take place over a period of about three hours.

Safety Requirements

At the very minimum, the reactor safety system must be capable of making the
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reactor subcritical by an amount equivalent to keff (cold, clean) plus one
dollar. The minimum safety requirements for this reactor are therefore about
0.09 Ak/k. The rate at which this reactivity should be introduced will depend
upon the dynamic characteristics of the reactor. A suitable safety factor will
also have to be built into the system to compensate for possible failure of

parts of the system.

Regulation Requirements

All that can be said about regulation requirements for this reactor at the

present time is qualitative. Detailed specifications cannot be written until

the dynamic behavior of the reactor and power plant is analyzed.

In general, it can be said that the total regulation capability should not

exceed the delayed fraction if there is a requirement for fast regulations.
It should be noted that the neutron lifetime and the delayed fraction decrease

with burnup as shown in Table 3.4-I.

Table 3.4-I

Effect of Burnup on Neutron Lifetime and Delayed Fraction

Average Burnup of Neutron Lifetime, sec. Delayed Fraction
Core at End of Life Beginning End Beginning End

MWD/Metric Ton of Life of Life of Life of Life

3000 5.7 x 10~4 4.5 x 104 0.0082 0.0057

7500 5.7 x 10- 3.5 x 10-4 0.0082 0.0041

The neutron lifetime at the end of life is still long. The delayed fraction
decreases significantly, however, and care must be taken so that the worth of

a regulating rod or its equivalent is more than one dollar at the end of life.

3.4.2 Preliminary Investigations

Nine schemes capable, in principle, of controlling this reactor were surveyed

to determine their ability to satisfy the reactor control requirements. Each
of these schemes would effect reactor control by varying the properties of the
moderator.

The relative advantages and disadvantages of these control methods are reviewed

here.

Moderator Level Control

The control of a reactor, by variation of the level of moderator in the reactor,
has been pioneered by AECL in their NRX reactor. For the 200 MWe reactor, the
decrease in reactivity and moderator level coefficient with moderator level are
shown in Figs. 3.4-2 and 3.4-3 respectively. As the figures show, reactivity
is not a strong function of the level of moderator in the upper region of the
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reactor. A drop of 3 ft. results in a reduction of the effective multipli-
cation factor by 0.005 Ak. This requires the removal of some 23 tons of

heavy water. A 10 ft. decrease in the moderator level reduces keff by only
3.8%.

Fig. 3.4-4 shows the decrease in moderator height with time for a typical
case. The drainage system is assumed to consist of three lines, each 16 in.

in diameter and 35 ft. in length, filled initially with heavy water. The
initial transient is short. A drop of 3 ft. which was indicated above to
yield -0.5% change in keff, takes 5.3 sec. With this configuration, the
level falls 6 ft. in 10 sec. It is assumed that the pressure above the

moderator is atmospheric.

The employment of level control for regulatory purposes is, then, at the
least, awkward. The control requirement for regulation of less than 0.5%
in reactivity is met only with the transport of great amounts of D2 0, a
situation which is not amenable to rapid-response control. This method

cannot be used to shape, flux. When level is dropped for a significant
period, the uncovered tubing must be cooled. Finally, there is some

increase in the maximum-to-average thermal neutron flux with decrease in

level,

Because of the large volume of moderator to be dumped, moderator level con-
trol is not considered adequate as the only scram system to meet the reac-

tivity requirements for the present reactor design. The short time interval
required to effect a scram necessitates the use of several large dump lines.
The placement of these lines as well as the dump valves or other mechanisms

in these lines requires careful consideration to minimize D2 0 inventory.

Radial Reflector Level Control

When the level in the radial reflector alone is altered, there are no tube-
cooling problems introduced. The maximum to average thermal neutron flux
increases about 20% with complete draining of the reflector. Preliminary
investigation showed that the reactivity insertion available from complete

evacuation of the reflector chamber was 0.8%. The use of this method for
regulation would be difficult, since about 7000 gal. of D20 would need to be
pumped to obtain the above reactivity change.

Local Level Control

Previous investigation has been made of local level control. This involved

a system of tubes throughout the reactor which could be voided of D2 0 to any
degree. The advantages of this scheme over the other methods of level con-

trol are that flux flattening is possible and Pu 23 production is improved

by means of the increased resonance-capture of neutrons. This scheme,
however, is estimated to be incapable of controlling sufficient reactivity

to be useful.

Introduction of a Foreign Phase for Reactor Control

The introduction of a foreign phase into the moderator, such as bubbling a
gas through bottom ports, can be very simple in operation and installation.

However, the unpredictability of the size and location of the bubbles, with
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the resultant uncertainty in the calculation of the void coefficient, is

detrimental to application of the method. In addition, for any reasonable

void fraction, it is not a fail-safe system.

Reactor Control by Introduction of a Poison Solute

Large amounts of negative reactivity can be made available for control purposes

by the introduction of a poison solute. Approximately 6 mg of boron in 1 kg of
D20 will cause a -1% change in reactivity. The inclusion of some solute such
as boric acid in the moderator is simple in principle and little change is

required in structure and design. The maximum to average thermal neutron flux

ratio increases slightly with use of this method. The serious problem involved

is the necessity of contaminating the heavy water. Admittance of substances

which might introduce light water is to be avoided. Methods for separation of

the solute are costly and time consuming. Loss of D20 during such processes

must be minimized.

Reactor Control by Addition of Light Water to the Moderator

In the 200 MWe reactor, with its large lattice spacing, the addition of light

water to the D20 moderator is equivalent to the addition of a soluble poison.

The cost of separating the light and heavy water would be high compared with

cost of removing other soluble poisons from the moderator.

Moderator Temperature-Control

The features of reactor control by means of moderator temperature coefficient
overlap other methods. There is no necessity to place complicated equipment

within the reactor. There is no contamination of the D2O. There are no
special parts to be placed in the reactor structure. The temperature coeffi-
cient of the moderator, in this case, however is only -10-4 per degree

Fahrenheit. Thus an increase of 100 degrees in D20 temperature would produce

only a 1% decrease in reactivity.

Reactor Control by Introduction of Insoluble Poisons

The addition of an insoluble poison to the reactor is equivalent to control
rods in effect without the associated length of drive and storage mechanism.

If boron is passed through the reactor in tubes, for example, a large amount

of reactivity may be removed as desired. In place of rod-drive mechanisms

there would be mechanical recycling systems. These are in use in various

industries, but have not been applied to reactor control to date.

Control by Local Boiling of the Moderator

The introduction of steam voids by causing the moderator to boil with resistance
wiring could be precise and could accomplish flux variations through the use of

properly placed elements. The disadvantages of this method are that it is not

fail-safe, and boiling and condensation effects are not accurately predictable

or reliable.

Comparison of Proposed Reactor Control Schemes

The survey of the reactor control schemes indicated that no single system was
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capable of satisfying all of the reactor control requirements. Table 3.4-IT

presents each scheme according to its ability to control the three major

functions: safety, shim and regulation.

Table 3.4-II

Comparison of Reactor Control Methods with Regard to
Suitability for Satisfying Specific Control Requirements

*, potentially suitable; #, not suitable

Method Safety Shim Regulation

Level alteration * # *

Radial reflector level # #

Local level # *

Foreign phase # #

Poison solute * *

Light water introduction # #

Temperature # #

Insoluble poison * # *

Local boiling # # *

Scheme Selected for More Detailed Study

The preliminary studies reviewed above provided the information upon which

the selection of control schemes worthy of further study was based. They

also indicated that no single scheme is, by itself, capable of satisfying

all of the reactors control requirements. A combination of control schemes
will, therefore, ultimately be required. A control method selected for

further study was Poison Solute Control. The other control methods were

eliminated from further consideration at this time for one or more of the
following reasons: (a) they are incapable of suitably controlling suffi-
cient reactivity; (b) the development effort required to perfect a particu-
lar control scheme would be unjustified at the present time; (c) time was

not available to study the method in sufficient detail; or (d) the system

was not fail-safe.

3.4.3 Reactor Control by Introduction of a Soluble Poison into the Moderator

In principle, the shim control requirements and backup scram requirements

for this reactor can be satisfied by introducing a soluble poison into the

moderator. Regulation and initial scram requirements cannot be satisfied

because of the time lags associated with introducing or removing poison

quickly and uniformly from a large volume of moderator.

This system and the problems associated with it are discussed below.
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Reactivity Worth of the Soluble Poison

The soluble poison to be employed in this shim control system is boron contained

in its sesquioxide (B20. This material, properly prepared, would be dissolved

in D2 0 and would then be present in solution as D2 B03 in dissociated form. The

effect of dissolved boron on reactivity may be determined from the equation

Ak Af
k f

and is shown in Fig. 3.4-5. The range of concentrations required to satisfy

the shim control requirements is about 0 to 50 ppm of natural boron. At the

end of a fuel cycle the amount of reactivity tied up in the soluble poison

would be extremely small so that the effective range of shim control with this

system could be about 0 to 8% Ak/k.

Description of the Soluble Poison Shim Control System

The soluble poison shim control system is illustrated schematically in Fig.

3.4-6. This system would be integrated into the moderator purification system,
which would have to be modified so that it could properly control the concen-

tration of boron as well as that of impurities in the moderator. The system
is designed to be fail-safe.

In operation, the system can be considered in two parts: (a) a moderator

purification system, and (b) a D3 B03 solution preparation system. Associated
with the latter is an emergency poison injection system.

The boric acid solution preparation system is composed of a drying oven or

furnace in which the sesquioxide is thoroughly dried to remove all traces of

light water. It is transferred from the oven to a mixing tank in which it is
dissolved in D2 0, thence through a filter into a feed tank from which it can

be introduced into the moderator at a controlled rate. All of the system com-

ponents would be small. Their size and the operating cycle have not yet been
determined. The most difficult problem in this system is that of preparing

dry B202 in soluble form.

The moderator purification system takes a bypass stream from the main moderator
circulation loop and passes it through a cation exchanger to remove the major

portion of dissolved impurities. A portion of this bypass stream is diverted

through an anion exchanger where dissolved anionic impurities, including borates,
are removed. The effluent from the anion exchanger is partially or completely

mixed (after filtration) with the main purification stream (the balance of the

stream from the anion bed going to a storage tank), and with an appropriate
amount of D3B03 solution before it re-enters the main moderator recirculation
loop. The required boron concentration is obtained by regulating the amount of
D3 B0 3 solution and of essentially pure D2 0 from the anion exchanger entering

the system. Two anion exchangers, each containing 25 cu. ft. of ILLCO NR-2 or
its equivalent, and a cation bed of capacity equal to that originally specified
will be required. This system will minimize boric acid consumption since only
a portion of the main purification bypass stream will pass through the anion
bed, and will minimize loss of D2 0 in the borates on the anion resin.
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The addition of concentrated boric acid to the moderator system from the feed
tank is accomplished by a positive displacement pump. This pump operates

continuously to pressurize an emergency chemical injection system tank. If

the pressure in this tank is maintained, then the entire pump discharge,
except for make-up requirements, is short circuited. Two parallel discharge
paths from the emergency reservoir to the moderator system, each equipped
with two solenoid-operated isolation valves and permitting periodic testing

to insure operability. are provided.

The instrumentation required for this system will be conventional. Its

essential part is a flame photometer capable of measuring boron concentra-

tions to better than 1 ppm. This instrument will, in the very near future,

be commercially available from Waters Associates, Framingham, Massachusetts.

Control details have not been studied.

Soluble Poison Control System Problems

1. Poison Concentration in the Calandria

It will be of interest to determine how rapidly the poison concentration

in the moderator can be changed. This information will be required to
describe the dynamic performance of the reactor.

2. Preferred Solute

BgG3 is a difficult material to handle because it is hygroscopic. The
utility of other soluble boron compounds, lithium borate, for example,

should be investigated so that a preferred solute can be selected.

3. Effect of Soluble Poison on D 0 Decomposition

This information will be required to permit the design of an effective

recombination system which now must have a larger capacity.

4. D20 Losses on Anion Resins

D2 0 will be tied up in the anion resin as borates. It has been estimated

that the amount tied up will be about 3 to 5 gal/yr., equivalent to about

$1000/yr. Recovery of this D20 would require regeneration of the anion
resins with caustic, crystallization, filtration and dehydration of borax,
recovery of D20-H20 vapor, and separation of the D20-H2 0 mixture at a rate

of about 1000-1500 gal/yr. of feed solution. Preliminary studies indicate
that it probably will not pay to try to recover the bound D2 0; these
should be checked.

5. Deposition of Boron in the Calandria

It is important that information be obtained to permit evaluation of this
problem. Deposition of this poison in the calandria might adversely

affect the design of this reactor.

Many other problems D20 inventory control, resin bed life, system
dynamics, component specifications, etc., could be cited. All of these

appear to be solvable.
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3.4.4 Special Control Problems

The subject reactor has relatively large overall dimensions and may experience

xenon oscillations. Previous preliminary investigations indicated that this

would not be a problem, but it should not be overlooked in the reactor control
system design. Should they exist, xenon oscillations would impose two require-

ments on the reactor control and instrumentation system.

1. It must be capable of detecting and measuring local changes in the
reactor's power pattern.

2. It must be capable of introducing or removing reactivity locally to main-

tain the desired power pattern.

The first requirement might be satisfied by using local flux measuring devices
such as boron thermopiles, or by monitoring steam flow and/or steam quality in

each channel. The second requirement would be satisfied, by the use of devices

such as local voids or control rods. Local reactivity control devices could
be used to flatten or otherwise shape the power pattern in the reactor.

It must be noted that other control problems may be indicated when the dynamic
behavior of the reactor is analyzed. The refueling scheme chosen for this
reactor will also influence the design, conceivably in the direction of a less
complicated control system.

3.4.5 Conclusions

It can be concluded from this study that it is unlikely that the use of control
rods can be eliminated entirely. A workable soluble poison shim control system,
is within the realm of present day technology. This system could be used
together with control rods for regulation and safety, and therefore offers the
possibility of eliminating 19 of the 38 control rods from the reactor.
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3.5 FUEL ELEMENT DESIGN

The fuel loading of each fueled lattice position of the prototype reactor
as described in Report SL-1581, Volume 1, consists of two identical fuel
elements. They are placed end to end in the pressure tube and designed in
such a manner as to reduce to a minimum the gap between fuel ends at the

junction of the elements. Use of two identical elements in tandem permits
the positions of the fuel elements to be reversed to obtain more uniform
burnup. Also having fuel elements only half the length of the fuel channel
reduces handling problems by making them lighter and more rugged. Each fuel
element is composed of two clusters of 37 parallel fuel rods, the clusters
being joined end to end at a spacer plate.

It is necessary to limit the length of individual fuel rods to half of the fuel
element length to avail column buckling of the rods and improve resistance to
lateral vibrations. At one end of each element is an end fitting which serves
as a base. At the opposite end is a lug by which it may be lifted. Each fuel.
rod consists of a 30 in. stack of 0.5 in. diameter sintered U02 pellets con-
tained in a 0.025 in. thick Zr-2 cladding tube. A gas space of 3% of the fuel
volume at operating temperatures has been provided at the upper end of each
rod to accommodate released fission product gases. At fabrication the rod is
filled with helium at atmospheric pressure. All of the metal parts of the
fuel element are Zr-2. Report SL-1581 describes the design as of February 1959.
Further design work on the fuel element has resulted in certain changes in
geometry as well as a better understanding of the behavior of the fuel element

with regard to strength, flow resistance and thermal capabilities.

Dwg.NP-342 shows the existing fuel element design. The fueled lattice
position is shown on Dwg. NS-312, (See also Table 3.5-1). Fluid flow resis-
tance has been reduced greatly by increasing the flow passages through the
end fittings and spacer plate. Pressure drop across the prototype fuel ele-
ments is estimated to be 10.0 psi for this design as against 18.5 psi for the
earlier version. The height of the end fittings has also been reduced to reduce
the unfueled gap at the core midplane. Six fuel rods spaced evenly at the
periphery of each fuel cluster are fastened at both ends to serve as structural
tie rods or columns for the cluster while all the other rods are fastened at
one end only and are free to expand axially at the other. The tie rods also
are used to join the two clusters together at the spacer plate to form a

complete fuel element.
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Table 3 5-I
Characteristics of the Fuel Element for the 70 MWe Prototype

Reac Lor

Type
Fuel
Fuel

of Element

Material
Pellet

OD, in. (cold)

Clustered fuel rods
Natural UO

0.495 +o~00
-o.004

Determined by manufacturerLength

Cladding
Material Zircaloy-2

Thickness, in.

Bond
Material
Diametral gap at assembly, in.

Length of One Element

Number of Elements per Pressure Tube

Number of Rods in Cluster
Fuel Rod Center-to-Center Spacing, in.
Free Expansion Volume, Percent of Total Fuel Volume

(Cold)

0 ^025 0 ooo

Helium

0.005 to 0.009
5'-6"1
2
37
0.652

3

3.5.1 Stress Analysis

Because reactivity considerations restrict their thickness, the highest
mechanical stresses are expected to occur in the cladding tubes. Recom-
mended design stresses for Zr-2 are discussed in Report SL-1565, Vol III,

Appendix A-1 and elsewhere in this report. In brief, for operation
at approximately 630 F a long-term load design stress of 10,500 psi used

as the stress to produce 0.8% creep in 100,000 hr. For short term loads
the design stress of 19,500 psi is the 0.2% yield stress. For mechanical
design purposes it has been assumed that the maximum central fuel temper-

ature is 4000 F, that 30% of the fission gases are released, and that

both of these conditions prevail throughout the length of the fuel rod

in the worst case. Experiments indicate that all three of these assump-

tions may be conservative. In the estimation of fission gas pressures a

6400 MWD/Metric ton burnup has been used. The important cases of clad-
ding stress are presented in Table 3.5-II.

Examination of elastic instability criteria for the cladding indicates
that the prototype fuel element has entirely adequate safety factors
for column buckling, local column wrinkling, and collapse from external
pressure as shown in Table 3.5-III.

It is expected that fuel elements for the full-scale reactor will use
fuel rods of similar length to the prototype (approximately 30 in,)
since any substantial increase in length would put the tie rods of the
lower fuel element in danger of buckling from the dead weight of the
fuel they support. This also implies that loading of the upper fuel

element into the core on top of the lower element must be done care-
fully to avoid high shock loads.
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Table 3.5-II
Prototype Cladding Stresses*

Design Stress

Criterion Calculated Stress, psi (Allowable),psi

Long-term load

Conditions (start of operation)

820 psia coolant pressure

15 psia internal gas pressure

240,000 Btu/hr-ft' surface
heat flux

Fuel element weight shared 10,050 10,500
equally by tie rods

Short term load

Conditions (shutdown)

15 psia coolant pressure

860 psia internal gas pressure 8,700 19,000
24,000 Btu/hr-ft2 surface heat

flux

Fuel element weight shared
equally by tie ro.ds

* The fuel cladding of the full-scale reactor would be subject to similar

stresses except that due to the higher burnup (up to 10,800 MWD/Metric Ton)

the short term stress would be 15,000 psi.

Table 3.5-III
Elastic Stability of Prototype Fuel Rod

Criterion Calculated, psi Allowable, psi

Column Buckling, Stress 2260 11,000
Column Wrinkling,Stress 2260 11,000
External Pressure to Cause Tube

Collapse 820 1,343

3.5.2 Thermal Analysis

The initial studies of thermal behavior of the prototype fuel elements

were based on information contained in Reference 1. An average overall
thermal conductivity of 0.85 Btu/hr-ft- F was assumed for the U02 pellet
and a 0.001 in. radial bond gap of helium was assumed between the pellet and

the cladding. This resulted in a calculated maximum central fuel temperature
of 4000 F. More recent information published in Reference 2 suggests that

thermal performance be rated on the basis of the parameter:

Tc
k(e)de, watts/cm

Ts
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fuel pellet central

fuel pellet surface

fuel conductivity

temperature.

temperature

temperature

Multiplying this parameter by 4X gives the local heat output of the fuel rod

in power per unit length. Values of the parameter for representative samples
of U02 have been obtained experimentally and compared to observed physical

changes in the fuel. Some of these values are given in Table 3.5-IV for

Ts= 730 F, which is the expected temperature for most water cooled power
reactors with bulk coolant temperatures of about 530 F.

Table 3.5-IV
Values of Runnals Parameter for Ts of 730 F

Fuel Behavior

No grain growth

Some grain growth but no central melting
Melting occurs at center

Suggested operating range

Tc k(s) de,w/cm

TS Up to 29 + 3
29 to 50
55 and up
30 to 40

Reference 2 indicates that fission gas release may be less than 1 or 2% if

no grain growth occurs. General fragmentation of the fuel pellets occurs

due to thermal stresses and results in fairly good thermal contact of the
fuel and cladding. Experiments have indicated that variations in initial
bond gap thickness have relatively little effect on fuel element performance.

Specifying a 0.005 to 0.009 in. diametral bond gap between the fuel pellet
and cladding at assembly allows ample tolerances for economical fuel
element manufacture and on the basis of the information in Reference 2 will

not affect fuel element behavior adversely. The effective average thermal

conductivity appears to be approximately 1.7 Btu/hr-ft- F in the ranges of

interest.

Values of Runnall's parameter for a number of representative reactors as
well as corresponding values of Tc are given in Table 3.5-V for comparison.
It should be mentioned that grain growth for most of the U02 reported occurs
at about 2700 F.

Table 3.5-V
Values of Parameter for Representative

Reac tors

Reactor Ts

Shippingport (blanket)
Dresden

Yankee I
NPD-ll
Prototype D20
Full-Scale D20

Runnall's
Parameter,

c
k(e)de,w/cm. 41

29.4
31.1
30
35
26.4
31.9

pTc
k( )c6,B

Ts

38,50
40,70
39,30
45,80
34,60
41,80

Max. Power Output

per Unit Length,
Estimated Max

tu/hr-ft. Central Fuel

Temp, F

)0 2800
)0 2850
)0 2800
)0 3080
)0 2500
)0 2850
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This indicates that relatively little fission gas release is to be expected

in either the prototype or full-scale D2 0 reactor fuel elements at the location
of maximum flux and even less elsewhere. Stresses calculated for higher gas

pressures and the use of a 3% gas expansion space in the fuel rods are, there-
fore, believed to be conservative.

Neither the prototype nor full scale reactor fuel elements are limited by

internal heat transfer. While the size of the 70 MWe prototype core can
probably not be reduced because of reactivity requirements it may be possible
to obtain some reduction in the size of the 200 MWe full-scale reactor by
increasing the output of the fuel elements, providing that uncertainties in
hot channel factors, flux distribution, flow behavior, and plant performance
do not require a large safety factor in the fuel element capability. An
extensive discussion of heat transfer from the fuel elements to the coolant

is given in Sections 3.3 and 5.4. For the maximum heat flux of 290,000 Btu/
hr-ft2 which occurs in the full-scale reactor (240,000 Btu/hr-ft2 in the

prototype) the ratio of minimum burnout heat flux to maximum fuel element
heat flux is 2.4. Raising the linear heat flux to the values suggested by

the AECL reduces this ratio. The extent to which this reduction is permissible

can only be determined by burnout experiments and better information than is

presently available.

3.5.3 References for Section 3.5

1. J. D. Eichenberg, An In-Pile Measurement of the Thermal Conductivity
of U02 , WAPD 200 (Sept. 1958).

2. 0.J.C. Runnalls, Uranium Dioxide Fuel Elements, CRL 55 (Jan. 1959).
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3.6 INVESTIGATIONS OF EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS FOR MINIMUM LEAKAGE

The control of leakage is particularly important in heavy water power reactor
plants because of the value of the heavy water and the need to prevent

contamination of the plant by radioactive vapors or particulate matter.

Emphasis was given in Part 3 of the program to detailed evaluation of expected
leakage rates of plant components and to methods of recovering the leakage with
minimum loss. As a result, recommendations have been formulated for the type

of sealing devices to be used on the pumps, valves and turbine. The total

plant unrecoverable leakage rates have been re-evaluated on the basis of these

recommendations, and are estimated to amount to 15.9 lb/day for the full scale

plant. An unrecovered leakage rate for the prototype plant of 12 lb/day is

estimated. These estimates indicate a yearly predictable loss rate of

approximately 1%, of the D2 0 inventory of each plant. Losses arising from

accidents, spills and equipment breakdowns are difficult to estimate. However,

an allowance of 1% has been made for these losses, thereby making the total

estimated annual D2 0 loss rate approximately 2% of the total plan

D20 inventory for both the prototype and full scale plants.

3.6.1 Zircaloy to Stainless Steel Joints

A mechanical joint is required to join the Zr-2 pressure tubes to the

stainless steel coolant distribution systems above and below the reactor

core. The use of a mechanical joint is deemed necessary at this time because

a high strength welding or brasing technique has not yet been developed.

Several alternate types of joints incorporating various conceptual designs of
seals and coupling are shown on Dwgs. NP-343 and NP-344.

The design criteria used in selecting the arrangements shown have been based
on the following requirements:

1. Leakage of D2 0 liquid or vapor is to be "zero" under all normal oper-

ating or shutdown conditions.

2. All joints must be capable of assembly and disassembly by semi-remote
operation due to the limited accessibility to these joints once the plant

has been run.

Several flanged-joint concepts were considered for joining the Zr-2 pressure

tubes and the stainless steel header systems. They consist of threaded,

clamped, and bolted-type flanges using either metallic conical gaskets, self-

energized metallic 0-rings, wedge type seals, spring seals or sharp-edged

ring seals. The seals and closures shown were selected after consultation
with various fabricators and consideration of available experimental data.

Final selection of the type of seal, seal material, and type of locking

mechanism to be employed should be determined on the basis of the experimental

program described in Section 4.2.

One of the promising concepts utilizes Zr-2 pressure tubes rolled into

stainless steel extension pieces. A major advantage of this joint is that

the Zircaloy-to-stainless steel connection can be shop fabricated and tested
prior to field assembly. The field installation can then use well-known

techniques of joining steel to steel using either a mechanical seal coupling
or fusion welding. This type of joint has proved successful in the
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development program conducted for AECL's NPD-2 and CANDU-reactors.

Another joint concept uses a low mechanical strength weld which can be

achieved between the Zr-2 and stainless steel. This weld would be used only
to effect a seal. The necessary mechanical strength to withstand t.he pressure

and bending stresses is supplied by either rolling the tubes together or a

more conventional mechanical coupling.

3.6.2 Pressure Tube End Closures

A removable end closure is required on each pressure tube to provide access
for the installation and removal of shield plugs and fuel elements.

Various closure and seal arrangements, as shown on Dwg. NP-345, have been

considered for the prototype design,. Among these are simple seals, two-
stage seals with leak-off and recovery, and diffusion seals using cover gas.
Welded closures were rejected because of the necessity of using costly remote

cutting, welding, and inspection equipment and because the refueling operation
would become time-consuming.

A mechanically operated "ball detent" closure, as shown on Dwg. NP-327 in the
Part 2 design study Report SL-1581, Vol, II., was originally designed for the

prototype reactor. This closure is operated by a simple linear "push-pull"

motion provided by the fuel handling machine. However, because of its low
force multiplication and because of its limited ability to maintain seal

loading with minor dimensional changes (e.g., due to seal compression or due
to differential thermal expansion) an improved closure concept shown on Dwg.

NP-345 employing a toggle linkage was designed during this study program. The

new design concept also operates with a linear "push-pull" motion provided by

the fuel handling machine, but has the advantage of high force multiplication

and resilient seal loading. A permissible leakage rate of 200 grams of D2 0

per year per closure seal has been established.

A literature search (see References 1, 2, and 3 in Section 3.6.8) was

conducted and manufacturers were contacted to determine the most economical
simple seal that would most consistently seal within the above tolerance.

Tests conducted by Westinghouse, Crane Co., Armour Research Foundation, and
others indicate that the leakage requirements can be met by some types of
seals (e.g., spiral wound steel and asbestos gaskets under high loading forces)

and not by others (notably both solid and hollow 0-rings), All the test data
available were developed from new or unused seals assembled under ideal

conditions and do not reflect the effect of repeated assembly and dis-assembly
on leakage rates. Little or no information is available regarding the

repeatability performance of low-leakage seals. However, experience has shown

that repeated assembly and disassembly of such a seal increases the leakage
rate, especially for those seals which require high seating forces, or which

are deformed in any way during assembly.

Since the closure must be operated remotely, and since the repeatability

performance of low-leakage simple seals is questionable, alternate arrangements
for minimizing D2 0 loss were considered, Amoung these were several

arrangements of two-stage seals used in conjunction with D2 0 recovery apparatus.

The two-stage leak-off seal concept uses a simple recovery system and is
capable of recovering almost all of the primary seal leakage. The diffusion

seal is capable of recovering all of the primary seal leakage, but has the
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disadvantage of the added requirement of a diffusion gas supply and
separation system.

The final seal design should be determined as a result of the experimental

program, described in Section 4.2, after the merits of the concepts have

been evaluated. This program would provide information, presently unknown,

necessary for the most economic arrangement of minimizing loss of D2 0 through

the pressure tube end closure.

3.6.3 Calandria Tube-to-Tube Sheet Joints

The joints between the calandria tubes and the upper and lower tube sheets

are made by rolling 5.87 in. OD x 0.060 in. wall thickness tubes into the

3 in. thick tube sheets. Grooves would be machined into the tube sheets to

provide greater strength in the joint and better sealing against possible

leakage. Exact details of the joint, such as number of grooves, dimensions

of grooves, etc., and the installation procedure should be specified by the

vessel fabricator and the joint should be tested as outlined in the pro-
posed development program (see Section 4.2.5).

The upper tube sheet joints must seal helium plus D2 0 vapor which would

normally be at a pressure of only a few inches of water. These joints would

be designed and tested for 5 psi helium pressure, and the maximum permissible
leakage rate at this pressure is specified as 2.5 x 1068 fta /hr at standard

conditions. This would amount to a maximum total leakage of D20 vapor of less

than 1.0 lb/yr for all joints.

The lower tube sheet joints must seal against D20 at the pressure caused by

the head of liquid in the calandria. This is somewhat less than 10 psi, and

these joints would be designed and tested for 10 psi D2 0 pressure. The per-

missible leak rate at these joints is "zero". If this cannot be obtained

under the conditions of deflection and thermal cycling, lantern rings may be

provided at the center of each joint, with drain connections to collect and

carry off any leakage past the first grooves before it reaches the outside

of the joint.

It is desirable to avoid seal welding the tubes to facilitate remote removal

and replacement of individual calandria tubes. However, remote welding is

feasible if necessary.

Since rolled joints are used extensively in various services and this type

of joint has proved successful in the NRX calandria in Canada, it is

anticipated that the above leakage requirements can be met. Design studies
should be conducted in conjunction with the experimental program, described

in Section 4.2, where the merits of several joints can be compared. The

experimental program would also indicate whether or not it is necessary to
use seal drains or seal weld the tubes, as indicated above as alternate designs.

3.6.4 Turbine Sealing Systems

An evaluation of the method of sealing the turbine shaft seals for the full-
scale turbine has been conducted in which the system has been placed on a more

definitive basis than had been done in Parts 1 and 2 of the study.

This evaluation has included discussions of the proposed sealing system with

the major turbine generator manufacturers. While each manufacturer has
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suggested minor variations in specific details of the basic sealing system, the

conceptual design presented is in accordance with their recommendations.

The evaluation was based on the system proposed for the prototype plant as

reported in SL-1581. This system relies upon a labyrinth type shaft seal

with steam and dry air as sealing fluids. A conceptual arrangement is indi-

cated schematically in Fig. 3.6-1. In this figure, total estimated steam

and air flow rates are shown, These rates are based on a turbine with four

seals, each of which requires a flow of 200 lb/hr of dry air and 750 lb/hr

of gland steam to effect the turbine shaft seal.

A condenser and blower are provided to dry and circulate the seal air. To

make up the leakage of this air into the shaft seal to the gland steam

condenser, makeup air is drawn from the atmosphere to a drier before entering

the seal air system. Gland steam passes to the gland steam condenser where

the condensate is drained to the main condenser hotwell. Approximately 20 scfm
of saturated air, discharged from the gland steam condenser,is combined with an

equal flow rate from the air ejectors and the total flow then is pumped to

the vent gas recombiner and vapor condenser. It is estimated that a system
of this type would limit shaft seal leakage to the atmosphere to less than

2 lbs. per day.

Because the flow rates are estimated to be essentially the same for the full-

scale and the prototype turbine seal system, the equipment provided would

have essentially the same capacity in either case. Because of the relatively

low quantity of dissociated deuterium expected in the non-condensible gases

leaving the gland steam condenser, consideration was given to the effects on

the recovery system of not recovering the dissociated deuterium. This is

discussed in Section 3.6.7.

3.6.5 Pumps Seals

Radioactive water, both light and heavy, is associated with the full-scale
and the prototype boiling water, pressure tube, direct cycle reactors and

their auxiliary systems. Heavy water leakage to the atmosphere is hazardous

because of its possible radioactivity; furthermore, its high cost dictates its

recovery and requires that precautions be taken in the plant design to prevent

its contamination with light water.

Because of these factors, it is essential that leakage be held to a minimum,

preferably zero, and that the pumping units and sealing devices be thoroughly

reliable.

Accordingly in evaluating the quantity of heavy water leakage from equipment

in the plant and for designing the heavy water collection and recovery systems,

it is necessary to examine various applications for pump seals in order to

determine their limitations and requirements when used on heavy water pumping

equipment.

0
Seals for pump shafts may be classified in four general categories as follows:

a) Mechanical seals, wherein sealing forces are obtained by spring and/or

hydraulic pressure to bring a rotating surface in contact with a stationary

surface. The sealing is achieved by the close contact of these surfaces.

b) Packing type seals, in which a compressible material is closely packed
around the pump shaft and held under pressure by springs or packing
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gland nuts.

c) Throttle bushing, in which a close fit between a sleeve on the pump
shaft and the bore of the throttle bushing is maintained.

d) Floating rings, similar in principle to the throttle bushing with the
exception that the rings are movable.

Combinations of these seals may be used for special purposes on any given
installation. Any of these seals may require water injection for cooling
and lubrication purposes and air or vacuum may be applied to assist in
maintaining the seal.

In addition to the above sealing methods, a motor and the impeller of a pump
may be enclosed in a single pressure housing, with the motor or its rotor in
direct contact with the fluid being pumped. This type of pump is commonly
called a canned motor or canned rotor pump, depending on whether the entire

motor or only its rotor is enclosed with the pump.

In conventional practice, the type of seal to be used depends on the pressure,
temperature and the chemical nature of the fluid being pumped. For water
systems, the tabulation in Table 3.6-I presents representative pump seal
types for various service conditions.

Table 3.6-I

Typical Conventional Sealing Methods for Pump Shafts

Suction Pressure

Psig

29 In. Hg Vac to 200

201 to 400

401 to 600

601 to 1500

1501 to 3000

Fluid Temperature

Below 100 F 101 to 180 F 181 to 400 F 401 to 700 F
Mach Mech Mach-
Packing

Mech.
Packing
Bushing

Mech.
Bushing

Mech.
Bushing
Floating Rings

Bushing

Floating Rings

Canned Pump

aci.ng

Packing

Mech.
Packing

Bushing

Mech.
Bushing

Mech.
Bushing
Floating

Pac.ing
Packing

Mech.

Packing
Bushing

Mech.
Bushing

Mech.
Bushing

Rings Floating Rings

Bushing

Floating Rings
Canned Pump

Bushing

Floating Rings

Canned Pump

Mech.
Packing
Bushing

Mech.
Bushing

Mech.
Bushing
Floating Rings

Bushing

Floating Rings
Canned Pump

In the following sections the aforementioned seal types, their individual
characteristics and recommended applicationsfor use in heavy water systems
are discussed.

Mechanical Seals

Mechanical seals can be classified into four types; single unbalanced, single
balanced, double unbalanced, and double balanced. In all cases the seal face
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is perpendicular to the axis of the shafts The required sealing force is

provided by spring or by hydraulic pressure, In an unbalanced seal the

stuffing box pressure tends to force the seal faces together and the pressure

on the seal face is unbalanced. The mechanical seal depends upon a thin

hydraulic film between the seal faces for lubrication, At high pressures, the

unbalance becomes excessive and this film layer is destroyed. In a balanced
seal, however, the stuffing box pressure acts on both sides of the sealing

ring. The surface areas exposed to stuffing box pressure are proportioned to
limit the pressure at the seal face and a spring is added to assure contact

under all conditions. In a double seal, two seals are contained in a single

chamber as shown in Fig. 3 6-2, A clean liquid circulates between the two
seals preventing casing liquid from leaking to the atmosphere. However, in

order to accomplish this, the liquid between the seals must at all times be

at a higher pressure than the pumped liquid, Excessive outleakage may occur
because of the high inner chamber pressure.

To better insure against outleakage, two mechanical seals can be arranged in
series or tandem as shown in Fig, 3.6-3. In this case, the pump casing pressure

is broken down across the first seal and a quench fluid is injected in the out-

board seal at a pressure approximately 5 to 20 psig above atmospheric, depending

upon the operating pressure of the system, thereby sealing off the pumped fluid

and reducing outleakage through the outboard seal to a negligible value.

For pumps operating at suction pressures varying from 29 in. Hg vacuum to

0 psig, and for water temperatures up to 180 F, a mechanical unbalanced seal
with synthetic rubber gaskets, as shown in Fig. 3,6-4. can be used. The

stuffing box in such a design is connected to a point on the pump where a

pressure higher than atmospheric pressure exists to prevent the inleakage of

air into the system through the seal. An unbalanced seal can be used for

installations with stuffing box pressures up to 100 psig.

For pumps operating at pressures from 100 psig to 1000 psig, and at tempera-

tures above 180 F, a mechanical balanced seal as shown in Fig. 3.6-5, with
provisions for stuffing box cooling can be used. The water in the stuffing

box must be cooled by 1 or 2 gpm of cold injection water to prevent flashing

of the pumped fluid at the seal face. Water cooling can be accomplished

either by injection water supplied from an outside source or by means of a
mechanical seal incorporating a pump ring as an integral part of the seal to

circulate the cooling water through a heat exchanger, The highest pressure

range normally recommended for mechanical seals is 1000 to 1500 psig although
special designs have been made for higher pressures. The maximum recommended

temperature is 750 F, however the temperature in the seal chamber should not
exceed 150 F under any conditions during operation

Mechanical type seals have found general acceptance in many applications due

to their generally low seal leakage rates and minimum maintenance requirements.

The principal objection to mechanical seals has been the fact that they are

subject to sudden and complete failure, although no example of this type of
failure was cited in the present investigations While it is recognized that
seal leakage rates are a function of many variables, seal size, speed,

pressure differential, and the condition of the seal faces are particularly
important parameters affecting seal leakage. Estimated seal leakage rates for

single mechanical seals as a function of stuffing box pressure for seals for

various diameter shafts is presented in Fig. 3.6-9.

Several test points are also indicated on the curve which illustrates the
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range of leakage which may be expected as compared to the design leakage curve.

From this figure it is seen that the design seal leakage varies with seal
pressure differential as follows:

Pressure Differential Leakage

psi Gallons/year

50 40

300 200

600 380

It should be noted that these curves are representative and may not apply

to any given seal. In general it has been found that seal leakage rates

have a relatively high value at start-up. After this initial period when

the unit has been properly run in a much reduced rate prevails. In
laboratory tests with 4 in. diameter shafts, leakage rates of 7 gpm to 10 gpm

have been measured following complete failure of the seal. In both the

normal and the catastrophic leakage rates quoted, the unrecovered loss is

considerably less than the leakage rate as the bulk of the leakage may be
piped to a liquid recovery system. Seals of this type have been used

satisfactorily in severe service in which the reports of measured outleakage

have varied from virtually no leakage to a drop every 2 seconds.

In a horizontal, mechanically-sealed pump handling light water installed

in a test loop for NPD-2 at Canadian General Electric, operating at a
pressure of 1000 psig and a temperature of 450 F, the measured outleakage was
one eighth gallon per day per seal with a 2-1/4" diameter shaft rotating at

1800 rpm. This point and several other reported leakages are also plotted on

Fig. 3.6-9.

Packing Seals

The seal most widely used when pumping nonhazardous fluids is the packing

ring type, shown in Fig. 3.6-6. Packing materials commonly used are

asbestos, flax, duck, Babitt and lead. When the stuffing box is operating

under vacuum, the cage ring should be connected to a point in the pump
where the pressure is greater than the suction pressures. This injection

water will lubricate the packing and prevent air from entering the pump.

The pressure limitation on the softer packings is about 200 psig.

When operating at a pressure above atmospheric and at a temperature above
the boiling point of water, cold water must be piped to and from the cage
ring at a pressure higher than the stuffing box pressure. This removes

heat and assures cool water lubrication of the packing in addition to

preventing the outleakage of the pumped fluid. The outleakage for this type

of seal would be excessive when compared to the mechanical seal with the
actual outleakage depending on the pumping pressure, temperature, shaft

size and speed, and the ability of the plant operators to maintain the

glands in proper adjustment for minimum leakage without damaging the packing.

The use of a packed type seal results in a minimum first cost, however, the

outleakage is comparatively high and the service conditions are limited.
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The maximum outleakage is not expected to exceed 3/4 gpm under extreme

conditions with new packing. The life of soft packing is shorter than that
of the seal rings in mechanical seals. In general, for packed type seals a
cooling water injection rate of 3-5 gpm is required per seal in high

temperature applications.

Throttle Bushings

A throttle bushing seal, shown in Fig. 3.6-7, is a stationary bushing
attached to the pump casing or stuffing box through which the shaft rotates.
The clearance between the bore of the bushing and the outside diameter of
the shaft or sleeve is held to a minimum, and the clearance is used to limit
leakage. Installation of a straight bushing required very exact alignment
with the shaft. A disadvantage of this seal type is the high leak rate of

pumped liquid to atmosphere which increases as the pressure increases. This

type of seal is usually used in the pressure range above 200 to 300 psig.
When operating at a temperature above the boiling point of water, cold water
must be injected at a pressure higher than stuffing box pressure to a cage
ring located in the throttle bushing at a point close to the pump end of the
bushing. As in the other seals mentioned, the purpose of the cold injection
is to prevent flashing and outleakage of the pumped fluid.

A packed stuffing box is sometimes supplied on the outboard end of throttle
bushing seals to reduce the pressure differential across the outboard seal

and thereby limit the rate of outleakage. The quantity of cool water required
for injection may be excessive for a bushing type seal. The estimated in-
jection requirements for a pump operating at 850 psig and 515 F are 8-10 gpm
per seal.

Floating Ring Seals

A floating ring seal assembly, shown in Fig. 3.6-8, is a throttle bushing
designed to (a) provide a lower water injection rate, (b) eliminate the
necessity of exact bushing alignment, and (c) allow for misalignment due to
uneven pump casing heating and normal shaft deflections. The assemblies are
made up of a series of short close clearance throttle bushings or rings fitted
closely to the shaft.

Floating rings are used in the 600 to 3000 psig range. The first cost is
higher than the throttle bushing type seal but the leakage rate is lower.

The same injection type cooling system is necessary as with the throttle
bushing type seal. The main disadvantage to the bushing or floating ring type
seal is its inherently high leakage rate. The bushing seal is sensitive to
the differential thermal expansions that lead to seizing, wear, and excessive
leakage. The floating ring seal overcomes most of the disadvantages of the
bushing seal with the exception of the excessive leak rate.

Canned Pumps

Zero leakage pumps are considerably more expensive than conventional pumps
with conventional motors. For applications in which zero leakage requirements
are mandatory a canned motor type pump or other zero leakage pumps may be
specified. The canned motor unit employs a non-magnetic sleeve placed in the
metal stator bore and supported by the stator laminations to isolate the stator
windings from the pumped fluid. Thus the pumped fluid is retained within the

confines of the pumping unit and no shaft extends outside of the primary pump
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casing. The pumps efficiency is reduced however by the losses associated
with isolating sleeve in the stator bore.

Sealing Water Systems

A seal water system is required for clean water make-up to the double seals

located in pumps which handle radioactive fluids.

The water from the pressurized seal tank also maintains a pressure at the

seal slightly higher than the fluid being pumped and therefore any leakage

is clean D2 0 to the recovery system or into the radioactive fluid being
pumped.

The method of supplying cooling water to the sealing devices will depend

on the specific seal installed. An injection water system will be required

should packing, bushing, floating ring seals or the double mechanical seals

be used for pumps handling D2 0, radioactive or high temperature fluids.

The system is required for packed seals operating at temperatures somewhat

higher than the boiling point of the pumped fluid.

In the case of systems in which heavy water is the pumped fluid a closed

injection water system will be required as well as provisions to collect the

outleakage from the seals. The nature of these injection and seal water
recovery systems will vary somewhat with the seal types utilized, particularly

with regard to capacity.

The leakage would be drained to a collection tank. In the case of the
mechanical seals a leakoff connection, shown in all the mechanical seal
figures, should be provided after the disaster bushing to provide an

emergency drain in the event of a seal failure. This leakoff connection

could be piped to an oversized normal drain line, located on the inboard
side of the disaster bushing, which normally handles only a leakage measured
in drops per hour.

Proposed Seal Application

On the basis of the information developed in connection with these studies,
the principal pumps in the systems have been evaluated for seal application
as related to their individual operating conditions. In general it has been

concluded that mechanical seals as a general type will best suit the specific

requirements of the full scale and the prototype boiling water reactor plants.
A summary of these proposed applications are indicated in Table 3.6-II.
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Table 3.6-II

Summary of Recommended Mechanical Seal Applications

Prototype and Full-Scale Plants

Pump
Location

Moderator System

Circulating Pumps

Prototype

Full-Scale

D20 Transfer Pumps

Level Control Pumps

Purification Pump

Coolant Circulation

System

Circulating Pumps

Shutdown Condensate
Pumps

Purification Pump

D20 Transfer Pumps

Condensate System

Condensate Pumps

Feedwater System

Feedwater Pumps

Stuffing Box
Pressure

Psig

25

25

0

7

25

850

850

850

0

28" Hg Vac

135

System
Temp.

F
Seal
Type

130 Single
Unbalanced

200 Single
Unbalanced

100 Single
Unbalanced

100 Single
Unbalanced

110 Single
Unbalanced

515 Double
Balanced

515 Double
Balanced

500 Double
Balanced

100 Single
Unbalanced

120 Single
Balanced

Figure
No. Remarks

3.6.5-3 W/Stuffing Box Jacket

3.6.5-3 W/Stuffing Box Jacket,
Internal Pumping Ring
and Heat Exchanger.

3.6.5-3

3.6.5-3

3.6.5-3

3.6.5-1 W/Stuffing Box Jacket,
Internal Pumping Ring
and Heat Exchanger,
and with H. P.
Injection.

3.6.5-1 W/Stuffing Box Jacket,
Internal Pumping Ring
and Heat Exchanger,
and with H. P.
Injection.

3.6.5-1 W/Stuffing Box Jacket,
Internal Pumping Ring
and Heat Exchanger,
and with H. P.
Injection.

3.6.5-3

3.6.5-4 W/Stuffing Box Jacket,
and Pumped Fluid
Injection Seal Water.

330 Single 3.6.5-4 W/Stuffing Box Jacket,
Balanced Internal Pumping Ring

and Heat Exchanger.
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Because of the possible high radioactive level of the reactor coolant
recirculation system, clean D20 make-up will be supplied, to the area
between the two mechanical seals, from the high pressure injection system.

This water will be supplied at a pressure slightly above that of the fluid
being pumped. By installing a pumping ring and small heat exchanger the
clean fluid between the seals will be continuously circulated and cooled to
maintain the temperature at the seals below 160 F at all times. A water

jacket will be used to supplement cooling during operation and maintain

cooling during shut-down. Due to the radioactive nature of the fluids which

they handle a similar system will be used for the reactor shut-down condensate

and reactor purification booster pumps.

Injection water is not being supplied to the seals of the feed water,

moderator circulating, moderator purification and other pumps which handle

relatively non radioactive water. Where required, pumping ring will be
used to circulate the water in the vicinity of the single seal on these

pumps through a heat exchanger.

The condensate pump, taking its suction from the condenser, is supplied
with seal water from its discharge to prevent inleakage of air to the

subatmospheric stuffing box. The remaining transfer pumps and miscellaneous

pumping equipment operates intermittently and at relatively low temperatures

and thus are not supplied.with sealing water.

Table 3.6-III - "Pump Mechanical Seal Requirements" has been included to
indicate estimated leakage and recovery rates for various pumps.
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Table 3.6-III

Pump Mechanical Seal Requirements

Pumps

No.
No. Seals/
Pumps Pump

Stuffing
Box

Pressure

psig
Reactor Circ. Pumps

Prototype
Full Scale

Shutdown Cond. Pumps

Reactor Purification
Booster Pump

Moderator Circ. Pumps
Prototype
Full Scale

Moderator Purification
Booster Pumps

Reactor Coolant
Transfer Pumps

Moderator Transfer
Pumps

Moderator Level
Control

Condensate Pumps
Prototype
Full Scale

Feed water Pumps

2
4

1
1

850
850

2 1 850

1

2
2

1

2
2

1 1

2 1

2 1

2 1

2
3

2
2

Prototype 2
Full Scale 3

850

25
25

Pumping
Temp.

F

515
515

515

500

Injection System_

Estimated Estimated
Pressure Temp. Flow/Seal Inleakage

Recovery System

Estimated
Flow Past

Seal

psig F Gal/Day Gal/Day Gal/Day gpm

875 105
875 105

875 105

875 105

1.6
2.1

1.1

1.0

0.4
0.5

0.3

0.2

130
200

25 110

0 100

0 100

7 100

28" Hg.Vac.
28" Hg.Vac.

120
120

Atmos. 120
Atmos. 120

25.02
25.02

1.2
1.6

0.8

0.8

0.05
0.05

0.05

- Negligible

- Negligible

25
25

2 135 330
2 135 330

0.02

0.02
0.02

0.20
0.20

Estimated

Max. Flow
(Seal
Failure)

6-8
8-10

5-7

5-7

1-2
1-2

1-2

0.25

0.25

0.5

0.5
0.5

3.4
3.4



3.6.6 - Valve Stem Leakage

The problem of leakage of heavy water to atmosphere from valve stems has

been discussed with many valve manufacturers.

In general, for conventional power plant applications a valve is designed

and then maintained to operate with minimum stem leakage. However, the

term "minimum leakage" implies little or no objectionable dripping or escape
of vapor, whereas the actual leakage rate may be of significant proportions.
For toxic or valuable liquids, as frequently encountered in the chemical

industry, various design changes are incorporated in the conventional valve

design for greater protection against loss of the liquid or vapor. Finally,

in many nuclear applications to date, manufacturers have gone to extreme
designs in order to guarantee that a valve will literally provide zero

leakage.

The various methods of controlling leakage from valves are discussed in the
following sections.

Stem Packing

Stem packing is the most widely used method for limiting stem leakage on
all types of valves. The effectiveness of packing of a given type depends

largely on operating pressures and temperatures.

Where line pressures and temperatures are such that flashing of the
liquid into vapor occurs due to the pressure drop across the packing, the

leakage problem is more complicated. This problem may be partially solved

by the use of an extended bonnet with cooling fins, as shown in Fig. 3.6-10,

thus cooling the liquid adjacent to the sealing gland to near room temperature.

In general, teflon impregnated asbestos has been found to be a suitable
material for sealing rings. It best exhibits the required characteristics
of inertness to attack by the pumped fluid, low friction coefficient, low

expansion, resiliency, abrasion resistance, and resistance to permanent
deformation.

Another common packing design incorporates an intermediate leak-off zone

or lantern ring between a primary and a secondary packing gland. A typical

gland of this type is shown in Fig. 3.6-11. With the lantern ring area

maintained close to atmospheric pressure, there is little tendency for

leakage past the secondary gland to atmosphere. On some applications the leak

off connection is piped to a drain, while on others it is used as a tell-tale

to indicate.need for packing adjustment or replacement. This type of design

is being used on gate valves for nuclear plants in sizes up to 16 inches.

A further design refinement on large valves eliminates the problem of packing
adjustment by loading the gland by means of a spring, located either within

the gland or on the valve bonnet.

The back seating of the valve disc or plug against the bonnet when a valve

is fully open will give further protection against flow up the valve stem.

The life and tightness of the packing is effected by the frequency of valve
operation. On an isolating valve either normally open or closed, the

packing can be compressed to the point where the tendency to leak is reduced

to a minimum; however, valve operation is difficult. If the packing is
compressed to this point on a frequently operated valve, galling of the stem
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and damage to the packing may result.

Bellow Seals

On valve applications involving toxic or valuable liquids, vapors and gases,

a bellows seal is frequently used. A typical valve of this type is shown in

Fig. 3.6-12. With a bellows seal, closure is effected between the travelling

valve stem and the stationary valve bonnet. This is done with a flexible

connector (bellows) welded at the stem and bonnet. Thus, leakage along the

stem is prevented. The pressure and temperature of this type of valve is

limited by the rating of the bellows. This type of seal is available on flow

control valves in pressure ratings up to 600 psig. A bellows with a 1200 psig

rating is available, however, due to its proportions, excessive operating

force is required in conjunction with a short-stroke stem causing difficulties

in throttling control. In some instances, a packing gland is added to provide

protection in the event of a bellows rupture. Bellow seals have not been used

extensively and are normally limited to valves which have relatively short

strokes. Bellows stem seals are difficult to apply to gate valves. Because

of the long stroke associated with this valve an extremely long bellows and

bonnet is required.

Excessive vibration can be induced in the bellows by either of two means:

induced vibrations at the resonance frequency of the bellows from nearby

equipment, and by excessive turbulence in the fluid being handled in the

vicinity of the bellows. Such vibrations can lead to fatigue failure of the

bellows. The former can be controlled by designing the bellows with damping

characteristics. The latter becomes a problem at high fluid velocities and

can be controlled by means of cans or shields between the bellows and the

flowing fluid.

The manufacturers of valves of this type do not feel that turbulence induced

bellows vibration would become a problem at the fluid velocities proposed in

the full scale and prototype plant designs.

Diaphragm Valves

The diaphragm type valves have an inherent advantage of no stem leakage

because of the diaphragm which isolates the line liquid completely from the
bonnet assembly. A flexible material is used for the diaphragm which seats

against the body weir to stop flow. Fig. 3.6-13 shows this principle. The

temperature limitations for the neoprene material limits the use of this

type of valve to system operating below about 180 F and pressures of 150 psig

maximum. A special diaphragm with teflon facing will withstand temperatures
up to 240 F.

An alternative design utilizes a diaphragm for a bonnet seal with the flow

controlled by a conventional type plug. This design has the advantage of

permitting shut-off in the event of a diaphragm failure. A valve of this

type is shown in Fig. 3.6-14. Both of the above designs are available in

aluminum construction, which permits their use in the all-aluminum moderator

system proposed in the study.

Canned Type Valves

To ensure absolutely zero stem leakage from a valve, it is necessary in most

cases to resort to a completely hermitically sealed unit. Such sealing may

be accomplished by seal welding a steel cap over the valve bonnet. Operation
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of the valve in such a case, however, requires removal of the cap to permit

access to the stem for operation. In essence such a design does not prevent

stem leakage but rather the loss of any fluid which does leak past the stem

seal. Accordingly for heavy water applications provisions should be made

for draining the cap prior to removing the welded sealing cap for valve

operation. This type of construction has been used for valves varying in size

from 1/2 in. to 16 in. in nuclear service.

In addition to the aforementioned canned type valve seals, zero leakage

design have been developed for high pressure installation in which the entire

operating mechanism is contained in an enlarged valve body. In this design,

operation or repositioning of the valve disc is effected by a packless

hydraulic piston operator utilizing the flowing liquid for operation. The

open-close operation of the valve is controlled in turn by a solenoid pilot

valve of a packless design as shown in Fig. 3.6-15. The core of the

solenoid is completely immersed in the flowing liquid, surrounded by a non-

magnetic sleeve separating the solenoid coil from the core,

Valve Stem Leakage Rates

As mentioned previously, in conventional power plant applications valve stem

seals are designed for initial tightness and then maintained to prevent

objectionable dripping or escape of vapor,

With these requirements satisfied only limited attention has been directed

by manufacturers towards compiling information on actual leakage rates from

various types of valve seals.

During the past several years efforts have been directed toward the

determination of valve stem leakage rates and the possible method of

decreasing such leakage. One such series of laboratory tests has been

conducted in a hot test loop in which a series of ported blocks served as test

valve bodies and the equivalent of valve bonnets were screwed and sealed with

various gasket materials to house the stems and packing glands subject to

test. The valve stems tested were 1 in. diameter and the packing material
used in most of the test was teflon impregnated asbestos.

The packing boxes were designed with two leak off connections; one to

collect leakage between the stem and the packing and the second to collect

leakage between the packing and the bonnet housing, Each leak off connection

was purged with a measured rate of dry nitrogen and the change in dew point

of the nitrogen used as a means of determining the extent of leakage. The

flowing fluid used in the tests was ordinary water at a pressure of 2000 psig

with its temperature varying from 70 F to 600 F.

The test results for one packing after two months and 40 thermal cycles

indicated a leakage range of from 2.68 cc/hr to 4,76 cc/hr. The lower

figure represents the leakage rate following initial packing adjustment and

the higher figure resulting after continued operation. In both instances the

flowing fluid was at elevated temperatures- When operating cold, the leakage

rates averaged approximately 0.032 cc/hr. The reduced rate was attributed

to the lack of flashing in the gland In general the operating torques

associated with these leakage rates were excessive relative to normal practice.

Of the different seal materials tested in connection with this program, none
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appeared to be any more suitable than the teflon impregnated asbestos. The

seal rings were of the split ring type cut on the bias with particular

attention being taken in assembly to insure offset of the splits on adjacent

rings. The best results were obtained when using an external spring loaded

stuffing box as shown in Fig. 3.6-16.

Proposed Valve Stem Seals

On the basis of the investigations conducted in connection with valve stem
sealing arrangements, the principle valves for both the full scale plant and
the prototype plant have been reviewed in view of their particular service
conditions. A tabulation of these stem seals is indicated on Table 3.6-IV.
This table indicates that, in general, the moderator system valve requirements
may be adequately served by diaphragm type valves with plugs discs. The
coolant system valves may be adequately served with seals consisting of
extended packing and lantern ring leak offs, and the system flow control
valves may be adequately served by valves with bellow seals.

Table 3.6-IV

Proposed Valve Stem Seals

Valve Location

Moderator System

Pressure &

Temp.

25 psig
130-200 F

Coolant Recircula- 900 psig
tion System

515 F

Condensate System 300 psig

350 F

Valve

Gates
Globes
Checks

Gates

Checks
Flow Control

Gates

Globes

Checks
Flow Control

Feed Water System 900 psig

400 F

Extraction Steam Various

Gates

Globes

Checks
Flow Control

Motor Operated

Valve Mat'l
& Rating

Alum-150#
Alum-150#
Alum.-150#

31 6SS-600#

316SS -600#
316SS-600#

CS-300#

CS-300#

CS-300#
CS -300#

SS-900#

SS-900#

SS-900#
SS-.900#

SS

Valve Stem

Seal

Diaphragm with plug
Diaphragm with plug
Conventional

Stem packing with

lantern leak off &
back seating

Conventional *
Packing with lantern
leak off

Packing with lantern

leak off
Packing with lantern
leak off
Conventional *
Bellows Seal

Packing with lantern
leak off
Packing with lantern

leak off
Conventional *
Packing with lantern
leak off
Shaft packing with
lantern leak off

* Bolted cover plate machined for
use with a flexitallic type gasket
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Valve Stem Leakage Recovery System

The drain connection from the lantern rings of the large valve in D20
systems will be piped to a recovery tank. A valved bypass will be installed
in the drain line, with a visual leak collector serving to indicate the rate
of leakage and therefore the condition of the valve stem packing.

Small valves in the D2 0 systems will not be piped to the recovery tank but will

be provided with a visual leak collector which will serve to indicate when
valve stem packing should be tightened or replaced.
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3.6.7 Evaluation of D20 Leakage Recovery Systems

The heavy water leakage recovery systems of the full-scale and prototype

plants have been studied to assure maximum utilization of available

information regarding component leakage rates in the design of the systems.
Accordingly, the investigation has been concerned with determining fluid
leakage rates and rates of gas flow in the recovery systems, and re-

evaluation of equipment based on the results of these studies.

Coolant Off-Gas System

The dissociation rate of the coolant in the prototype plant is estimated
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to yield a total of 0.25 scfm of D at 255 MWt. This gas is carried over
with the steam to the turbine and condenser, where it is removed by the air

ejectors and the gland steam condenser. Based on a gland steam flow rate of

3000 lb/hr., and a full load turbine flow rate of 1,060,000 lb/hr.,
approximately 0.3% of the gas amounting to 0.06 lb/day of D2 0, is collected
in the gland steam condenser. The remainder is collected by the air ejectors.
However, the total flow of non-condensible gases from the gland steam
condenser is equal to that from the air ejectors.

The system for recovering the D20 is shown in detail "A" of Fig. 3.6-17,
where the air ejector exhaust and the exhaust from the gland steam condenser
are combined and passed through the recombiner and refrigerated vapor
condenser. These components are sized for total gas flow rather than for
the amount of D2 0 to be recovered. Because of the relatively insignificant
amount of % 0 recombined in the gland steam system, it appeared to be more
economical to exhaust the gland steam condenser gases directly to a separate
vapor condenser and to discharge the D2 gas to the stack, as shown in Detail
"B" of Fig. 3.6-17. This would result in a reduction in the size of the vent
gas booster, the heater and the recombiner and refrigeration capacity to half
that originally specified. However, the value of the D2 0 lost by this change
would amount to $610.00 per year. The potential savings in annual cost of the
recombining and refrigerating system as a result of this change is estimated
to be considerably less than $600.00; hence, the change cannot be justified
for the prototype plant.

Since the equipment size and cost for the full-scale plant would be the same

as for the prototype plant and, since the rate of recombination of D2 0 in the
gland steam exhaust is expected to be three times that of the prototype or
0.2 lb/day, the incentive to change the system as described above is
significantly less.

It is concluded that the foregoing modifications cannot be justified for
either plant.

Pump and Valve Seal Recovery

The leakage rates from the pump and valve seals are discussed in Sections

3.6.5 and 3.6.6. It is expected that all leakage from liquid sealed pumps
and valves equipped with lantern gland leak off taps can be recovered and
returned to the miscellaneous drains tanks in the reactor and turbine
buildings by means of a system consisting of small piping connected to each
drain point and carrying the drains from the equipment to a system of headers
located in the vicinity of groups of components. These headers in turn carry
the drains to the miscellaneous drains tanks. A description of the drains
collecting system for the pump seals is presented in Section 3.8 and 3.9.

A comparison was made of the expected leakage and recovery rates used in
evaluating D20 losses in Parts 1 and 2 of the study and the expected rates
based on information received from manufacturers of equipment seals in the
current investigation. The previous studies assumed base leakage rates for
the full-scale plant as follows:
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Unrecovered
Leakage Leakage

Item lb/day lb/day

Valve, Average 0.1 0.01

Pressure Tube Joints, per Tube .0355 0.0004

Control Rods, Per Rod .018 0.0002

Turbine Seals 3.0

Miscellaneous 30.0 3.0

Off-Gas System 30 0.3

These rates resulted in a total rate of loss of 14.44 lb/day, or

5270 lb/year.

In the current investigation, it has been determined that these leakage

rates should be modified as follows:

Leakage Unrecovered
Item lb/day Leakage

lb/day

Valves, Average 0.1 0.01

Pressure Tube Joints, per Tube .0355 0.0004

Control Rods, per Rod .018 0.0002

Turbine Seals 2.0 2.0

Pumps, Total 90.0 4.5

Off-Gas System 30.0 0.3

Miscellaneous 10.0 1.0

These figures result in a total plant unrecovered DaO loss rate of about

15.9 lb/day or 5700 lb/yr for the full-scale plant. The estimated annual
D2) loss from the refueling system remains at 700 lb. Although the

absolute plant loss rate is slightly higher than previously reported, it

is still approximately 17. per year based on the total plant D20 inventory

of 290 metric tons.

A similar study for the prototype plant results in the following break-

down of leakages:
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Unrecovered
Leakage Leakage

Item lb/day lb/day

Valves, Average per Valve 0.1 0.01

Pressure Tube Joints, per Tube 0.0355 0.0004

Control Rods, per Rod 0.018 0.0002

Turbine Seals 2.0 2.0

Pumps, Total 60.0 3.0

Off-Gas System - 0.1

Miscellaneous 10.0 1.0

These figures result in an estimated unrecovered loss rate of 12 lb/day or

4380 lb/yr from the equipment in the prototype plant. This compares to a

previous estimate of 4315 lb/yr. The estimated annual loss from the refueling

operations remains at 300 lb. Thus the total estimated loss, not including

allowances for spills or ruptures, is 4615 lb/yr, which amounts to about 17
of the plant inventory of 191 metric tons.

Reactor Cavity Ventilating Air

The rate of formation of nitric acid in the calandria enclosure and the

upper and lower header rooms has been investigated to determine the concen-

trations which may be expected in these areas. The formation of nitric acid

depends on the formation of NO 2 as a result of the interaction of ionizing

radiation and the room air. This gas must then be absorbed by liquid water

in order to form HNO3 . However, it has been determined that the presence

of water as a liquid in the reactor enclosure is highly improbable. This is

the result of a combination of low dew point in the ventilating air from which

moisture is removed by a condenser in a closed circulating system and high

surface temperatures throughout the enclosure. Thus, it is not expected that

nitric acid formation will represent a problem in the system.

3.6.8 References for Section 3.6

1. Gaskets for Reactor Plant Service, Nucleonics (April 1959).

2. Design and Development Tests of Some Components for 10 MWe SDR.

3. Marman Division, Aeroquip Corporation, Report 1311 (Jan. 15, 1958).
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Flow Control Valve With Cooling Fins
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3.7 MATERIAL CORROSION AND EROSION

Experimental data currently available on erosion and corrosion of materials

by heavy water liquid and steam is relatively scarce. However, the experi-

ences of many facilities throughout the world using D20 indicate that these

processes are not significantly different from those resulting in the

comparable use of light water. For this reason, the discussions below are

based primarily on studies conducted with light water systems and have been

assumed to apply here.

One of the significant design variables affecting the corrosion and erosion

rates of the materials of the plant is the fluid velocity in piping and

equipment. Since there is a decided incentive to maximize fluid velocities

wherever possible in order to minimize D2 0 inventory, corrosion and erosion,

as reflected in materials selection, is perhaps more important here than in

many light water applications.

The following discussions are divided in three major categories: aluminum

corrosion and erosion, turbine materials corrosion and erosion, and carbon

and stainless steel corrosion and erosion. These sections represent the

moderator systems and condenser tubes, the 0D turbine and the primary

piping and equipment respectively.

3.7.1 Aluminum Corrosion and Erosion

At temperatures up to about 400 F, aluminum in contact with distilled water

and most dilute solutions corrodes in an essentially uniform manner with
small etch pits being formed in the surface. Initially, the metal surface

is rapidly attacked and then a relatively low rate of attack occurs which

is quite linear as illustrated in Fig. 3.7-1. After the first few days
of exposure at 122 F, as an example, an average uniform penetration rate

of about 3 x 1x6 cm/year occurs.

The corrosion product formed on 1100 aluminum in distilled water consists

of a two layered film as determined by microscopic observation.. The inner

layer is thin and quite protective. Corrosion proceeds through this film

or through breaks or imperfections in the film. Due to corrosion, the

average thickness of this film builds up during the initial rapid reaction
period and then apparently remains constant as evidenced by an essentially

constant corrosion rate. As this film is formed, it continuously breaks

loose or is re-crystallized to form a thicker white or gray corrosion

product on the outside. This layer appears porous, but apparently does not

control corrosion rate because the corrosion rate does not change as the

layer grows thicker. Basically, the corrosion resistance of aluminum and

its alloys lies in their high affinity for oxygen which forms the tightly
bound and relatively impenetrable oxide film on the metal surface.

The temperature dependence of the corrosion rate 1100 aluminum in various

aqueous media is shown in Fig. 3.7-2. The sharp break in the corrosion
rate which occurs below 260 F can be explained by a change in the

composition of the corrosion product.
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The corrosion product at 194 F and below, as determined by X-ray diffraction,

was @ -Al2 03  . 3H20 (Bayerite). Above 212 F, it has been observed as Al0 3

H2 0 (Boehmite). The transformation temperature for the corrosion product is

not known any more sharply than this and apparently changes with the purity

or composition of the solution in which metal is corroded.

Corrosion rates in dilute sulphuric acid are seen to be lower than those for
distilled water except at the lower temperatures. Corrosion rates are

generally higher in aqueous potassium hydroxide solution.

Aluminum in distilled water above 400 F exhibits an initial period of

"uniform" corrosion which is followed by the formation of hollow surface

blisters and corrosion product mounds accompanied by an accelerating

corrosion rate. It is believed that hydrogen atoms, produced by the

corrosion reaction, diffuse into the metal at structural defects and grain

boundaries to form molecular hydrogen which may produce local pressure

pockets. As the metal yields, a blister is formed which subsequently

ruptures and exposes fresh metal. This, in turn, produces additional
hydrogen which makes the entire process self-accelerating. At high temper-

atures, attack occurs very rapidly. Samples of 1100 aluminum have been

observed to disintegrate completely to oxide in four hours at 600 F. It

has also been observed that blistering and subsequent disintegration can
be retarded or even prevented by making the sample more anodic. For

example, coupling aluminum to stainless steel or zirconium appreciably

recuces the attack. All data given are from static systems with no signif-

icant flow of liquid past samples.

When considering the corrosion rate of aluminum as a function of temperature

in deionized or distilled water, it is necessary to specify the pH of the

solution. Experimental data tends to prove that at all temperatures there
is a pH of minimum corrosion. The corrosion of 1100 aluminum in distilled

water at 122 F is shown as a function of pH in Fig. 3.7-3. The point of
maximum corrosion reistance is noted to be at a pH of approximately 6.5.

It has been found that the pH of minimum attack decreases with increasing
temperature. For purposes of comparison, the effect of pH at 140 F on the

weight loss of 3003-H14 aluminum alloy specimens is shown in Fig. 3.7-4.

The minimum weight loss is observed to be at a pH value of 4 to 4.5. This
is rather unusual because pH adjustments were made either with hydrochloric
acid and/or sodium hydroxide and normally the presence of chloride ion would

be expected to increase rather than decrease the amount of corrosion.

The relationship between temperature and pH for very dilute aqueous solutions

can be explained by the increased ionization of water with increasing temper-
atures. If the most harmful effect of increasing water temperature is the

increased concentration of hydroxide ion, then it becomes understandable that

the addition of acid would reduce the attack of the metal.

Velocity effects upon aluminum corrosion in neutral, dilute aqueous solutions
appear to have little or no bearing upon the rate of attack up to about

20 ft/sec. In some cases, increased movements of the corroding media may

actually reduce attack by the increase in uniformity of environment.

Aluminum erosion studies carried out at the Savannah River Laboratories by

the DuPont Company have shown that aluminum specimens were undamaged or

or eroded only slightly during two months of exposure at velocities up to
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125 ft/sec. Water flow in a narrow annulus at 125 ft/sec. produced no

detectable wear on 65S aluminum, but it did produce localized pitting

up to 0.01 in, deep on 2S aluminum. Specimens of 2S aluminum were

undamaged by water flow at 50 ft/sec, through a sharp right angle bend

into a narrow channel and through a tube with sudden enlargement and

contraction of cross section. It has been concluded by other workers,

however, that increases in velocity apparently decrease the variation

in pH that may be tolerated without special erosive attack occuring.

The effects of nuclear radiation on aluminum and aluminum alloys is
relatively small. As in the case of all metals, aluminum and its alloys

are affected by corpuscular radiations; e.g., protons, neutrons and

electrons having energy and momentum high enough to produce an atomic

displacement. No significant dimensional changes have been observed

although there is usually some increase in tensile and yield strengths

accompanied by a decrease in ductility. There are no conclusive data to

show that nuclear radiations accelerate the corrosion of aluminum in

aqueous media to any significant extent.

The corrosion by steam of a typical aluminum alloy commonly used as

condenser tubing and piping material as compared with aqueous corrosion

at the same temperature is shown in Fig. 3.7-5. The data shown indicates

that the behavior of 3003-H14 alloy in steam was similar to that in the
liquid phase, but the vapor phase was more corrosive. Calculated cor-

rosion rates based on the slope of the curves in the "uniform" corrosion

range show that at 480 F the corrosion rate by steam is approximately

three times that by water.

These data are presented as the limiting or maximum case of corrosion
by steam. At the temperatures experienced in the prototype and 200 MWe

full scale plant condensers, the ratio of steam to water corrosion rates

may be expected to be considerably less than three.

The erosion of aluminum by moist steam must be considered in the design

of those components in contact with this medium. Condenser installa-

tions presently in service have had aluminum tubing erosion near the

steam inlet. Steam erosion is known to vary with the third to the sixth
power of the velocity. Thus, steam erosion is limited to a rather small

area within the condenser and presents primarily a design problem which

has been solved satisfactorily by the installation of stainless steel

shields over the affected areas. The economics of shielding the aluminum

tubes with stainless steel as opposed to substituting stainless steel
tubes in the critical areas has been studied by an electric utility com-

pany that has had considerable experience with aluminum tubed condenser
operation. They have concluded that the installation of stainless steel

tubes is cheaper.

Experience with Aluminum Condenser Tubing

The first surface condenser using aluminum heat exchanger tubes ever to
be installed in a utility plant was placed in commercial operation on
December 1, 1955 at the Oak Creek plant of the Wisconsin Electric Power

Company. The decision to use aluminum tubes was based on experiments

conducted with a number of aluminum tubes inserted in three condensers
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tubed with Admiralty metal and on an economic study of the use of aluminum
tubes under the Oak Creek conditions. The primary design data for the all

aluminum tubed condenser are tabulated below:

Materials of Construction

Shell - Carbon Steel

Tubing - 3/4" 17 BWG 6061-T4 Aluminum Alloy
Tube Sheets - Carbon Steel

Heat Transfer Area - 105,000 ft2

Condenser Pressure - 1-2" Hg. A,

A brief description of the testing program carried out prior to the instal-

lation of the all aluminum tubed condenser is outlined below.

In July 1952, 24-7/8" Alclad (Inside) 3003-H14 alloy tubes were installed
in the Port. Washington Unit 5 condenser tubed with arsenical Admiralty

tubes and with Muntz metal tube sheets. Nominal circulating water velocity

was 8,35 ft/sec,

These tubes were inspected at every opportunity on both the steam and

water side, In the first year of operation, there was no steam side erosion

and the only attack on the water side appeared where a trial zinc bearing
paint had been used. A grey paste-like coating developed and minor attack
was visible on the tubes,

In 1954, it was observed that some of the cladding had been sacrificed.

At a distance of 4 to 7 in, from the tube ends minor erosion occurred,
but there was no sign of distress, A few tubes were removed to measure

water side erosion. Very little erosion was detected even at the high

water velocity and with a suspended solids concentration in the water that

produced bright polishing of the extreme ends of the copper tubes, The

Port Washington tests were concluded after the 1954 inspection. The test

program was shifted to the Oak Creek Plant where trial tubes had been

installed in Units 1 and 2, Oak Creek Units 1 and 2 had steel condenser

tube sheets rather than the Muntz metal tube sheets on Port Washington

Unit 5.

At Oak Creek, the 85,000 sq. ft. condensers in Unitss 1 and 2 were tubed

with 19 BWG. 3/4 in, diameter arsenical Admiralty tubes, Unit 1 trial tubes
were Alclad (Inside) 3003-H14 as at Port Washington, while on Unit 2 some

extra tubes were Alclad inside and outside and had a longitudinal welded
seam, Some steam side erosion occurred in both Units 1 and 2 it was found

necessary to place stainless steel protecting shields over the tubes in the
eroded areas. These tubes were in line with the last. row turbine wheels.

It should be noted that the arsenical Admiralty tubes in similar locations
also required this protection, There has not been measurable wear or signs

of corrosion on the water side of these condensers.

The experience gained during the 3-1/2 year operation of the all aluminum

tubed Oak Creek Unit No, 3 condenser yields the following data:

1. There is considerable evidence that 6061-T4 alloy has greater erosion
resistance to steam and steam water mixtures than 3003-H14 alloy.
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2. Steam erosion of the tubes in critical areas is greatly reduced by the
installation of the stainless steel shields. An economic study has
shown that the installation of stainless steel tubes at critical areas
in the condenser is more economical than stainless steel shielding.

3. The low toxicity of aluminum ion to marine organisms was demonstrated
by the fouling of the inside of the condenser tubes with algae. This
fouling was found after one summer of operation. A chlorination program
had been carried out that proved to be adequate for Admiralty tubes,
but it was not effective in the aluminum tubes. When the residual
chlorine concentration was doubled, an increased heat transfer rate

and the disappearance of the algae growth resulted.

4. Aluminum concentration in the condenser hotwell, after 3 years of
operation, is steady at about 0.03 ppm.

The Experimental Boiling Water Reactor at the Argonne National Laboratory

at Lemont, Illinois, is a direct cycle boiling reactor employing light
water as the moderator and coolant. Aluminum was selected as the material

for the condenser tubes rather than conventional copper bearing alloys to
reduce the levels of radioactivity in the reactor circuits. Regions in
the condenser where the tubes are directly exposed to water particles in
the turbine exhaust steam are protected by stainless steel shields snapped

on over the vulnerable surface of the tubes.

Although designed as a light water boiling reactor, provisions for opera-
tion with D20 as the moderator coolant were incorporated in the plant.

Thus, the condenser would be in %30 service.

The primary design data for the EBWR condenser are tabulated below:

Materials:

Shell - Carbon Steel

Tubing - 6063-T831 clad on inside with 72S aluminum.
Tube Sheets - Carbon steel with metallic aluminum sprayed

on tube sheet faces.

Heat Transfer Area - 5,300 ft2 .
Condenser Pressure - 2-1/2 in. Hg. A.

The choice of 6063 alloy was based on the fact that there is no copper

alloyed in this material.

Economic Comparison of Aluminum with Alternate Materials in
Condenser Service

The major advantages of aluminum as condenser tubing in boiling water
reactor service are:

1. Reduction of radioactivity levels in reactor coolant loops when
compared with conventional copper bearing alloys.

2. Good heat transfer characteristics and corrosion resistance.
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3. Attractive.price when compared with other materials.

A cost comparison of condenser tube and tube sheet materials is shown

in Table 3.7-I. Only those factors which would reflect significant
differences in the cost of the fabricated condenser are shown.

Table 3.7-1

Cost Comparison Data

Of Tube Materials For Surface Condensers

Of Equilavent Heat Duties

Tubing Material

6061-T6 Alloy Al. Admiralty Tyj
(Clad Inside) Metal Stain

pe 304
less Steel

Size and Gauge ............ 1" x .049" Wall 1" x .035" Wall 1" x .020" Wa:

No. of tubes ............... 10,850 10)850 11,500

Length of tube......(ft.) 30 30 30

Total External Surface

Area .............. (ft.2 ) 85,000 85,000 90,000

Weight per Linear

Ft. ............... (lbs.) 0.174 0.41 0.22

Total Footage ............. 325,000 325,000 345,000

Cost/100 Ft...........($) 17.75 28.90 55.55

1) Total Cost of Tubes($) 57,700 93,100 192,000

Tube Sheet Material . 6061-T6 Naval Brass 304SS

Tube Joint ............. Welded Rolled Welded

2) Cost of Labor and
Overhead to Install

Tubes..............($) 49,000 21,700 51,700

3) Tube Sheet Material

Cost @ 15% of Tube
Material Cost......($) 8,600 14,000 28,800

* Total Cost..........($) 115,300 128,800 272,500

* Total Cost is Sum of 1), 2) and 3) No other condenser materials or fabricatio

costs are included in this estimate.

NOTE: Tube Joints Costs Calculated @ $4.50/Tube for Welded Joint and $2.00/Tube
for Rolled Joint.

11

n
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From the data, it becomes apparent that the cost difference between a
welded aluminum tubed condenser and a welded stainless steel tubed

condenser employing light gauge tubing is on the order of $150,000.

The difference between the aluminum tubed welded condenser and the
Admiralty metal rolled tubed condenser shows that there may well be

an economic incentive to employ the aluminum tubing over Admiralty

tubes with the added advantage of having a welded tube joint.

The use of stainless steel tubing in condenser service can only be

justified with a unit that is taking full advantage of the superior
properties of this metal. Utility companies having stainless steel

condensers in service or being fabricated have chosen stainless steel

for specific applications with highly corrosive circulating water.

Pickup of Aluminum in Deionized Water Systems

Many requirements for pure water in the process industries as well as

those for nuclear reactor operation are met by the deionization of

water. Aluminum alloys have been used extensively in the fabrication

of storage tanks and distribution systems to maintain the purity of

deionized water.

The performance of a new deionized water system has been followed

closely by a major producer of aluminum products to determine the

aluminum pickup. This system, using a mixed bed deionizer downstream

of a portable water softener, consisted of an all aluminum distribu-

tion system including a 6061 alloy surge tank 350 feet of 5/8 in.

diameter 3003 alloy tube 6061 alloy compression fittings and six cast

356 alloy valves. Water samples were taken periodically from the
deionizer and from the discharge end of the distribution system. To

check for the maximum aluminum pickup in the distribution system,

water samples were taken before the system was started up. Thus, it
was possible to collect water samples that had been in contact with

the aluminum alloys for 16 to 48 hours. These data are plotted in

Fig. 3.7-6. It is apparent that during initial operation, as the

system was being conditioned, the aluminum content of the deionized
water increased appreciably. After the system was conditioned, how-

ever, the aluminum pickup of the deionized water remained at a very

low level.

Additional examples of the pickup of aluminum in deionized water

systems are cited below to illustrate the continuity of the data.

1. In one chemical plant, the deionized water system in service

for 3-1/2 years has a 3000 gallon storage tank of 3003 alloy
and a distribution system of Type 304 stainless steel. The

total solids in the water were 3.53 ppm and the aluminum content

was 0.19 ppm.

2. An aluminum alloy distribution system was installed by an eastern

power plant to handle deionized make-up water for two boilers.

In this case, the storage tank was wood. The distribution system

contained 400 feet of 2-1/2 in. and 3 in, diameter aluminum pipe
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and aluminum alloy valves and fittings. After approximately one year
of operation, an analysis of the water revealed that the total solids

were 1.41 ppm and the aluminum content was 0.014 ppm.

3. A typical storage and distribution system for deionized water supply

in a pharmaceutical plant consisted of two 2500 gallon and one 1000

gallon tanks of 3003 alloy.

The distribution system contained 800 to 900 feet of aluminum alloy

pipe ranging in size from 1/2 in. to 1-1/2 in. diameter. The distri-
bution system carried demineralized water from the deionizer to the

storage tanks to the various operating divisions, where the water was
used in the manufacturing and washing operations. After a 6-year

period of operation, samples showed that total solids content varied

from 2 to 3.5 ppm with an aluminum content of 0.024 ppm.

An arithmetic average of the aluminum content of the water samples in the

examples cited above yield an average aluminum concentration of 0.017 ppm.

Summary and Conclusions

The quantitative and qualitative data examined lend supporting evidence to

the utility and value of aluminum as a structural material in nuclear reactor

systems. The utility and corrosion resistance of low pressure low tempera-

ture deionized water systems employing aluminum has been demonstrated in both

industrial practice and in nuclear applications.

Specifically, as a result of this investigation, the following has been
concluded:

1. Aluminum alloy 3003-H14 and alloy 6063-T6 are acceptable and economical
for service as vessel and piping materials respectively in the low

temperature low pressure deionized heavy water moderator systems.

2. The estimated corrosion rate in the low temperature moderator system

for all aluminum components is 0.03 mg/dma/day. The total moderator

system corrosion product formation rate is estimated at 8 lbs/year for

the 70 MWe prototype reactor. Aluminum corrosion products concentration

in the low temperature moderator system is estimated to range from 0.02

to 0.03 ppm. The aluminum corrosion product contribution from the con-

denser is estimated to be 19 lbs/year in the prototype plant.

3. The major uncertainty in the selection of aluminum as the material of

construction for tubes and tube sheets in the prototype condenser is
the erosion resistance to both steam and water. The selection of

aluminum alloy 6061 was verified by conversations with the Aluminum

Company of America and published data. The T-6 aluminum temper was

selected because of its increased hardness and higher yield strength

over the 6061-T4 alloy. These properties should result in a more erosion
and corrosion resistant unit than those described employing 3003-H14 and

6061-T4 alloy.

4. Installation of stainless steel impingement baffles or stainless steel

tubes is essential in critical areas in an all aluminum tubed condenser.
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3.7.2 Corrosion and Erosion of Steam Turbine Materials

The most comprehensive investigations on the corrosion and erosion of

steam turbine materials for boiling water reactor servicehave been
conducted by General Electric Co. in conjunction with the design and

selection of materials for the turbine at the Dresden Nuclear Power

Station owned by Commonwealth Edison Company.(i) Steam conditions at

the high pressure inlet of this unit are 869 psia, 525 F and 1/2%

moisture.

A two-part experimental program was undertaken to furnish information

on the erosive action of both oxygenated and non-oxygenated, wet, high

pressure steam on turbine materials and to furnish data on the corrosion

of metals in high temperature water steam mixtures.

The first part of the program was a series of tests to aid in the

selection of materials for the Dresden turbine, while the second part
was a more fundamental study of the effects of temperature, pressure,

oxygen, velocity and pH on erosion and corrosion by steam-water mixtures.
Published information indicates that radioactivity in the turbine would

not be an important factor when considering materials of construction.

Erosion of turbine materials by wet oxygenated steam was postulated to

occur by three separate processes.

1. "Wire drawing" or Channel Erosion

Wet steam at high velocity leaking past narrow restrictions can

cause deep undercutting of metal.

2. Surface or Washing Erosion

This phenomenon occurs as the result of eroding of a metal by high

velocity water flowing along a surface such as in a nozzle.

3. Impact Erosion
This is caused by the impingement of water droplets against a

surface at high velocity and is a familiar occurrence in the last

stage buckets of condensing turbines. In a high pressure turbine,

high steam density and relatively low bucket velocities would tend

to minimize the impact velocity and hence the damage. The tests were

designed with these separate processes in mind.

Corrosion tests of a wide variety of materials were conducted in

both static and dynamic systems. Oxygen concentrations ranged from

0.05 to 100 ppm.

Summary and Conclusions

As the result of work by the General Electric Company and others, it has

been generally concluded that erosion and corrosion of a turbine in a

direct cycle boiling water reactor system can be maintained within

tolerable limits with proper design and selection of special materials

for critical areas. In addition, the tests for materials selection of

the Dresden turbine showed that there was no effect of oxygen concentra-

tions up to 100 ppm on erosion of turbine material except on BTH leaded

bronze.
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Another important conclusion drawn from these tests was that the corrosion
rate of all materials tested, except the cupronickels and BTH leaded bronze
was not necessarily increased by oxygen concentrations up to 100 ppm.

Therefore, the selection of materials for turbine components may be based
primarily on the relative erosion resistance of different materials coupled
with engineering judgement as to the need for resistance. The choice of
materials for major turbine components for the Dresden machine is shown
in Table 3.7-II.

Table 3.7-II

Materials for Major Turbine Components

Dresden Nuclear Power Station

180,000 KW

Turbine Component Material

Cas ings

High Pressure

Intermediate Pressure

Exhaust Hood

Rotors (including 1-Piece Shaft)

2-1/2 Cr-lMo (Cast)
Carbon Steel (Cast)

Carbon Steel (Fabricated)

2Ni-1/2Mo (Forged)

Diaphragms

High Pressure

Intermediate Pressure

Low Pressure

Buckets and Nozzle Partitions

12 Cr or 2-1/4 Cr-lMo (Fabricated)
12 Cr or 2 Cr or Ni-Resist (Fabricated)
Cast Iron

Conventional 11-14 Cr

Packings

Casings

Rotor Sleeves

Piping

Valves

12 Cr (Cast)
12 Cr (Forged)

Carbon Steel

Primary and Bypass

Secondary

2-1/4 Cr-lMo (Cast)
Carbon Steel (Cast)

Wheels

Stages 16, 17, 18, 22, 23
Stages 19, 20, 21
Stages 24, 25

1 Cr-1/2 Mo (Forged)
3 Cr-1/2 Mo (Forged)
1-3/4 Ni-1-1/4 Cr-1/2 Mo-IV (Forged)

Except for the diaphragms of the intermediate pressure section, the materials

in the intermediate and low pressure turbine sections are generally conven-

tional. In the high pressure sections, chromium bearing steels were selected

for casings, valves and diaphragms because of higher erosion resistance than

carbon steel. The diaphragms of the intermediate pressure selection are also
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of chromium bearing steels. Two diaphragms will be cast Ni-Resist to

obtain a comparative evaluation of this material in service.

As a basis of comparison, the steam conditions and turbine materials

in the EBWR, 5000 KWe saturated steam machine are shown in Table 3.7-III.

It should be noted that these materials were specified without benefit

of corrosion and erosion studies under reactor oxygenated steam conditions.

Table 3.7-III

Materials for Major Turbine Components

Experimental Boiling Water Reactor

5000 KW

Steam Conditions

Throttle Pressure 560 psig

Throttle Temperature 482 F

Steam Quality at Throttle 99.9%

Turbine Materials

Turbine Casing ASTM-216 Carbon Steel
Nickel-Plated inside.

Turbine Shaft 1-1/4% Cr-1/2 Mo Steel
Turbine Buckets 13% Cr Steel

Bucket Wheels 1% Cr Steel

Nozzle Elements 13% Cr Steel

Diaphragm Webs ASTM A-113 Carbon Steel
Throttle Valve Body ASTM A-216 Carbon Steel

To reduce erosion in the exhaust rows of the turbine (18% moisture at last

row), the last three rows incorporated special moisture removal features.

Moisture deflecting lips were installed on diaphragm faces of the last

two rows of blading and at interstage drains. These specially formed lips

protect the casing from erosion and also conduct the trapped moisture down

to the various interstage drains which are connected to the lower half of
the turbine exhaust casing. In addition, the leading edge of each bucket

in the last row is protected with a layer of stellite. Oxygen concentra-

tion in the steam has been determined to be approximately 30 ppm.

It can be seen from a comparison of both the EBWR and the Dresden turbine
data that the two most critical areas are the high pressure turbine casing

and the last stage turbine rows. In the case of the Dresden unit, the
high pressure turbine casing is of 2-1/2 Cr - 1 Mo steel while the EBWR

machine has a nickel and nickel phosphide plating on the inside of the

turbine casing.

Based on the materials selected for the EBWR and Dresden turbines, it may
be concluded that the materials of construction for both the prototype

and full scale D2 0 machines would be essentially conventional, except for
those critical areas mentioned above. However, the final selection of

turbine component materials will be based on the manufacturer's analysis

of the service and design conditions.
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3.7.3 Corrosion and Erosion of Stainless and Carbon Steels

The austenitic 300 series stainless steels have a very high degree of

corrosion resistance in high temperature water. These alloys are

characterized by a high chromium nickel content, nominally 18-8, 25-12

and 25-20 (Cr-Ni) and a relatively low carbon content, 0.25 percent

or less. These materials owe their corrosion resistance to nickel and

chromium which are present as alloying elements. They have been tested

and employed extensively as nuclear reactor component and piping materials.

The corrosion rate usually obtained for stainless steel types 304 and 347,

which have been used most extensively, is about 10 mg./dm2 - month based

on exposure to water at 600 F, pH 7 and 0.05 ppm 02.

Worked performed at Argonne National Laboratory and investigations con-

ducted by others indicate that radiation has no material effect on

corrosion resistance.

The low temperature water corrosion rates of five alloys of type 18-8

stainless steel have been reported by A. H. Roebuck,&) This work

indicates that there is no significant difference in the corrosion rate

between 200 and 500 F. The results of one series of tests conducted

with 190 F high purity water yielded corrosion rates between 1.5 and

3 mg/dm2 - month. These rates are of the same order of magnitude as

those obtained at 500 F.

Stress Corrosion

Stress corrosion of austenitic stainless steels can be caused by two

corrosive media in nuclear power plants. One is the high purity water

in the primary coolant system of water cooled reactors while the other

is the boiler water of those reactor systems having secondary steam

generators.

Stress corrosion is characterized by cracking of a predominantly trans-

granular nature, but intergranular failures have also been observed.

Experiments have demonstrated that both chloride and oxygen must be

present for chloride stress corrosion of austenitic stainless stell to

occur in high temperature water systems. Keeping the chloride at a very

low average level is helpful, but not foolproof under conditions where

local concentrations occur. The most effective guard against chloride

stress corrosion is the maintenance of as low an average oxygen concen-

tration as possible.

Caustic stress corrosion cracking of austenitic stainless steels, as

evidenced in the boiler tubes of one of the Shippingport PWR steam gener-

ators, may be prevented by the exclusion of hydroxide as a feed water

additive and the proper design of the system to eliminate steam blanketing.

Utilization of Stainless Steel in the Prototype and Full Scale Plants

Type 304 stainless steel is employed in the reactor circulation piping

from the reactor steam drums and separators to the circulating pumps and

from the pumps to the reactor inlet. It is also employed in the coolant

purification system. Type 304 stainless steel is used for all feed water

heater tubes and for cladding of the water boxes because of erosion at the
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high fluid velocities. Operating temperatures vary from 120 F to 510 F.
As a precautionary measure, again against erosion at the high water

velocities used, Type 304 stainless steel is used for the feed water

piping from the high pressure feed water heater to the reactor coolant
inlet headers. Feed water pumps are of Type 304 stainless steel because
of improved corrosion resistance under high velocity and wear conditions.

Carbon Steel

There are important and specific advantages in the utilization of carbon
steel as opposed to stainless steel in boiling water reactor primary piping
and components. The advantages of major import are:

1. Carbon steel is a low cost material when compared with stainless steel.
Standard materials, fabrication techniques, welding and inspection methods

can be employed.

2. There is a much greater amount of service experience with carbon steel
than with stainless steel.

3. Carbon steel contains fewer residual impurities, in lesser amounts than

do the stainless steels.

4. The activation of corrosion products in a carbon steel system presents

a less serious radioactivity problem than do the corrosion products of

stainless steel,

5. Carbon steel is not subject to chloride stress corrosion.

The major disadvantages inherent in the use of carbon steel are:

1. A higher corrosion rate during operation, resulting in an increase in

corrosion product contamination of the water.

2. Carbon steel has a greater sensitivity to localized attack particularly
oxygen pitting.

3. Carbon steel has a higher susceptibility to corrosion during fabrica-
tion, shipment, storage, installation and idle periods.

Initial development work by Westinghouse to determine the applicability
of carbon steel in high temperature, high purity water, showed that the

corrosion rates were sufficiently low to justify further consideration
of its use. There were no previous quantitative data for 500-600 F
degassed water with total impurities less than 5 ppm in the literature
despite the widespread use of carbon steel in water systems and the

abundance of corrosion data and experience under other operating condi-
tions. Because of the lack of basic information, many long term corrosion
tests were conducted in both static autoclaves and dynamic corrosion test
loops. The temperature range of interest was 500-600 F.

The basic reactions of the corrosion of iron exposed to system water are
shown below:

(1) 3 Fe + 4H20 Fe3 04  + 412 (H20)*

(2) 3 Fe + 2 Oa (H20)* Fe304
* (H2 0 is used to indicate that the reaction occurs with the gaseous element

in solution.)
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The second reaction shows the attack by dissolved oxygen in the presence
of water. At temperatures between 400 and 600 F, the oxide corrosion
product consists of magnetite (a black magnetic oxide with a spinel struc-
ture). If the oxygen content of the water is very high or the temperature
is low, a brown oxide, Fe a03 results. These compounds are only slightly

soluble in water even at elevated temperatures and may be suspended in a
circulating coolant system as colloids or suspensions, or may precipitate

out as a powdery deposit.

Carbon Steel Corrosion Rates

Under the conditions of the tests performed by Westinghouse corrosion of
carbon steel in degassed water starts out at, a high rate and decreases

rapidly as a protective oxide film is formed. The average corrosion rate

of base metal entering the corrosion reaction during the first 100 hours

of exposure may range from 500 to 700 mg./dm2 - month. At the end of 1000

hours, the rate generally ranges between 50 and 200 mg./dm2 - month,
depending on water composition. Fig. 3.7-7 shows the corrosion of carbon

steel SA-212 in water at 600 F, pH7 and with a fluid velocity of 30 ft./sec.

In the range of 500 to 600 F, variation in temperature did not significantly
influence the corrosion rate of carbon steel. Very limited data suggest

that operating temperatures above 600 F will produce a significantly more

severe attack.

Variation in fluid velocity in the range of 15 to 35 ft./sec. had little

effect on weight loss; as the velocity increased above 35 ft./sec. the

severity of attack increased. For static and semistatic conditions, the

corrosion rate was lower than at. 15 to 35 ft./sec. but the thickness of

oxide scale was greater, more of the corrosion product adhered to the speci-

men and less was transferred to the water.

There was no significant effect upon differences in surface finish in the
carbon steel corrosion tests. Electropolished, pickled, machined and ground

surfaces, all showed essentially the same corrosion rate. Surfaces investi-

gated were limited for the most part to standard shop finishes.

These studies also indicated that the physical nature and behavior of insol-
uable corrosion products are comparable in carbon and stainless steel systems.

The loop corrosion tests on grade A-212 carbon steel have shown that the

corrosion rate is reduced after an initial conditioning period. It has been
postulated that a rate of 50 mg/dma - month is realistic to use as a basis

for reactor components and system designs where c% concentrations are about

0.02 ppm.

The data surveyed in the literature relative to the low temperature corro-

sion of carbon steel (90-400 F) in water were, for the greatest part,
results of experiments and observations carried out in the presence of

rather high oxygen concentrations (0.5-4 ppm). Oxygen concentration is

generally kept below 0.05 ppm in circulating reactor water and in this range
no serious effects are expected.

Loop experiments in the Canadian NRX reactor have shown that the corrosion

rate of carbon steel in flowing water at 90 F and pH7 with 3 to 5 ppm 02
was found to be 0.002 in./year.

Measurements made in the condensate lines of steam heating systems in

approximately twenty-five large office buildings indicate that when the
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temperature is about 160 F and the pH of the condensate is 6 or higher,
oxygen concentrations below 0.5 ppm result in negligible corrosion. In

the pH range 6 to 8 and at oxygen concentration within the range 0.5 to

4 ppm (approximately) the corrosion rate is given by the equation:

R = 24 (C-0.4) 0.9

where R= average rate of penetration in mg/dma - day

C= oxygen concentration of the condensate in ppm

Utilization of Carbon Steel in the Prototype and Full Scale Plants

Carbon steel is employed in extraction steam lines from the turbine and
as condensate piping material between the feed water heaters. Main steam
piping from the reactor steam drums to the turbine is type 1-1/4 Chrome-

1/2 Moly because of its improved erosion resistance to high velocity
oxygentated steam. Carbon steel is employed extensively in various low

temperature auxiliary systems.

Summary and Conclusions

Materials specification for piping and components in the primary system
were based on an evaluation of erosion and corrosion resistant properties

under service conditions. Austenitic stainless steel is employed in high
velocity, and/or high temperature areas, such as feed water heater tubes,
because of its appreciably greater erosion and corrosion resistance over

carbon steel.

3.7.4 Oxygen Contamination

Oxygen contamination as seen previously, has a marked effect on the cor-
rosion rates experienced within the system. For this reason a study of

the expected oxygen content of the primary coolant for both the full scale
and prototype plants was made.

In the prototype and full scale plants there are two principal sources
of oxygen contamination in the condensate which are of concern. The first,

which is encountered in conventional power plants as well as nuclear power

plants, is the inleakage of oxygen from the atmosphere into the plant

cycle. The second is the release of oxygen due to the disassociation of

water by radiation.

Using information obtained from studies of conventional power plants,
an estimate of the contribution of oxygen inleakage to the total oxygen

contamination can be obtained. Fig. 3.7-8 shows a typical condensate
and feed water system with the heater drains piped to a deaerating condenser.

The contamination in the condensate and feed water piping is constant
because the oxygen laden heater drains are returned to the condenser for
deaeration. Any inleakage in the extraction lines, closed heaters, and

heater drains is removed by the deaerating condenser. The amount of oxygen

contamination in the condensate leaving the hotwell is dependent on the
deaerating condenser performance. For evaluating the effectiveness of
deaerating condensers, Table 3.7-IV listing ten stations with this type of
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condenser is included. In obtaining the total oxygen contamination, the

prevailing guaranteed figure of 0.018 ppm is used. This is considered
conservative when compared to the actual figures which are shown in

Table 3.7-IV an average 0.01 ppm.

Table 3.7-IV

Oxygen Data - Deaerating Condensers*

Oxygen - PPM
25-50%

Station Guaranteed Full Load Full Load

1 .018 .01-.02 .03-.04
2 .018 .005-.01 .015
3 .018 .005-.01 .015
4 .018 .005-.01 .01
5 .018 .002-.01 .01
6 .03 .018 .035
7 .018 .005-.01 .005
8 .018 .003 .005
9 .03 .025 .03-.05

10 .018 .01 .02-.03

* From Grabowski, H. A. "Deaeration - A Boiler Manufacturers Viewpoint"

Proceedings of the American Power Conference - 1958

Evaluation of the second source of oxygen contamination is based on an
assumed maximum decomposition rate in the coolant of the prototype plant
of 0.25 scfm of D2 at 255 MWt. This amounts to 20 lb. of D2 0 per day for
the prototype and 62 lb. of D2 0 per day when extrapolated to the full scale
plant coolant system.

The amount of dissociated oxygen in the prototype steam at full reactor
power is estimated to be 0.630 ppm. The concentration of oxygen in the
steam of the full scale plant will be approximately equal to that of the
prototype plant since the total evolution of 0 and the steam flow rate are
approximately proportional to the reactor power. About 25% of the total
0 will be contained in the extraction steam, with the remainder going direct-
ly to the condenser. Fig. 3.7-9 indicates the dissociated oxygen content in
the various steam extractions.

The dissociated oxygen as well as oxygen inleakage in the extraction steam
are ultimately carried to the condenser by the heater drains. The oxygen is
then removed by the deaerating condenser.

Summarizing both sources of oxygen contamination (See Fig. 3.7-9), it appears
that the entire condensate and feed water system is expected to contain
approximately 0.018 ppm and, as indicated previously, is well below the level
where corrosion rates are significantly affected.
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3.8 PLANT DESIGNS

In the progress of the investigations of components and systems conducted

in Part 3 of this program, the effects of proposed modifications on plant

systems and building arrangements of both the full-scale and prototype plants

were studied.

A qualitative analysis is presented in the succeeding sections of the ramifi-

cations of those studies affecting plant design which were conducted as part

of the current program.

3.8.1 Reactor Control

Elemination of all safety, shim and control rods from the reactor and the

use of a system based on control of moderator-reflector level, purity, and/or
density would have important effects on both the full-scale and prototype

plants as they are presently designed. The principal change in this case

would result from elimination of the lower control rod handling room. This

room has been provided to facilitate removal of the control rods and, on the

full-scale plant, is 24 ft. high The corresponding room on the prototype

plant is 19 ft. high. Elimination of these rooms would permit a corresponding

reduction in height of the reactor buildings.

As developed in Section 3.4 of this report, it is not considered possible,

at this time, to eliminate all of the control rods regardless of the method

of control that may ultimately be adopted Since the location of the rod
drives has not been changed, the control rod handling room has not been

eliminated, and both of the reactor buildings remain unchanged.

If the soluble poison method of shim control were to be adopted, additional

equipment would be required for mixing. storing, injecting and removing

the soluble poison from the moderator A discussion of a possible method

of controlling the rate of injection and removal of the poison is presented

in Section 3.4. Figure 3.8-1 is a schematic representation of the control

system. The additional equipment over that originally contemplated for the

moderator system is indicated. The equipment to be added consists of the

following:

W3O0, drying oven
Chemical mixing tank

Chemical feed tank
Boric acid injection pump and controls

Clean DLO storage tank
Emergency chemical mixing tank

In addition, the mixed bed demineralizer presently used in the moderator
purification system would be replaced by a pair of anion exchangers for

removing borates. Two additional filters would also be required, with one

serving to filter particulates from the boric acid solution, and the other

serving as a cleanup in the boron removal loop.

Because the maximum concentration of boron in the moderator would only be
50 ppm, and because the rate of addition and removal for shim control would

be low, the components of the injection system would be small and could be

located in the existing reactor building, of the prototype or full-scale

plant.
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3.8.2 Coolant Heat Transfer and Flow

The quality of steam at the reactor core exit affects the sizing of the

equipment in the reactor circulation system directly. The results of an

economic analysis of the circulation systems for both the full-scale and

prototype plants are presented in Section 3.3, where the effect of steam

quality and pump net positive suction head (NPSH)on costs is presented.

The system arrangement used in the original design was based on a core exit

steam quality of 14% and, for the full-scale plant, required four 12,000
gpm pumps. The prototype reactor circulation system used two 7500 gpm

pumps. The pumps, for the full-scale plant, were located at an elevation

suitable for a net positive suction head of 39 ft.

The economic analysis of the full-scale plant conducted in the current
program shows that for 14% steam quality a minimum annual cost is incurred

for a system designed for an NPSH of about 35 to 40 ft. The system as

originally designed is in this range. No minimum cost occurred at any

NPSH for the prototype plant.

Where higher qualities are used, no minima occur in the cost curves for

either plant, however, the total annual cost decreases with decreasing
NPSH. The variation is small, however, and in all cases other factors such

as structural features, piping arrangement and accessibility become the

deciding factors in locating the pumps relative to the steam drums.

Accordingly, as a result of this study, and the decision not to change

the reactor core exit steam quality, as discussed in Section 3.3, no

changes are required in the reactor circulation system of either plant.

3.8.3 Equipment and Systems for Minimum Leakage

As a result of the investigations of equipment and systems for minimum

leakage, it has been determined that no modifications are required to the
original plant designs, as described in SL-1565 and SL-1581 - Addendum 1.
This conclusion is based on the following considerations:

1. Actual leakage rates of the reactor pressure tube joints and

closures and the calandria joints cannot be determined at this

time. The systems presently provided for recovering D20 from the
reactor building air are based on a specified leakage rate of
about 1 cc per day per joint, which the manufacturers of joints of

this type believe can be met.

2. Although no test data was cited, it is the consensus of turbine
manufacturers that a total unrecovered D20 leakage rate of 2 lbs/
day from the full-scale and prototype turbine shaft seals can be

guaranteed. In the original study, a rate of 3 lbs/day for the full-
scale turbine was assumed as a design basis, This difference is

small and is within the accuracy of leakage estimates for other

equipment in the plant.

An evaluation of the turbin off-gas D2-O recombiner and vapor con-

denser capacity has confirmed the arrangements for handling the vent

gases from the gland steam condenser.
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3. Various types of valve stem sealing arrangements have been evaluated

on the basis of the experience of manufacturers of this equipment. This

investigation has resulted in the recommendation of specific sealing

systems, as described in Section 3,6.6

The valve leakage rates on which the design of the D20 recovery system

was originally based have been confirmed in this investigation within the
accuracy of available information.. As a result, the arrangements originally
proposed for handling valve leakage. consisting of a system of piping

connected to valve leakoff taps and carrying the drains to the miscellaneous
drains tanks, have been confirmed. Accordingly, no changes in plant design

have resulted from this study

4. As a result of a study of manufacturers' experience with pump sealing

systems, it has been possible to define the arrangements for sealing and

collecting leakage from the various pumps more accurately. The recom-
mended types of seals are presented in Section 3.6.5.

A schematic diagram of the proposed pump sealing system for the full-

scale plant is shown in Figure 3.8-2,. The modifications made in this
system as a result of this study have a minor effect on the plant design.
The major difference results from the elimination of gas buffer seals on

all DaO pumps. Seal water (D20)injection is shown for the reactor circu-

lating pumps, the shutdown condensate pumps and the reactor purification

pumps.

The separate injection system originally specified for the feed water
pumps and the condensate pumps has also been eliminated. This modification

is possible in view of the low level of radioactivity to be expected in
the condensate and feed water. However, as the condensate pump seals

operate under vacuum conditions, inleakage of air must be prevented.

This is accomplished by bleeding condensate from a pressurized stage
in the pump to the seals.

The equipment required for the seal injection system consists of a seal
water makeup pump, a pressure accumulator tank, and associated piping,

valves and controls..

5. The rate of loss and recovery of D2 0 in the plant systems has been re-

evaluated and is described in Section 3.6.7.. A slight increase in the
estimated unrecovered loss rate of each plant has been made; however,
insofar as plant design is affected, this change is insignificant.

As shown in Figure 3.8-2 and 3.8-3, the seal drains from all major pumps

in the reactor plant are piped to the reactor plant miscellaneous drains
tank, where the drains are collected and returned to the reactor coolant
storage tank if clean, or to the D2 0 distillation system if contaminated

with H2O.

The drains from the reactor feed pumps and the condensate pumps are

collected in the turbine building miscellaneous drains tank, and are
ultimately returned to the coolant storage tank or to the D O distillation
system.
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The seal drain system is composed of a system of small piping and headers

connecting the pump seals to the miscellaneous drains tank. As such, it
requires essentially the same materials and equipment as originally
specified.

6.. The evaluation of the ventilation system for the reactor upper and lower
header rooms and the cal-andria enclosure, as described in Section 3.6.7,
has shown that the rate of formation of nitric acid in these areas is
expected to be essentially zero. Accordingly, no modifications have been
made in either the materials specified for equipment in this area or in
the ventilation system.

3.8.4 Materials Corrosion and Erosion

The studies of the corrosion and erosion characteristics of the materials in
the plant systems are described in Section 3-.7.. These studies have confirmed
the original selection of materials and, as a result, the plant designs
have not been affected.

3.8.5 Conclusion

In the detailed evaluation of the plant parameters and systems during Part
3 of this program it has been possible to confirm or modify the design of
the plants in several important areas, including the reactor control system,
the selection of those parameters affecting thermo dynamic performance,
systems for handling leakage, and the selection of materials for the plant
systems. In general, it has been concluded that no major changes are indi-
cated for the plant design However, the evaluations have, in general, been
conducted only in those areas which have a marked influence on the develop-
ment programs which must be carried out concurrently with the engineering
design of the prototype plant.
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4.0 DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

The main items which require development during the prototype plant-design and

construction are discussed in Volume I of Report SL-1581. Five parts of that

program, namely reactivity experiments, joints and closures development, fuel

element irradiation tests, zircaloy materials tests and turbine seal development
were selected for investigation in the current program.

The discussion of these development items follows, in general, the following

outline:

1. Current work being conducted by other organizations.

2. Data required for the design and construction of the boiling D20 reactor.

3. New data to be generated for the D20 reactor and the program required to
obtain these data.

Development program costs are not included in this report because of their
dependence upon starting date and the site where.the work is to be conducted.

4.1 REACTIVITY EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

The overall reactivity program includes the determination of reactivity prediction

methods and critical experiments to verify these methods. The reactivity predic-

tion methods were discussed in Section 3.1. The critical experiments are discussed
below.

The experimental program designed to supplement prototype construction consists of
two basic and interdependent parts: (a) small scale lattice tests and (b) full-
scale critical experiments. The small-scale tests give less information than do

the full-scale critical experiments, but can be conducted quickly and inexpen-
sively. These small-scale experiments would serve both as a screening device

for full-scale critical experiments and as a means of exploring variations around

a point already fixed by a critical experiment. The small-scale experimental
facility would be similar to the Hanford PCTR, consisting of a small section of

the lattice to be measured surrounded by a driving ring of enriched uranium with
the neutron spectrum adjusted by a modest sized natural uranium lattice between

the two regions. The full-scale critical facility, in this report, is called

LArge CRitical Experiment (LACRE) and could utilize the PDP (Process Development
Pile) at the Savannah River Laboratory of the USAEC, if available.

For small-scale work, no suitable facility is now in operation although a number
of facilities can be modified to do this type of work. The first four facilities
listed in Section 4.1.3., namely MITR, CP-5, ZPR-VII and ZEEP, could be modified
in a manner similar to that discussed here for the PRR. The PCTR at Hanford is

the only known facility capable of doing this type of work at present, but it is
limited to 9.5 in. lattice spacings.

Therefore a preliminary design of a small-scale lattice test has been prepared
and is included in this report. To save time and to be specific the work performed

on the program consists of the design of experimental apparatus for installation

in a suitable existing facility, NDA's Pawling Research Reactor (PRR). Similar
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facilities could, of course. be installed elsewhere using this
For purposes of this report the specific installation designed
fore, referred to as the Pawling Lattice Test Reactor (PLATR).

work as a basis.
here is, there-

Using the PLATR and the LACRE together as outlined in the following program
the maximum amount of reliable data may be obtained in a reasonable time at

what is believed to be a minimum cost per experiment. Survey programs would
be made in the PLATR, and the most promising of these would be investigated
in the LACRE. The PLATR experiments would be normalized to the data obtained
from the LACRE.

The following list shows the type of
facilities and indicates the overlap
use.

Type of Measurement

Buckling

data which could be obtained from the two
which would permit their complementary

PLATR LACRE

X

X

Flux distribution

Thermal utilization

Fast fission factor

Moderator temperature coefficient

X

X

X

Control rod worth

X

X

X

X

X

Coolant removal experiments

Effect on k CO
Effect on buckling

X

X

Two other types of facilities were considered for the experimental program:
the "substitution" facility (similar to the Aquilon reactor in France) and an
exponential facility.

Exclusive of fuel, the "substitution" unit requires nearly as large a facility
as is needed for the LACRE, but it requires only 20 to 30% of a full core
loading. The measurements and interpretation of the measurements are diffi-
cult because of flux differences at the region interfaces.

The exponential facility determines material bucklings on a small subcritical
core loading. For the lattice spacings of interest to this program, the
exponential facility would have to have a minimum diameter of about seven
feet. This facility is considerably less flexible and more expensive than the
PLATR type of experiment.

Summarizing, the PLATR was selected for the small-scale test facility for
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the following reasons:

1. The unit can cover a large range of variables in a short time due to its

small test fuel requirement and operating flexibility.

2. PCTR experience indicates satisfactory accuracy can be expected.

3. The unit can be put into operation quickly.

4. Modest cost gives a large amount of information which increases the value

of large critical experiments.

4.1.1 Program

The operating program for the PLATR consists of the following items:

1. calibration,

2. survey of basic lattices (fuel and moderator only),

3. evaluation of engineered lattices (with structural material),

4. coolant removal studies,

5. temperature coefficient studies,

6. study of small perturbations to LACRE experiments,

7. miscellaneous.

The operating program envisioned for the LACRE, to be run concurrently with

PLATR, contains the following items:

1. study of basic lattices selected from the PLATR survey, to include

buckling and flux distribution measurements,

2. study of engineered lattice or lattices selected from the PLATR study,

to include buckling and flux distribution measurements,

3. coolant removal studies,

4. control studies,

5. final design mockup.

PLATR Experiments

1. Calibration

A PCTR experiment would be duplicated to check the facility against known
data in a similar installation. The test cluster would consist of 0.5 in.
diameter uranium oxide rods having a 0.030 in. thick aluminum cladding.

The cluster would contain 19 rods of which the seven center rods would be
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arranged hexagonally with a center-to-center spacing of 0.635 in. The
remaining 12 rods would be arranged in a circular pattern surrounding the
central seven rods with the same center-to-center spacing. The cluster
would be surrounded by two aluminum tubes having a void space between

them. The lattice, consisting of the test section and the buffer fuel

elements, would have a hexagonal pitch of 8 in. and a D2 0/U0a volume

ratio of 12.91.

The AECL critical experiment would also be duplicated. This duplication
of a known lattice obtained from reliable experiments would be made to
normalize and check the facility for accuracy.

The experiment would use a 19 rod cluster consisting of 1/2 in. diameter
U02 rods sheathed with 0.040 in. thick aluminum. The rods would be

arranged hexagonally in a cluster with 0.100 in. rod clearance. The
lattice would have a hexagonal pitch of 9.07 in., and a D2 0/U02 volume

ratio of 17.9.

2. Survey of Basic Lattices

A large number of experiments would be investigated to establish optimum

lattice structures beyond the range explored by other experiments and

within the range defined by the 200 MWe boiling D2 0 tube-type reactor
design. These would include large fuel areas and large lattice spacings.

Only 0.5 in. diameter U02 fuel rods would be chosen for this study. This
is indicated by heat transfer and fuel cost studies. The experiments

would be made on 19. 31, and 37 fuel rods in hexagonal clusters as

described below.

19 rod clusters

Fuel Rod Lattice

Experiment Spac ing in. Pitch, in. (DO/UO 2 )v

1 0.100 12.5 35

2 0.100 13.3 40

31 rod clusters
(The 31 rod cluster would be composed of a 37 rod cluster with the six

corner rods removed.)

Fuel Rod Lattice

Experiment Spacing in. Pitch, in. (DaO/UO)v

1 0.100 8.88 10

2 0.100 12.2 20

3 0.100 13.6 25

4 0.100 14.8 30
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37 rod clusters

Experiment

1

2

3

Fuel Rod
Spacing, in.

0.100

0.100

0.100

Lattice
Pitch, in.

9.7

13.3

14.8

(D2 0/UQ V

10

20

30

Several fundamental measurements on 1 in. diameter U fuel rods at different
(D2 0/U) ratios would be made. The k., data obtained from these experiments

would be compared with known buckling data. These experiments would deter-

mine the correct relationship between kc, and buckling. It is not known if
the relationship presently being used is correct.

3. Evaluation of Engineered Lattices

A small number of experiments on lattices chosen from the optimum lattices,
based on the basic lattice measurements, would be made to investigate the
effect on k~ of adding structural devices to the lattice structure. These
devices would include pressure tubes, calandria tubes, and void spaces
between tubes.

An example of a typical engineered lattice is:

fuel rod diameter

sheath material

thickness

fuel rod spacing

fuel rod pattern

fuel rods in cluster

pressure tube material

OD

ID

calandria tube material

OD

ID

hexagonal lattice pitch

1/2 in.

aluminum*

0.025 in.

0.100 in.

hexagonal

37

a luminum*

4.97 in.

4.66 in.

aluminum

5.84 in.

5.72 in.

11.1 in.

*Aluminum would be used rather than
accounted for in the experiment.

Zr-2 because it is cheaper and can be
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4. Coolant Removal Studies

Several experiments would be made on one or more of the chosen lattices to
determine the effect on kaa of coolant loss in the fuel tube. Concur-

rently the LACRE would be used to determine the effect on km and M2 of

total coolant loss as well as partial coolant loss.

5. Temperature Coefficient Studies

A few experiments may be made to determine the effect of temperature on
ku, . Single or multiple rods may be used for this study.

6. Studies of Small Perturbations to LACRE Experiments

The PLATR would be an excellent device to study small variations of

lattice structures which will have been used in the large-scale LACRE

experiments. This procedure would supply a large amount of accurate

results at a relative low cost.

7. Miscellaneous Studies

Some of the phenomena to be studied include the effect on koo of coolant

contamination, moderator contamination, larger (0.75 in.) fuel rod sizes,
and other than hexagonal fuel rod cluster patterns.

LACRE Experiments

1. Basic Lattice Measurements

Because of the large expense of a LACRE experiment, only a few should be
selected for consideration. The experiments should be made on the lattice

or lattices that have been determined as optimum from the PLATR experi-

ments. A combination of both PLATR and LACRE experiments on selected

lattices would establish data on koo as well as the migration area which

may then be used to calculate keff for an actual reactor.

2. Engineered Lattices

An experiment duplicating an experiment in the PLATR should be made to
check the results of the small-scale experiment as well as to extend the
knowledge of the lattice to include the migration area just described.

This comparison would also provide some data on the extent of neutron

streaming in longitudinal annular voids.

3. Coolant Removal Studies

Using the same lattice studied immediately above, the effect of removing
the coolant from the fuel tube would be studied on a large-scale. The

LACRE experiment would establish the effect of coolant loss on M2 as well

as kcD when combined with the PLATR results.

The effect of partial coolant removal in the same lattice would be
studied. These experiments could not be made in the PLATR. The partially

filled fuel tubes would approximate the effect of a boiling coolant where
part of the cooling fluid is still in liquid form in the coolant channel.
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4. Control Studies

The effect of control schemes, which could not be studied in the PLATR,
should be investigated for the optimum lattices selected from prior experi-

ments. Some of the schemes to be studied are moderator level control, and
void tube control. In addition, the number and location of control rods,

if any, should be established.

5. Final Design Mock-up

The LACRE should be used in the final stages to mock-up the lattice structure

selected for the final design in the 200 MWe reactor.

4.1.2 Small Lattice Experiment

The Pawling Lattice Test Reactor concept is based on the Physical Constants

Test Reactor (PCTR) used at Hanford.

The PLATR (or PCTR) concept is a method of studying the nuclear characteristics

of various lattices using a relatively small number of lattice cells. This is

accomplished by adjusting the neutron spectrum incident on a test cell to simu-

late an infinite array of similar cells. A PCTR type reactor can be considered
to have three regions, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1-1: Region A is the central

test cell, one lattice unit in area, where the actual measurements are made;

Region B is a buffer region containing lattice cells whose arrangement can be

varied so as to make the central test cell seem as if it were in an infinite

array; and Region C is the driver region, consisting of enriched uranium which

makes the assembly critical.

The infinite multiplication factor, k.O, of the lattice in question can be
obtained by determining the amount of absorber which, when added to the test

cell, will reduce its multiplication factor to unity. If the multiplication
factor of a medium is given by,

ka, = xf (1)

where x = pte

p = resonance escape probability

f = thermal utilization

it= fission neutrons/neutron absorbed in fuel

= fast fission factor

and it is assumed that the addition of an absorber to the medium changes only

the thermal utilization, so that after poison is added

k' = xf' = 1 (2)

where f' = poisoned thermal utilization; then

ka, -1 = (f-f')/f' (3)
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The quantity of poison necessary to reduce the multiplication factor of a
test cell to unity may be found by requiring that the reactivity of the
reactor does not change upon making the substitution of poisoned sample for

vacuum. This results from the fact that the multiplication factors of the
infinite critical medium and the vacuum are the same, namely unity. The
above equation yields the true value of koo -1 for the lattice under inves-

tigation only if the neutron energy distribution in the poisoned cell is the

same as it would be if that cell were in an infinite array. An expression

has been developed for the error in koo -1, (kex), which results from
spectral mismatching in the test section.

This expression is:

(kex)= --(0 /0-i /) (m /m2-mj./m2) (4)

The quantities Oi/$2 and ml/m2 are the fast-to-slow neutron and adjoint flux
ratios which would be found in the critical, infinite poisoned medium, and

j/d' and mj/ma are the similar flux ratios in the test cell. Therefore,

the measurement of koo in the PLATR is dependent upon the selection of that
cavity environment for which either term in (4) is zero. Two experimental

criteria have been developed which determine when the flux spectrum is
correctly matched. These criteria are described below.

The number of "leveling slugs" at each end of the reactor is adjusted until

the spatial distribution of the longitudinal flux along an axis of the test
section is made as constant as possible. This procedure simulates an
infinite medium in the axial direction. The mass of absorber necessary to
poison the test cell to unit multiplication is determined by measuring the

period of the reactor for.

1. the test section empty,

2. the test section filled with the test lattice being investigated,

3. the test section filled with the test lattice plus a known mass of

absorber.

The amount of poison which would make the reactor periods for cases (1) and
(3) identical is the required mass. Copper foils are used as an activation

material with which the neutron flux distribution in the test cell is deter-
mined. The above procedure is repeated for various compositions of the
buffer regions. As mentioned above, the function of this region is to reduce
the flux mismatches in the test section to a minimum. The fuel-to-moderator
ratio of this buffer region can be varied by adding fuel assemblies at posi-
tions indicated in Fig. 4.1-1, As this ratio is varied, the spatial and

energy distribution of neutrons in the central test section will also vary.
A value of k., -1 can be obtained as a function of these variations. A
typical plot of k., -1 as a function of buffer composition is presented in
Fig. 4.1-2. The abscissa of the curve is an average value of the reciprocal
of the cadmium ratio of 0.005 in. gold foils at the boundary of the test

section, which is related to the ratio 0,/0, in (4). The number of fuel
assemblies used in the buffer region to obtain these cadmium ratios is also
shown in Fig. 4.1-2.
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Two experimental methods for determining the correct value of koo -1 from curves

of the type shown in Fig. 4.1-2 have been investigated. They are both directed

toward finding that buffer configuration which will make the flux ratio term in
(4) equal to zero. The first criterion, derived from perturbation theory
requires that the cadmium ratio at the boundary of the test region be the same
whether the test cell contains the poisoned section or is empty. For those
lattices in which at least one complete row of lattice units is required around
the test cell in order to achieve the correct spectrum in the test section, a
second and more sensitive method may be used. This criterion requires the

cadmium ratio at the test section be identical to that on the corresponding
lattice point in the adjacent cells. Both of the above criteria were deduced
from two group theory. By using either of the criteria explained above, the
cadmium ratio is determined, which when combined with the values read on Fig.
4.1-2 will give the correct value of koo -1.

Experiments have been performed at Hanford on both graphite-natural uranium and
D 2 0-natural uranium lattices. The k«, measurements obtained on the graphite
lattices have been compared with values derived from both exponential experi-
ments and critical assemblies. The PCTR measurements of ko agree well with
those derived from critical experiments and have comparable accuracy. A
slight disagreement with the values derived from exponential experiments is
attributed to the uncertainties encountered in the calculation of the migration
area used in conjunction with exponential data. The PCTR has also been used to
measure thermal utilization, resonance escape probabilities, fast fission factors,
and temperature coefficients.

The experiments conducted in the PCTR have determined kW with a standard devia-
tion of a few tenths of a percent for both the graphite and D0 lattices. This
standard deviation is the combination of errors from two sources; an uncertainty
in koo -1 of about 5% resulting from uncertainties in the determination of the
relative absorption rates of the various materials in the test section, and an
uncertainty in koo of from 0.1 to 0.2% due to errors in adjustment of neutron
energy spectrum in the test section (uncertainty in determining "correct"
cadmium ratio). Thus for any lattice with koo greater than 1.04, the errors in
the determination of absorption rates predominate over those resulting from
spectral mismatches.

Description of PLATR

Section 5.3 contains a discussion of the design of PLATR in some detail

including arrangement and detail drawings. This section discusses the functions
of the main PLATR components.

The main features of PLATR are shown schematically in Figs. 4.1-3 and 4.1-4.
The fuel is distributed in four regions:

1. Central test cell - contains sample lattice position for test measurements.

2. Driver region - consists of enriched uranium to make the reactor critical.

3. Buffer region - contains lattice cells similar to the test cell. The
arrangement of the buffer region can be varied to match as closely as
possible in the test cell the environment of an infinite array of test
cells.
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4. Leveling slugs - made of U2
5 - Al alloy containing about 15% by weight

of enriched uranium. The number of these fuel slugs mounted on the

upper and lower girds can be varied until the spatial distribution of

the longitudinal flux along an axis of the test section is as constant

as possible.

Fine control of the reactor is achieved by six shutter type control rods
placed in the driver region. In addition, four scram rods similar to
those used on the existing Pawling Research Reactor are provided for

emergency shutdown.

The aluminum vessel and graphite reflector and auxiliary D2 0 systems now

used for the Pawling Research Reactor would be virtually unaffected by
installation of PLATR.

The core design is such that the fuel elements in each of the four regions

can be changed easily between experimental runs. Furthermore, in addition

to being separately removable, the central test assembly and the inner
buffer ring are removable as a unit.

Fig. 4.1-5 shows the construction of a central test cell with end buffers.

The diameter of the test can should equal the equivalent diameter of the
lattice under investigation.

The fuel cluster may vary for different experiments. Initial experiments,
upon which the design is based, would use a 37-rod cluster of 1/2 in.
diameter U02 rods similar to that described in Report SL-1565, Volume II,

concept 3A.

The inner ring of buffer cells consists of six fuel clusters similar to

the cluster used in the central test cell. Fig. 4.1-6 shows the fuel
cluster assembly for the buffer region.

The inner ring of buffer cells may be spaced on the exact lattice pitch
under investigation by means of the fuel element radial adjusting slots

in the center grid.

The outer ring of buffer cells is comprised of twelve fuel clusters con-

sisting of variable numbers of 1 in. diameter natural uranium metal rods.

The positions of the outer buffer cells are adjustable in both radial and

transverse directions by means of the rotatable fuel element adjustment

arms.

The driver fuel plates are the outermost row of fuel elements and will

vary in number up to a maximum of 150.

The fuel elements are MTR type plates consisting of a fully enriched

uranium-aluminum alloy core, clad with aluminum. Each fueled section is
47 0.25 in. long and contains 40 1.0 grams of U23$.

A total of 340 fully enriched leveling slugs are distributed in two grids

placed near the top and bottom of the reactor vessel. Each grid carries

2 kg. of fully enriched uranium in 2 in. x 2 in. x 0.5 in. slugs. Each

grid plate has provision for mounting 200 fuel slugs so that the longi-

tudinal flux can be leveled by varying the number and distribution of
fuel slugs.
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Six "shutter type" control rods are placed symmetrically about the vertical axis

of the reactor on the same radius as the driver fuel plates. The design of

these rods is similar to the PCTR rods.

Each of these control rods consists of two concentric tubes. The outer tube,
which is fixed with respect to the reactor, is 1.5 in. OD and is made of alter-

nate 4 in. sections of cadmium and steel. The inner tube is aluminum and con-

tains nine alternate 4 in. slugs of cadmium and enriched uranium alloy. Both

types of slugs are completely black to thermal neutrons. In the closed position

the cadmium slugs in the inner tube appear under the steel sections of the outer

tube so that the rod appears to the reactor to be made of solid cadmium. To
"open" the rod, the inner tube is moved a distance of 4 in. until the uranium
slugs of the inner tube are under the steel sections of the outer tube. In this
position the rod emits almost one fast neutron, on the average, for each neutron
absorbed, and therefore appears to the reactor to be essentially nonabsorbing.

Four scram rods are evenly spaced on the same radius as the driver fuel plates.
Existing Pawling Reactor rods and drives can be used for this purpose. The
scram elements are vertical cadmium plates attached to steel rods. The steel
rods, in turn, are connected to rack and pinion mechanisms which are driven by

reversible shaded pole motors,

The scram rod plates consist of a 40 mil thick layer of cadmium reinforced with
aluminum. Each of the plates is 0.75 in, wide and 27 in. long. At the "in"
position the plates are inserted almost to the bottom of the vertical control
thimbles penetrating the reactor cover. In the "out" position, the bottom of
the cadmium plate is about 2 in. below the reactor cover.

The start-up neutron source is a 5-curie, polonium-beryllium, nickel-clad

capsule 0.75 in. long and 0.25 in. in diameter. The source will not be inserted
directly into the vessel, but will, be introduced into an opening in the graphite

under the vessel.

The existing PRR D2 0 storage, transfer, and purification equipment will be used

for the PLATR.

Instrumentation and Control

The existing Pawling Research Reactor (PRR) instrumentation and control system

will be used for PLATR. However, some additional experimental instrumentation

may be required.

A detailed description and block diagrams of the PLATR instrumentation and

control system is presented in Section 5.3.

Seven instrument channels provide the information required for the approach to
criticality during fuel loading and for normal start-up and operation. Included
are two neutron count channels, a log N-period channel, two linear level safety
channels, a gamma count. rate channel, and a shutdown gamma channel.

In addition to the channels of reactor instrumentation, the PRR counting room

is equipped with two channels for sample counting. This equipment would be used
for obtaining counting measurements from foils irradiated in PLATR.
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For the conversion of PRR instrument channels for use in PLATR the only modi-

fication required would be the substitution of a compensated ionization

chamber and dual power supply in the log N-period channel in place of the

existing uncompensated ionization chamber. Consideration has been given to

the possibility of adding an automatic cycle timer and mechanical registers

to operate in conjunction with the present. scalers in the neutron count

channels. This arrangement would make it possible to obtain neutron counts

for successive preset time intervals by having the cycle timer switch signals

from the scalers sequentially to a number of mechanical registers.

The rod control system consists of the various manual controls, interlocks,

and indicators associated with the four safety rods and six control rods.

Rod drives and associated controls presently installed in PRR would be used

for the PLATR safety rod system. Minor modifications to provide interlocking
with the control rods would be provided.

Design of the instrumentation and control system for the six control rods is

based on using rod drives of the Hanford type. The position indicator for

the control rods are accurate to 0,001 in, with a maximum rod speed of 0.7

in./min.

Safety circuits function to scram the reactor by dropping safety rods and
dumping D2 0, and to permit rod withdrawal and raising the D2 0 level only

when normal conditions exist. Additional safety circuits indicate when the

reactor is on and when reactor room access doors or the fence gate are open.
A secondary scram system serves as a building evacuation alarm in the event

of a serious emergency. Reactor scram circuits and rod withdrawal permissive

interlocks now provided for PRR are suitable for the PLATR safety rods.
Similar equipment and circuitry would be provided for the PLATR control rods.

The present PRR installation includes a pump and the various control valves

necessary for control of the D2 0 filling, draining, and dumping operations.
Instrumentation includes level sight gauges for the reactor tank and the
dump tank, flow and conductivity indication of the D20 return from the
demineralizer, and indication of D2 0 temperature in the reactor tank.

The following modifications for PLATR are under consideration:

1. The use of an overflow level control tank which would require continuous

circulation of D2 0 through the reactor tank.

2. Constant temperature control of D2 0 in the reactor tank to minimize
reactivity changes caused by temperature variations.

The PRR includes a closed circuit television system for viewing the reactor

from the control room which would be adequate for PLATR.

Schedule

A construction schedule for PLATR is presented in Fig. 4.1-7. Operation

could begin 7 months after construction authorization is given. A crew of

4 (2 experimental physicists, 1 reactor operator, and 1 technician) would

be needed to conduct the experiments on a one shift basis. The first results

would be obtained 12 months after program approval. It is estimated that

about 35 tests of approximately two week duration each would supply the
information desired in the prototype program,
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4.1.3 Full Scale Critical Facility (LACRE)

The purpose of this facility is to provide the accurate reactivity measurements
required in the design of natural uranium, D2 0 cooled and moderated systems.
The full-scale facility would be large enough to go critical on a cold, clean
mockup of a full-scale reactor.

The reactor vessel would be a tank approximately 16 ft. in diameter by 16 ft.

high containing about 100 metric tons of D2 0. The principal characteristics of

a typical full-scale critical experiment are given in Table 4.1-I.

Table 4.1-I

Typical Full-Scale Critical Experiment System Characteristics

Reactor Vessel

Diameter 16 ft.

16 ft.Height

Contained D20

Core

Active diameter

Active height

approx. 100 metric tons

Fuel material (typical)

Clad material (typical)

Type of element (typical)

Size of element (typical)

Rods per assembly (typical)

Number of assemblies (typical)

Weight U~a in core (typical)

U02 (nat.)

Al

Solid rod

0.5 in. diam.

37

208

101,000 lb.

Review of Existing Facilities

An examination of D2 0-moderated critical
United States and Canada was made to see
critical experiments for natural uranium

facilities and test reactors in the
if they could be used for full-scale
fueled reactors.

Of the six D2 0 test reactors and critical facilities examined, only one (the
PDP at SRL) would be large enough or versatile enough to handle natural uranium
critical experiments. The availability of this facility is not known, although
there is an indication that critical experiments will be conducted in it in the
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near future. It is concluded that, with the PLATR serving to round out the

program, the availability of the PDP will be sufficient to meet the require-

ments of a natural uranium--D2 0 lattice full-scale critical experimental

program.

1. MITR, the MIT Research Reactor.

This is a research reactor (1 MWt max.) which is cooled and moderated by
D2 0. It uses MTR type fuel assemblies in a tank 4 ft. in diameter by 7

ft. high. The prime purpose of the facility is to provide a flux source
for experimental work. The facility is unsuited for natural uranium-D2 0

criticals because the tank is too small to contain a cold, clean critical
loading and the facility has experimental obligations which must be kept.

2. CP-5, Argonne National Laboratory.

The CP-5 is a reactor of the same type as the MITR. The D2 0 tank is 6 ft.

in diameter by 7 ft. high. The fuel elements are of the MTR type. This

facility would not be suited for the same reasons as mentioned for the

MITR.

3. ZPR-VII, Argonne National Laboratory.

The immediate objective of this facility is the exploration of a loading
for the EBWR composed of enriched U02 and ThO 2 in heavy water. The tank
is 81 in. diameter and capable of containing a 5 ft. high core. The
reactor room is relatively small - 30 ft. x 26 ft. x 25 ft. This facility
would not be suitable for a full critical because of its limited size and

and availability.

4. ZEEP, Canadian Government.

This is a zero-powered reactor used to test natural uranium-ELO lattices.
This is an excellent critical facility that has already been put to exten-
sive use. However, its small size, 6.75 ft. in diameter by 8.5 ft. high,
limits the lattice sizes and materials which could be used.

5. ZED-2, Canadian Government.

ZED-2 will be a low power reactor with a tank about eleven feet in diam-

eter. It is designed specifically for testing fuel arrangements in large
power reactors. Since it is now in the pre-construction phase and is

probably scheduled to capacity for some time, its use in the boiling D2 0
reactor program is questionable.

6. PDP, Savannah River Laboratory.

This reactor is designed to operate at 10 to 1000 watts. The tank is

approximately 16 ft. in diameter by 16 ft. high. The grid structure is
flexible enough to permit a variable lattice spacing. This facility is
ideally suited for full criticals in the proposed program.

4.1.4 References for Section 4.1

1. Summary Report of the Reactor Hazards for the Prototype Physical Constants
Testing Reactor, HW 32791.
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Figure 4.1-1

Cross section of a PCTR-type reactor. Region
A is central test cell. Region B is a buffer
region, containing lattice cells which can be
varied. Region C is the driver region contain-
ing enriched uranium.
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Fuel Assembly for PLATR (Buffer Region)
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4.2 PRESSURE TUBE CLOSURE AND JOINT TESTS

An important phase in the development of the prototype reactor is the design

and testing of suitable zirconium-stainless steel joints, pressure tube

closures and calandria tube to tube sheet joints. This section describes the
apparatus and procedures for long-term testing of joints and closures under
operating conditions simulating those of the prototype reactor. Previous
developments in this field have been reviewed. The test work to date does

not provide design data for the required operating conditions, however, they
do provide an excellent base for continuing work.

4.2.1 Purpose

Specialized service conditions are imposed on the zirconium to steel joints,

pressure tube closures and calandria tube to tube sheet joints in the D2 0
prototype reactor. High temperature, high-pressure, nuclear radiation

environment, loading due to differential thermal expansion, and thermal

cycling conditions are all simultaneously applied. At the same time, essen-
tially zero leakage must be maintained to avoid the loss of D2 0, and to

minimize the chance of a small leak developing into a large leak that might

necessitate reactor shutdown,

The test program and apparatus must, therefore, simulate reactor operating
conditions as closely as possible (except that if all materials used are

resistant to radiation damage, the tests need not be in a nuclear radiation

field). Accelerated testing procedures such as rapid thermal cycling are

used to obtain the necessary endurance quality data.

4.2.2 Review of Static Sealing Designs and Experiments

For the "zero leakage" type of seal specified for the D2 O reactor pressure
tube closure and Zr-stainless steel joints the various designs proposed fall

into the following categories:

1. Metal 0-rings, various types.

2. Conical washers (Marman).

3. Bridgeman closure (Modified)

4. Flexitallic gaskets.

Of the above classes, the most complete data is available (from Bettis) on

metal 0-rings and on Flexitallic gaskets with the latter being preferred.

Tests on Marman seals have not been performed with the required accuracy
or at the pertinent temperature-pressure-fluid conditions. Tests on the

modified Bridgeman closure have not been conducted at the required fluid

conditions.

The Flexitallic rings which have been accepted by Bettis cannot be accepted
for the boiling D2 0 reactor without experimental verification. The 30,000 psi

sealing pressure used by Bettis to seal against 2000 psi water is higher than
desired but, in turn, may not be required for 800 psi.
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A review of test data on low leakage seals is given in Table 4.2-.

Table 4.2-1.- Test Data on Low Leakage Seals

Source

Bettis (4)

Type of Seal Fluid Conditions

Metal 0-rings 2000 psi, 600 F
water

Period of

Tes t Comments

750 hr. Sealability erra-
tic, unsatisfac-
tory for thermal

cycling

Bettis (4) Flexitallic 2000 psi, 600 F
(Asbestos-set) water

1 yr. 30,000 psi
seal pressure -
no data on reus-

ability - leak-
age less than

0.01 cc/hr. under

cycling conditions

Johns-Manville (11

NRL (3)

All types

4 point
metal seal

Marman(12)

DSD Mfg. Co.&(3 )

Conoseal

DSD Temp.
compensating

NDA (2) 4 point
metal ring

3000 psi,
water

1500 psi,
water

70 F

600 F

1500 psi, 1000 F
nitrogen

50-1800 psi and
750-70 F helium

Helium leak test

Short Leakage measure-

ment visual no

cycling

534 hr. Visual leakage
measurement -

joint performed
well under cycling

and is reusable -
no data on sealing

pressure needed

Short Visual or coarse

leakage measure-
ment, no thermal

cycling

Short Uses metal 0-ring
hence not regard-

ed as reliable

Short Under development

4.2.3 Summary

Test apparatus for endurance testing of zirconium to steel
tube closures, and calandria tube to tube sheet joints has
sufficient detail for preparation of cost estimates. Test
discussed and schedules have been outlined in Fig. 4.2-l.

joints, pressure

been designed in

procedures are

The testing operation is shown in the form of a process system diagram and
elementary electrical control schematic in Dwgs. DP-201 and DP-202; the
piping and equipment arrangements are shown in Dwgs. DP-203 and DP-204, and
the test chambers in. Dwgs. DP-205 and DP-206.
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4.2.4 Zirconium to Steel Joints Test Program

The use of zirconium alloy pressure tubes in natural uranium reactors requires

successful development of Zr to stainless steel pipe joints. Mechanical

joints that are easily disassembled and are reliable under reactor operating

conditions may be preferable to brazed or welded joints. At present, brazed

and diffusion-bonded joints have had limited success when made under labora-

tory conditions. A number of new designs of mechanical couplings have been
developed in recent years for various uses in the nuclear, gas-turbine, and

rocket engine fields. It is believed that one or more of these new types

can be modified for service with the prototype reactor. Previous experi-

ence(4) in testing gasketed joints under thermal cycling shows that continuous
measurement of leakage is necessary to enable understanding of joint perform-

ance. Also, proper evaluation of a design requires testing with the actual
operating fluid, i.e., water or steam, not merely use of a heated tracer gas.

The test apparatus described, therefore, is unique in several respects:

1. It provides close simulation of actual reactor operating conditions.

2. It measures and records water leakage and other significant param-

eters (temperature, pressure, deflection, bending load) on a
continuous basis.

3. It provides for thermal and mechanical cycling of full-size joints
over long testing periods.

Test Program Objectives

The goal of the test program is to develop and prove out at least one design
of zirconium to steel joint for application at reactor operating conditions.

There are two places in the reactor core where joints are required: (a) to

connect the pressure tube to the upper cross core header, and (b) to connect

the pressure tube to the lower pigtail. The joint design and operating
conditions at both locations are quite different, requiring completely

separate test programs.

The program includes preliminary screening tests, followed by long-term
thermal and mechanical cycling (endurance) tests of the two most promising
designs. A description of the designs presently being considered is given

in Section 3.6.1.

Criteria for Evaluation of Joint Design

The criteria for evaluation of zirconium to steel joints for a D20 reactor
are listed in approximate order of importance.

1. leaktightness,

2. safety margin (stress level, mode of failure, foolproofness

of installation),

3. cost (complexity, number of parts, amount of development
required),

4. space requirement,
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5. adaptability for remote assembly and disassembly.

Screening Tests

Preliminary screening tests on the most promising designs will include:

1. hydrostatic pressure test at i.5 times design pressure for 8 hr.,

2, static pressure and temperature test, using operating pressure
and temperature. for 8 hr. on endurance test rig,

3. preliminary thermal cycling fo 8 to 10 cycles under close manual
control and observation.

If a joint passes test (1), (2), and (3) it is considered for a long-term

endurance test.

Endurance Test Apparatus

The test rigs for both the upper and lower zirconium to steel joints are
similar. In each. rig, as shown in Dwg. DP-205, two joints may be tested
simultaneously inside a leaktight enclosure. A constant flow of dry air
passes through the enclosure to the recording electrolytic hygrometer.
Misalignment loads are applied to the joint by a loading screw through a

Baldwin load cell mounted on the side of the enclosure.

Operating conditions for upper and lower header zirconium to steel joints
are presented in Tables 4 2-II and 4.2-IIl, respectively.

Table 4,2-II- Operating Conditions - Endurance Test
of Upper Header Zirconium to Steel Joints

Approximate
Test ConditionFactor

Size

Tube materials

Internal fluid
Pressure

Temperature
Quali t.y

External fluid
Pressure

Temperature
Flow (to leak detector)

Misalignment
Mechanical loading
No. of mechanical cycles
No. of thermal cycles
Thermal cycling range

Time for one thermal cycle
No. of thermal shocks
Thermal shock temperature range
Time for thermal shock
Other cycles and transients
Overall length of test period

Full scale
347 SS and Zr-2 alloy

H2O vapor
780 psia
515 F
Saturated or slight-

ly superheated steam
Dry air
-10 psig
450-500 F
~100 cc/min,
0-1 (variable)
Due to misalignment
.'10
-1000
-100-515 F
~2 hr,
10
150-515
~30 min.

None
~-150 days
175

Conditions of
Prototype Reactor

Same
D20 vapor
780 psia
.515 F
14% by weight

Dry air

atm
450-500 F

~0.36 (max.)
Due to misalignment
-10
~600
-100-515 F



Table 4.2-III - Operating Conditions - Endurance Test

of Lower Pigtail Zirconium to Steel Joints

Approximate Conditions of

Factor Test Condition Prototype Reactor

Size

Internal fluid H20 liquid D20 liquid
Pressure 840 psia 840 psia

Temperature 525 F 500 F
Quality Saturated or slightly Saturated or slightly

subcooled liquid subcooled liquid
Misalignment 0-10 (variable) ~0.30 (max.)

All other test conditions same as for upper header joint. (See Table

4.2-1).

Thermal cycling is accomplished by turning off the heaters and passing
cooling water through a jacket around the pressurizer. The steam cools

and condenses inside the test section, thus simulating reactor shutdown.

Thermal shock is applied to the joint by venting steam pressure quickly
through a relief valve and then passing cold water through the pressur-

izer tank. Trace heating may be used to maintain high ambient tempera-

ture within the test enclosure while the internal fluid rapidly cools

and condenses.

The normal thermal cycling tests are completely automatic so that almost

unattended operation is possible. Thermal shock tests would be performed
manually.

The only difference between the test for the upper and lower joints is
that the level of liquid used in the lower joint test should be suffi-

cient to cover the joint itself.

The electrolytic hygrometer, used to detect leakage, is sensitive to a
change in water vapor concentration of about 1 ppm (=0.006 cc/hr. with
100 cc/min. carrier gas flow). Dry air or dry nitrogen may be used as
a carrier gas. The gas flow to the leak detectors would be drawn from
several sampling points near the likeliest location for leakage to
minimize dynamic error in measurement. The hygrometer cell would be

protected against excessive moisture absorption by a suitable electri-
cally operated valve the actuation of which signals an alarm to call
the operator's attention to the condition. Should this situation occur
during the operator's absence, the system may be adjusted to automati-

cally shut off the heaters and vent the pressurizer.

The entire apparatus would be supported on an angle framework with sheet
metal guards to protect personnel. The test enclosure would be protected

against excessive internal pressure by a rupture disc set for 50 psig.

Endurance Test - Sequence of Operations

The estimated sequence of operations for the zirconium to steel joint
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tests are as follows:

1. Thermal cycling

1.5 hr. at 515 F

Turn off heaters, cool for 1 hr.

Turn on cooling jacket water for 1 hr.

0.5 hr. at 100 F

Total: 4hr/cycle

2. Mechanical load (misalignment of test section)

0 deg. - 2 days

0.25 deg. - 2 days

0.5 deg. 2 days

0..75 deg. - 2 days

1 deg..- 2 days

Total: 10 days/cycle

3. Thermal shock

Once every 10 days

Optional Tests

Certain special tests may be run on the most promising units after the
completion of the regular endurance tests to study the performance of

the joints under abnormal conditions.

1. effect of dirt particle under seat,

2. effect of reduced seating or locking forces,

3. effect of scratch on sealing surface,

4. effect of growth of small leak. into larger leak,

5. sealing force required for various operating pressures and

temperatures,

6. sealing force as a function of surface hardnesses and finishes,

7. leakage rate in a long-term static pressure-temperature test to

be run on the joint after it has completed a cycling endurance

test.
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4.2.5 Pressure Tube Closure Test Program

A mechanically disconnectable pressure tube closure consits of a sealing

member (0-ring, gasket, washer) and a locking member (toggle linkage,

ball toggle). Data from tests on gaskets and 0-rings at NDA, Bettis,

and elsewhere would aid in the selection of the sealing member. The

development program would entail selection of the best combination of

sealing member and locking device.

Test Program Objectives

The goal of the test program is to develop and prove out at least one
design of pressure tube closure for reactor operating conditions. The

test program would. include preliminary screening tests, followed by

long-term thermal and mechanical cycling tests of the two most promis-

ing designs.

The evaluation criteria for closures are similar to those listed above
for the zirconium to steel joints and will not be repeated. A descrip-

tion of possible designs is given in Section 3.6.2.

Screening Tests

Preliminary screening tests would be needed to isolate the effects of

various design parameters. These tests are outlined below.

Mechanical Study of Closure Forces

Tests would be conducted, to measure the locking and unlocking forces
that can be applied to a seal. Essentially, the apparatus would

measure the input-output forces on the toggle or other mechanism using

Baldwin load cells and a Duff-Norton worm gear jack. The test section
may be trace-heated to obtain force measurements at various tempera-
tures.

Sealing Force Requirements

A model of the seal surfaces would be compressed in a tensile testing
machine. The interior of the specimen would be pressurized to 800 psi

with helium and leakage measured as a function of the seal deflection.
This information would be compared with the design and test data on
the closure locking device to determine suitable combinations.

Hydrostatic Pressure Test

Cold water at 1.5 times design pressure would be applied to each
closure for 8 hours and leakage observed.

Endurance Test Apparatus

Except for the details of locking and unlocking the closure, the endurance
test apparatus for the pressure tube closure would be essentially that
described above for the zirconium to steel joint tests. Two closures may

be tested simultaneously. Dial indicators mounted on the test enclosure
would give relative deflections of the parts of the closure. Thermal shock
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tests of the closure would not be run as this situation is not expected to

occur in the reactor.

Operating conditions for the pressure tube closure tests are presented in

Table 4.2-IV.

Table 4.2-IV - Operating Conditions - Endurance Test
of Pressure Tube Closure

Factor

Size
Materials

Internal fluid

Max. pressure
Max. temperature

Quality

External fluid

Pressure
Max. temperature
Flow (to leak detector)

Misalignment and external load

No. of cycles (opening and
closing)

No. of thermal cycles
Thermal cycling range
Time for one cycle
Overall length of test period

Sequence of Operations

Thermal cycling tests would
joints.

Approximate
Test Condition

Full scale
SS
H2 0 vapor
780 psia
515 F
Saturated or slightly
superheated.

Dry air

-10 psig
500 F
~-100 cc/min.
None

~20
-1000
-100-515 F
-2 hr
-150 days

Conditions of
Prototype Reactor

SS
D20 vapor
780 psia
515 F
Saturated or slightly
superheated

Dry air
atm
150 F

-20 in 10 yr.
~1000
-100-515 F

be the same as for zirconium to stainless steel

Mechanical tests would be run with the closure at about room temperature. The
operation cycle would be repeated 20 times (about every fifth day) during the

run of the test.

Optional Tests

Optional tests would be the same as those for the zirconium to stainless steel

joints..

4.2.6 Calandria Tube to Tube Sheet Joint Test Program

For.simplicity and economy, rolled joints are preferred for the calandria tube to
tube sheet joints for the prototype reactor. The strength and sealing ability of
rolled joints under thermal and mechanical cycling conditions are not susceptible
to analysis. Therefore, an endurance test program is necessary to establish the
reliability of the joint configuration.

Operating conditions for the calandria tube to tube sheet joints are presented in

Table 4.2-V.
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Table 4.2-V - Operating Conditions - Endurance Test

of Calandria Tube to Tube Sheet Joints

Factor

Size of tube

Size of tube sheets
Materials
Internal fluid

Pressure

Upper joint
Lower joint

Temperature

External fluid
Pressure

Max. temperature on tube
External load

Axial (max.)

Bending (max.)
Mechanical cycles (axial load)
Thermal cycles
Mechanical cycling range
Thermal cycling range
Time for one cycle
Other cycles and transients

Overall length of test period

Approximate

Test Condition

5.875 in. OD x
0.060 in. wall x

3 ft. long
Not determined

Aluminum alloy
H20 and helium

~.9 psig
.10 psig
-175 F
Dry air
atm

~400 F

10,000 lbs.
Not determined
~3000
-3000
+4000 lbs.
100-400 F
.30 min.
None
.150 days

Conditions of

Prototype Reactor

5.875 in. OD x
0.060 in. wall

Same
D20 and helium

1 psig
~10 psig
120-200 F
Dry air
atm
~400 F

4000 lbs.

Dimensional tolerances on endurance test specimens to be a minimum; i.e., the
test specimens are to be "ideal" dimensions.

Test Program Objectives

The goal of this program is to develop and prove out at least one design
of calandria tube to tube sheet joint for the boiling D2 0 reactor
operating conditions. The operating conditions at the upper and lower

ends of the calandria would be similar except that the upper joint is in

a helium atmosphere while the lower joint is submerged in D,0. The test

program would include:

1. mechanical strength (pull-out) tests before and after
thermal cycling,

2. mechanical and thermal cycling for 3000 cycles under

simulated operating conditions.

In addition, dimensional tolerance limits would be studied to determine
their effect on pull-out strength. This study may be scheduled after

completion of the endurance tests on a joint of optimum dimensions.

A description of the calandria tube to tube sheet joint design is given

in Section 3.6.3.
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Screening Tests

Mechanical strength (pull-out) is a good index of joint quality. Pull-out

strength should be measured on the joint specimens that are submitted by
the various manufacturers..

The joint parts would be trace-heated to about 400 F for these tests. Each

joint would be tested to destruction with continuous recording of strain to

denote when yielding first occurs.

Helium Leak Test

Helium leak testing of model joints is necessary because allowable leakage

rates are very low. Two joints would be fabricated on either end of a

short tube, and a concentric outer tube attached to form a small annular

vessel. Internal helium pressure would be applied and leakage around the
joints measured by the mass-spectrometer sniffer method.

Endurance Test

The endurance test rig for the calandria tube to tube sheet joint would
provide for thermal and mechanical cycling of a small model of a single
calandria tube. Thermal cycling would be accomplished by switching a
heater on and off at a rate of twice per hour. Water temperature inside

the calandria would be kept constant by a small variable flow of cold tap
water. Mechanical cycling would be concurrent. with the thermal cycling

and would be provided by an air cylinder mounted on top of the test enclo-

sure. An additional noncyclic bending moment could be applied to the tube

sheet by four loading screws. Dial indicators would measure the motion of

the loading screws, to determine the bending moment on the tube sheet. An
expansion joint would be provided on the outer shell of the calandria to

avoid a statically indeterminate force system..

Water leakage from the lower joint would be collected from a drip cup and
drawn off through the lower plate of the test enclosure. Helium leakage

from the upper joint would be recorded by means of a helium leak detector.

Test Sequence

The following sequence of operations is prescribed,

1. Thermal cycles. 3000 in about 70 days.

Heater on 15 min.

Heater off 15 min.

Total 30 min.

2. Mechanical cycles, concurrent with thermal cycles.

4000 lb. axial load 15 min.

0 lb. axial load 15 min.

Total 30 min.
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Optional Tests

1. Specimens of the selected configuration (i.e., the design that

passed the endurance test) with various tolerances on the parts
could be tested to determine the effect of fits and clearances

using helium leak and the pull-out tests.

2. The test specimens could be helium leak tested at various temper-

atures, simulating emergency conditions. This could be done by
dumping the water from the calandria in the endurance test rig.

4.2.7 References for Section 4.2

1. B. Minushkin, Final Report Project 2105-332, Mechanical Pipe Couplings,
NDA Memo MTL-581, (Mar. 7, 1959).
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(May 25, 1959).

3. G.M. Dinnick, A Gasketless Joint for Application to High-Temperature,
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Figure 4.2-1

Pressure Tube Closure and Joint Tests
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4,3 IRRADIATION TEST PROGRAM

The fuel elements proposed for this reactor are based on uranium oxide pellets

which are common in the industry. However, some of the fuel element details

differ from existing designs and it would be necessary to obtain some experi-

mental confirmation of the suitability of the element assembly used. Suitable

heat transfer and fluid flow data would be generated experimentally to substan-

tiate design considerations, but the behavior of the fuel element assembly under

operating conditions can be confirmed only by operation in a reactor. An in-pile

test of a fuel element section prior to manufacturing a full fuel loading for the
prototype reactor would permit the incorporation of any design modifications.
In parallel with this program. several small fuel element samples should be

irradiated to determine the release of fission gas and the ability of the clad

to withstand internal fission gas pressure.

The proof test would demonstrate the integrity of the fuel element under reactor

operating conditions. Secondary information would be obtained from these tests.
such as metallurgical. thermal, mechanical. and chemical data. which would be

useful as a supplement to out-of-pile test data.

The most desirable test would use a fuel element with the same length. diameter.
construction, and materials as the one proposed for the reactor and would subject
it to reactor operating conditions. Meeting these conditions is not possible at

this time, since existing test reactors can satisfy only a few of the require-

ments.

There are two common methods of testing fuel elements. The first method is to
insert a section of the proposed fuel element into an existing reactor with
operating characteristics similar to those of the proposed reactor. thus obtaining

a simple proof test of the element design. Successful operation of the test

element would provide sufficient justification for continuing the fuel element
fabrication. The second, and more expensive, method is to construct a loop to

provide the desired thermal conditions in a fuel element test section located
in a test reactor. Loop tests provide more design data than the proof test,

but in this case the increased cost may not be warranted.

4.3.1 Facilities Survey

Reactors available for fuel element tests were screened for general suitability
and the most appropriate ones were selected for further investigation. The

reactors which might be available include the Engineering Test Reactor (ETR),

Materials Testing Reactor (MTR). Oak Ridge Research Reactor (ORR). Massachusetts

Institute of Technology Reactor (MITR). General Electric Test Reactor (GETR),
Westinghouse Test Reactor (WTR), Experimental Boiling Water Reactor (EBWR),

Vallecitos Boiling Water Reactor (VBWR), Belgium Reactor (BR-2). Heavy Water

Components Test Reactor (HWCTR). and Plutonium Recycle Test Reactor (PRTR).

The boiling water reactors (EBWR. VBWR) were investigated with regard to capa-
bility of accepting a U02 (natural uranium). Zr-clad element; reactor operating

conditions; scheduling; and relative cost. The test reactors were screened to
determine size and shape of available holes. flux, floor space. reactor oper-
ating conditions, schedule, and relative cost. In all cases the availability
of existing facilities or equipment for this program was investigated.
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Table 4.3-I lists the advantages and disadvantages of each of the above
reactors. Many of the test reactors were eliminated from further consider-

ation because they were either inadequate or unavailable. Table 4.3-II is
a list of test facilities arranged in decreasing order of desirability; it
includes the type of information obtainable and the size of the fuel element
section which could be tested.
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Table 4.3-I

v tn o of dtre T v et o tr

Reactor Advantages

EBWR Test element in EBWR lattice - no in-pile
loop required

Very low irradiation costs
5 ft. core - allows test of two clusters
Elements for Elk River Reactor have
operated in pile for four months at
power
Relatively large fuel element - cross
section 3.75 in. x 3.75 in.

Maximum to average heat flux brackets
that required for test element

VBWR Test element in VBWR lattice - no in-pile
loop needed

Very low irradiation costs
Operation with new core in Spring 1960
Heat flux acceptable
3 in. x 3 in. x 3 ft. element space
satisfactory for testing a representa-
tive section of proposed element

VBWR has tested Dresden [Uo2 (low
enrichment), Zr-2 clad] rod assemblies

and other tests for Savannah River
plant

Reactor operating conditions higher than
those for proposed element 1000 psi,
545 F

Access for reasonable instrumentation
on fuel element

ETR Large diameter holes
Through-core holes

MTR

ORR

MITR

Disadvantages

Schedule - new core being installed
mid-1960 and requires 6 months
testing; first available date for
test element irradiation would be
Spring 1961

Reactor conditions - 600 psi, 489*F,
3.2% exit quality

Limited access for instrumentation
on test element

Schedule may be tight with Dresden
Reactor tests and AEC Fuel
Development Program tests

VBWR power cannot be assured
since it must meet with GE
programs. Power may range from
5 to 25 MW, while maintaining
the same pressure and temperature
conditions

Requires expensive in-pile loop
Gamma heat flux can be excessive

for pressurized fluid system

No vertical loop access
Beam hole neutron flux decreases
rapidly with distance

No vertical loop access
Beam hole neutron flux decreases
rapidly with distance

No vertical loop access
Beam hole neutron flux decreases
rapidly with distance

Flux too low

Comments

Gamma heat and ex-
pense eliminate this
reactor

Lack of desirable
geometry and neutron
flux eliminate this
reactor

Lack of desirable
geometry and neutron
flux eliminate this
reactor

Lack of desirable
geometry and neutron
flux eliminate this
reactor

GETR 3 in. x 3 in. x 3 ft. space available in
core is satisfactory for testing
representative section of proposed
element
Larger diameter test section can be
accommodated in reflector; presently
operating boiling water loop for
Dresden Reactor fuel elements
Schedule extremely favorable
Satisfactory neutron fluxes

WTR Existing loops available for rental
Would save considerable design and
construction costs

Satisfactory neutron fluxes
Schedule extremely favorable
Minimum distance for transportation
between user and WTR

BR-2

HWCTR Reactor design directed at testing D20-
cooled elements
In-pile loops available for rental
Provisions for D20 cooling of elements
Reactor moderated by D20
Can accept a 9.5 ft. test element with
3-1/2 in. diameter

PRTR In-pile loop available for rental
Reactor design directed at testing
fuel elements

Reactor moderated by D20
Calandria type reactor
Can accept 8 ft. element with 3 in.
diameter

Requires expensive in-pile loop
if operation required in 1960-
1961; existing loop may be
available for rental in two years

Re-entrant loop reduces available
diameter for test element

Modifications required to convert
loop from pressurized water
operation to boiling water

Schedule - will not be available in
time for desired test

Will not be available for tests until
early 1961

Will not be available for tests
until early 1961
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Table 4.3-1I

Tests and Test Facilities - Summary Information

Desirability Type of Test

Lattice test

In-pile loop
(rented)

In-pile loop

In-pile loop
(rented)

Reactor Type of Information Generated*

VBWR Mechanical, thermal, and
chemical stability

WTR Mechanical, thermal, chemical
stability (some heat trans-
fer; some corrosion data)

GETR Mechanical, thermal, chemical
stability (some heat trans-

fer; some corrosion data)

HWCTR Mechanical, thermal, chemical
stability (some heat trans-

fer; some corrosion data)

Type of
Test Element

17 rod cluster,
3 ft. long

4 rod cluster,
3 ft. long

7 rod cluster,
3 ft. long

19 rod cluster,
9.5 ft. long

*Any of these programs requires a capsule irradiation program where single rods are
irradiated to determine fission gas release and to provide basic information on

the structural stability of the fuel and cladding before the proof test of a
section of an element is irradiated.

**This test would be the most desirable except that the schedule for reactor start-
up is not favorable for the early development tests.

4.3.2 Proposed Program

Verification of fuel element designs is desirable prior to insertion in reactors
for in-pile tests. Therefore, a two-phase fuel testing program is indicated,
consisting of out-of-pile tests to verify the design and in-pile irradiation to
determine its performance under reactor operating conditions. The out-of-pile
tests could be part of a concurrent heat transfer and fluid flow experimental
program.

The two phases of the program are discussed below.

Irradiation Experiments

It appears desirable to conduct the irradiation test program in three steps:
capsule experiments, in-pile tests of fuel element sections, and full length
fuel element experiments in the HWCTR.

Capsule Experiments

The purpose of a capsule irradiation program is threefold. First, since fission
gas release appears to be dependent on the manufacturing method, the adequacy
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of the cladding design should be verified for representative fuel pellets

from each of the potential suppliers. Second, since recent experimental

results indicate that initial pellet-clad diametral clearance may be of
little importance, the feasibility of using pellets having "as-fired"

tolerances should be investigated. Third, such a program would permit

general evaluation of performance characteristics of the manufacturers'

fuel specimens.

Performance characteristics to be obtained would include maximum fuel tem-

perature (determined by post-irradiation analysis) and power output limita-

tions vs. burnup (determined by plotting electrical heater power required
to hold the rods at a given temperature vs. time when burnup vs. time is

known).

Fig. 4.3-1 is a photograph of one of the capsules NDA has constructed and

irradiated.

O.J.C. Runnalls( has made a comprehensive review of the current state of
U02 fuel element technology up to the beginning of 1959. The following
discussions of the physical properties of U02 are abstracted from his

report.

1. Melting Point

Experimental values of melting point range from 2176 C (Ruff and Goecke,

1911) to 2787 22 C (Lambertson and Mueller, 1953). The bulk of the
values reported since 1950 have been around 2800 C.

No reliable data are available at present on the volume change which

accompanies melting, although experiments to obtain this information are

presently being conducted.

2. Thermal Conductivity

Various investigators have found that, at elevated temperatures, the

thermal conductivity ranges from about 0.23 to 0.27 watts/cm C at

1100 C, corrected to theoretical density. The thermal conductivity of
U02 is affected by the oxygen content and, apparently, by the method of

manufacturing the pellet.

It appears that the thermal conductivity decrease caused by irradiation

of U02 is small, at operating temperature 25% maximum, and is based on

results of experiments in which U02 was irradiated to more than

10" n/cm.

3. Thermal Expansion

The mean expansion coefficient of U02 is about 13 x 10 6 /C in the temper-
ature range of 800 to 1260 C, and is nearly independent of oxygen content

and bulk density.

4. Effect of Fuel-Sheath Clearance

Tests in the EEC Loop and the Hydraulic Rabbit at Chalk River indicate

that the surface temperature of a 0.67 in. diameter U02 specimen having
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an initial gap of 0.017 in., did not exceed that of similar ones with 0.005

in. initial gap by more than 100 C. This is explained by hypothesizing a
model of the element in which cracked segments of U0 are pressed outward

against the inside clad surface, with the result that the thermal resistance

between fuel and clad depends mainly on surface properties and contact pres-

sure.

5. Fission Gas Release

Runnalls describes tests by Robertson et al. in which non-stoichiometric

uranium dioxide (U02.15 ) exhibited much more grain growth and liberated

100 to 200 times as much fission gas, upon comparative irradiation, as
stoichiometric U09.00 . This indicates that stoichiometric U0 2 should be

chosen for reactor fuel in preference to non-stoichiometric oxides, partic-

ularly where cladding void space economy is desired. Two specimens of steam-

sintered U02 (4 hr. at 1325 C), one having an 0 to U ratio of 2.002, and the

other with a ratio of 2.15, where irradiated side-by-side to burnups of 4600

and 4300 MWD/metric ton U, respectively. The specimens appear to have been
identically prepared, except that the stoichiometric specimen was hydrogen

sintered 1 hr. at 1325 C after steam-sintering. Their densities were 10.41

and 10.48 g/cc, respectively. The stoichiometric specimen showed 0.05%

xenon release, while the other showed 18.5% release.

There is evidence that fission gas release is strongly dependent on fabri-

cation technique, although similarly prepared specimens have been observed

to differ in the amount of gas released under similar irradiation conditions.

Wherever grain growth during long irradiations has been observed, fission

gas release has been substantial (as high as 35% or more). However, Davies'
calculations show that fission gas pressure within a typical fuel element
may reach a limiting value at a pressure of less than 100 atm. by a "knock-
on" process in which released gas atoms re-enter the oxide lattice.

The capsule irradiation program would provide information for the specific fuel

contemplated for the first reactor core loading. Ten capsules, containing a

total of 35 U02 specimens, would be irradiated to burnups of 700 to 1200 MWD/
metric ton U. Clad temperatures would be maintained near the reactor design
operating temperature. The program would provide fuel element design informa-

tion, within 10 to 12 months after inception. Additional information, suitable
for statistical study, would be available within 16 months after inception.

The cumulative knowledge would be of further use in the interpretation of the

in-pile test results.

The most economic proof test of the proposed fuel element is the irradiation

of a full-length section of the element in either the VBWR or EBWR.

Both reactors have similar objectives, one of which is to serve as a tool for
development, demonstration, and testing of reactor designs, cores, controls,

and associate systems and components. There are excellent experimental facil-

ities for proof-testing boiling water reactor fuel elements; each has tested

a variety of different elements for private as well as government interests.

Fuel elements for the Dresden reactor have operated at power in the VBWR

lattice with maximum heat fluxes up to 370,000 Btu/hr-ft.2 and have achieved
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considerable fuel burnup. Dresden elements are very similar to those pro-

posed for the boiling D2 0 reactor (see Report SL-1581, Vol. 1) except that
they contain slightly enriched uranium. Similar tests are being conducted

in the EBWR.

Since the pressure and temperature of the VBWR is higher than that of the

proposed boiling D20 reactor (1000 psi, 545 F vs. 780 psi, 515 F) the test
elements would receive more severe conditions than they would experience in

the proposed reactor. The use of light water cooling instead of D2 0 will

not compromise the test results.

The irradiation program for the fuel element proof test would consist of:

1. Design of a suitable cluster (perhaps 17 rods) with the same type of
geometry and materials as would be operated in the boiling D2 0 reactor.

The design would assure compliance with the specifications required by

the test facility. An assembly drawing of an element suitable for the

VBWR is shown on Dwg. DP-301.

2. Fabrication of the element by a competent manufacturer utilizing the

techniques proposed for the prototype reactor core.

3. Operation in a suitable lattice position to obtain a burnup of about

1500 MWD/metric ton and to provide the desired heat flux.

4. Visual examination at specified intervals during the irradiation, with
burnup and metallographic analysis and fission gas pressure determina-

tion after irradiation.

5. Recommendations, if any, to modify the prototype reactor fuel element
design.

Every effort should be made to utilize the VBWR or EBWR for the fuel element

irradiation program since either would provide a completely satisfactory

proof test for the least expense. The insertion of two test fuel elements
should not compromise the operation of the. reactor.

The 70 MWt plutonium recycle test reactor (PRTR) is scheduled for operation
starting about July 1960 and will accept experiments approximately 6 months

later. A fuel element placed in a lattice position of PRTR could be 8'3"

long and have an active core length of 714 in. The maximum thermal neutron

flux is 4 x 1013 neutrons/cm2 -sec. The coolant is to be, in all probability,

pressurized light water at 1,050 psi and will have an inlet temperature of

478 F with an outlet temperature of 530 F. These temperatures bracket D2 0

reactor operating conditions.

A 13 to 19 rod test element composed of two clusters placed one above the

other as in the D 2 0 reactors could be irradiated. Since the D2 0 reactors
are of the boiling tube type, irradiation in a boiling facility would be

preferred. However, a gas cooled loop is being built and a pressurized

light water loop is in the planning stage. If the light water loop can be

operated as a boiling coolant loop then the PRTR is entirely acceptable for

the irradiation tests.

In the event that the VBWR and EBWR cannot be made available for testing a

fuel element, an alternate program is suggested. The Westinghouse Test
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Reactor (WTR), which will be available for materials and component testing

starting in the Fall of 1959, has an existing in-pile loop facility in the
reactor core. The loop is designed for pressurized water operation, but it

could be modified to accept a boiling water experiment for nominal additional

cost. The loop is a re-entrant type, with only about 1.5 in. available for

the test fuel element, limiting the number of rods to seven. The neutron flux

at present is relatively low, but is is expected that WTR power will be

increased from 20 to 30 MW by the time the test element would be irradiated,

thereby increasing the flux to a more desirable level. If the flux is

perturbed to a large extent by the re-entrant loop materials, an increase in

the test fuel element enrichment may be required. This test, with the above

limitation, would be satisfactory for a performance test. The cost to perform

this test would be considerably higher than those described above, but would

cost much less than the design, fabrication, and operation of a completely new

and larger diameter in-pile loop.

The Heavy Water Components Test Reactor (HWCTR) is being designed and constructed

at the Savannah River Laboratory and is scheduled to start operation in 1961.
Current plans include a number of in-pile loop facilities in which long fuel.
elements may be tested simply and at relatively low cost. The loops probably

will accommodate pressurized water, steam, and helium coolants.

Regardless of possible schedule problems, the HWCTR would be of value to this

program since a full length, but not full diameter prototype fuel element can

be irradiated to higher burnup than would be achieved in the initial proof

test. The irradiation in the HWCTR at high flux and for long times would deter-

mine whether the extrapolations from the lower burnout operation were correct,

and it would provide supplementary information concerning heat transfer, metal-

lurgical, and nuclear properties as a function of time from start-up to the end
of life of the element.

Out-of-Pile Experiments

Prior to inserting test elements in a boiling water reactor or in an in-pile
loop, out-of-pile testing would be required to establish the integrity of the

fuel element assemblies. Each element should survive prolonged autoclave

exposure prior to insertion in the reactor or loop.

If the preferred procedure of proof-testing a fuel assembly section in VBWR or
EBWR is used, a knowledge of the two-phase flow pressure drop characteristics
of the test section would be required. Since the pressure drop across the

VBWR and EBWR core is fixed, orificing would be required to establish the

proper flow through the assembly. Approximate values of pressure drop would
be obtained by testing a full scale mock-up of the test section with air-
water mixtures.

4.3.3 Description of Experiments

Capsule Irradiation Tests

The capsule irradiation program is aimed at determining the behavior under
irradiation of the UO2 -Zr clad combination under conditions specifically appli-

cable to the boiling D2 0 reactor.
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The capsules to be irradiated during this program would be similar to those

designed and operated on other programs. These capsules have contained

fueled and unfueled specimens at conditions that were extreme compared to

those suggested for this program.

The program includes the exposure of ten capsules, five at a time, in the

Materials Testing Reactor. Each capsule would contain several fuel speci-
mens. The irradiation time would be constant for all capsules but the

burnup would be different for each of the two sets, the difference being
achieved by varying the thermal neutron flux. Thus, duration of irradiation

would be eliminated as a variable.

The specimens would be representative of the proposed reactor fuel element
in all respects except length and fission gas volume (void space). Each
specimen would be a sample fuel pellet (0.500 in. OD x 1.0 in. long), clad
with 0.025 in. thick Zr-2, with a (nominal) 0.001 in. helium-filled gap
between fuel and clad at operating temperature. The fission gas space would

be sufficient to preclude clad failure. The specimens would be immersed in
liquid sodium to prevent local surface overheating, and to facilitate speci-

men surface temperature measurement and control.

Fuel Element Irradiation in VBWR or EBWR

The irradia4ion of a test element in a boiling water reactor lattice would

provide the most information for the least expense. The nature of the test
is such that operator monitoring and independent control and operational
problems (start-up, shutdown, etc.) are eliminated. Instrumentation may be
provided to determine temperatures at several specific locations on the
element, but the element would be part of a grid of many elements and so
would not interfere with normal reactor operations nor require independent

and close control instrumentation.

The test element would be composed of a cluster of 17 rods, in a triangular

array with 0.652 in. rod pitch, placed in a square fuel element can.
Uniform spacing would be provided by attaching segments of dummy rods to

fit the square cross section. The U02 (natural U), Zr-2 clad rods would be
manufactured to conform with the prototype reactor fuel element design.
A conceptual design of a test section for the VBWR as shown in Dwg. DP-301

conforms to the following specifications:

fuel pellet - 0.50 in. OD, 0.5 in. or 1 in. long,

cladding - 0.025 in. thick, Zr-2,

bond - helium - 0.005 in. to 0.009 in. at room temperature,

fuel rod OD - 0.552 in.,

fission gas volume - % of total fuel pellet volume within clad: 3% (may
change after initial capsule tests),

end fittings - similar to those proposed for the prototype element, but
reduced to fit the test element.

The major difference between the test element and a typical prototype

reactor fuel element is in the number of rods in the cluster.
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The fuel rod cluster would be placed in a standard fuel element can which for

VBWR is 3 in. x 3 in. x 36 in., with support fittings and chimney.

The VBWR thermal neutron flux is 3 to 5 x 10' neutrons/sec-cm 2 , and since the

VBWR has tested elements with heat fluxes up to 370,000 Btu/hr-ft.2 , a position

in the lattice could be found to accommodate the test element with a maximum
heat flux of 240,000 Btu/hr-ft. 2 . Suitable arrangements would be made to
assure proper flow velocities and pressure drop as required for the test

element and the VBWR.

The test element would be instrumented, where possible, to obtain power distri-

bution, heat transfer and mechanical stability data, periodically or continu-

ously.

Alternate Test in In-Pile Loop

As discussed in Section 4.3.1, it would appear that if space cannot be obtained

in VBWR or EBWR, schedule requirements and relative costs indicate a loop in
WTR to be the most desirable alternative. The WTR has six 2.75 in. shrouds
symmetrically located 10.9 in. from the center line of the reactor. Three
2.5 in. OD thimbles suitable for operation at temperatures up to 600 F and

2000 psi have been provided by the reactor owner. The thimbles are inserted

through the bottom plate of the reactor pressure vessel and completely pierce
the core, providing an active irradiation length of 3 ft. The average unper-
turbed thermal flux in these holes is estimated to be 3.67 x 103 neutrons/
cm2 -sec.

Each of the test thimbles may be connected to a high pressure water loop
located outside of the reactor. The loops are capable of operating at 46 gpm
and have a heat removal capacity of 250 kw. The loops are provided with the
necessary temperature and pressure control instrumentation.

Use of one of the WTR loops for proof-testing the proposed fuel elements will
require some equipment modifications, since the loops are not presently
designed to handle wet steam generation. The flow diagram showing the WTR

loop, together with the necessary modifications, is shown in Dwg. DP-302.
As can be seen, the additional equipment required is relatively minor.

The presently available WTR loops are of the re-entrant design, requiring the
coolant to enter and leave at the bottom of the core. Dwgs. DP-303 and DP-304
show the proposed fuel element assembly in the WTR thimble. Providing adequate
space for coolant returns restricts the fuel assembly to be tested to a seven

rod cluster of-10% smaller diameter rods.

Out-of-Pile Experiments

Before an element can be irradiated in an existing facility certain proof tests
must be run and the data obtained prove satisfactory to the facility owner.
For this reason the following out-of-pile tests would be required:

1. autoclave testing,

2. stability under dynamic conditions,
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3. strength of assembly,

4. heat transfer characteristics,

5. pressure drop.

The above series of tests in an expanded form would greatly assist in
designing the reactor and fuel elements.

4.3.4 Schedule

Fig. 4.3-2 presents a schedule for the irradiation program.

4.3.5 References for Section 4.3

1. O.J.C. Runnalls, Uranium Dioxide Fuel Elements, AECL Report CRL 55
(Jan. 1955). Also O.J.C. Runnalls, Nucleonics, 17(5):104 (May 1959).
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4.4 ZIRCALOY-2 MATERIALS TESTING

Knowledge of the long term properties, such as creep, stress rupture,
erosion and corrosion of reactor materials is important when designing
natural uranium reactors. Neutron economy demands the utilization of the
best materials operating at their peak conditions. It was felt that zirconium,

being a relative newcomer in the field of construction, had not yet undergone
the long term examination which is required for stationary plant installations.
Therefore a literature search was conducted to determine what data is now or
will be available shortly and from this, a development program was outlined
for obtaining the required data.

The results of this study are summarized in this section; tabulated data are
assembled in Sec. 5.5.

4.4.1 Mechanical Properties

The present pressure tube design is based on allowable creep stresses that
are extrapolations from a few scattered 1000 to 3000 hr tests. Most of the

available creep data was obtained in vacuum; the pressure tube will operate

with boiling water internally, and air. externally. Obvious gaps in data
must be filled, if the design is to be safe, yet not over-designed. Over
design is costly both in criticality and in materials.

This section presents a summary of the available data, the required data,
and the recommended development program. Of the approximately 75 perti-
nent references, about half have been received and reviewed.

1. Available Data

Tensile Properties

The more reliable tensile data, taken from 15 references, are presented
in Sec. 5.5.1 in graphical form in Sec 5.5. (Figs. 5.5-1 through 5.5-13).
Single curves summarizing the tensile and yield strength data for
annealed Zr-2 are presented as Figs. 5.5-1 and 5.5-5. Besides illustra-
ting ultimate tensile strength and yield strength as a function of
temperature for annealed material, these graphs also show the effect
on tensile properties of heat treatment, cold work and irradiation.

The considerable spread in tensile properties of annealed material,
even at room temperature, is probably due to variation in test specimen
size and shape, testing atmosphere, and lack of a uniform specification

for Zr-2. The single set of data from Ref. 20 on strip tested in
vacuum were particularly low, and were not considered in drawing the
minimum curve. Material with such significantly lower properties will
eliminated by proper inspection techniques.

The effect of cold work on short time tensile properties is considerable.

The annealing effect of time at temperature on mechanical properties
has been studied up to several hundred hours.s 6aExtrapolation of the data

to 10 years, shows a possible increase in the yield strength of 15-25%
cold worked material of: 587 at 525 F

28% at 660 F
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The reliability of the extrapolation is questionable and could not be

used in arriving at an increased design stress.

The effect of radiation is to increase the short time tensile and yield

strength, to decrease the ratio of tensile to yield strength, and to de-
crease the ductility. The annealing effect of time at temperature on
mechanical properties has been studied up to 100 hours. In 100 hours, at

570 F, there is 40% recovery of the original yield strength. The relia-
bility of extrapolation to longer times is questionable and could not be

used in arriving at an increased design stress.

2. Creep and Stress-Rupture Properties

Creep and stress-rupture data, based on five references, are presented in
Section 5.5 (Figs.. 5.5-14 through 26).. The data illustrate the effects of
heat treatment and cold work on these properties.

Additional data are available in microcard, but were difficult to read.

Attempts are being made to obtain the data in more readable, full-size

form.

No quantitative data were found on the effects of irradiation on creep

properties. Billington 3 0 reports that Fillnow, Cook, and Johnson3 1 have
shown an "unusually large" decrease in the creep rate of unalloyed zir-
conium at 500 F and an exposure of 3x1012  neutrons/cm 2. Billington

also notes that according to Wilson3 2 under proper conditions of high

stress and temperature plus high neutron flux a slight increase in creep

rates might be expected. Billington adds that Cottrell 33 has made a

similar observation. Billington hypothesizes that the loss of ductility

upon irradiation as observed in tensile tests may limit the useful extension
under creep conditions; that is, rupture might occur during the steady

state region of creep.

Howe and Siegel 5 4 report that a flux of 1013cma/sec of thermal and
fast neutrons decreased the creep rate by a factor of 20, when tested
in a reactor at 500 F and in a stress range from approximately 14,250 to

35,600 psi. No creep data have yet been found for irradiated Zr-2.

3. Thermal Expansion and Thermal Conductivity

An expresseion for the thermal expansion and data on thermal conductivity

of Zr-2 are reported in Section 5.5. Thermal conductivity is plotted as

a function of temperature in Figure 5.5-27. Very little data on these
important parameters are available from the literature.

4. Miscellaneous Properties

Some mechanical properties of Zr-2 including burst strength of tubes,
hardness of tubes, impact strength, fatigue endurance limit, and modulus

of elasticity are reported in tabular and graphic form in Section 5.5,
(Tables 5.5-1, II and III, and Figs. 5.5-28 through 5.5-34.)

Recommended Design Curves

Based on the enlarged collection of Zr-2 property data the recommended
design curves for annealed material are summarized in Fig. 4.4-1. They are

similar to the design curves proposed in report SL-1565, Vol. III Appendix A-I.
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The curves correspond to the recommended ASME design codes:

1. One fourth of the tensile strength.

The curve corresponds to the minimum of most of the available tensile data.

2. Two thirds of the 0.2% offset yield strength.

3. 1% second stage creep in 100,000 hours.

The data for this "curve" are based on a few specimens and are

extrapolated from 4500 hours max. test duration. There is considerable

discrepancy between the BMI data obtained in vacuum, and the WAPD data

obtained in air. The reason for the difference is not known, the

strengthening effect of small amounts of oxygen may result in lower

creep rates in air. Hanford and Chalk River creep test results

generally give lower creep rates than the BMI results.

The design curve presented in this report was based largely on the
BMI results; the new data show that this curve may be conservative.

In addition to the design curves, the design stresses for PRTR, NPD,
and the NRX thimble are indicated. The design curve is most similar to

the Hanford design of 80% of the stress to cause 1% creep in 100,000 hours.

The NPD design stress is less conservative. The NRX thimble design is more
conservative; it should be pointed out the latter contains "as welded"

joints and was derived some years ago when less Zr-2 property data were

available.

Cold work, such as might be present in a pressure tube, would increase

the short time tensile properties of Zr-2 considerably. Since the
annealing effect of long holding times is not known, and the fabrication

method of the tube is not fixed, the design is based on annealed

properties. Advantage gained from cold work is an additional safety

factor.

The design stress of 12,000 psi for this reactor is taken at 600 F.
Such a high temperature can only be obtained under transient conditions,

the pressure tube will rarely if ever operate above 530 F. This
consideration adds another safety factor to the design stress.

Required Data

The operating requirements of the critical Zr-2 components in the
boiling D20 reactor are as follows:

Pressure Fuel Element

Tube Cladding
Temperature avg, F 523 541 (outer)

583 (inner)
Temperature, max., F 600 (transient) 548 (outer)

625 (inner) (hot spot)
Present max. allowable 12,000 Long time: 10,500

stress, psi (0.8% creep in (0.8% creep in
(from SL-1581, Vol. 1) 105 hr at 600 F) 105 hr at 630 F)

Short time: 19,200
(0.2% offset yield
at 630 F)
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Required operating 100,000 (min) 6,000 (min)
life, hr (assuming 3000

MWD/Metric Ton
burnup)

Atmosphere, outside Dry air Boiling D20
Atmosphere, inside Boiling D2 0 Helium, fission

gases, U02
Material condition 15-40% cold Annealed

worked or

annealed

The comparison of required and available information reveals lack of infor-
mation of the following parameters: long time creep tests, the effect of
atmosphere (air, water, steam) on creep, and the effect of irradiation on
creep.. The mechanical properties program proposed would obtain long time
creep data in the desired atmospheres. In-pile creep tests were not considered
at this time..

Proposed Test Program

The purpose of the proposed test program is to obtain design data for Zr-2
pressure tubes and fuel element cladding. Parameters to be investigated are:

Specimen Shape sheet, tube
Atmosphere air, steam
Temperature three temperatures (-550 F, 600 F, 680 F)
Stress three stress levels (12,000, 16,000, 20,000

to 24,000 psi)
Material Treatment annealed, 30 to 40% cold worked (tubes only)

Specimens would be tested in duplicate. Strain would be measured by an exten-
someter attached to the specimen, transmitting its mechanical motion through
a differential transformer to an automatic recorder. An approximate measure
of strain would be obtained by a dial gauge on the creep machine lever.

Sheet specimens would be creep tested in air. Some tests would be made in
steam to check the effect of atmosphere: strain would be measured by dial
gauge only, and a comparison of time to rupture for steam and air tested
specimens would be made. All tests could be made in steam if an extensometer
for steam operation could be obtained without a major development effort
(this appears unlikely at present).

Tubular specimens would be tested containing one atmosphere steam, their
outside surface being in contact with air. The tubes would be uniaxially

stressed. Stress may be applied a number of ways. The ORNL method is shown
in Figure 4.4-2 An alternative is shown in Figure 4.4-3. Obtaining meaning-

ful creep data on tubes is a difficult problem. Comparison of tubular and

sheet specimens would be made based largely on rupture data; strain could be
measured with a dial gauge, and with an extensometer if warranted by the added
accuracy., A correlation should be obtained between the simplest of the tests-
sheet specimens in air, and sheet or tube specimens in steam.
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The choice of temperature is 550 F for the actual operating temperatures
of the cladding and pressure tube, and 600 F for slightly over the
maximum credible operating temperature of the components. A higher test

temperature, such as 680 F, is desirable for accelerated tests to check out

the equipment initially.

The choice of stress levels is based on the present maximum allowable

stress of 12,000 psi for the pressure tube. Conservative opinions are
proposing 8,000 psi; liberal opinions are proposing 15,000 to 16,000 psi
allowable stresses. The higher stress, shorter-time tests would be

scheduled firstand the subsequent stress levels might be modified based
on the initial results..

The material tested should be in the annealed condition to simulate the

cladding. Since the pressure tube would probably be 15 to 40% cold worked
from the tube reducing operation, a mechanical strength advantage may be

gained. For this reason, tubing cold worked in the range simulating the
pressure tube (at present 30 to 40%) would be tested and compared to the

annealed material.

Schedule

A bar chart schedule is attached providing for over 2 years of testing.

(See Figure 4.4-4.) The entire program is 3 years long and could be

extended if desired.

4.4.2 Erosion-Corrosion Tests of Zr-2

Existing experimental data on the corrosion of zirconium alloys does

not adequately cover some of the conditions attained in the prototype DaO
reactor. The effect of high velocity two-phase flow (steam and water)

on the corrosion rate of Zr-2 must be experimentally determined in order

to assess the possibility of damage on the pressure tube and on the fuel
element cladding. This section describes an erosion-corrosion loop

apparatus and test program for long-term study of zirconium alloys under
accelerated test conditions.

Available Data

A literature search on corrosion of Zr-2 by steam water mixtures did not
provide adequate data. Discussions with representatives of Argonne
National Laboratory revealed no special corrosion problems in EBWR.

The flow rates of EBWR are lower than the flow rates of boiling Da0
reactor. Chalk River has no data on corrosion in two phase flow.

Selection of temperature limits for the Zr-2 cladding and pressure tube
in the prototype reactor has been based on data from pressurized water
and steam corrosion tests of Zr-2. To date, there is no available data

on corrosion behavior in a flow of high temperature steam-water
mixtures. Special cavitation conditions occurring due to the slipping

of high velocity steam past a slower moving water stream, and possible

water droplet impingement may cause accelerated corrosion of Zr-2,
particularly after the "transition" or "breakaway" point is reached.
Post transition oxide is known to be less dense and adherent than pre-
transition, hence more susceptible to erosion-corrosion damage.
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In the case of the prototype reactor, the approximate temperature limit for

the pressure tube has been conservatively set at 540 F. Additional data is

needed to obtain an accurate extrapolation to 20 year life at higher temperatures.

Chalk River tests have shown that heat flux per se through the oxide does

not influence corrosion. Therefore, in the test program it is unnecessary
to provide heating elements in the test section and specimens can be tested

in a flowing stream of the proper temperature, pressure and quality. Zirconium
alloys are also rather insensitive to dissolved impurities in the water, dis-

solved impurities in the water, dissolved oxygen up to 5000 ppm, radiation,
pressure, and galvanic coupling. These facts reduce the necessary test program

scope to the determination of the erosion-corrosion behavior in two-phase

steam-water flow.

It has been estimated by extrapolation from existing data that the static

corrosion weight gain in 20 yr at 600 F (maximum pressure tube temperature
in the event of a transient) is 370 mg/dm At a temperature of 680 F this

weight change may be reached in 2.5 yr. Also 680 F is 50 F above the limiting
clad temperature of 630 F and is 26 F below critical temperature. For these
reasons, 680 F has been selected as the testing temperature.

Required Data

The test would provide accelerated erosion-corrosion data from which more

accurate estimates of limiting temperatures may be made. As a control, an
equal number of static corrosion specimens would be tested in parallel with

those in the main loop. Interpretation of weight changes and metallographic

specimen examination would then yield information relative to the overall

effect of erosion.

Proposed Test Program

The program includes selection and preparation of samples of the materials
contemplated for ultimate application in the reactor. Half of the specimens
to be used in the tests would be brought to the post-transition state by
heating at 750 F for about 30 days or until the weight gain is about 35 mg/dm2 .

Specimens would be 1 in. x 6 in. x 0.65 in. sheet, which gives sufficient

area so that weight changes can be accurately observed.

Figure 4.4-5 illustrates the erosion-corrosion test loop and Figure 4.4-6

shows schematically the 1.5 in. ID x 6 ft. long test section.

Operating conditions in the dynamic test would. be as follows:

Temperature 680 F

Pressure 2708 psia

Quality ~14%
Liquid Velocity 27 fps
Vapor Velocity 43 fps
Flow Direction Vertically upward

Every month two specimens from the main loop and two from the trickle autoclave

would be weighed and sectioned. Results would be evaluated after one year.
Continued testing, if warranted, for an additional one year period would be
at 600 F in order to procure data for a dynamic corrosion vs temperature graph.
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With minor modifications the proposed apparatus could be used to study
additional erosion-corrosion and related effects of interest in the D2 0
program:

1. Erosion-corrosion of tubular shapes.

2. Erosion-corrosion of models of fuel element supports and spacers.

3. Vibration of models of fuel element assembly at rated temperature,
pressure and quality.

4. Pressure drop and flow correlations with various flow restrictions

in the test section (confirmation of Martinelli-Nelson theory).
5. Study of efficiency of steam separators with varying input-output

conditions.

The ID of the test section can be increased, and the test conditions

maintained, if the blower capacity is increased. A 4.3 in. ID test
section ( which could nearly accommodate a full size fuel element
assembly) could be used at a small additional cost.

A bar schedule is attached providing for one year of dynamic test loop

operation. (See Figure 4.4-7.) Two years are estimated from inception

to issuance of a final report.
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Set up equipment and
calibrate

Short time tests*

Long time tests t

Metallurgical examination

Water analysis

Report writing

Months

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36

* Test conditions

680*F
20-24,000 psi
Steam and air
Sheet and tube
Annealed and cold worked

In duplicate
Total: 8 sheet tests

4 tube tests

t Test conditions

600 and 550*F
12,000 and 16,000 psi
Sheet in air (if good correlation is obtained at 680*F)

Tubes, annealed and cold worked, in steam
In duplicate
Total: 8 sheet tests

12 tube tests
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Test Schedule - Mechanical Properties of Zr-2
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4.5 TURBINE SHAFT SEALING SYSTEM

Variations in the details of turbines as manufactured make it difficult to
formulate a general development program for shaft seals which is applicable

to all units. However, tentative programs have been established in accord-

ance with the experience and available facilities of each of the principal

manufacturers of large central station steam turbines. The companies with

whom discussions have been held are Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company,

General Electric Company, and Westinghouse Electric Corporation.

It is felt by all concerned that leakage cannot be eliminated entirely,

however, an upper limit has been established for unrecovered D2 0 loss which

is deemed to be reasonably attainable and would not result in excessive

annual cost. This limit is 2 lbs. of D2 0 per day for the full scale unit.

In the opinion of the three manufacturers listed above, no general develop-

ment program would be required to restrict D2 0 loss to 2 lb/day. They

would rely on design modifications of previously built turbines combined

with extensive shop and field tests on the turbine after fabrication and

assembly. While the effect of the special design and test procedures on

manufacturing and delivery lead times could not be ascertained, it was the

consensus of the manufacturers that the turbine could be scheduled to meet

the necessary delivery date with no additional time in excess of that

normally allowed between placing the order and receipt of the turbine.

The special sealing features are expected to add $200,000 - $250,000 to the

cost of the full scale turbine, exclusive of any supporting process systems.

A drawing of the proposed shaft sealing system is shown in Fig. 4.5-1.

This system indicates the major features characterizing a sealing system

which would be furnished by any of the turbine manufacturers. Minor varia-

tions in design and experience will be discussed below.

All major seals, including the main shaft and horizontal joints of valves

and cylinders, are divided into three major zones: a) an outer zone which

is supplied with dried air at slight positive pressure, b) a middle zone
which exhausts to the gland steam condenser at a slight negative pressure,

c) an inner zone which is supplied with D2 0 seal steam at 2-4 psig. A

fourth inboard zone might be added at the high pressure shaft seals and

connected to exhaust at high vacuum to the first low pressure feed water

heater.

With such a system, inleakage of HI0 is prohibited by the circulating dry

air outboard seal, and D2 0 outleakage is collected and condensed in the
gland steam condenser, and if used the low pressure feed water heater.

Again, leakage flow, both from the dry air system and the steam seal, is
into the gland steam condenser.

At the gland steam condenser, dry air inleakage is exhausted to the plant

off-gas system where provision has been made to recover almost all

(-100 F dew point) D2 0 vapor carried by the exhaust air.

Fig. 4.5-1 indicates the approximate total flow rates that would be

expected in the various systems for all seals. A condenser has been
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indicated in the dry air loop to provide for recovery of any D2O outleakage.
Although the total air flow indicated is relatively high, the expected make-

up of dry air is only of the order of 20 scfm with the majority of the air

being recycled. The turbine manufacturer would determine the exact flow

rates of the sealing air and steam and the expected flow to the recovery

system.

Calculations and design, in addition to that normally conducted for a new
development turbine, may be necessary for all bolted joints and for new

special manufacturing requirements, as well as for special test requirements.

The shop test program would be the critical phase of manufacture in meeting

the leakage guarantee. To check for leakage, all turbine components would
probably have to be assembled for three tests supplementing normal operational

tests, as follows:

1. Hydrostatic (water) Test

2. Air Pressure Test
3. 10% Freon Gas Test

It is estimated that, to meet the leakage limitations, no leakage would be
permitted through casing or fabrication walls, i. e., zero leakage detection

by halogen sniffer.

Field tests will require special equipment to facilitate testing prior to

operation to prove the guaranteed leakage rate. Extra work would be required
to isolate all turbine parts from other station equipment for the leakage

test in order to facilitate testing with the halogen sniffer.

The above described seal system, with minor modifications, has been applied
by Allis-Chalmers at EBWR and by General Electric Company on mercury turbines
and the unit at the Dresden Station. In view of the manufacturing and operat-

ing experiences on these units, no major problems are foreseeable, at the
present time, concerning the maintenance of a D20 loss rate at the turbine

of 2 lb/day.

A turbine design problem which arises from the use of direct cycle reactor

steam is the possibility of radioactive contamination. Experiences in the
past with EBWR and VBWR have indicated that no problems in this regard have
arisen to date, however, some special provisions on the turbine would be
necessary for decontamination. Some of these special provisions are as

follows: Connection points would be required where decontaminating fluid
can be introduced in case the turbine becomes radioactive due to particulate
carry-over from the reactor. The turbine crossover and exhaust casing would

be designed so that they can be completely filled with decontaminating fluid
while the unit is on turning gear. The decontaminating fluid would be

returned to a decontaminating tank by leaking along the shaft packings to a
leak off line. An oversize turning gear for turning the rotor while it is

filled with decontaminating fluid would also be provided.

Pockets and crevices which would trap radioactive fluids would be eliminated.
Internal drain passages or external drain passages would be designed to remove

the liquid from any significant pockets and crevices exposed to the steam path.

Again, the consensus of the turbine manufacturers is that no development program,

per se, will be required to furnish a unit in accord with the special operating
requirements of this plant.
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5.0 APPENDIX

This section contains detailed information and data which supplement certain

of the technical conclusions drawn in earlier sections of the report.

5.1 THE CALCULATION OF LATTICE TYPE REACTORS*

In a lattice type reactor the fuel is distributed in a definite geometrical

pattern or lattice within the moderator. For calculation purposes the lattice

is subdivided into a number of identical unit cells. It is then assumed that
the neutron density can be expressed as a product of two factors, one depending
on the gross behavior ignoring the cell structure, the other describing the

variation of the neutron density within the cell. The former is obtained

by replacing the heterogeneous reactor by a homogeneous multiplying medium

having the same mean neutron parameters. In determining the latter factor

a method known as the Wigner-Seitz cell method in the theory of crystals is

used. In this method the actual lattice cell boundary, which, for example,

might be square or hexagonal, is replaced by a cylindrical boundary centered

on the fuel rod and containing the same area as the actual cell. The fact

that such a cell is not "space-filling" is neglected and the assumption is

made that the neutron diffusion current vanishes on the circular boundary.

The infinite medium multiplication constant, kyo, for the cell is calculated

from the four factor formula

k =x)epf

where his the number of neutrons produced per thermal neutron absorbed in

the fuel rod, C is the fast fission factor, p the resonance escape probability
and f, the thermal utilization, !may be calculated directly from the thermal

neutron cross sections for the fuel. f and p are usually calculated by means

of standard procedures. " X is usually calculated from the Spinrad

prescription.(2)

When values of koo calculated from the four factor formula are compared with

experimentally determined values it is generally found that they do not agree.

Thus, for example, in order to obtain values of koo in agreement with
experiments on D2 0 lattices, the French (a) use a fictitious value for q
while the Canadians (4) alter the prescription for p.

In this report it is shown that good agreement with experimental values of koo
may be obtained without resorting to empirical prescriptions for the four
factors. It is demonstrated that the main difficulty with the standard
procedure lies in the prescription for p and E.

In Section 5.1.1 of this report consistent definitions for each of the four
factors are presented. In Section 5.1.2 a simple multigroup procedure for

determining koo and each of the four factors in accordance with the definitions
is presented. In Section 5.1.3 calculated values of the infinite medium

multiplication constant, k,, the neutron buckling, Ba, and the neutron age, t
are compared with experimentally determined values.

*The work discussed in this Section was supported jointly by this program

and the SDR Program, Contract AT(30-3)-256.
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5.1.1 Consistent Definitions of the Four Factors, I , 6, p and f-( 5 )

By definition, the infinite medium multiplication constant is

kw = Average number of neutrons produced per unit time

Average number of neutrons absorbed per unit time

r o
_ J dr Jov(r,E) }Pf(rE) q(r,E) dE

dr C a(r,E) c(r,E) dEJ d

(1)

where the integration over r is over all space and the quantities V, P'f,1a
and p are all functions of position and energy and represent, respectively,

the number of neutrons produced per fission, the macroscopic fission cross

section, the macroscopic absorption cross section and the neutron flux in

the medium.

In the case of lattices, in which the fuel is completely separated from the

moderator so that each region is homogeneous, the integral over all r
may be replaced by an integral over a single cell. Equation (1) then
becomes

fdrF

J(
J \E) f (E) q,(rF ,E) dE

(2)
0o

ja(E) cp(rF,E) dE +

00

drM J1 a(E) q (rM,E) dE

0

where the superscripts F and M on r refer, respectively, to the fuel and

the moderator.

It is often convenient to split off a thermal group of neutrons. Let Ec,

the so-called cutoff energy, mark the upper end of the thermal group.

Then (2) may be written

ka, =

F F
As + A f

P +P
S f

M M
+ As + Af

P5 . fdrF fEc

oP

Pf = drF E00

y(E) pf(E)

v(E) lf(E)

cp(rF,E) dE

q(rF,E) dE
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rEc

AS =_ 3 dri
s - 0

Af' 2F
00

dr
,/Ec

P a(E) cp (r-,E) dE, i = F or M

pa(E) cp(ri,E) dE.

If the resonance
the total number
i.e.,

escape probability, p, is defined as that fraction of

of neutron absorptions which occurs in the thermal group,

(4)
P = ASF + ASM

A F + AfF + A M + A
s s f

Equation (3) may be written

k-, = P P5  + (1 - p) Pf
A F + A M Af + Afm

s s5

(5)

It should be noted that in the definition (4) of p, the absorptions in U 2 3

(thermal and non-thermal) as well as those in 2 are included.

The first term of the right-hand member of (5) gives the contribution
the thermal fissions to the infinite medium multiplicaion constant.
is denoted by k0 , th and write

of

It

(6)kco,th "'pry

in which

P

AF

is the number of neutrons produced per thermal neutron absorbed in the
fuel and

AsF

As + As

(7)

(8)

is that fraction of the thermally absorbed neutrons which is absorbed in

the fuel.
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The second term of the right-hand member of (5) gives the contribution
of non-thermal fissions to the infinite multiplication constant. In a
one-group theory its effect may be taken into account by writing

k0 = e¬kcc. , th =R1 EPf. (9)

The fast fission factor, C, is then given by

g = koo = 1 + (1 - p) Pf

koc,th pxjf AfF + AM

which, reduces to

E- 1 = Pf
P (10)

s

that is, E is the ratio of the total number of neutrons produced by fission
to the number produced by thermal fission. It should be noted that in
this definition of Ethe non-thermal fissions in U2 3 5 are included.

The above treatment is easily extended to include cells which contain
cladding and other structure as well as voids.

It is seen that the definitions of .and f are the usual ones. The
definitions ofE and p are different from the customary ones. The results
given in Section 5.1.3 show that the new definition ofljyields values which
are somewhat larger than those given by the customary prescription, i.e.,
the Spinrad formula. Also the new definition of p yields decidedly lower
values ("5%) than the standard prescription. The reasons for these
differences are discussed in Section 5.1.3. Furthermore, the value of p
is found to be the determining factor so that values of koo calculated on
the basis of the new definitions for the four factors will be smaller than
those usually calculated. This result is clearly in the right direction.

5.1.2 Multigroup Calculation of kee and the Four Factors

Values of k , and the four factors are easily obtained from a multigroup
formulation. One carries out a multigroup criticality calculation on a

single cell with the condition that the net current at the cell boundary
is zero. The calculation yields k., directly. From the output the four
factors 1, CEp and f are easily calculated using the definitions (7), (10),
(4) and (8). Naturally, the results of the calculation will depend strongly
on the cross sections used. The group structure used in the calculations

and the methods employed to obtain the group-averaged cross sections are

described below.

Group Structure

For a reliable calculation of the fast fission factor one should use a
fine group structure in the region above the U 2 38 fission threshold
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( ~1.2 Mev) and in the region of the U2 3 resonances ( "1 ev < E < ~ 100 ev).
A reliable calculation of the resonance escape probability p requires a fine
group structure in the region of the U2 3 r esonances (- 6 ev < E < ~ 550 ev).
Since NDA's STAR code permits a maximum of 10 groups, the group structure
given in Table 5.1-I was selected. Group 10 is the thermal group. Group
9 covers the 1/v region for U2" 8 capture. Group 8 contains both the largeU238resonance at 6.68 ev and the small one at 10.2 ev. Group 7 contains
only the 21.0 ev resonance. Group 6 contains only the 36.8 ev resonance.
Group 5 contains the remaining resolved U238 resonances. Groups 1 and 2
cover the region above the U138 fission threshold.

Table 5.1-I

GROUP STRUCTURE

Lethargy Interval

00 - 1.50

1.50 - 2.25

2.25 - 6.75

6.75 - 9.8

9.8 - 12.0

12.0 - 12.7

12.7 - 13.633

13.633 - 14.5

14.5 - 16.772

Energy Interval
(ev)

107 - 2.23

2.23 x 106

1.05 x 106

x 106

- 1.05 x 106

- 1.17 x 104

1.17 x 104 - 5.545 x 102

5.545 x 10 2 - 61.4

61.4 - 30.5

30.5 - 12.0

12.0 - 5.04

5.04 - 0.52

10 (thermal)

The upper end of the thermal group was taken at the cutoff energy, Ec
This energy was selected on the basis of the following considerations:
definition, the effective resonance integral, (RI)eff, is

ao

(RI) /
eff JE a (E) cP(E) dE

c
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Group

1

2

3

4

5

6

Lethargy
Width

1.50

0.75

4.50

3.05

2.2

0.7

7

8

9

0.933

0.867

2.272

0.52 ev.
By

(11)



where p (E) is the actual neutron spectrum, Oa(E) is the absorption cross

section and Ec is the cutoff energy. Since cadmium is usually used in the
measurements of the resonance integral, the cutoff energy should be the
energy of the cadmium resonance. The effective energy of this resonance

depends on the thickness of the cadmium absorber. For the usual cadmium
absorber which has a thickness of about 20 mils, Ec is approximately

0.52 ev.(8) It should be noted that the measurements of (RI)eff include
the 1/v part of the contributions from the resonances. Consequently, Ec
was taken equal to 0.52 ev and in calculations of the resonance integral Qa
was taken to include both the "resonance" contributions and the 1/v

contributions above Ec.

Thermal Cross Sections (Group 10)

In accordance with the preceding discussion, the thermal cross sections

were calculated from

0.52e-E/KT
= o Q(E) e E dE (12)

nth 0 52

JO5 e - E/KT E dE

where E is in ev, K is Boltzmann's constant and T is the effective neutron

temperature. Several formulas exist for estimating T.(T) For example,
in D2 0 moderated systems

T = 1 + 1.92 j a (13)

TmTs

where Tm is the moderator temperature and the ratio of the macroscopic

cross sections is computed for an equivalent homogeneous cell.

Cross Sections in the Energy Range 0.52 ev < E < 1.17x104 ev (Groups 4 - 9)

In the non-fuel regions the group averaged cross sections were calculated

from the relation

up Ei

- _ ui J(u) du = Ef 0(E)dE/E

uf - u. .n(Ei/Ef) (14)

where u = .n (107/E) with E in ev and the subscripts i and f denote the
limits of the group. In the case of resonances, the integral E.

1 US(E) dE /E ,

Ef

where QC is the microscopic capture cross section, is obtained by evaluating

fc (E) dE/E for each resonance, using the resonance parameters,(S) and summing
the integrals for all resonances with Ef < E < Ei. Then, if there are m
resonances in the jth lethargy group the average value of the capture cross

section is
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[m
(Oc) = (1ji (Qu) jK=1 aK Kth E

resonance (15)

m

where (Au) J"is the lethargy width of the jth group, I'=l represents the
summation over all the m resonances which fall within the jth group and aK
is the abundance of the isotope to which the Kth resonance is attributed.
The average value of the scattering cross section in the jth group is given
by

= 1)
(Au) J

F m

LiK= 1 aK no) Kth (E) --- + apot

Y\ resonance E

(16)

where Pno is the neutron width at the resonance energy, rY is the radiation

width and 0 pot is the potential scattering cross section.

In the fuel regions the group averaged cross sections were calculated from
the relation

r uf

Ju. eff (u)a~u du

Ei

_ E

U - U.

aeff (E) dE/E
(17)

Rn(Ei/Ef)

If the actual cross section, Q(E), is a smoothly varying function of energy

reff (E) = (E). In the case of resonances, the integral pEi eff (E) dE/E,
oJEf

where 0'ceff is the effective microscopic capture cross section, is obtained
by evaluating J 0 eff (E) dE/E for each resonance (see Section 5.1.4) and

summing the integrals for all resonances with Ef < E < Ei. Then

(U~) = 1

S(i%) .j
J

[m aKf oeff dE
=1 aK Kth E J

resonance

(18)

= <L) [K=l aK (K 0ceff (E) lKth r ocE
resonance
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(Qs (j)= 1

(Au) j_ I='
aK(no) K Kth E c

Ke eff (E) + apotc

r es onanc e

where Pf is the fission width. For narrow resonances QCeff is given by (see
Section 5.1.4)

c eff = arc

1 + ara rs

(21)

in which arc, Ora and crs are, respectively, the microscopic resonance
capture, resonance absorption and resonance scattering cross sections. a
is the effective non-resonant scattering cross section (see Section 5.1.4).

In the case of wide resonances aceff is given by

aceff = 0' rc
(22)

1 + ra

where is the effective non-resonant scattering cross section (see

Section 5.1.4).

Cross Sections in the Energy Range 1.17x104 ev. < E <107 ev. (Groups 1 - 3)

The group averaged cross sections in this energy range were calculated from

the relation

u

u:

a(u) F (u) du

F(u) du

E.

Ef a(E) F (E) dE/E

F(E) dE/E
fEf

where F(E) is the integrated fission spectrum,

00

F(E) = X(E) dE

E

in which X(E) is the neutron spectrum from fission in U 2 3.
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5.1.3 Comparision of Theory with Experiment

The Infinite Medium Multiplication Constant, ko,

The only direct experimental determinations of k__ are those carried out in

the Physical Constants Test Reactor (PCTR) at Hanford.(2) The lattices
consisted of natural uranium rods in the standard Hanford process tubes
in a square array in graphite. The diameter of the U rods was 1.36 in. (3.4544
cm.). The rods were canned in a 0.9 cm. thick Al tube, 3.48 cm. I.D., 3.66
cm. O.D. The Al process tubes were 0.18 cm. thick, 4.04 cm. I.D., 4.40 cm. O.D.

Table 5.1-II gives a comparison of the calculated values of k, with the

experimental values for two lattices, 6.5 in. pitch and 9.5 in. pitch. It

should be noted that while the agreement between theory and experiment is

good, the calculated values are slightly higher than the experimental values.
This result is expected since it is well-known that diffusion theory gives

higher values for the thermal utilization, f, than the true values. To

correct for this a P3, spherical harmonics approximation, calculation was
carried out for the thermal group using as the source of thermal neutrons
the slowing-down distribution obtained from the multigroup calculation.

Table 5.1-III gives a comparision of the values of the thermal utilization
obtained from the multigroup calculation and the P3 approximation. When the
multigroup values of ka, are multiplied by the ratio fp /f Multigroup the

agreement between calculation and experiment is improved, (see Table 5.1-IV).

Table 5.1-II
COMPARISON OF MULTIGROUP CALCULATIONS OF THE INFINITE

MEDIUM MULTIPLICATION CONSTANT (koo) WITH
EXPERIMENTAL VALUES FROM CRITICAL

EXPERIMENTS WITH THE PCTR

Pitch k _%

(in.) Multigroup Experiment Difference
+ .003

6.5 1.025 1.010 - .0005 + 1.48

9.5 1.083 1.060 - .003 + 2.18
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Table 5.1-III
COMPARISON OF THE VALUES OF THE THERMAL

UTILIZATION (f) AS GIVEN BY
MULTIGROUP AND P3 CALCULATIONS

f

P3Multigroup

0.9436

0.8939

P3
Multigroup

0.994200.93813

Table 5.1-IV
COMPARISON OF THE P3 -CORRECTED MULTIGROUP VALUES OF THE
INFINITE MEDIUM MULTIPLICATION CONSTANT (k0o) WITH THE

EXPERIMENTAL VALUES FROM CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS
WITH THE PCTR

Calculated

1.019

Experiment

+ .003
1.010 - .0005

1.060 - .003

Difference

+ 0.90

The Four Factors g, E, p and f

Calculations of the infinite medium multiplication constant, km , and the
four factors, 11, E, p and f have been carried out for a multitude of D2 0
lattices. (10), (11), (W), (4) All of the calculations gave certain
interesting and important results concerning the four factors. These
results may be evaluated by studying a typical case. Table 5.1-V gives
a comparison of multigroup and standard results for 1.5 in. diameter

natural uranium rods in a square array in D 0. (1c) The rods were clad
with 0.102 cm. of Al. The hydrogen-deuterium ratiQ was H/D = 0.0024.
The standard calculations employed the Spinrad formalism (a) to calculate
the fast fission factor E. The resonance escape probabilities for the

standard calculations were determined using essentially the procedures
described in reactor theory text books.(1)
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Table 5.1-V
COMPARISON OF MULTIGROUP AND STANDARD RESULTS FOR

A 1.50 IN. DIAMETER NATURAL URANIUM ROD IN D20 LATTICES

(Rods were clad with 0.102 cm. of Al; H/D = 0.0024)

Pitch 6.00 in. 7.25 in. 9.00 in. 12.00 in.

Mult. Stand. Mult. Stand. Mult. Stand. salt. Stand.

1.315 1.315 1.315 1.315 1.315 1.315 1.315 1.315

1.092 1.0459 1.072 1.0459 1.059 1.0459 1.051 1.0459

p 0.829 0.906 0.872 0.936 0.902 0.958 0.923 0.970

f 0.985 0.985 0.980 0.980 0.971 0.971 0.949 0.949

ko 1.172 1.227 1.204 1.262 1.220 1.279 1.212 1.266

The results given in Table 5.1-V show that

1. The multigroup values for k a, for all pitches are consistently lower
than those given by the standard procedures. The percent difference is
approximately 4.5. This difference is primarily due to the difference
in the values of the resonance escape probability, p.

2. The multigroup values of p are consistently lower than those given by
the standard procedure. Consequently, the values of 1 - p, the resonance
absorption probability, are higher than those given by the standard
method. The percent difference decreases with decreasing pitch. This
result is due to two effects, namely, (a) the non-thermal absorptions in
U2 3 8 which are neglected in the standard calculations and (b) the
fact that the neutron spectrum at the surface of the fuel rod is not l/E
as assumed in the standard procedure. For a given pitch the spectrum
departs from 1/E increasingly with increasing energy (decreasing
lethargy). Furthermore, the neutron spectrum departs more and more from
a l/E spectrum with increasing pitch. These results are summarized in
Table 5.1-VI in which the relative neutron flux per unit lethargy at the
rod surface is tabulated versus lethargy. Since the flux per unit

lethargy is not constant, the spectrum is not 1/E.
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Table 5.1-VI
RELATIVE NEUTRON FLUX PER UNIT LETHARGY AT THE

SURFACE OF A 1.50 IN. DIAMETER NATURAL
URANIUM ROD IN D2 0 LATTICES

Group Lethargy Range Pitch (in.)

6.00 7.25 9.00 12.00

3 2.25 - 6.75 2.031 2.457 3.282 4.829

4 6.75 - 9.8 1.370 1.427 1.603 2.012

5 9.8 - 12.0 1.254 1.259 1.313 1.469

6 12.0 - 12.7 1.164 1.160 1.181 1.258

7 12.7 - 13.633 1.107 1.103 1.112 1.147

8 13.633 - 14.5 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

The departure of the actual spectrum from a 1/E spectrum results in
higher values for the high energy absorption than those predicted by
the standard method and so partly explains the lower values of p given
by the multigroup method. The other reason for the lower p values is
the fact that the non-thermal Uza3 absorptions are included in the

multigroup method. For the tight 6.00 in. pitch lattice the non-l/E
spectrum and the non-thermal U'0" absorptions are about equally
responsible for the lower p values. As the pitch increases the effect

of the non-1/E spectrum becomes more important.

3. The multigroup values of the fast fission factor, 3 , increases with

decreasing pitch. The standard formalism gives the constant value of
1.0459. The increase in the value ofe with decreasing pitch is
primarily due to the non-thermal fissions in U235, which are usually

neglected in the standard formulation. When the non-thermal fission
cross section in U235 was set equal to zero, the multigroup method
yielded values ofE which ranged from 1.045 for the smallest pitch to
1.036 for the largest pitch. This remaining increase in the value of E
with decreasing pitch may be due to a diffusion theory over-estimate

of rod-rod interaction or may be real. In any event the effect is
small.

The Neutron Age, T, and the Thermal Diffusion Area, L'

Provided that values of L2 and r are known, values of the buckling, B2, may
be obtained by solving the criticality relation

k = (1 + L2 B2 ) (1 + TB 2 ) (24)
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for B2. The output of the multigroup calculation procedure yields sufficient
information for the calculation of t and La. The calculational procedure is
described below.

In any region of a cell, two-group constants may be obtained as follows:

Let Di,1}i and }J,10 (i = 1, --- , 10) represent, respectively, the
diffusion coefficient in the ith lethargy group, the macroscopic absorption
cross section in the ith group and the macroscopic cross section for the

transfer of a neutron from the ith to the 10th (thermal) group. Then

Df =

9
.D.
i=1 1
9

i=1
1

1. V
1

V

9

.1 D. Vi- i=l D1 E

TiV
(25)

(26)

9

. p . . VIaf = i=1 a i 1

ilp V

9

SSD = i=1 Ii, 10 i

f

D D V
Ds = 10 10 =

SV
10

as = Ila, 10

(27)

(28)

(29)

where V is the volume of the region, lis is the average value of the neutron
flux in the ith lethargy group in the given region and- 9

if = E i.

i=1
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The two-group constants for the cell are defined by

Df D fK VK

- = faf pf V
paf = f

)SD

as

K SD fK

Z T KVK
K f

D K -K K
K10 T10

K VK
10

K -KVK
K"a,10 10

K K
K 10

where the index K denotes the region in a cell.

K

D K K
10 10

Pa,10 10

Then L2 and't are given by

VK

vK
(35)

Df

'af + PS D

= K_
D K K VK
f f

( K + K)--g K VK
K af SD f
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Figure 5.1-1 is a plot of the multigroup values of T obtained in the case of
1.00 in. diameter natural U rods in a square array in DO vs. the volume
ratio of Da0 to U. The rods were clad with 0.102 cm. of Al. The hydrogen
to deuterium ratio was H/D = 0.0024. The experimental value (1i for T
in the case of the 4.90 in. pitch is plotted for comparison purposes. The
results are also tabulated in Table 5.1-VII. It should be noted that (a)
the calculated value for the neutron age in the case of the 4.90 in. pitch
T = 109.3 cm.2 , is in excellent agreement with the measured value,T = 107 1 5 cm.
and (b) the calculated values 6f T decrease with decreasing pitch or VDaO/VU.

This latter result is in disagreement with the recipes found in the literature
(12) which give an age, T 1, which increases with decreasing pitch. These
recipes assume that the neutron age is inversely proportional to the square

of the moderator density and neglect the absorption in the uranium. For
comparison purposes, calculated values of Tl, which neglect the absorption

in the uranium, are also listed in Table 5.1-VII. The neglect of the
absorption in the uranium introduces a large error in the values of the
neutron age.

Table 5.1-VII
CALCULATED VALUES OF NEUTRON AGE

T values include the absorption in the Uranium

T1 values neglect the absorption in the Uranium

PitchTT1

(in.)(cm. ) (cm.$)

3.625 107.4 137.6

4.90 109.3 125.4

6.00 109.9 121.0

9.00 110.6 116.7

12.00 110.8 115.6

The Buckling, B

A multitude of experimental values for the buckling in DaO lattices

may be found in the literature. (3), (>), (10), (11) Using the multigroup
values of k 0, L2 and T calculated as described above, the neutron
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buckling, B2 may be calculated from the criticality relation

k«, = (1 + L2 B2 ) (1 + TB2 )

The comparison of the calculated and experimental values of the neutron
buckling for a number of cases is given below.

Table 5.1-VIII and Figure 5.1-2 give the comparison of calculated values
of buckling with experimental values obtained from exponential and critical

experiments with 1.5 in. diameter natural uranium rods in a square array in

De0. The exponential experiments were carried out at North American
Aviation. (1i) The rods were contained in 0.102 cm. thick aluminum tubes.
The hydrogen-deuterium ratio was H/D = 0.0024. The critical experiments
were performed at Chalk River. (4) The rods in these experiments also had
a 0.102 cm. thick aluminum cladding. The hydrogen-deuterium ratio was H/D =

0.0028. It is seen that the multigroup results are in good agreement with
all the experimental results. The 6% difference in B2 for the 6 in. pitch

implies a 0.97% difference in ku,. However, the theoretical result is
probably more accurate than the experimental result in this case.*

Table 5.1-VIII
COMPARISON OF MULTIGROUP CALCULATIONS OF BUCKLING

EXPERIMENTAL VALUES FOR 1.50 IN. NATURAL URANIUM
SQUARE ARRAY IN D2 O

(B 2 ) WITH
RODS IN A

(Rods were clad with 0.102 cm. of Al)

D20 purity:

NAA, H/D = 0.0024
Chalk River, H/D = 0.0028

Pitch B2 (m-2 )
(in.) Calc. Meas.

6.00 8.13

6.93 7.80

7.25 7.59

8.65

7.96 + .076

7.94

7.75 7.135 7.236 + .069

9.00 6.00

12.00 3.63

6.29

3.69

Difference

- 6.0

- 2.0

- 4.4

- 1.4

- 4.6

- 1.6

Installation

NAA

Chalk River

NAA

Chalk River

NAA

NAA

Facility

Exponential

Critical

Exponential

Critical

Exponential

Exponential

*Note that the calculations are in better agreement with the results from

critical experiments than with those from exponential experiments at the

same pitch. It has been pointed out (3) that the discrepancy between the

NAA and Chalk River experiments may lie with some systematic error in the

NAA results.
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Table 5.1-IX gives the comparison of calculated values of B2 with experimental

values from exponential experiments with 1.00 in. diameter natural uranium

rods in a square array in D 20.(O) The rods were clad with 0.102 cm. of

aluminum. The hydrogen-deuterium. ratio was 0.0024. The theoretical and

experimental results are again in good agreement. A systematic error in

the NAA experiments may have led to high values of the buckling for tight

lattices.

Table 5.1-IX
COMPARISON OF MULTIGROUP CALCULATIONS OF BUCKLING (B2) WITH

EXPERIMENTAL VALUES FOR 1.00 IN. NATURAL JRANIUM RODS
IN A SQUARE ARRAY IN DO

(Rods were clad with 0.102 cm. of A)

Pitch B2 (m~ 2 ) 7
(in.) Calc. Meas. difference Experimental Facility

3.625 6.54 7.31 - 10.5 NAA Exponential

4.90 8.12 8.36 - 2.9 NAA Exponential

5.00 7.21 7.25 - 0.6 NAA Exponential

9.00 4.09 3.92 + 4.4 NAA Exponential

12.00 2.186 2.11 + 3.6 NAA Exponential

The buckling of the neutron distribution in D20 natural uranium lattices

has also been measured in critical experiments in the U.S.S.R. (a1)
All the experiments were carried out with the D'0 temperature at 20 - 23 C.

The U rods were 1.4 and 1.1 cm. in radius and were arranged in a square
array. All the rods were canned in 0 1 cm. thick aluminum. The D20

purity was 99.2% D. Table 5.1-X gives the comparison of the multigroup
results with the experimental values.

Many measurements of the buckling of the neutron distribution in D2 0 natural

uranium reactors have been carried out in France.() Calculations on these
lattices are in progress.

Table 5.1-X
COMPARISON OF MULTIGROUP CALCULATIONS OF BUCKLING (B2 ) WITH

USSR EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR NATURAL URANIUM RODS IN A
SQUARE ARRAY IN DeO

Rod Radius Pitch B2 (ma) 7
(cm.) (cm.) Calc. Meas. difference

1.4 11.5 7.95 8.1 0.5 - 1.9

1.4 16.26 6.70 6.8 0.3 - 1.5

1.1 9 7.43 8.0 0.5 - 7.1
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5.1.4 Calculation of Resonance Integrals in Heterogeneous Systems

Two types of resonances are considered, namely, narrow and wide resonances.
By definition, a wide resonance is one whose practical width is larger than

E Eo, where E is the logarithmic energy decrement and Eo is the resonance
energy. The practical width of a resonance is that energy interval within

which the cross section is at least twice the value of the cross section

about midway between resonances, i.e, twice the background cross

section.

Narrow resonances are treated by the narrow resonance (NR) approximation
while wide resonances are treated by the narrow resonance infinite mass

(NRIA) approximation.

The Narrow Resonance (NR) Approximation

Two types of neutrons may be captured in a lethargy interval du at a
resonance, namely (a) neutrons which are born in the fuel and which are

captured in the fuel and (b) neutrons which are born in the moderator

but are captured in the fuel.

Type (a) Captures

In the case of narrow resonance most of the neutrons which are born in the
lethargy interval du about u because of a collision, had (before the

collision) a lethargy which was just outside the influence of the resonance.

The number of neutrons which are born per second in the fuel is

du V

where V is the volume of the fuel, ltns is the macroscopic non-resonance
scattering cross section of the fuel andPn is a constant which gives

the level of the l/E neutron flux, i.e., (E) = n/E. The number of
collisions in the interval du taking place inside the fuel per second

is then

p p ( V du
ns n

where P is the probability that a neutron born in the fuel will make its

first collision there. Since 1 rc/(1ns + p1ra + prs) is the fraction of
these collisions which are captures, the number of captures in the
interval du taking place inside the fuel per second is

P Prs pn n V du (37)
ins + Pra + prs

where 1rc, p}ra and 1frs are, respectively, the macroscopic resonance
capture, resonance absorption and resonance scattering cross sections of

the resonance absorber in the fuel.
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Type (b) Captures

The number of type (b) neutrons which enter the fuel per second in the

lethargy interval du is (jS) du where j_ is the incoming neutron current

density at the surface of the fuel lump and S is the surface area of the lump.

To a good approximation j_ = Pn/4. Hence the number of collisions taking
place inside the fuel per second in the lethargy interval du is C T. S du,

4
where C is the probability that a neutron born in the moderator makes its first

collision in the fuel. Hence, the number of type (b) captures in the interval

du which are taking place inside the fuel lump per second is

C rc _n Sdu (38)
4

Pns+ Pra+plrs

Addition of (37) and (38) gives

urc nV du(p P + (39)
+ + 'S 4V(39

Pns + +ra rs

as the total number of captures in the interval du which are taking place
in the fuel lump per second.

In order to proceed further it is necessary to derive a relationship between
P and C. To do this consider an infinite homogeneous medium with a

"destruction" cross section pt and a uniform source S. The neutron flux
will then becp= S/pt. Now describe an arbitrary closed surface of area S

enclosing a volume V within the infinite medium. The total destruction rate
in the volume V isp'tcp V. Hence

pt(PV = SVP + T SC = ptcDVP + c_ SC
4 4

CS = p (1 - P). (40)
4V t

In the present problem, p = 11 + + 'p . Hence, (39) becomes
t ns ra rs

rc n V du
n

1 + Era + Vrs (41)

ns p J t
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Consequently, the total number of captures which are taking place per second
in the ith resonance in the fuel is given by

n V Nr ith -

1
resonance

~rc du

+ gra + 0rs
ci

(42)

in which the Or's are microscopic cross sections, Nr is the number of atoms
of the resonance absorber per cm.3 and

(43)

Similarly, the total number of resonance scatterings and fissions in the ith

resonance are given by (42) with clrc replaced by 0 rs and arf, respectively.

The Narrow Resonance Infinite Mass (NRIA) Approximation

Consider a fuel lump the material of which is described by a moderating cross

section Vm, absorption cross section lra and non-moderating cross section Pnm.
The total cross section is then 'Pt = Im + Pra + unm. The number of type (a)
captures in the interval du which take place on first flight per second is

P rc Pm n V du
lt (44)

The number of type (b) captures per second in the interval du which take

place on first flight is

C Prc in Sdu.
t 4

(45)

The number of neutrons per second in the interval du which start their next
flight due to a non-moderating scattering in the fuel lump is

P u+ nm Pn S du
m m n d

ut t 4
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Hence, if it is assumed that the collision probability P is independent of

the collision number, the number of captures per second in the interval du

due to neutrons which have made non-moderating scattering collisions in the

fuel lump is

P rc

F1 t

P $ Vm g'n
t

V + C
Ft

TPn
4

S

du (46)

1 - P Fnm

t

Addition of (44) (45) and (46), together with the use of (40) then yields

Frc

1 + Fra

Fm + (P) Ft

p V du
n

(47)

as the total number of captures in the interval du which are taking place

in the fuel lump per second. Consequently, the total number of captures which
are taking place per second in the ith resonance in the fuel is given by

V NJ
n rath

r es onanc e

Grc
arc du

1+ ara
QI

where

(49)

In the case of a pure metal without moderator atm = 0), expression (48) does

not include a contribution from type (a) captures. In such a case the number

of type (a) captures in a wide resonance is obtained from

p Nr nV
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where ,is the logarithmic energy decrement and a p is the potential scattering

cross section of the absorber. The total number of captures per second in

a wide resonance in the fuel is then given by the sum of (48) and (50).

Table 5.1-XI

GROUP AVERAGED CAPTURE CROSS SECTION FOR U83  IN NATURAL
URANIUM FUEL RODS OF RADIUS r o

(anr)

r 0= 1 cm.

.0209

.0816

.2242

.4836

1.014

1.866

1.664

4.418

0.1573

2.4313

j

r = 2 cm.

.0209

.0816

.2242

.4111

.8194

1.356

1.208

3.338

0.1573

2.3413

r = 4 cm.

.0209

.0816

.2242

.3803

.682

.996

.880

2.534

.1573

2.4313

Evaluation of the Resonance Integrals

If the quantities a and al are constants the resonance integrals (42) and

(48) are easily evaluated by the use of the tables of Dresner (15) and

Adler, Hinman and Nordheim.(1 4) In the case of cylindrical fuel rods

of circular cross section, a and al would be constants if

-
-

(51)

where r0 is the radius of the cylinder and s is a constant. The assumption

(51) is clearly correct in the limits of lt r0 } 0 and %t r0 -+c . Thus

P-*0 when \t r0--

and

P-+1 when 'irm woo.
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Its general validity would be established if a constants could be found such
that (51) gives the correct dependence of P on atrp for all values of ' r0 .
A study of Table 4 on page 34 of "Introduction to the Theory of Neutron
Diffusion" (16) leads to the value 8 = 0.60079. The accuracy of the
relation

( p = 0.60079

t r o
(52)

is demonstrated in Table 5.1-XII in which values of P calculated from (52)
are compared with those given by Case, de Hoffman and Placzek. (L4

Table 5.1-XII
COMPARISON OF VALUES OF THE FIRST COLLISION PROBABILITY

CALCULATED FROM (52) WITH THOSE GIVEN BY
CASE, de HOFFMAN AND PLACZEK (15)

P(52)

0.00000

.45422

.62469

.76900

.83315

.86942

.89273

1 .00000

P(52) - P
P

0.000

+ 0.124

+ 0.054

+ 0.00714

- 0.00477

- 0.00812

- 0.00892

0.000

Consequently, for a given fuel

resonance has the form

IcK f
Kth

resonance

rod the resonance capture integral for the Kth

r du (53)

1 + Ura +ars
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t 0

0

0.5

1

2

3

4

5

00

P

0.00000

0.40405

.59285

.76355

.83714

.87654

.90077

1 .00000
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in the (NR) approximation, and

I cK - rc
Kth du

resonance 1 + ara

a1

(54)

in the (NRIA) approximation, where a and al are constants which may be
regarded as fictitious non-resonance scattering cross sections per atom of
the capturer.

The usual Doppler-broadened Breit-Wigner line shape is taken for the
energy dependence of the cross sections, i.e.,

arc r r

r o Qr t oi ; rf
rto

a ra arc + arf

ars = no

I. arto

where Pr is the radiation width of the
I' the neutron width at the resonance

resonance energy andarto the resonance
resonance energy,

resonance, I> the fission width,
energy Eo, Pe the total width at the

part of the total cross section at

arto - art(Eo) = 4gn boa no

0

where

C0 = 20.29056 x 104 barns.0 E 0 (ev)
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The line shape function* is given by

+00

' ( ,x) =
S (x-y) /4

a e
1 + y

with

X =2 (E - E) and E =__0

o E KT

in which

A = ratio of nuclear mass of capturer to the neutron mass

K = Boltzmann's constant

T = absolute temperature..

The in the (NR) approximation

IcK = r J(E, 0)E0/Kth resonance

where

J(,) = df ( Ex)dx
P + * ([,x)

S = = Qx r_ 1
0 rto T E0  (IcK)
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in which (IcK)l is the resonance capture integral for the Kth resonance

in the case of infinite dilution,

(IcK)( = (2gz :a
E

0

r no r

ro

The functions J(E, P have been tabulated by Dresner
Hinman and Nordheim.( &)

(59)

Kth resonance

(13) and Adler,

Similarly, in the (NRIA) approximation

(60)
ILK = alJ o J1

Eo
Kth resonance

where

1 r1

arto rr
-

2 E0

1

(cKkp
(61)

Application to U2 3 8

The resonance parameters for the U238 resonances below 530 ev. are well-
known. Table 5.1-XIII lists the resonance parameters (16) together with
the resonance capture integrals in the case of infinite dilution. These
infinite dilution integrals were calculated from the formula (59).
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Table 5.1-XIII

Ua e RESONANCE PARAMETERS

Resonance Energy r n (IcK) ,

(ev) (ev) (ev) (barns)

1 6.68* 0.025 0.00148 130.
2 10.2 .025 .0000014 0.055
3 21 + .025* .009 61
4 36.8 .026 .033 44
5 66.3 + .020 .023 8.1
6 81.1 .025* .0021 1.21
7 90 .00008 .041
8 103 + .072 7.1
9 117 .017 3.0

10 146 .0009 0.176
11 166 .003 0.40
12 191 + .140 2.37
13 211 .045 1.48
14 239 .030 0.98
15 258 .0015 .085
16 278 .025 0.66
17 297 .020 0.52
18 309 .0011 .045
19 346 .047 0.56
20 368 .0027 .073
21 395 .008 0.158
22 418 .012 0.190
23 431 .009 0.138
24 460 .007 0.106
25 475 .005 .076
26 515 .039 0.24
27 530 .058 0.25

+ Wide resonances
* Assumed values
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For natural uranium fuel rods of radius r0 the resonance capture integrals
for narrow resonances were calculated from (56) using the relations

1 (Ns 8a8e + Naas 5 + 0.60079
N2 3 8  pot ~ pot r

r ,

= 10.77693 + 12.79303

= 97 .0045 o (for KT = 0.0253 ev)

In the case of the wide resonances use was made of (60) with (63) and

1 = 12.79303
r
0

(62)

(63)

Figures 5.1-3 through 5.1-29 are plots of the values of the resonance
capture integrals for the U238 resonances versus the effective non-
resonance scattering cross sections, aor al, for KT = 0.0253 ev.
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5.2 THE HETEROGENEOUS CELL METHOD *

When one performs calculations on heterogeneous-type reactors, the usual

procedure consists of two steps.

1. Cell calculations are made with zero current boundary conditions;
then the results are used to calculate equivalent homogeneous regions
which replace the heterogeneous cells. -- -

2. A homogeneous reactor calculation is made utilizing the homogeneous
parameters from step 1.

Some of the difficulties that arise when this procedure is followed are:

1. determination of the validity of the homogenization procedure with

respect to calculation of the actual reactor parameters, such as the

major and minor buckling in the two group theory,

2. determination of the effect of considering a homogeneous region instead

of explicitly taking into account lattice heterogeneities,

3. selection of the correct boundary between two adjacent heterogeneous

lattices when performing the homogeneous calculation, and

4. the treatment of control rods or other such inhomogeneities without

resorting to a two-dimensional calculation or to some perturbation-

type approach.

The purpose of this section is to describe a procedure which attempts to
eliminate the(2 bove difficulties. The small source theory used at Hanford(')
and in Russia is one approach to the problem. The approach presented here
does not make the small source approximation. A difference-type equation
is derived which relates the flux at one point to the flux at six adjacent points.
The effect of distant fuel rods is then felt when the total set of difference
equations is made consistent by relaxation techniques. This is different than

the technique used in small source theory where the effect of all the fuel rods,
on the flux at a particular point, is summed up at once.

5.2.1 One Dimensional, Slab Lattice - One Group

It is advantageous to first consider the simplest possible case in order to
introduce some of the basic concepts, Consider a cell in a slab lattice as
shown in Figure 5.2-1.

///
CORE REFLECTOR

Ar : Ac

Figure 5.2-1

C

0 1 2

It is noted that the cell is not symmetric, A symmetric cell could have been

*The work discussed in this section was supported jointly by this program and
the SDR Program, Contract AT(30-3)-256
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chosen just as well. However, the procedure is simplified when using the

asymmetric geometry.

One-Group Diffusion Equation

The one-dimensional, single-group diffusion equation can be written as

d D d+
- D d+ P)x a [PaP 

(1)

where

'1=Yf/?a

and k is the criticality constant. For a homogeneous region, D is constant,
and the equation can be written

d--2 jl-! aa d - x =0 (2)
dx D dx

Single Slab

Consider any homogeneous slab as in Figure 5.2-2 with thickness T and
material properties denoted by x. Then taking the origin at 0, the solution

T 1 Figure 5.2-2

0 1

of (2)can be written in terms of p andcp 1, as

p (x) = (cosh xx) ,+ (sinhlx x) (sinh v T) 'w -(cosht T) cp0  (3)

where po is the flux at point 0 andp that at point 1. The current density
is given by

j= -D =-Dx(sinh t.x)cpa - Dti. (cosh xx) (sinhtitT)1 - (cosh x T)p (4)
dx

At points 0 and 1 respectively, the current can be written as

-j0 = -DVt(coth)tT) p + D(cschwx T)p1 =-Yp o + 7 p(5)

ji = -Dwt(cothx T) ,j+ Tht(cschtT)p =-Yp + Z P o (6)

where Y a Di. cothw T (7a)

Z = D cschx T "(7b)
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Thus if one knows the Y and the Z for a given slab region, the current
leaving that region can be found in terms of the fluxes on the two boundaries.

The Slab Cell

Let us now consider the slab cell shown in Figure 5.2-1. Then four
equations can be written for the current at points 0, 1 and 2 by using

(5) and (6).

-jo = -YcIqo+ Zc Pi (8a)

j1 = -YcqP1 + Zc To (8b)

-j1 = -Yrp tP +Zr p2  (8c)

j2 = Y-Yrp2 + ZrqX1 (8d)

It will be assumed for the moment that the Y's and Z's are quantities
which do not commute with each other, i.e., YZ ZY. This is done so

that the results can be immediately applied to the two-group case where

the Y's and Z's will be matrices.

If (8b) and (8c) are added, an expression forq in terms ofcpandq2
is obtained.

cp1 =(Yc+Yr)* Zccp 0+ (Yc+Yr) ~ 1 p2  (9)

Substitution into (8a) and (8d) then gives

-j = [Zc(Yc+Yr) Zc~Yco+ Zc(Yc+Yr) t Zr q (l0a)

j2 L Zr ( c+Yr) Zr-rj% + Zr (Yc+Yr) Zc TO (10b)

which are the outgoing currents at surfaces 0 and 1.

Periodicity Condition

When several cells are placed side by side, if the currents at common
boundaries are matched, then a "difference equation" can be obtained, as
(9) for the flux on the common boundary in terms of the fluxes on the two
farther boundaries of the adjacent cells. An iterative procedure can then
be followed to obtain a critical slab system.

If all the slab cells are identical, that is if a periodic slab lattice
exists, then the problem is simplified considerably. In this case, the
equation to be solved is identical in each cell, that is the diffusion
theory operator is invariant under a translation from one cell to the next.
That means that the diffusion theory operator and the translation operator
must have simultaneous eigenfunctions. Thus when one has a periodic array
of cells, the solution of the diffusion equation can be found by obtaining
the eigenfunctions of the translation operator.

I
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Let the translation operator be denoted by T, and let the cell spacing be
c. Then the equation of translation may be written as

Tlp(x) =p(x+c) (11)

and the eigenvalue equation written as

Tp (x) =cp(x+c) =Xp(x) (12a)

i,?iveX is the eigenvalue of the translation operator. We are thus looking

for solutions in the periodic lattice that satisfy (12a) and by the same
token (12b)

j (x+c) =j (x) (12b)

The ideas which have just been expressed have been used extensively in

solid state theory under the name of the Bloch scheme or the Band Approxi-

mation. The Bloch Theorem states that if there is an operator H, which is
periodic under a translation through a distance c, then a complete set of

solutions is

iBx
cp(x)=e B4(x) (13)

where 1V(x) is periodic with period c. This is equivalent to (12a) since

cp (x+c)=e iB (x+c )4 (x+c)=e iB(x+c)(x)

iBx iBc
=e ](x)e (14)

iBc
=e ep(x)=.p(x)

where Xis seen to be equal to eiBc.

Critical Condition for Periodic Slab Lattice

Consider (10) and apply conditions (12), i.e. ,c =Xq and ij= 0 .

Then

-Xjo= [Zc (Yc+Yr) ~ Zc-Ycp2 + Zc (Yc+Yr) Zr ) P (15a)

j2 [Zr (Yc+Yr) Zr-Yr} P2 + Zr (Yc+Yr) Zc (15b)

and upon addition of (15a) and (15b), one obtains

-(Yc+Yr) + Zc(Yc+Yr) Zc+Zc(Yc+Yr)XZr+ c r(Yc+Yr)1 Z(

+ Zr (Yc+Yr)1X Zr 0(6

as the necessary condition thatcpnot equal zero. This condition can be

rewritten as

1- (Yc+Yr)- (Zc+ Z) (Yc+Yr) (Zc+XZr) = 0 (17)
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where it has still been assumed that the Y's and Z's do not commute.

If now the Y's and Z's are allowed to commute, (17) becomes

/a A+ 1 [(Yc+Yr) 2) 2 ZcZr

This then is the condition that must

function of the translation operator

It is also seen that the equation is

value Xis not real in general and it

= e iBc

- zE- Z] (18)

be satisfied in order for an eigen-

to exist. It defines the eigenvalue--
symmetrical ink and /x. The eigen-

can be written as in (14)

(19)

The significance of this equation can be shown by use of (12a).

q (x+nc) = n (x) = einBcp(x)

for n integral. If the lattice is required to
of n cells, then

q,(0) =p(nc)

implying that

einBc=1

or

nBmc = mgt, m = integer

Therefore

Bm = m_
nc

so that Bm is what is usually called
reactor.

be finite and consist

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24;i

the buckling for the mth mode in the

(18) can then be written as

cos Bc = L(Yc+ Yr ) -ZcZrj

and substitution of the appropriate expressions for Y
gives

cos Bc = coshx cac cosh'trar+ 1 (.Dr + rDc

2\wDc ErDr/

and Z from (7)

sinh 4 cac sinh Krar

(26)

(25) or (26) is then the criticality condition for a finite array of
slab cells. It gives B as a function of k. When cos Bc = 1, k = km, the
criticality condition then is

Yc + Yr - Zc - Zr = 0

(25)

(20;

(27)



5.2.2 One Dimensional, Slab Lattice - Two Group

The general two-group equations to be solved for any geometry are

(-V'DfV+ iaf tsD)(Pf= Xf (Vf ff+VsN f ss) (28a)

(-V'DsV+asXr s =PpsDf+ !Xs(vf ffcpf+vs f rns) (28b)

k

or, within homogeneous regions where Ds and Df are constant

V2 pf=1 (Paf 4 sD- XfvfPff)f- fVsPfsCs (29a)

0 Ps=- (PPsD+ kX sVf'pffcPf+ Ias - IX sVs fsys (29b)

(29a) and (29b) can be rewritten as one matrix equation as

72 = Mp (30)

wherecpis the 2-column matrix.

cp f(31a)

and M is the 2X2 square, constant matrix

f{af+PsD --kXfvk-ff)-5 XfV s'Pfs

M imma\ (31b)

\m1m2 2 f - L(PsD + XsvsPf f) jas-XsVsfs)
skDs k

Now let us diagonalize the M matrix. This is equivalent to binding the

eigenvalues of M from the equation

Mui = H ui i = 1,2 (32)

where ui is the eigenvolume (uP) and i is the eigenvalue corresponding

to ui. There will be two eigen-columns and 2 eigenvalues. The eigenvalues

are found from
2

IM-Hi l= mi1-H m 12 = 0 (33)

M 2 1  m2n

or

(m l-e)(m -14 ) - m m = 0 (34)
22 22
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The solution of (34) gives two values of Hi, namely IL and H2. The eigen-
columns can then be found from (32). Let

u= (1) and u2= ( ) (35)

then

2

(mij-H ,m12

(2Hi)=O (36)

M21 m 2 2 -11

yields 2

S= m _ -m1(37)

-%~2 m1~2

and

2

m 1 1 m-H 1 2n
1 2

2 () = 0(38)
m21 m22-H

yields
2

m1 2  __H-m22

2 (39)
H2-m1 m21

2
where Ii is that eigenvalue which minimizes . Thus, if m10n2 1=0, then

2 2
Hi=m11 and H2 = m 2 2  (40)

The two eigenvalue equations (32), can be combined to give

M = H 2  (41)

where O is the matrix of eigen-columns written side by side.

=(1 ; -= 1 '(42a)
-1 1+Et

2

and H is the diagonal eigenvalue matrix,
2

H2 = H ) (42b)
0 H2

..1
Thus the similarity transformation c MO diagonalizes the M matrix, and
from (41)

S1M = H2 (43)
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Let us now consider (30). It may be rewritten as follows,

~p _= 1M -1'" (44a)

or

v2((F ) = H2 (W -cp) (44b)

since( is a constant matrix and is unaffected by the V operator.

Of course (44b) actually represents two equations, namely

(( 1 ) = Hi ( ~)(45a)

and

V2 (q Upl = H a ( 2 ( (45b)

Single Slab

In one-dimension, theV Voperator becomes

V=d 2  
(46)

dx

and each of the equations (45) is seen to be the same as (2), where

(3') replacesvc . For the case of single slab, (3) now becomes

1(P (x) = (cosh Hx)(1 Po+ (sinh Hx) (sinh HT)$ '1o-(coshjHT) o (47)

or

p(x) =(I(cosh Hx)'~c -+(sinh Hx) (sinh HT) [1 p . (cosh HT)>)pc] (48)

wherecpis the 2-column and Qis the 2X2 matrix. The current density is

given by

_ dTf
j =(f = -D d._cp= - Df 0 d (:p ) - Df.4a

\J/ x kOD/-x-~ , dx (49a)
)- /

Ds ----

dx

or j = -DLH(sinh Hx cpo- DH(cosh Hx)(sinh HT)[ Z 2 cp 2-(cosh HT) UP i(49b)

At points 0 and 1 respectively, the current can be written as

- j = -D H(coth HT) cp+DIH(csch HT() 1 = Ycp-+ Zcp 21 (50)

j 1= -DfH(coth HT)V q+ DJH (csch HT)c~ cpO=-Ycp 1+ Zp o (51)

where Y = LH(coth HT)_ 2

S Df(H 0coth HOT+I rH 1 coth H1 T) Dfn(Hocoth HOT-HWcoth H T)
Y=1 1 j (52a)

+ Ds5 (Hocoth H 0T-Hlcoth H1 T) DS( rHo coth H0 T+H1 coth H T)
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and

Z = D*H(csch HT)- 1  (52b)

where the matrix Z is identical to that for Y except that the csch
function replaces the coth function.

The Slab Cell

Consider now the slab cell in Figure 5.2-1. Then (8) applies except
that now the j's and 's are 2 columns and the Y's and Z's are 2X2 matrices.
Then (10) is also valid since they were derived assuming the non-commutativity

of the Y's and Z's.

The Criticality Condition

The Basic Criticality Equation

If we again consider a periodic lattice of repeating slab cells, then (15)
applies as written and the necessary condition for a solution to exist is

now written, as in (17),

1-(Yc+Yr) Zc+ i) (Yc+Yr)T (Zc+1-Zr) = 0. . (53)

This is the critical determinantal equation. For later convenience, this
equation will be replaced by the equivalent expression

f() =YI11-Y (Zc+!. Zr)y~ (Zc+XZr)I = 0 (54)

where Y = Yc + Yr

Solution of the Criticality Equation

The expression for f( ) is quadratic in (+l&). This can be seen from
the following manipulations, noting the fact that

IMNI = IMI-INI=INI-IMI=|NMI (55)

Then (54) can be written

fO\) = IY I -lY(Z + 1 Zr)Y~ (Zc+XZr)I IYY(Zc+ I1Zr)Zc+I Z j

= YIIZc+ Zr) 1YI1-Y-1(Zc+I Zr)Y1(Zc+XZr) Y1(Zc+ 1Zr

= 1Y12 IlY1 (Zc+XZr)Y 1 (Zc+ 1iZr)I

= f(l/) (56)

showing that f(X) = f(l/)). Furthermore, (54) is of second degree in X
and in 1/X and can be written

f(.) = aX2 + b)+ c + d(l41) + e(l&) 2  (57)
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The fact that f (\) = f(l14) implies that a = e and b = d. Therefore, (57)
can be rewritten

f() = a 2+1)2+ b(X+k) + c

= a + 1)2-2 + b(X+ )+ c
1 I

=aV-+i) + b (+ + (c-2) (58)

showing that f(o) is indeed quadratic in (X+1/A). (58) is the new form of
the critical equation, and if M =(,+1A)/2 it becomes

f (M) = 4aM2 + 2bM + (c-2) = 0 (59)

It now only remains to obtain the coefficients in (59). This is done

as follows. Let)--'win (54) then

f (O)-Y 2 - Zc 1 r

= |Y2. I -. I Y-1 2 "IZc|I|ZrI

= -1I-ZcbIZrI = X2IZcII Zr (60)

so that on comparison with (57) it is seen that

a = IZcI IZrI (61)

Using (54), it is seen that

f (l) = |Y 2I1-Y 1 (Zc +Zr)Y (Zc+Zr)I

=I|YI1-Y'(Zc+ Zr)} {+Y' (Zc+Zr }I

= Y II 1-Y- (Zc+Zr)I I YII1+Y 1 (Zc+Zr)I

f (l) = IY-Zc-ZrI IY+Zc+ZrI (62a)

and similarly

f (-1) = IY-Zc+Zr| IY+Zc-ZrI (62b)

Likewise, from (58),

f (l) = 4a + 2b + (c-2) (63a)

and

f(-l) = 4a - 2b + (c-2) (63b)

Hence,

b = [(1)-f(-l)J (64a)

4
and

c - 2 = f (1)+f (-1 - 4a (64b)
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Now that the coefficients are determined, (59) can be solved for M as
a function of k, and since M = +l)/2 = cos BC, it also gives B as
a function of k. When k = k00, cos BC = 1 and the criticality condition
becomes (c.f.Eq. 27).

IYc+Yr-Zc~Zrl= 0 (65)

5.2.3 Square Lattice - Two Group

Single Square Cell

Just as (10) gives the current leaving a slab cell in terms of the fluxes
on the boundary, so it is desired to find a similar expression for a
square cell. It is physically reasonable to believe that the current at
a particular point on the boundary of a cell is completely determined by
the fluxes on the boundary, that is

n(r)-j(r,E) = boundary p(r',E')K(r',E4r,E)ds(r')dE (66)

where r is a position vector on the boundary of the cell

K is a suitable kernel which gives the effect of the flux at
(r',E') on the outward current at (r,E)

n(r) is a unit, outward normal vector

The kernel appearing in (66) is obviously too complicated to find. It is
much easier to approximate the true situation by expressing the outward
current in terms of the flux at a finite number of points on the boundary.

Let us assume that the cell under consideration has cylindrical symmetry
and may consist of any number of concentric, homogeneous regions. The flux
can then be expressed in terms of a Fourier Series expansion as

vo

cp(r,6) = An(r)cos ne+ Bn(r) sin n e (67)

n=0

where for the two group theory,cp, Anand Bn are 2-columns. Then

00

- T V2 [An(r)cos ne4-Bn(r) sin ne] (68)
n=0

and since one has cylindrical symmetry,

d2 4 (r?) + 1 ka =27 + 1 a2(69)
r ar \ar r~2 a e r r 2a0

(68) now becomes

p La (Vr p2 [An(r)cos n&I-Bn(r) sin n6] (70)
n=0
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Also

Mep= M[An(r)cos nG&Bn(r)sin nG] (71)
n=0

so that using (30) i.e., vpp=Mcp]and identifying similar terms, one obtains

(r- ~) An(r) = MAn(r) (72)

which must be satisfied for each one of the coefficients. Then, as in

(44), using the diagonal form of M, (67) becomes

a 

V- n D[ A(] nr)= H2 -1 An(r) 
(73)

Similar to (47), the solution of this equation may be found. However, the

solutions are now Bessel functions. Let Fn(Hr) be a solution of (73); then

1 An(r) = Fn(Hr) an (74)

where an is a constant 2-column and Fn(Hr) is a diagonal matrix. Fn(Hr) and

an of course will depend on the geometry of the cell and in general will be

fairly complex but can be found by simply assuming constant currents at
boundaries and constant fluxes. Then

An(r) Fn(Hr) an (75)

and

an = F~ (Hr)c- An(r) (76)

so that cpcan now be written as
00

p(r,e) A (r)cos neO+ b (r) sin n 6 (77a)

n=0

= Fn(Hr)ancos ne+@Fn(Hr)bn sin nO (77b)

n=0

and
coo

j = -D = -DHFn(Hr)an cos ne - DcDHFn(Hr)bn sin nO (78a)

n=0

or
00

j = -DHFn'(Hr)Fi (Hr)c~1An(r) cos n6-D4HFn(Hr)Fn (Hr)bV Bn(r)sin n e

n=0
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CO

= yn (r) [An(r)cos nl+-Bn(r)sin J (78b)

n=0

where

yn(r) = -DHFn(Hr)Fn1 (Hr) (79)

For the sake of simplicity, the flux on each side of the square cell
will be represented by the flux at the midpoint. That is, the flux
will be specified at these four points. This means that only four of
the an's and bn's can be determined, implying that the Fourier Series
will be limited to four non-zero terms. The flux expansion is then

q (r,e) = A0 (r) + Al (r)cos e+ B (r)sine0+ A2(r)cos 2e (80)

and at the boundary of the cell, r = c and

q(c,e) = AO + A cos e+ B1 sine + A2 cos 26 (81)

while the outward current at the cell boundary is

j(c,e) = y0 A 0 + y1 A 1 cose + y1 B1 sine + y2A2 cos 2 e (82)

The square cell under consideration is shown in Figure 5.2-3, where the
fluxes will be set at points 0,1,2,3. At these four points the sin 2(= 0
so that in reality, the Fourier Expansion has been taken to five terms.

1

2- -- 0 Figure 5.2-3

3

The flux at the four points can be written

(Po= 1A0 + 1A1 + OB1 + 1A2  (82a)

p = 1A0 + OA1 + 1B1 - lA2  (82b)

(P2= 1A0 - 1A1 + OB + 1Aa (82c)

is = 1A0 + OA1 - 1B1 - lA (82d)

where the proper values of e have been used. (82) can be rewritten as

o A0  1 1 0 1

Ii A T 1 0 1-1 (83)
2 A 2 1 -1 0 1

\1 0 -1-1/
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The outward current at the four points can be written as

j, = ly0Ao + lyj Al + Oy1B1 + ly2A2  (84a)

j1 = lyaA o + 0y1 Al + ly1 B 1 - 13 A2  (84b)

j2 = ly0 A0 - ly Al + Oy 1 B 1 + ly2 A 2  (84c)

j3 = ly 0 A0 + Oy1 A 1 - ly 1B1 - ly2 A 2  (84d)

or

j o A o

ji1 = Ty A 1  (84a)
jsa A2a

\A3

where

70 0 0 0

0 yy 0 0

Y = 0(84b)

0 0 0 Y2

The currents can then be expressed in terms of the fluxes by using (83)
and (84). From (83)

/Ao\e
Al 1  T- 1 1)(85a)

where

1 1 1 1

4 4 4 4

1011

_i 2 2

(85b)
0 1 O:1

2 2

1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4

so that one obtains

/j0\/q)

97 2 (86a)
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and

A B C B

TyT-1 = B AB C(6bC B A B86b)

B C B A

with

A = 1 (yo+2Y. +ya) (86c)

4

B = 1 (y0-y) (86d)
4

c = 1 (y -2y 1 +y2 ) (86e)
4

Thus, the program outlined at the beginning of the section is completed.
An expression has been obtained which gives the current leaving a cell,
in terms of the flux on the cell boundary. The cell is thus completely
described by the A, B and C matrices where the T1T

1 matrix has essentially
replaced the integral K kernel. The matrix TyT is particularly simple
because of the fact that the cell is invariant under a rotation through
90 degrees. Hence the simple cyclic permutations of the rows. Furthermore,
the cell is symmetrical about any line passing through the midpoints of
opposite sides. Thus, the B matrices come up twice in every row.

Adjacent Square Cells

If there are two adjacent square cells that may be different, an equation
may be written giving the flux on the common boundary in terms of the six
other fluxes. For example, considering the two cells in Figure 5.2-4, one
can write

Jio in cell 0,0 = A0 ,pi, 0+ B0, o(cpo,i+1,0 , .) + C0 ,0 -1, 0  (87)

j1 O in cell 2,0 = An d >o + B, (9e .,1papl) + C2 ,0q, 0  (88)

By continuity of current across the boundary,

,0(0,0) = -j1 ,0(2,0) (89)

so that

(AO ,+A 2,0)cp 1,0 + B0 ,O(q,,1 +cp0,1) + B2 ,0 (C 2 ,1 +q)2 ,.1 ) + C,,OP. 1 ,O

+ C,,o93, 0 = 0 (90)

giving a difference-type equation which can be used to find the flux
on the common side in terms of the six other fluxes.
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A complete reactor assembly can be treated in this manner. Each cell will
be described by its A,B and C matrices. Then equations like (90) are written
at common sides. This large number of simultaneous equations can then be
solved by a relaxation technique. A code is currently being written to solve
a complete reactor problem using this procedure.

Another procedure would be to specify homogeneous parameters which would
give the same A,B and C matrices. This homogeneous region would then
produce the same effect on the reactor as the heterogeneous cell. However,
in two-group theory, the A,B and C matrices contain 12 different numbers.
In treating a homogeneous problem, only six two-group parameters appear.
This means that one cannot hope to match the A,B and C matrices by using

a homogeneous region. What can be done, however, is to choose two-group
parameters which give the same major and minor bucklings as the heteroge-
neous cell (see below) and the same km. Once the homogeneous parameters
have been chosen, a standard two-group, two-dimensional, diffusion-theory

code may be used.

0,1 2,1

-1,0 0,0 1,0 2,0 3.0

0,-1 2,-1

Figure 5.2-4

Periodic Array of Identical Cells

Just as was the case in slab geometry, the situation is considerably

simplified when all the cells are identical and periodic. The periodicity
condition now becomes (c.f. Eq.20)

e (x+na,y+ma) =_ p m V (xy)

where a = 2c is the lattice spacing. When applied to a particular
cell, as in Figure 5.2-5, one can write

1

1 x 2 Ox

1

Figure 5.2-5

Substituting into (92a),
(86), one obtains

the proper expressions for the j's, by aid of

jv Ax + B 1 + y + C 1 x

p = Ax + B (1 + p y +Cpx
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jo= Vpja

ji] -jL

(92a)

(92b)
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or

2A+ (+ )C x + (1p)(1 +1 By = 0

and similarly

[2A+(x+ _ C]y + (1+) ( +1) Bx = 0

(94) can be rewritten to give

(A+MC)x +1 (1-p)(i+1 By = 0
2

[A+AC]y + I (1+.) 1 +1 Bx = 0

where

M= 1 + ;AP= +
2 \ /2 \X/

(95b) can be solved for y giving

y = - I (l+) (1 +1) (A+AC)- 1 Bx
2p

which when substituted into (95a) gives

[(A+MC)-(M+l) (A+1)B(A+AC)1B]x = 0

The necessary condition then that it be possible to find a solution

for the flux, x, is that

I (A+MC)-(M+1) (A+l)B(A+AC)~1BI = 0

which is the criticality condition for the periodic square lattice.

Solution of the Critical Equation

(98) can be rewritten as

I(A+MC)B- (A+AC)-(M+1)(Al1)BI = 0

and finally, for later convenience is written as

f (M A) = IBII(A+MC) B (AAC) - (M+1) (A+1) B I= 0
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The critical equation, (100), is symmetric in M and A,

f(MA) =IBI I(A+MC)B~ 1 (A+c)-(M+1) (A+l)BI IBBI (A+MC) (A+MC)~11

=IB||IBI I (A+MC)-1I||(A+MC) B-1(AMAC) -(M+1) (A+l) B I B-11(A+MC)I

=IBI I(A-AC) B 1 (A+MC) -(A+1) (M+1) BI = f (A ,M) (101)

and is also quadratic in M and inA. The most general expression which is
symmetric in M and A and of second degree in M andA is

f(MA) = aM2 A 2 + b(M4A)MA + c(M2 +A2 ) + dMA + e(M-+A) + f (102)

Thus the critical equation, f(M,A) = 0 can be solved if one can determine

the coefficients.

From (100),

f (M,M)=IBI I (A+MC)B~(A+MC)-(M+1)BI

=| B I21B-1(A+MC) B~1(A+MC) -(M+1) a

= IBI 2 IB-1(A+MC)+(M+1)|I| B-1 (A+MC) - (M+1)I

= I(A+MC)+(M+1) BI I(A+MC)-(M+1) BI

= I(A+B)+M(C+B)I | (A-B)+M(C-B)I (103)

Now

(A+B)4M1(C+B)I = IC+BI| (C+B) 1 (A+B)+MI

=IC+BI [1M+Tr (C+B)1 (A+B)M+I(C+B)~- (A+B)U

=1IC+BiM2 + IC+BITr (C+B)~1 (A+B)M + IA+BI (104a)

which can be written as

(A+B)+M(C+B)I =q M2 + aM + a (104b)

where

a1 =IC+BI ; a3 = IA+BI (104c)

If M = -1, then

I(A+B)+M(C+B)I = IA-C| (105a)

and from (104b),

I(A+B)+M(C+B)I = a1 - a 2 + a3 (105b)

so that

Q= 1 + a - A-C I(104d)
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Similarly

I(A-B)+M(C-B)I= M + P.M + P (106a)

where

_ =IC-BI; = |A-BI (106b)

and

_= + - IA-Cl (106c)

When (104) and (106) are substituted into (103), there obtains

f (M,M) = ai SiM' + (aP2 +a2k)M3 + (al+a2P+a3 P1)M
2 + ( 2 P3+p)M +%

(107x)

and setting M =A in (102), one gets

f (M,M) = aM4 + 2bM + (2c+d)M 2 + 2eM + f (107b)

thus a,b, e and f can be determined immediately. From (100) and (102)

f(1,-1) = IBI I(A+C)B 1 (A-C)l = I A+CI IA-C (108a)

= a + 2c - d + f (108b)

giving

2c - d =IA4CIIA-Cl- a - f = Y (109a)

letting

2c + d = (109b)

one can solve for c and d. Thus all the coefficients in (102) can be
determined and are

a = aib

2

c = I (Y+Y4)
4

d = 1 ('rL-')
2

e = I (a2 +@a%)
2

f = cz 3 a (ll0a)
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where

a2.= IC+BI

as= a 1 + q,- IA-Cl

a3 = IA+BI

i= IC-BI

9= P1+ P3 - IA-CI

a = IA-BI

1= a1 P3+ a2 2+ a $

= I A+CI IA-CI - al Sy - a3 P3 (110b)

For the case when k = k o, the situation becomes particularly simple, for
then all the four fluxes are equal and the current leaving the cell is zero.
Therefore

jo = Acp 0+ B(% +%) + Ca

= (A+2B+C)c0 = 0 (111)

implying that

IA+2B+CI = 0 (112)

which is the critical equation when k = k,.

Thus once the A, B and C matrices have been determined, it is possible to
solve the critical equation and determine the relationship between M and A.

Results of Calculations by Periodic Arrays

A code has been written for the Datatron computer, called LACE-I, which
calculates for a given heterogeneous, square cell, the A, B and C matrices.
It also solves the critical equation so that for a given value of A, it
calculates the two values of M as well as converging to the two values where

A=M. The effect of variable Bz is included by adding DBz to the 1a terms in (28)
-(31).
A set of calculations was performed on the square cell shown in Fig. 5.2-6.
The central fuel rod is natural uranium and the moderator is D2O. The two

group parameters used in the calculation are listed in Table 5.2-I.

01.5" Figure 5.2-6

12"
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Table 5.2-I

Natural U

0
Paf

Ias

lAsD

0. 3209

0

0

Vslfs
0.4269

Xf

Xs

Df

1

0

0.5890

0.4651

0

DO

0

0.000105

0.01054

0

0

0

0

1.2228

0.8047

0.95

It is noted that for a given value of A , a quadratic equation results which
gives two values of M. Figs. 5.2-7 and 5.2-8 are plots ofA vs M for the two
different values where k has been set equal to one. The effect of different
values of BZ has been shown. The curves are symmetrical about the line A = M
and are asymptotic. The Bz = 0 curve in Fig. 5.2-7 has an asymptote at
M = -1.0212 and atA= -1.0212 while the Bz = 0 curve in Fig. 5.2-8 has asymp-
totes at M = 0.1307 andA= 0.1307. The curve resembles hyperbolas, with the
lower branches not indicated. It is seen that a considerable change in B
does not affect the curves too greatly.

When M or A is less than one, then Bx or By may be found from

cos BXC = M M <l1

cos ByC= A A< i

and

B = B+ (+1Bz
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If M, for example, is greater than one, then the hyperbolic cosine must be

used, so that

cos iBxC = cosh BxC = M (115)

and

B2 = -BX +By +BZ (116)

Thus from Fig. 5.2-7, one can obtain a curve for B. vs Be which is plotted

in Fig. 5.2-9 for I.= 0. The dotted line represents the locus of points
where ? + By= constant. The deviation from the dotted line indicates the
effect of anisotropy on the major buckling B . This can be seen a little
better in Fig. 5.2-10 where Bhas been plotted against B2 for the case of

Bz = 0. The maximum occurs when A = M or when Bx = By which is when BX =
221.8 x 10 6so that B x= 443.6 x 10-6. The graph, of course, is symmet-
rical about the line Bx = 221.8 x 108. Over the range of Bx from 0 to

about 440 x 10~6 it is seen that B2 is essentially constant. This is the

range over which the reactor can possibly be critical and corresponds to
that part of the curve in Fig. 5.2-7 for whichA and M are both less than one.
Thus, the buckling measured in the critical assembly will essentially be

independent of the anisotropy in the geometry. When performing a buckling
measurement in an exponential experiment the system usually has equal
bucklings in the x and y directions and different B. Fig. 5.2-11 shows the
variation of B2 vs BZ when Bx = B . It is seen that in this case too, the
buckling is not very sensitive to anisotropies. The graph is symmetrical
about the line Bz2 = 147.6 since this is also where BZ B = B

The values -of the major buckling are thus calculated using the curves in

Fig. 5.2-7. The minor buckling is obtained using the curves in Fig. 5.2-8.
Since A and M are always greater than one the hyperbolic cosine is used. The
minor buckling is also found to be relatively insensitive to anisotropies.

Comparison of Standard and Heterogeneous Type Calculations

A standard type calculation was performed on the cell shown in Fig. 5.2-6.
The resonance escape probability was taken to be 0.95 and the fast fission

factor C= 1 in order to be consistent with the heterogeneous calculation.
Then 1 was calculated to be 1.330 and the thermal utilization was 0.941 which
was calculated for a cylindrical cell of area equal to the area of the square
cell. Then ke, = 1,189,T = 116.7 and L2 = 452.2 giving a B aor = 321.7 x 106

and Bminor = -0.0111.

The value of ko, was also calculated from the heterogeneous theory by using
(112) and was found to be ko, = 1.2067. The major and minor bucklings,
which can be obtained from Figs. 5.2-7 and 5.2-8 were found to be

major = 443.6 x 10~

B 2. = -0.01071
minor
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The discrepancy in the koo value between the two methods can be traced back
to the fact that a larger cell radius was used in the standard calculation

than in the heterogeneous calculation. If the standard calculation is
repeated using a cell radius which gives a cylinder tangent to the sides
of the square cell, then the new values found are

koo = 1.2066

12Bmajor =431.1 x10~6

Minor = -0.01188

The results of the three calculations are given in Table 5.2-II. It is

seen that there is not any appreciable difference between the standard

type and the heterogeneous type calculation in the four point approximation.
The question then arises as to the validity of just making the four point
approximation. It is possible that it may be necessary to resort to an

eight point formula.

Table 5.2-II

Standard [R=17.20 cm]

1.330

1.0

0.95

0.941

116. 7

452.2

1.1890

Standard [R=15.24 cml

1.330

1.0

0.95

0.955

117.0

334.9

1.2066

Heterogeneous

[R=15.24 cm]

1.2067

321.7 x 106

-0.0111

431.1 x 10-6 440.9 x 10

-0.01071-0.01188
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Comparison between "Exact" and Heterogeneous Calculations for Homogeneous

Region

In order to investigate the accuracy of the four point formulation, a set of

calculations was performed on a single homogeneous region. There were two

types of regions considered, whose parameters are given in Table 5.2-III.

Table 5.2-III

0
P af

Pas

'sD

0.005119

0.01038

0
Vf s

5 
sfs

0

0.005119

0.01038

0

0.006671 0.006671

1Xf

xs

Df

p

1

0 0

1.2129

0. 7994

1.2129

0.7994

0.76 0.95

The "exact" calculation for the

region can be found from
major and minor bucklings for a homogeneous

Ba 1 1 _1+ 1 + (koo -I)
22 2 Lgu-

k = VsPfsp00 Pas

L2 Ds ;"L= Df
as 'SD

(117c)

while the LACE-I code calculates the heterogeneous values. The results are
given in Table 5.2-IV. The calculations were done for a cell radius of 15.24 cm
in the heterogeneous calculation. The homogeneous calculation of course is
independent of the cell radius. If a cell radius of 17.20 cm2 is used for
reactor I, it is found that the Bmajor = -35.158 x lGO and Bminor = 0.01266
which indicates no appreciable change when the cell radius is changed. This
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is as it should be since the buckling for a homogeneous region is
independent of cell size.

Table 5.2-IV

II

Het.

-35.172 x 106

-0.01296

Hom.

826.22 x 166

-0.01579

He t.

832.912 x 10"

-0.01375

From Table 5.2-IV, it is evident that the heterogeneous calculation gives

very good agreement with the major buckling. The four point approximation

underestimates the minor buckling by about 15..

5.2.4 References for Section 5.2

1. W.A. Horning, Small Source Model of a Thermal Pile, HW-24282, (April
30, 1952); W.A. Horning, A Summary of Small Source Theory Applied to
Thermal Reactors, HW-34021 (Dec. 6, 1954).

2. S.M. Feinberg, Heterogeneous Methods for Calculating Reactors, PICG,
Vol. 5, p. 484, Aug. 1955.

3. F.Seitz, "The Modern Theory of Solids," McGraw Hill Book Co., Inc.,
New York, 1940.
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Figure 5.2-7

A Versus M for Major Buckling
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5.3 PAWLING LATTICE TEST REACTOR DESCRIPTION

For purposes of this report it has been assumed that the NDA Pawling Research
Reactor would be converted to a Physical Constants Test Reactor (PCTR) similar
in function and operation to the Hanford facility. For ease of reference this
converted facility is called "PLATR" (Pawling Lattice Test Reactor).

The conversion would be accomplished by the installation of the PLATR experi-
mental equipment in the existing facility.

The PLATR contains a central lattice position test cell region, in which is

located a section of the fuel element under test, which can be as large as

15 in. in diameter. Adjacent to the test cell are six inner buffer fuel
elements containing the same fuel rod cluster arrangement as the test cell.
Twelve outer buffer fuel elements composed of 1 in. natural uranium metal
rod assemblies surround the inner buffer region. The outer buffer fuel
elements can be positioned in both radial and transverse directions; the

inner buffer elements can be positioned radially. The two rings of buffer
elements can be arranged to provide lattice spacings from 7 to 15 in. One
hundred fifty driver fuel elements, containing fully enriched fuel are located

around the periphery of the vessel. Three hundred forty leveler fuel slugs,
containing enriched fuel, are equally divided on the top and bottom leveler

plates and spread over a major portion of the reactor cross section.

Inasmuch as the PLATR core would be much larger than the existing core and
would occupy the entire vessel, minor modifications to the vessel would be
required. In addition, the existing control drive and source support frame-
work would be removed and the present vessel cover replaced. New superstructure
and work platforms would be provided.

Six shutter type control rods similar to those used in Hanford for the Physical
Constants Test Reactor (PCTR) would be used; they would have a total effective
stroke of 4 in. The drive arrangement may require rod positioning of 0.001 to
0.003 in. and position indication of 0.001 in. These drives and their
appurtenances would be mounted on the vessel upper flange.

Four existing PRR control rods and drives could be used for the safety system,
and would be located on the new superstructure. The latter would be arranged
to provide clear overhead access to the reactor core as well as access to

the top of the graphite structure and vessel.

The existing graphite and Masonite structure, the vessel, the IDO system and
piping arrangement, and the pit and pit cover structures would remain intact.
The instrumentation would require minor modifications and additions.

Working areas for reactor core components would be located adjacent to the

reactor on the existing pit cover or beyond the pit area.

A more detailed description of the reactor arrangement, instrumentation,
structural framing arrangement, and the existing facilities building is

given below.
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5.3.1 Reactor Arrangement

The reactor core elevation arrangements for the 7 to 10.5 in. and 10 to 15

in. lattice positions are shown on Dwgs. DP-101 and DP-102, respectively.

Plan sections indicating the core grid arrangements for the lattice assemblies
are shown in Dwg. DP-103. Other plan sections are shown in Dwgs. DP-104 and
DP-105 and indicate the arrangement of the cover assembly, superstructure,

and the upper and lower leveler fuel element plate assemblies. The driver

fuel elements are shown on Dwg. DP-106.

5.3.2 Vessel

The vessel would require minor modifications. The existing overflow drain
would be removed and controlled overflow equipment installed external to the

vessel to permit continuous D20 circulation and return. Dowel pins and
locating pads would be installed to position the core.

5.3.3 Vessel Cover Assembly

The vessel cover assembly would be made in several sections. Individual
sections of the cover would be firmly fastened to the vessel flange and
would provide for the installation of the control and safety rod thimbles.
These sections would support the center cover section and the additional
outer ring sections required to cover the vessel.

5.3.4 Lower Leveler Fuel Element Plate Assembly

The plate assembly, approximately 4 ft. in diameter, would be positioned
above the vessel bottom, to permit D20 to flow readily into the dump line.
The plate would carry approximately 170 leveler fuel elements, although

approximately 200 positions would be provided to permit flux flattening.

5.3.5 Upper Leveler Fuel Element Plate Assembly

This assembly is similar in. function to the lower leveler plate assembly.

However, the upper assembly would be composed of two sections: an outer

ring supported on the upper ring of the core support assembly and an inner
disk supported by the outer ring, thus permitting the removal of the test
cell and inner buffer element assembly.

5.3.6 Fuel Element Core Support Structure

The fuel element core support structure would carry all the fuel in the

system with the exception of that on the lower leveler plate assembly.

Three short structural members on base plates located around the periphery

of the vessel would support a ring, which. provides direct support for the
10 to 15 in. removable test cell grid support assembly. An adapter ring
would be provided to bridge the 7 to 10.5 in, removable test cell grid
support assembly. Dowels would be provided to reposition these removable

support assemblies accurately during the course of these experiments
requiring removal of the inner region 'buffer elements and test cells. The
lower structure would be equipped with hooks for engaging the driver fuel
elements.
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Twelve equally spaced columns support the driver fuel element upper support
ring and the outer buffer fuel element supports. The driver fuel elements
would be supported in tension. Arms supporting the outer region buffer
fuel elements would be adjustable both in the radial and transverse direc-
tions.

5.3.7 Removable Test Cell Grid Support Assembly

Two test cell support assemblies would be required: one for 7 to 10.5 in.
lattice spacing and one for 10 to 15 in. lattice spacing. The test cells
and their housing and inner region buffer fuel elements would be assembled
and handled as an integral unit to expedite operations and to maintain
accurate positioning of components during the experiments. If desired, the
test cells could be removed individually from the assembly.

Two rings, spaced approximately 4 ft. apart by column supports, would be

provided with radial slots to furnish variable lattice positioning for the
inner region buffer fuel elements. The elements would be supported on the
bottom support plate. The test cell would be located in the center of the
lower plate by means of dowels.

5.3.8 Nuclear Instruments

The instrument block diagram shown in Dwg. DP-107 is basically the existing
system for the Pawling Research Reactor. Only minor modifications would be
required to make it suitable for PLATR.

Seven instrument channels would provide the information required for the
approach to criticality during fuel loading and for normal start-up and
operation. Included would be two neutron count channels, a log N-period
channel, two linear level safety channels, a gamma count rate channel, and
a shutdown gamma channel. In addition to these channels of reactor instru-
mentation, two channels for sample counting would be provided in the counting
room.

Neutron Count Channels

The primary function of these channels would be to furnish source multipli-
cation measurements for determining the approach to criticality during fuel
loading operations. Also, they would be used to obtain measurements which
are more precise than those available from the other nuclear instrument
channels during certain experimental procedures while the reactor is at
power. For the latter type of measurements the neutron detectors would be

repositioned manually to a region of lower neutron flux.

It is considered necessary to provide at least two counting channels to

avoid dependence on a single instrument reading and to obtain good counting
statistics. The two channels would be identical, with the exception that

one would utilize a B% -filled proportional counter as a detector while
the other would have a fission counter. Both detectors would be located
externally to the reactor tank. Separate, adjustable power supplies would
be provided for each detector. Pulses from the detectors would be trans-

mitted through local pre-amplifiers to linear amplifiers and then to
scalers on the control panels. Rejection of gamma counts would be accomplished
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by an adjustable pulse-height discriminator on each scaler. An automatic
timer would be used to control either or both scalers to count for a preset

adjustable time interval. An audio register, with input signals from both
scalers, would operate to alert reactor operating personnel in either the
control room or the reactor room to any sudden increase in count rate,

particularly during fuel loading.

It may be desirable to add an automatic cycle timer and mechanical registers

to operate in conjunction with the present scalers. This arrangement would
make it possible to obtain neutron counts for successive preset time intervals
by having the cycle timer switch signals from the scalers sequentially to a

number of mechanical registers.

Log N-Period Channel

A single channel would furnish neutron level and period information during
reactor start-up and while operating at power. in addition, this channel
would provide signals to scram the reactor automatically should the period
become dangerously short. Since this channel has a range extending from
0.0001% to 300% of full power, it would be adequate to supply information
from source level all the way up to full power, which is nominally one watt.

An electrically compensated ionization chamber, located externally to the
reactor tank, would serve as a detector in this channel. Compensation would

be necessary to minimize the error in readings caused by delayed gamma
radiation from previously irradiated fuel elements while at low neutron flux
levels during start-up. A reasonably high photoneutron source level from

the D2 0 in the reactor tank may be expected. This would result in a more
favorable neutron to gamma ratio during start-up. However, it is questionable
whether or not the photoneutron level would be high enough to permit the use

of an uncompensated chamber. A dual power supply would furnish both a fixed
positive high voltage and an adjustable negative compensating voltage to the
chamber.

Current from the ionization chamber would be fed directly to the input diode
of the log N-period amplifier. Voltage across this diode, which is proportional
to the logarithm of the current and thus the neutron flux level, would be

amplified to provide the log-N signal.. This signal would then be differ-
entiated and amplified as an inverse period signal. In addition to local
log-N and period meters on the instrument, a signal would be transmitted to
a log-N recorder. A period recorder is not considered necessary since
reliable period information may be obtained by reference to the slope of the
trace on the log-N recorder.

A high speed relay in the log-N reactor amplifier would operate to scram the
reactor on period values adjustable from 3 to 9 sec. The operation selector
switch of the amplifier would include a contact which would permit rod with-
drawal only when the switch is set to "operate". A similar interlock would

prevent rod withdrawal when the log-N recorder is below 0.001% of full power
unless the source is in the reactor,

In converting the present PRR log N-period channel for use in PLATR, it would
be necessary to install a compensated ionization chamber and dual power supply
in place of the existing uncompensated ion chamber and power supply,
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Linear Level Safety Channels

The function of these channels is to furnish accurate neutron level

information, as well as high level trips to scram the reactor, from source
level up through the power range. Dual channels would be used since these

instruments contain the primary protection against excessively high neutron

flux levels.

The two channels would be identical with the exception that one would contain

a compensated ionization chamber while the other would have an uncompensated

chamber. The use of a compensated chamber, in combination with input range

switching, would insure that at least one of the linear level channels

would provide reliable information and trip protection at low levels during

start-up. Chambers would be mounted directly on the vibrating-reed electro-

meter heads adjacent to the reactor tank. Panel instruments which receive

signals from the electrometer heads would each contain an input range
selector switch and linear level meter. Each instrument would transmit a

signal to a linear level recorder. These signals would also function to

scram the reactor at an adjustable high level and to initiate an alarm at

zero signal by means of contact-making micrometers. This arrangement would

provide high level trips which operate at a percentage of the range selected

rather than at an absolute high level.

Gamma Count Rate Channel

A single channel would furnish information concerning gamma count rate from
approximately three decades below full power to one decade above. Also,
this channel would provide a signal to scram the reactor at a level somewhat
higher than the gamma level associated with the trips in the linear level
channels when set on the highest range. Thus, the gamma level trip would

serve as backup protection for the linear level trips.

A scintillation detector mounted external to the reactor tank would transmit
pulses through a local pre-amplifier to a panel-mounted linear amplifier and
a linear count rate meter. The count rate meter would contain a range switch

and a sensitive relay, with adjustable trip point, for reactor scram. An
adjustable high voltage power supply would furnish anode and dynode voltages
to the photomultiplier tube in the scintillation detector.

Shutdown Gamma Channel

The purpose of this channel is to monitor the gamma radiation level at the
reactor following a shutdown to determine when personnel may approach the

reactor safely. A tissue-equivalent ionization chamber, mounted external
to the reactor tank would be connected directly to a micro-microammeter
panel instrument with an integral power supply for the chamber.

Counting Room Instruments

Experiments to be conducted in PLATR require measurements of neutron flux

levels at various locations in the test cells and fuel buffer regions. This
would be accomplished by placing foils in the reactor for irradiation while
the reactor is at power. Both uncovered foils and foils covered with varying

thicknesses of cadmium would be used to evaluate the cadmium ratio. After
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irradiation these foils would be taken to the counting room for sample

counting. Two identical channels for sample counting would be provided.

Each would contain a gas flow detector for beta counting in the proportional

region, an adjustable high voltage power supply, a linear amplifier, and a
scaler.

5.3.9 Rod Control System

The operational and safety block diagram is shown on Dwgs. DP-108 and
DP-109. The rod control system would consist of the various manual controls,

interlocks, and indicators associated with the four safety rods and the six

control rods. Four of the existing control rods and drives in PRR would be

used for the safety function.

Safety Rods

The safety rod drive motors would be shaded-pole motors with separately

excited shading windings. The main winding of each motor would be excited
at 120 volts, 60 cycles, from one phase of a three-phase source. The shading
windings would be energized from a Variac at a variable voltage, to provide

speed control, from another phase of the three-phase source. Reversal would

be accomplished by reversing connections to the shading windings.

Control power would be made available for the rod drives by unlocking two

key-operated switches, one of which is located in the vault and the other on

the reactor control panel. For normal operation, all safety rods should be

fully withdrawn. This would be accomplished by setting the operation

selector switch to "safety set" and selecting one rod at a time by means of

the safety rod selector switch and withdrawing until the upper limit of

travel is reached by actuation of the safety rod control switch. However,

rod withdrawal would be blocked automatically unless certain permissive
conditions, described below, were fulfilled. In addition, all six control

rods would have to be fully inserted before withdrawal of any safety rod

could be permitted.

Insertion of the safety rods may be performed individually by means of, the

same selector and control switches used for withdrawal. Simultaneous

insertion of all safety rods at maximum speed would be accomplished by
actuation of the rundown switch, which also blocks any withdrawal. Normally,

travel of the safety rods would be stopped by actuation of the lower limit
switches on. the drives. However, if the rods are not engaged by the safety

magnets, these limit switches would be bypassed to permit engagement of the

rods.

A set of four indicating lights would be provided for each safety rod. These

lights would indicate when the drive is at either limit, when the rod is

engaged by the safety magnet, and when the rod is dropped and seated in the
shock chamber. Continuous position indication to an accuracy of 0.01 in.

would be provided by a mechanical register driven by a synchro repeater

which follows a synchro transmitter on the rod drive. In order to prevent

possible loss of correspondence between actual and indicated positions,
control power to the synchro would not be interrupted by the key-operated

switches.
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Control Rods

The control rod drive motors would be two-phase and of the variable-speed
type. Single-phase power is used to excite both windings, a suitable
capacitor providing the necessary phase shift. Voltage to one winding is
varied by means of a Variac for speed control. Reversal would be accomplished
by reversing the connections to the same winding.

Availability of control power for the drive motors would be subject to

operation of the key switches and fulfillment of the rod withdrawal permissive
interlocks as described for the safety rods. The operation selector switch
would have to be set to "rod control". In addition, all safety rods would

have to be engaged and at the upper limit of travel before withdrawal of any
control rod could be permitted.

Control rods would be withdrawn and inserted either in a bank of five rods
or as a single rod by means of the control rod selector and control switches.
Actuation of the control rod rundown switch would cause motorized insertion
of all rods at maximum speed.

Position indicators and lights for the control rods would be similar to those

provided for the safety rods.

5.3.10 Safety Circuits

Safety circuits would function to scram the reactor by dropping all safety
and control rods and dumping D20, and to permit rod withdrawal only when
certain normal conditions exist. A "reactor on" scramming system would be
provided. A secondary scram system, which is, in effect, a building evacua-
tion warning system, would also be provided.

Reactor Scram

To scram the reactor, all safety and control rods would be dropped simul-
taneously by interrupting current in the d-c holding magnets. This would
be accomplished by de-energizing a pair of scram relays under any one of the
following conditions:

1. high neutron flux level, as sensed by either linear level safety channel,

2. short period when the source is not in the reactor,

3. high gamma count rate,

4. actuation of a manual push button.

Each magnet circuit would include a push button for individual rod drop.

Interlocks would prevent energizing any holding magnet until the rod has been
engaged by the magnet. This is intended to prevent attraction of any magnetic
particles to the magnet face while it is exposed.

Magnet holding currents could be individually adjusted by means of adjustable-
tap resistors. A single ammeter with selector switch would be furnished for

each set of rods.
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Scram relays, in addition to releasing the safety rods, cause the D2 0 to be
dumped, and control power to the rod drive motors to be interrupted until the
relays are reset.

D20 Dump

Actuation of the scram relays would cause the Dfa0 to be dumped by de-ener-
gizing the solenoid pilot valve for the dump valve. It would be possible to
dump the D20 without dropping rods by actuating the dump push button. The
dump circuit would contain a lockout relay which would have to be reset by
a push button following the initiation of dumping action.

Rod Withdrawal Permissive

The following interlock conditions would have to be satisfied before with-
drawal of either safety or control rods could be permitted.

1. high voltage for gamma count rate channel scintillation detector on,

2. log-N period amplifier selector switch set to "operate",

3, source in reactor or log-N reactor above 0.001% of full power,

4. scram relays energized,

5. reactor room doors and fence gate closed.

The above interlocks are presently in PRR and would require modification only
to include the control rods,

Safety Warning System

This system would consist of a number of red and green lights to indicate
that the reactor is on or off. These lights, installed in pairs at a number

of locations, would alert personnel when the reactor is in operation and
would be controlled by a switch on the reactor control panel. This system
would also include audible devices to scram when either reactor room door
or the fence gate is open.

Secondary Scram System

This system would contain audible devices to warn personnel to evacuate the
building if a sufficiently serious emergency should occur. It would be set
into operation by a switch on the reactor control panel. An additional
switch at the guard's station in the hot laboratory may be used to silence
the horns from a remote location.

5.3.11 Source Control

The neutron source can be inserted or withdrawn from the reactor core by a
drive motor which is controlled by a manual switch in the reactor control
panel. Lights would indicate when the source is fully inserted or with-

drawn.
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5.3.12 1O Instrumentation and Control

Four air-operated valves with solenoid pilots and a pump would be used to

fill, drain, and dump the D2 0. The large dump valve would have a separate
pilot valve controlled electrically as described above. The three valves

used for filling and draining operations would have integral pilots. Drain
and dump valves would fail open while the fill valves would fail closed.

D2 0 instrumentation would include the following:

1. level sight gauges for the reactor tank and dump tank,

2. flow indication for the D0 return from the demineralizer,

3. indication of D2 0 temperature in the reactor tank,

4. conductivity indication for the D2 0 return from the demineralizer.

The instrumentation and control features described above are presently in

PRR. The following modifications for PLATR are under consideration:

1. the use of an overflow level control tank which would require continuous
circulation of D2 0 through the reactor tank,

2. constant temperature control of fl0 in the reactor tank to minimize
reactivity changes caused by temperature variations.

5.3.13 Additional Monitoring

The present PRR installation includes a closed-circuit television system,
consisting of four cameras and two panel monitors, for viewing the reactor.
A local gamma area monitor is mounted in the reactor control room. This
consists of a Neher-White ionization chamber with integral electrometer
tube operating into a panel meter with high level alarm contacts.
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5.4 HEAT TRANSFER AND FLUID FLOW

This section describes the study carried out on two-phase flow stability,
burnout, and flow distribution as applied to the design of the prototype
and full-scale reactors.

5.4.1 Nomenclature

The following symbols are used in this section.

Symbol Definition

A Cross-sectional area of fuel element

F Sum of terms in stability criterion given by Eq. 6

go Unit conversion factor, go = 32.174

G Sum of terms in stability criterion given by Eq. 6

hf Enthalpy of saturated liquid

h Enthalpy of saturated vapor

hfg hfg = (hg-hf)

m So-called "Martinelli factor",which is a function of only

pressure and quality. Letting ApTPF andAp0 represent,

respectively, the pressure drop in a two-phase flow and in a
single-phase flow of liquid, at the same total flow rate, the

Martinelli factor is defined by m -- LTPF
Apo

n Number of lattice positions in core

p Static pressure

A pApT Pressure difference between lower and upper headers

Q Rate of heat transfer to coolant in a single lattice position

2
R Hydrodynamic resistance defined by R = Apo/w where Apo

represents the pressure drop for liquid only at a flow rate w.
When a two-phase region is involved, w is the mixture flow
rate. In the stability analysis below, the resistance R
implicitly includes the vapor phase.

Re Resistance of boiling region defined by Re = mBRB

T Temperature

v Vapor volume fraction

w Total coolant flow rate in a single lattice position
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Symbol Definition

steam Steam flow rate for single lattice position, wsteam Xf2 w

wt Steam flow rate for entire reactor, given by Eq. 14

x, xf Flow quality - ratio of steam flow rate to mixture flow rate

Pf Mass density of liquid phase

Pg Mass density of gas phase

Y B 0 Burnout heat flux, given by Eq. 9

Subscripts Meaning

0 Entrance to lattice position; see Fig. 5.4-1

1 Beginning of heated region; see Fig. 5.4-1

1 Beginning of bulk boiling; see Fig. 5.4-1

2 End of heated region; see Fig. 5.4-1

3 Exit of lattice position; see Fig. 5.4-1

B Boiling region

NB Nonboiling region (in a bulk sense)

5.4.2 Stability of Two-Phase Flow

The question of flow stability arises in nonadiabatic, two-phase flow because of

a pressure drop-flow characteristic which may, have a negative slope. Such a
deviation, from the usual behavior of the flow of an incompressible fluid, is

associated with the changes of density that can occur in two-phase flow with
heat addition.

Consider a single lattice position, as shown in Fig. 5.4-1. The length 0-1
represents the pigtail supply piping in which only liquid flows. The liquid
enters the heated region at 1, subcooled an amount corresponding to the

reactor design. Bulk boiling begins at 1' and continues to the end of the

heated region at 2. The length 2-3 represents the downstream piping in which

the two-phase mixture of steam and water flows at a quality xf2 . It is

assumed that many such lattice positions operate in parallel and that small
perturbations in any one channel have only a negligible effect on the overall
pressure drop,,A p,, between the headers.

Fig. 5.4-2 shows the pressure drop-flow characteristic for a single lattice
position when calculated for fixed operating pressure, heat addition, and

inlet temperature. At low flow rates the coolant is entirely vapor, whereas

at high flow rates it can be entirely liquid. The two-phase region lies
between these extremes and includes the portion of the curve having a negative
slope.

The existence of a multiple-valued pressure drop-flow characteristic is in
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itself undesirable. Large disturbances could shift the operating point

from 1 to either 2 or 3, and the flow could surge back and forth through

points 1, 2 and 3, resulting in an unstable situation.

Condition for Stability

The condition for stability is that the slope of the pressure drop

characteristic shown in Fig. 5.4-2 be positive in the region of operation.

Mathematically, this may be expressed by

(APT> >0 (1)
aw Q,p3,T1

where Ti and p3 represent the inlet temperature and outlet pressure of the

coolant to which heat is transferred at a rate Q.

The pressure drop may be represented by an equation of the form

A PT = f(xf2 ,w,R) (2)

where R is the resistance of the boiling region. Energy considerations

lead to the equation

Q = w [(hfR-hl) + xf2 hfg2] (3)

For given values of APT, Q, and R, equations (2) and (3) determine the flow
rate and exit flow quality when the temperatures Ti and T2 are specified.

Experiments such as those conducted by Martinelli and others imp:.y that R

is a function of pressure and quality. Since variations in pressure level

are of no concern,

Re = g(xf2 ) (4)

where Re is the actual resistance of the boiling region under equilibrium

conditions. Possible operating points for a given APT and Q, therefore,

require that R = Re. A small perturbation in resistance R at an operating

point, while the pressure drop and power remain constant,will change both

the quality and flow rate, satisfying (2) and (3). At the new quality,
there will also be a new value of Re given by (4). If the new value of Re

corresponds exactly to the new R, the flow can remain in the perturbed
state since it is another operating point satisfying (2), (3), and (4).

Such a condition is called "neutral equilibrium." On the other hand, if

the new Re is greater than the new R, the flow cannot be maintained at the
new point and will deviate even further away, since larger values of

resistance correspond to larger deviations in flow. Such a magnification
of the disturbance is the case of instability. What is required, therefore,

is that the new value of Re be less than the new value of R. The stability

condition then follows:

( Re <1 (5)

aR APT, Q,Ti,p3

The stability condition expressed by (1) may be obtained from (5) by
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partial differentiation.

Method of Calculating Stability

The most straightforward way of applying the stability condition is to calculate
and plot the pressure drop characteristic as shown in Fig. 5.4-2. If the

slope is nowhere negative, the flow is stable. This was done for the

prototype reactor at design power.

To determine the stability of the flow at conditions other than design, for

example, when operating at a different power level a different procedure is used

in which the expression for the pressure drop is differentiated to determine

the slope and then substituted into the stability criterion given by (1).

The resulting inequality then expresses the condition of stability in terms

of the parameters of the system. Specifically, for a constant slip ratio

equal to unity, the stability condition may be shown to be

F gT 'Il _ g2 ~RB dmnB +R dm2a 3  __

wF 2 pg _ oA+ /\whfg2  pf / + R f2dxf / whfg2

+ R1 2 (mB-1)
SG.

Q
w(hf2-h1 )

(6)

Pressure Drop-Flow Characteristic for Prototype Reactor

The pressure drop from header to header for the prototype reactor is
illustrated in Fig. 5.4-3 for a reactor power of 255 MW. At the central
lattice positions, assuming 133 fuel elements operating at a core radial max/

avg power ratio of 1.555,

=255
133 (1.555) = 2.98 MW = 1.017 x 107 Btu/hr.
133

The design flow for these lattice positions is 8.8 x 104 lbm/hr (cf. Reference

1).

There is no stability problem in the prototype at the design operating

conditions in as much as the pressure characteristic has a positive slope

throughout the operating range. The pressure drop in the two-phase region has

a positive slope, and this implies that the supply piping resistance is not
critical from the point of view of stability.

The pressure drop was calculated from an expression of the form

2

) 'P03 = (Ro y + Rii + mBRB + m2 3R2 )w
2  + 1 (1-xf2  - 1 w

P f2 go1-v2 Af e (7)

The first term on the right represents the losses arising from friction,

and the second term accounts for momentum effects assuming an exit and

entrance slip ratio of unity. The momentum term represents only the boiling

region, and no pressure recovery was considered to occur in the outlet header.

Hydrostatic effects were also neglected.
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Effect of Variations in Power Level on the Prototype

Calculations have been carried out at given inlet and exit conditions for

a range of reactor powers from about 0.5 to 2 times the design power,

assuming a uniform axial distribution of heat input. The results are

summarized in Fig. 5.4-4. Over this range of power, the quality varies
from 5% to more than 40%. However, at a power 25% greater than design

with a 20% quality, the fuel begins to melt. The Fig. 5.4-4 indicates

that perturbations in power around the operating design point of the

prototype present no problem from the stand point of flow stability.

Extension of Results for Prototype to Full-Scale Reactor

Direct calculation of the stability characteristics of the full-scale

reactor were not carried out. However, certain conclusions may be

inferred from the prototype calculations.

The slope of the pressure drop characteristic is given by the following

relation, for a constant slip ratio of unity,

( _ =2. A p - w 2 'mB )(hf-h)- Q I dmB dmas
w/ Q,TaT1  w - - hfg2  RB - + fdxfa

Q 1 _ _
h fga Pg2 go A Pf2  (8)

fe

For simplicity Ta is held constant here, rather than T3 .

Since the actual variation of Wa is slight, this simplification is justified.
The right side of (8) is the sum of both positive and negative terms. For

the full-scale reactor the relative values of these terms are changed from
those of the prototype because of changes in power and flow rate. Changes
in design quality must also be considered. An estimate of these changes is

summarized in Table 5.4-I where relative values only are represented. The
terms refer to the right-hand side of (8)

It appears that at 14% quality the effect of increasing the size of the

reactor promotes stability, since the full-scale reactor has a pressure
characteristic which is more steep than the prototype. An increase in
the design quality of the full-scale reactor from 14% to 307., however,

tends to decrease the slope of the pressure drop characteristic. It also

appears that an increase of power at constant pressure drop, as would

occur in a disturbance in a single lattice position, leads to an increase

in the slope of the pressure drop characteristic.

5.4.3 Burnout Heat Flux

On the basis of a review of the available literature on burnout heat flux,
it was decided to concentrate on the data presented in Reference 2, which
summarizes the latest results of the Bettis experimental program on

ordinary water and includes consideration of data obtained at other
laboratories.

Reference 2 presents two basic correlations: one for rectangular channels,
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Table 5.4-1

Effect of Changes in Power, Flow Rate

and Design on Slope of Pressure Drop

Characteristic Quality - Relative Values

Situation

Prototype at 14%

Full-Scale at 14% **
(estimated)

Full-Scale at 30%**
(estimated)

Full-Scale at 30/*
petturbed (fixed Ap)

C4,

Full-Scale at 30%,
perturbed (fixed Ap)

Hot Channel

Power Flow

2.78

4.92

4.92

6.45

2.63

8.8

15. 7

7.32

5.2

10.8

Quality Term 1* Term 2* Term 3* Term 4*

14%

14%

30%

63%

71.6

128

73

103

7% 50

-2.84 -17.6

-5

-1.5

-1.7

-3

-31

-31

-41

-17

*From right-hand side of Eq. 8

** Estimated.

Sum

aw

46.7-4,49

-8

-8

84

23

50

26

-10

-4



the other for round tubes, the latter being the more conservative of the
two. Since there is no apparent way to account completely for the effect
of channel geometry on burnout flux, the correlation for round tubes was

chosen to represent the reactor lattice positions. Calculations of burnout
heat flux were obtained from this correlation by multiplying by a design
factor of 0.65, chosen so that the calculated burnout heat fluxes would
lie below approximately 987. of the experimental heat fluxes. The resulting

equation, is

= h0.182+eBo- ecOO12(/D
106 103 0 (9)

where p BO is the burnout heat flux in Btu/hr-ft2 . hBO the bulk enthalpy
of the mixture at burnout in Btu/lbm, G the mass velocity in ibm/hr-fta,

and R/D the length to diameter ratio at each axial position. The range of
applicability of this relation is summarized in Table 5.4-Il.

Table 5.4-II

Range of Applicability
of Burnout Heat Flux Equation

Value for Value for
Item Range Prototype Reactor Full-Scale Reactor

Pressure, psia 1850 < p < 2150 785 785

Enthalpy, Btu/lbm 500 < hB < 1000 552 (at 147. and 552 (at 147. and

0 785 psia) 785 psia)

Mass velocity, 0.2 x 106 < G < 8.0 x 10 Gmax = 1.56 x 106 Gmax = 2.78 x 108
lbm/hr-ft 2 2/D 21 < /D < 365 9/D < 288 RI/D 565

The values of k/D and mass velocity in the present application are
within the specified range for the prototype. For the full-scale reactor

the value of A /D is slightly above the range of applicability.

The value of absolut e enthalpy depends on the choice of a datum, and
for the correlations the datum is 32 F. corresponding to the Keenan and
Keyes steam tables. At 200 psi, therefore, the enthalpy rangE given above
corresponds to states from subcooled liquid (by as much as 170 F) to
qualities up to about 707.. The quality range, therefore, includes the
values encountered in the reactors under study.

The values of enthalpy used in the calculations were taken from Reference
4 for DEO, which has a base of zero enthalpy near 65 F. In the use of these
values in (9), correction was not made for this discrepancy. (The
correction amounts to about 35 Btu/lbm, and since it would be added to the
value of the enthalpies used, (9) indicates that the actual burnout, fluxes
are lower than those computed. Noting that the enthalpy of saturated
liquid as read from Reference 4 at 785 psia and for a quality of 147.
corresponds to about 552 Btu/lbm, the error in the computed flux is about
2.5(35/552) X 100 = 15.87..)

The effect of pressure level on burnout was not clearly established in
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Reference 2 because enough data were not available for pressures lower than
2000 psia. Available data did indicate, however, that the enthalpy dependence
at lower pressures is less strong than the 2.5 power given by (9) An attempt

to correlate these data resulted in burnout heat fluxes higher than those
predicted for 2000 psi. Since this correlation was not recommended because of
limited data, it was decided to use the design equation for 2000 psi, which
appeared to be conservative.

The effect of inlet subcooling is not included in (9) since the effect of
;ubcooling on burnout, appears to be rather small.

Burnout Calculations

The burnout behavior of both prototype and full-scale reactors is presented

below in curves which compare the actual heat flux distribution along the
surface of the hottest fuel rod with the axial variation of burnout flux as

calculated from (9). In general the burnout fluxes are higher than the
actual fluxes. A measure of the margin of safety is given by a so-called
"burnout safety factor" which is defined as the ratio of the total power
developed in a lattice position at burnout to the power level in question.

Because of the sinusoidal axial distribution in power, burnout will occur
somewhere between the exit and the midplane of the core.

The burnout safety factor depends not only on the power and flow associated
with any channel but. also on the flow sensitivity to changes in power. A flow

rate less than normal would decrease the burnout flux for a given power;
however, the burnout safety factor may be only slightly reduced depending on
how much the flow sensitivity of the channel is decreased.

As the reactor core ages, the radial power distribution changes, steam quality
will vary from channel to channel. For an initial zero-order Bessel function

distribution of both flow and power, the exit qualities are uniform for all
lattice positions. For any subsequent flux distribution of a flatter nature

the power in the peripheral channels is higher, thereby increasing the steam
production in these channels. The flow resistance of the lattice positions will

tend to increase more rapidly with radius under these conditions and will
lead to a redistribution of the flow. The combined effect is to increase the
specific power in the outer channels and to decrease it toward the center,
with the result that qualities will increase with radius. Reffering to (9),

the burnout flux decreases in the outer lattice positions as the power
distribution flattens. The situation is one of decreasing flow and burnout

flux with simultaneously increasing power.

Inner Lattice Positions at Beginning of Life - Prototype

A "beginning of life" power distribution is defined as a zero-order Bessel

function distribution. Fig. 5.4-6 illustrates the burnout flux in the hottest

channel for such a situation. Under normal conditions the burnout flux is
never less than 3.2 times the maximum operating flux. A perturbation in power

results in the flow variation shown in Fig. 5.4-4, and the power may be

increased by a factor of two before burnout occurs; this is the burnout safety
factor. The burnout condition is indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 5.4-6.

The burnout flux for a reduced flow equal to the average flow, namely
(8.8 x 104)/1.555= 5.66 x 104 lbm/hr, but computed at full design power, is
also shown in Fig. 5.4-6. This flow is actually less than the flow at burnout,
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but the burnout flux is always greater than 2.3 times the maximum operating
flux. This illustrates the importance of power, rather than flow, in
determining burnout at low qualities. Furthermore any obstruction leading

to a decreased flow rate would also decrease the flow sensitivity of the
channel to changes in power. For these reasons, it is expected that the
burnout safety factor is not very sensitive to slight deviations of the flow

from the calculated design flow in the prototype.

Outer Lattice Positions with Flat Reactor Power Distribution - Prototype

Fig. 5.4-7 illustrates the burnout condition in the outer lattice positions
for an extreme case. The reactor radial power distribution is assumed to be

flat, and the effect of a change in power distribution from an initial zero-
order Bessel function is accounted for in the flow distribution.

Under these circumstances, the exit steam quality is increased from. an initial
14% to 27.5%, since the flow is roughly 367. and the power 65% of their
initial values. The burnout flux is always greater than 2.8 times the

operating maximum heat flux.

The burnout safety factor, from Fig. 5.4-7, is 1.64, although this appears
to be more critical than the central lattice positions with a BessEl function
distribution, the calculations are conservative for two reasons: the flat
power distribution for the reactor is extreme, and the flow sensitivity of the
outer channels was not calculated but was approximated by a translation of the

curves given in Fig. 5.4-4 for the central channels. Since the outer lattice
positions will be more heavily orificed than the central positions, their
flow sensitivity to variations in power will be less than that assumed.

Inner Lattice Positions at Beginning of Life - Full-Scale

Fig. 5.4-8 illustrates the burnout condition for the full-scale reactor at

a design quality of 14%.

The burnout safety factor is 496/290=1.71, which compares favorably with a
predicted burnout safety factor of 1.69 determined by taking the prototype
burnout safety factor (2.04) and reducing it by the ratio (240/290) of the
maximum heat flux in the prototype (240,000 Btu/hr-fta) to that in the
full-scale reactor (290,000 Btu/hr-ft2 ). This correlation supports the
earlier inference that variations in flow rate do not substantially affect
the burnout safety factor. The difference in flow rates is almost a factor
of two which is significant, however, the qualities are in the same range.

This is the primary reason for the success of the extrapolation.

Fig. 5.4-9 is similar to Fig. 5.4-8 except that the design quality has been

increased to 30%. Since the steam flow rate is fixed, the inlet temperature
to the core must be reduced relative to the previous case. It should be
remembered that increased subcooling tends to increase the burnout heat flux.

The burnout safety factor is 368/290 = 1.27 and the increase in power that
can be safely accommodated before burnout is reduced by a factor of 27/71 = 0.38
compared to what it was at a design quality of 14%.

Increased sensitivity of the burnout flux to variations in flow and power may
be expected as the design quality is increased. Inasmuch as the burnout
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flux is lower at the start, the burnout safety factor will decrease with

increasing design quality.

Outer Lattice Positions with Flat Reactor Power Distribution - Full-Scale

Burnout calculations for this situation were not carried out for the full-

scale reactor. However, the burnout safety factor for this case may be

inferred from the prototype calculations.

Noting that the slopes of the flow vs power curves are about the same for both

prototype and full-scale reactors (see Figs. 5.4-4 and 5.4-5), a given
fractional change in power would lead to smaller fractional changes in flow

rate for the large reactor. Qualities in the outer region of the large reactor

should be slightly lower than for the prototype at the same design quality.

Hence, it can be concluded that the burnout safety factor is somewhat higher

than that for the prototype. Scaling the prototype value to account for the

initially different power results in an estimated safety factor of 1.65 x (240/
290) = 1.37. The value for the full-scale reactor should be slightly larger
than this.

Increasing the design quality to 30% has the opposite effect. Changes in
quality are more sensitive to changes in power and flow, as discussed

previously. That this is the case may be seen in Fig. 5.4-5 where the slope
of the quality curve is steeper for the 307. design than for the 147. case.
As the reactor power flattens, therefore, it would be expected that the burnout
safety factor decreases more rapidly in the outer channels at a design quality
of 30% than at 147.. The ratio of the outer and inner lattice position burnout
safety factors for the 14 design is 1.37/1.71. The burnout safety factor
in the outer lattice positions of the 30% quality design is, therefore,
expected to be less than 1.27 x (1.37/1.71) = 1.02.

Summary of Burnout Calculations

The burnout safety factors discussed above are summarized in Table 5.4-III.
For a flat power distribution, the outer lattice positions are limiting rather
than the central channels at "beginning of life". The column headed
"optimum flow distribution" was obtained by taking the mean of the burnout
safety factors calculated for the case of an initial J (r) flow distribution.

If the correction for the base in computing enthalpy is applied, the 30%
design is unsatisfactory since the burnout safety factor is reduced by about
15%. For the 14% design the corrected burnout safety factor would be
0.85 x 1.54 = 1.31, and the margin of safety is only 31% in power.

If it is desired to keep the minimum burnout flux at the exit of a core
channel above the peak flux at or near the channel midplane, then the burnout

safety factor is even further reduced. Local flux peaking could further narrow
the margin of safety.

In view of the rather nominal margin of safety at 147. design quality and the
inherent uncertainty in the burnout calculations discussed above, no final

conclusion can be drawn regarding the possibility of increasing the design
quality without further study.
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Table 5.4-III
Summary of Burnout Calculations

Burnout Safety Factor*

Reactor

Prototype
(heat flux =
240,000)

Full scale
(heat flux =
290, 000)

C4 Full scale

(heat flux =
290,000)

Design
Quality

14%
1470

14%
14%

30%
30%

Location
in Core

Center
Periphery

Center
Periphery

Center
Periphery

Radial Flux
Distribution
over Core

Jo
flat

Jo
flat

Jo
flat

Ratio of Minimum
Burnout Flux
to Peak Flux*

3.2
2.8

2.4

1.24

Initial
Jo Flow
Distribution

2.04
1.65

1.71
>1.37**

1.27
<1.02**

Optimum
Flow
Distribution

1.85**
1.85**

1. 54**
1.54**

1. 14**
1. 14**

* Values in this table do not include the correction factor for the discrepancy in the base for

enthalpy, as discussed in Section 5.4.

** Estimated values.



5.4.4 Flow Distribution

All performance calculations for the prototype reactor were based on a radial

flow pattern proportional to the power distribution. The particular
distribution was a zero-order Bessel function. Under these circumstances

the exit flow quality is the same for every lattice position of the reactor.

As the power distribution flattens, the quality will increase toward the

periphery and decrease toward the center. This redistribution of quality, in
turn, affects the relative resistances of the lattice positions, and the

Original flow distribution tends to steepen. Variation in the radial power
distribution, therefore, affects both the quality and the flow distributions.

Redistribution of Flow With Changes in Power Distribution

In order to examine the magnitude of the effect of changes in power
distribution on the flow distribution, the following example was chosen for

calculation.

The prototype reactor was assumed to operate at its design conditions, and the
power and flow were considered to be distributed radially in proportion to a
zero-order Bessel function. Under these circumstances, the exit flow quality

is the same for all lattice positions. The pertinent conditions are as follows.

Reactor Steam Flow Rate: 1.055 x 106 lbm/hr

Mean Exit Quality: 14%

Inlet Temperature to Core: 499 F

Pressure Drop, Header-to-Header: 31 psi

Reactor Power to Coolant: 237 MW

The power distribution was then changed, so that the power was the same in
every lattice position. All operating conditions listed above were kept the
same with the exception of the pressure drop which in general could either

increase or decrease. The quality would increase with increasing radius in the
core and the flow distribution would steepen.

Given the above situation, it was desired to find the flow and quality pattern
for the case of flat power distribution together with a new pressure drop value.

The pressure drop for the i-th lattice position is given by

Qp = fi (Roi,wi,xi) (10)

where R0 1 i denotes the resistance of the lattice position supply piping (which

includes the distribution orifice), and wi and xi denote the flow rate and
quality, respectively. Inasmuch as the values of wi and xi are known
originally, the values of Roil can be determined for each lattice position,
since the pressure drop is known and is the same for all lattice positions.

The value of Roi, once determined remains unchanged.

The energy equation is

Qi = w [(ha-hi)+xihf](11)
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If the flow rate is now eliminated from these equations, the resulting
equation is of the form,

AP = fa(Qi,xi,Roi) (12)

Since the power in the new situation is known for each lattice position

(in this particular case it is the same for each), the pressure drop given

by (12) may be plotted as a function of quality for each lattice position.
The result is a family of curves of pressure drop vs quality, each curve

representing a particular Qi and Roli. The intersections of these

curves with a horizontal line determine the quality in each lattice

position. The horizontal line which represents the core pressure drop

must be selected. The restriction of a fixed steam flow rate for the core

is now applied. The steam flow rate for an individual lattice position is,

wsteami = xiwi (13)

where w. is the mixture flow rate. Making use of (11) and summing over all

lattice positions,

wt = xiQi (14)

i (hf2 -h )+ xihfg2

where wt is the reactor steam flow rate.

The quality distribution is known for any assumed value of Ap, as explained
above. Substitution of this distribution into (14) leads to a value of the

total steam flow rate. In general, the computed value will not be correct
and another value of Ap must be chosen. The procedure is repeated with

different values of Ap until the correct steam flow rate is founc. The

pressure drop and distribution of both quality and flow are thereby

determined.

The results of an application of the above analysis are presented in

Figs. 5.4-10 and 5.4-11. Fig. 5.4-10 illustrates the effect on flow
distribution of an extreme redistribution of power, namely from an initial
zero-order Bessel function to a flat distribution. Toward the center of

the core the flow is affected more than it is at the periphery. For the

central lattice positions the flow is increased by about 14%, at the

peripheral lattice positions it is decreased about 8%.

The corresponding quality distributions are illustrated in Fig. 5.4-11.

Originally, the quality was uniform over the core. After the redistribution

of power, the quality increases to 27.47. at the periphery and decreases to
7% at the center.*

* In order to make the calculations here more tractable, the 133 lattice

positions were divided into eight groups, The value of peripheral

quality quoted here corresponds to the outermost group. The outermost

individual lattice position actually has a somewhat lower flow and

higher quality inasmuch as it is located at a greater radius from the
core center than the outer group. (See Table 5.4-IV for exact values of

quality.)
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Had the flow redistribution not been accounted for, the peripheral and central
qualities would have been computed at 25.87. and 8.47 respectively. The
quality distribution under these circumstances is shown by the dashed line.

In view of the change in power illustrated, it is concluded that under
ordinary circumstances the effect of nominal changes in power distribution

on the flow distribution can be neglected. Because of the larger values of
Roiat the core periphery, the flow sensitivity of these channels to changes
in power was small. The flow sensitivity of all the channels could, therefore,

be reduced by a proportional increase in the values of Roi for all channels.

The pressure drop accompanying the flow and power redistribution was found to
be slightly lower than it was originally. The new value was calculated at

29.8 psi.

Optimum Flow Distribution

Optimum flow distribution is defined as that which leads to minimum variation
in exit flow quality, for the core as a whole, as the power distribution

changes from a zero-order Bessel function to a flat distribution.

The purpose of this flow distribution is to reduce the variation in quality
shown in Fig. 5.4-11, where the quality is shown as increasing from 14% to 27%
in the outer lattice positions. This is an important consideration from the
point of view of burnout limitations because, as shown above, the burnout heat

flux is primarily a function of quality and only a weak function of flow rate.
Without the proper flow pattern, the outer lattice positions have a lower burn-

out safety factor than the central lattice positions. This optimum flow

distribution would lead to a reduction in the difference between burnout safety
factors for the inner and outer lattice positions over the life of the core.

The power is initially distributed according to a zero-order Bessel function

as shown in Fig. 5.4-12 by the curve AOB. The final power distribution is
flat, as denoted by COD in the figure. At no time, is the power in any
lattice position greater than that given by the curve AOD at the proper radius.
If the flow is distributed radially according to the curve AOD, the quality
will be the same for each lattice position when its power lies on AOD. This
quality is the minimum quality, for if the flow were increased at any point,
it would have to be decreased at another, and the corresponding quality would
be higher.

With the flow distribution known, the flow may be calculated since the
average flow for the core is fixed. The average flow is given by

- 1 E .(15)
n i ii(5

where n is the number of lattice positions and the index i denotes an individual

lattice position. The flow in the k-th lattice position is then given by

wk = nw _nw

wkk + k(16)
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where the ratios (wi/wk) may be determined directly from the power
distribution curve AOD in Fig. 5.4-12. The effect of power distribution
on flow distribution has been neglected, however, the results presented
above indicate that this effect is small.

Fig. 5.4-13 illustrates the quality distribution corresponding to a flow
pattern given by curve AOB in Fig. 5.4-12. Two cases are shown: (a) a zero-
order Bessel function power distribution and (b) a flat power distribution.
The maximum quality does not exceed 16.2%. This represents a considerable
improvement over the condition illustrated in Fig. 5.4-11.

The pressure drop, with the initial distribution of power, is reduced to
27 psi, compared with a value of 31 psi for a zero-order Bessel function flow
pattern, (see Fig. 5.4-3).

5.4.5 Thermal Performance of the Full-Scale Reactor at Design Qualities of 14%
and 30%

The thermal performance of the full-scale reactor was calculated for exit
flow qualities of 147. and 30%. The procedure was identical to that outlined
in Reference 1. Results are tabulated in Table 5.4-IV, and for purposes of
comparison the prototype performance is also presented.

The operating maximum heat flux is higher for the full-scale reactor than
for the prototype reflecting an initial selection of a slightly more con-
servative fuel element heat transfer design for the prototype. The
calculations for the prototype represent work reported in Reference 1 and
are not repeated.

5.4.6 References for Section 5.4

1. Heavy Water Moderated Power Reactor Plants, Vol. I, Part 2, Appendix C,

pps 136-143, SL-1581 (Feb. 28, 1959).

2. Forced-Convection Heat Transfer Burnout Studies for Water in.Rectangular
Channels and Round Tubes at Pressures Above 500 psia, WAPD-188
(Oct. 1958).

3. P.A.Lottes, et al., Experimental Studies of Natural Circulation Boiling
and Their Application to Boiling Reactor Performance, A/Conf. 15/P/1983
(June 1958).

4. J. Howieson, Tables of Properties of Heavy Water (D20) at Saturation
Temperatures, NEI-77, Revision 1 (Aug. 1957).
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Table 5.4-IV

Boiling-Coolant, Pressure-Tube Reactors

Thermal Description and Calculated Performance

Steam and Supply Conditions

Coolant

Temperature in Steam Drum, F

Pressure in Steam Drum, psia

Moisture of Steam Leaving

Drum, max %

Steam Flow Rate from Drum,
lbm/hr

Feed water Heater Exit

Temperature, F

Core Description

Total Number of Lattice
Positions

Number of Fueled Lattice
Positions

Lattice Arrangement

Lattice Pitch Spacing, inches

Active Diameter, ft

Active Height, ft

Fuel Material

Fuel Volume ftc'

Coolant Volume in Core, ft3

Moderator Volume in Core, ft3

Moderator Volume/Fuel Volume

(a) Single Lattice Cell

(b) Item 10/Item 8

Total Fuel Loading, kg

Prototype (147.)

D20

515

795

0.25

1.055 x 106

Full Scale (147)

D2 0

515

795

0.25

3.15 x 106

387387

152

133

287

268

Equilateral
Triangular

11.1

12.0

11.1

UO

67.8

82

945

11.0

13.94

19,700

Equilateral
Triangular

11.1

16.4

17.7

U02

3110

67,800

Full Scale (30%)

D2 0

515

795

0.25

3.15 x 106

387

287

268

Equilateral

Triangular

11.1

16.4

17.7

U02

3110

67,800
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Table 5.4-IV (Continued)

Core Performance Prototype (14%) Full Scale (14%) Null Scale (30%)

Total Power Transferred to
Coolant through Fuel Element
Cladding, MW

Heat Transfer from Coolant to
Moderator, MW

Net Power Transferred to
Coolant, MW

Radial Max./Avg Power
Distribution for Core, a

Beginning of Life

End of Life

apy for Core

Beginning of Life

End of Life

Coolant Inlet Temperature, F

Subcooling at Inlet, F

Average Coolant Outlet
Temperature, F

Coolant Flow Distribution

Basis

Max./avg

Min./avg

Exit Flow Quality at Beginning

of Life

Max.

Avg

Min.

Exit Flow Quality at End of Life

Max.

Avg

Min.

Exit Steam Volume Fraction

For a Slip Ratio of
and a Flow Quality of

Average Coolant Flow Rate per
Lattice Position, lbm/hr

237

0.4

237

1.555

1.0

2.13

1.37

499

20

516

Uniform exit

1.555

0.47

14%

14

14

706

1.5

705

1.87

1.0

3.04

1.63

499

23

516

quality

1.87

0.45

14%

14

14

706

1.5

705

1.87

1.0

3.04

1.63

481

37

516

at beginning of life

1.87

0.45

30%

30

30

(Based on Original Flow Distribution)

33.6% 34.8%

14

7.94

0.738
1.6

0.14

5.66 x 104

14

5.95

0.74

1.6

0.14

8.4 x 10'

74.5%

30

12.7

0.88

1.6

0.30

3.92 x 10P
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Table 5.4-IV (Continued)

Core Performance (cont.) Prototype (147)

Total Coolant Flow Rate 7.54 x 106
through Core, lbm/hr

Liquid Velocity at Core Inlet, 8.0
max. ft/sec

Velocities at Core Exit, max.,
ft/sec

Slip Ratio 1.6

Radial Location Center

End or Beginning of Life Beginning

Liquid, ft/sec 26.8

Vapor, ft/sec 42.9

Fraction of Core Length

Covered by Liquid Below
Saturation Temperature

At Average Exit Flow 0.26
Quality

Static Pressure at Core 820
Inlet, psia

Static Pressure Drop, psi

Inlet of Lower Header
to Inlet of Core

Friction 10

Hydrostatic 8

Inlet of Core to Outlet

of Core

Friction 16

Momentum 2.5

Hydrostatic 1.5

Outlet of Core to Steam Drum

Friction 4

Hydrostatic 1

Total (Inlet of Lower Header 43
to Steam Drum)

Fuel Element Description

Type of Element 1 element = 2

No. of Rods, per Cluster 37/cluster

Arrangement of Rods Equilateral
triangular
grid

349

Full Scale (147.) Full Scale (30%)

22.5 x 106 10.5 x 108

14.35 6.55

1.6

Center

Beginning

47.6

76.1

0.25

10

39.5

9.3

4.1

clusters joined end to

37/cluster

Equilateral
triangular
grid

1.6

Center

Beginning

40

64

0.25

2.2

15.23

4.3

1.57

end

37/cluster

Equilateral
triangular
grid



Table 5.4-IV (Continued)

Fuel Element Description (Cont.)

Fuel Material

7. by Weight Uranium

U 2
38 Enrichment (Atomic)

7. by weight

Cladding

Material

OD, inch

Thickness, inch

Bond

Prototype (1470) Full Scale (14%) Full Scale (307%)

0.703

Zr-2

0.552

0.015

Zr-2

0.552

0.015

Zr-2

0.552

0.015

Material He

Thickness, hot, inch 0.001

Length of Clad Rod

Heat Transfer, inches 5.05

Heat Transfer plus Fission 5.55
Gas Space, inches

Fission Gas Expansion Volume, 3
7 of Clad Fuel Volume

Heat Transfer Surface Area

Per Rod, ft2  1.43

Per Element, ft2  53

Fuel-Coolant Tube ID, inches 4.65

Coolant Flow Area A, ft2  0.0565

Hydraulic Diameter, inch
Average for Element 0.417

Thermal Performance of Hottest Fuel Element

Maximum Power Transferred to 325
Coolant per Unit Length of Rod
Plate, or Ring, w/cm

Maximum Heat Flux at Surface 240,000
of Cladding, Btu/hr-ft2

Estimated Minimum Burnout Heat 1.2 x 108

Flux, Btu/hr-ft2

Burnout Safety Factor on Power 1.73

Power Transferred to Coolant, MW 2.78

Not considered in
calculations

8.85

11.5

3

2.54

94

4.65

0.0565

0.417

420

290,000

1.025 x 10a

1.45

4.92

350

8.85

11.5

3

2.54

94

4.65

0.0565

0.417

420

290,000

5.2 x 100

1.08

4.92



Table 5.4-IV (Continued)

Thermal Performance of Hottest Fuel Element (Cont.)

Prototype (14%) Full Scale (14%) Full Scale (30%)

4000 4000 4000

0.85 1.0 1.0

606 625

64 77.3

Maximum Fuel Temperature, F

Assumed Thermal Conductivity
of Fuel, Btu/hr-ft- F

Maximum Temperature at Inside
Surface of Cladding, F

Maximum Temperature Difference
Across Cladding, F

Coolant Inlet Temperature, F

Subcooling at Inlet, F

Coolant Outlet Temperature F

Static Pressure at Core Outlet,
psia

Exit Flow Quality, %

Fraction of Heat Transfer Length
Covered by Liquid Below
Saturation Temperature

Total Coolant Flow Rate, lbm/hr

Coolant Velocity, ft/sec

Inlet

Vapor at Outlet (slip
ratio = 1.6)

Liquid at Outlet

Heat Transfer Coefficient,
Surface of Cladding to Bulk
Coolant, Btu/hr-ft - F

Type of Boiling

Radial Max./Avg Power
Distribution for
Element, y

Axial Max./Avg Power
Distribution,

Allowable Fission Gas

Pressure, psia

Cladding Temperature F

499

23

516

800

14

0.26

14

0.25

8.8 x 104

8.0
42.9

26.8

10,000

Nucleate

1.1

1.245

15.7 x 104

14.35

76.1

47.6

11,300

Nucleate

1.1

1.48

621

77.3

481

37

516

800

30

0.25

7.32 x 104

6.55

64

40

11,300

Nucleate

1.1

1.48

900

606
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Table 5.4-IV (Continued)

Thermal Performance of Hottest Fuel Element (Cont.)

Operating Condition

Allowable Working Stress,
psi

Basis for Selecting
Allowable Stress

Prototype (14%)

Steady State

10,500

0.8% creep in
105 hr at
630 F

Full Scale (14%) Full Scale (30%)

Fission Gas Release, % of Total
Produced

Perturbed Performance at
Constant Pressure Drop and
Inlet Temperature

Max Heat Flux, Btu/hr-ft2 -F 300,000
Exit Flow Quality, % 19.7

Coolant Flow Rate, lbm/hr

Minimum Burnout Heat Flux,
Btu/hr-ft2 - F

Maximum Temperature of
Fuel, F

8.3 x 10'

6.4 x 105

5000

380,000

25

12.6 x 10'

4.7 x 105

5000

380,000

61

5.2 x 104

1.71 x 105

5000
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Figure 5.4-6

Burnout Flux Distribution in Hottest Channel of Prototype
Reactor at a Design Quality of 14% for a Zero-Order Bessel

Function Radial Power Distribution Over Reactor Core
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Burnout Flux Distribution in Outer Lattice Positions of Proto-
type Reactor for a Flat Radial Power Distribution for a Zero-
Order Bessel Function Initial Power Distribution with Initially
Uniform Quality Over Core Exit Plane
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Figure 5.4-8

Burnout Flux Distribution in Hottest Channel of Full
Scale Reactor at a Design Quality of 14% for a Zero-
Order Bessel Function Radial Power Distribution Over
Reactor Core
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Burnout Flux Distribution in Hottest Channel of Full
Scale Reactor at a Design Quality of 30% for a Zero-
Order Bessel Function Radial Power Distribution Over
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The Effect on Flow Distribution of a Dedistribution of Power
From a Zero-Order Bessel Function to a Flat Distribution for
a Flow Initially Distributed in Proportion to Power for Proto-
type at Design Conditions
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Effect on Quality Distribution of a Redistribution of Power
From a Zero-Order Bessel Function to a Flat Distribution for
a Flow Initially Distributed in Proportion to Power for Proto-
type at Design Conditions
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5.5 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES DATA OF ZIRCALOY -2

This section contains tabulated data and graphs referred to in Section 4.4,
Zircaloy-2 Materials Testing. Figures 5-5-1 through 5.5-13 Summarize the
most reliable tensile and yield data for Zr-2. The more reliable Creep
and Stress Rupture Data are shown in Figure 5.5-14 through 5.5-26.

The available thermal Conductivity Data are shown in Figure 5.5-27. Reference
45 presents the following expression for the thermal expansion of Zr-2 in
the temperature range from 86 to 1112 F:

LT= Lo (0.99983 + 5.628 x 10OT + 1.581 x 10~r T 2)

where,

LT = length at temperature T
Lo = length at T = 30 C.
T = temperature in "C.

Results of bend tests are presented from Ref. 11 on Tables 5.5-1 II and III.

Burst strength of zirconium and Zr-2 tubes are shown on Table 5.5-IV.

Other data such as Charpy V-notch impact strength, impact energy to fracture,
dynamic modulus of elasticity and stress and strain ranges are given on
figures 5.5-28 through 5.5-34.
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TABLE 5.5-I
RESULTS OF BEND TESTS ON SAMPLES FROM EXTRUDED DEVELOPMENT TUBE

(DATA FROM REF. 11)

Ingot FZ 378

Room Temperature

Longitudinal*

Aver age

Transverse*

Aver age

Load
(Lb)

1250
1460
1440
1240

1347.5

650
650
630
850

695

Deflection
(In.)

0. 350
0.305
0.330
0.315

0.325

0.179
0. 188
0.117
0.250

0. 184

Elevated Temperature (650 F)

Longitudinal*

Aver age

Transverse*

Aver age

490
490
490
490

490

450
530
580
580

535

* 1-1/2 in. x 1/2 in. x 1/8 in.

367

0.280
0.330
0.360
0.305

0.319

0.220
2.250
0.350
0.290

0. 280



TABLE 5.5-II
RESULTS OF BEND TEST ON SAMPLES FROM EXTRUDED DEVELOPMENT TUBE

(DATA FROM REF. 11)

Ingot FZ 378

Room Temperature

Load
(Lb)

Longitudinal*

Aver age

Transverse*

Average

Def lec tion
(In. )

940
950
950
970

952.5

960
975

920
990

0. 190
0.155
0.15.2
0.180

0.169

0.092
0.10)
0.095
0.105

0.098961.2

Elevated Temperature (650 F)

Longitudinal*

Average

Transverse*

Average

* 1-1/2 in. x 1/2 in. x 1/8 in.
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0.280
0.330
0.360
0.305

0.319

0.220
0.250
0.250
0.290

0.277



TABLE 5.5-III
RESULTS OF BEND TESTS ON SAMPLES FROM PRODUCTION TUBE END CAPS

(DATA FROM REF. 11)

Ingot 5Y1048

Room Temperature

Load
(Lb)

Transverse
(1-1/2 in. x 1/2 in.x 1/8 in.)

Aver age

740
765
770
730

751.25

Deflection
(In. )

0. 102
0. 115
0. 120
0. 110

0. 112

Elevated Temperature (650 F)

Transverse
(1-1/2 in. x 1/2 in. 1/8 in.)

Average

369

515
420
470
475

470

0.275
0.189
0.293
0.235

0. 248



TABLE 5.5-IV
BURST STRENGTH OF WELDED ZIRCALOY 2 AND ZIRCONIUM TUBES

(DATA FROM REF. 11)
AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES

Wall
Thickness,

OD0 n. in.
Specimen Material Nominal Measured Nominal Measured

Cold Work,
percent

Burst
Pressure,
psi

Burst
Stress
(a)
ps i

Circumfer-
ential
Elongation
percent

300 F

273.5(b)
273-6(b)
328-5 (b)
328-6 (b)

Zircaloy
Zircaloy
Z.rcaloy
Zircaloy

2
2
2
2

485--l-4 Zircaloy 2

485-1-5
484-1-5
484-1-6

485-1-1
485-1-3
484-1-1

Zircaloy
Zircaloy
Zircaloy

Zircaloy
Zircaloy
Zircaloy

0.625
0.625
0.500
0.500

0.625

0.625
0.500
0.500

0.625
0.625
0.500

2
2
2

2
2
2

0.625
0.625
0.500
0.499

0.625

0.625
0.500
0.500

0.625
0.625
0.50

0.049
0.049
0.035
0.035

0.047
0.048
0.035
0.035

10-15
10-15
10-15
10-15

450 F

0.050 0.0515 10

0.050
0.035
0.035

0.050
0.050
0.035

0.051
0.035
0.035

10
10
10

650 F

0.051
0.0515
0.035

10
10
10

11,700
11,650
11, 100
11,100

62,160
61, 160
68, 185
65,825

10.0
10.0
53.4
60.2

11,400 58, 790 32.0

12, 200
11,800
11,800

10,000
9,900
6,500

62,910
72,485
72,485

51, 590
50,070
39, 785

68.4
53.6
57.4

42.5
46.4
1.0

484-1-2 Zircaloy 2 0.500 0.50 0.035 0.035 10 9,500 58,360 51.8

(a) Calculated by Barrows formula, S =
(b) Seamless tubes.

Pd
2t

where S = hoop stress, P = internal pressure, and t = wall thickness.

Rem arks

W'

0

Pin hole
failure
in weld

Pin hole
failure
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Figure 5.5-12

Zr-2 True Stress-Strain Curve at
550 F. From Ref. 38
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Creep Properties of Annealed Zr-2. Trans--
verse Specimens. Temperature = 450 F.
Tested in Vacuum. From Ref. 17
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Creep Properties of Annealed Zr-2. Trans-
verse Specimens. Temperature = 550 F.
Tested in Vacuum. From Ref. 17
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Figure 5.5-.6

Creep Properties of Annealed Zr-2. Trans-
verse Specimens. Temperature = 650 F.
Tested in Vacuum. From Ref. 17
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Figure 5.5-17

Creep Properties of 15%
Longitudinal Specimens.
Tested in Vacuum. From

Cold Worked Zr-2.
Temperature = 450 F

Ref. 19
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Figure 5.5-18

Creep Properties of 15% Cold Worked Zr-2. Longitudinal
Specimens. Temperature = 554 F. Tested in Vacuum.
From Ref. 16
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Figure 5.5-19

Creep Properties of 15% Cold Worked Zr-2. Longitudinal Specimens.
Temperature = 653 F. Tested in Vacuum. From Ref. 16
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Figure 5.5-20

Stress-Rupture Curves for Annealed Zr-2 Sheet Tested in
the Transverse and Longitudinal Directions at Temperatures
Ranging From 150 to 500 C. From Ref. 26
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Figure 5.5-21

Stress-Rupture Curves for Cold-Worked Zr-2 Sheet Tested
in the Transverse and Longitudinal Directions at Temper-
atures Ranging From 150 to 500 C. From Ref. 26
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Figure 5.5-22

Stress-Rupture Curves for Annealed and Cold-
Worked Zr-2 Bar Material Tested at Tempera-
tures Ranging From 150 to 500 C From Ref. 26
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Figure 5.5-23

Stress Versus Creep Rate for Annealed Zr.2 Sheet Material
Tested in the Transverse and Longitudinal Directions at
Temperatures Ranging From 150 to 500 C. From Ref. 26
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Figure 5.5-24

Stress Versus Creep Rate for Cold-Worked Zr-2 Sheet Material
Tested in the Transverse and Longitudinal Directions at
Temperatures Ranging From 150 to 500 C. From Ref. 26
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Figure 5.5-25

Stress Versus Creep Rate for Zr-2 Bar Material
Tested at Temperatures Ranging From 150 to 500 C
From Ref. 26
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Figure 5.5-26

Zr-2 Stress-Rupture Tests (Stress vs.
Time for Total Deformation). *, Stress
Rupture Data x, Creep Data. From Ref., 410
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Thermal Conductivity of Zr-2
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Orientation Effect on Charpy V-Notch Impact Strength of Zr-2
From Ref. 3
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Figure 5.5-29

Impact Energy to Fracture vs. Temperature
for Irradiated Zr-2. From Ref. 35
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Figure 5.5-3O

Impact Energy vs. Testing Temperature for Zr-2 Exposed
in LITR. From Ref. 37
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Figure 5.5-31

Dynamic Modulus of Elasticity of Zr-2
Between Room Temperature and 1000 F.
From Ref. 39
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Figure 5.5-32

Total Strain Range vs. Cycles to Failure for Zr-2
and -3. From Ref. 38
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Figure 5.5-33

Stress Range vs. Cycles to Failure for Zr-2
and -3. From Ref. 38
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Figure 5.5-34

Plastic Strain Range vs. Cycles to Failure for
Zr-2 and -3. From Ref. 38
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